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WINGS IN THE WEST
CHAPTER I

The 'plane swept down from the wintry west, touched

its skis deHcately to the flat expanse of snow-covered

lake and coasted to a stop by the Air Base. Air Base

was perhaps too impressive a name for the wharf,

tar-papered shack and collection of steel gas drums

on the outskirts of the mining town that sprawled in

the lee of raw, treeless hills, but the rugged individua-

lists of Broderick were prone to dignify their works

and buildings with high-sounding names.

Out of the door the pilot's stocky figure tumbled,

and he peered about for the watchman. Instead, he

saw a man in a too-long overcoat and too-large felt

hat shambling towards him. At closer range this

derelict disclosed a week's whiskers, watery eyes, and

an aroma of gin. As he slouched along he licked at

a dejected cigarette.

"Got a match, Mac?" he mumbled, coming to a

swaying halt.

It was handed over.

"Where's the watchman?
"
asked the recent arrival.

"Guess maybe he's gettin' his dinner at the Greek's.

Say, are you McCaffery?
"

"That's me," the pilot acknowledged.

"McCaffery, eh?" Whiskers looked him up and

down. "Don't look much like a McCaffery. More like
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a furriner ... so black-eyed, y'are, and dark-

complected. Y' might even be a Frenchman."

"Say, who asked you if you liked my looks?" the

other demanded. "I suppose you think you look like

John Barrymore, yourself, don't you? Well, listen."

"No need to get mad, Mr. McCaffery," deprecated

Whiskers. "Guess there ain't no doubt about you

being Irish, the way you flare up. I'm always saying

the wrong thing ; everybody knows that. But I don't

mean no harm."

The pilot shrugged, and turned away to where his

mechanic was busy pegging down the craft. His new

acquaintance followed, determinedly conversational.

"No one pays no attention to what I says. They
tell each other, 'It's only poor old Ike; he don't

signify.' Now, when I think it over, I can see you
wouldn't like it bein' an Irishman bein' called a

Frenchman. I wouldn't like it myself. The other

day, in Nick's, I seen a peach of a fight. It seems this

guy had called one of them bohunks name of Matta-

chuk, or something well, he let on that he thought
he was a Frenchman, and the bohunk got peeved,
and ..."
At this point the mechanic straightened up.

"Say, beeg-mout', w'at's de matter wid Frenchmen,
eh? You try say de Frenchman no good, eh? Well,

how you like I geev you one good kick in de pant'
for learn you keep de beeg mout' shut, sometime?

Buptime !"

Whiskers backed away rapidly, until he judged
that a sheltering distance lay between himself and

the irritated mechanic.

"There, you see?" he laughed, huskily. "Old Ike's

been and done it, again. No offence, pard. Honest!
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Guess you're right. Guess every time I opens my
mouth I puts my foot square in it." He laughed a

httle louder, as though inviting the others to join

him, but as they did not appear to be amused, he

fumbled in his pockets, sucked at his sodden cigarette,

and then exclaimed as though inspired;

"Well, if I ain't let the old nail go out on me, again!

Could I trouble you once more, Mr. McCaffery? Thank

you, kindly."
"Think she'll do now, Louis?" asked McCaffery.

And while the mechanic rubbed his chin, went on,

"Suppose you stick around here till the watchman

shows up. I'll go to the hotel, and if you don't come

along in an hour, I'll tramp out here, and pick you

up. Gimme the grip out of the bus."

As he passed along the iron-frozen road, dodging
from side to side to avoid the ruts, Whiskers-and-gin

hung half a pace in his rear.

"Say, are you really Jack McCaffery?" the latter

wanted to know. "You are? 'Course, we heard a

rumour that you was comin' here to hunt for them

fellows that got theirselves lost over in the Windigo,

but lots of us never thought you'd show up."

Jack was silent, so the other went on:

"Well, I wisht you luck, and all that, but you
wouldn't get me to go and hunt for no one in the

Windigo. No, sir!"

"Did anyone ask you?"
"No, sir, they didn't, but I wouldn't if they offered

me ten thousand dollars. Because why? I'll tell

you. Because I been in that country, good and

plenty."

"Oh, you know it, then?" At last Jack was

interested.
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"No, I don't know it, and nobody else does, neither.

But I been there . . . and I got out with a whole

skin, and thankfu'. I wouldn't go back, if they was
to . . ."

"What's so terrible about the country?"
"Mr. McCaffery, you can think it's a joke if you've

a mind to, you can pass it off with a laugh, but you
listen to me. I'm tellin' you! You're a young man,
and a lucky man, and a brave man, if what I've heard

is true. But you pay attention to old Ike Wilder, this

onct, and you won't never regret it. Don't go, Mr.

McCaffery! Don't you go ! They's something about

that Windigo country that ... I can't tell you . . .

but I been there. I was a prospector, and I had luck

before I took that trip. Well, look at me, now!"

Jack turned and stared. The watery eyes blinked,

and the loose mouth tried to hold firmly together.
But the eyes fell away from the stare, and the mouth

whined,
"Don't look at me, like that! I ain't foolin' you.

Nobody put me up to this, honest ! But I been there,

and I know. Don't you go! It ain't no use. Them
prospectors is dead dead as rampikes. You'll never

find nothing, if you fly over that God-forsaken stretch

of rock and scrub till kingdom come."

"Thanks," interrupted Jack. "I suppose you mean
weU, but you're wasting breath. Some people are

hiring me to hunt for those fellows, and if they still

want me to, I'm going to have a look. Perhaps they're

starving, or hurt and just managing to hang on. I

know what it's like. I've crashed in the bush, and
know what it's like . . . waiting and waiting. . . .

They got me out, and now it's my turn. Believe me,
I'm not going to quit before I start."
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Whiskers shook his head.

"You're young, and lucky ... I know you got

a great reputation, Mr. McCaffery. I heard how you
found that party up near Great Bear, but this here's

different. It ain't none of my business, perhaps, but

God, Mr. McCaffery, I'd hate to see you go! They
tried to get the Indians and breeds here, to look for

'em." He broke off and laughed, unmirthfuUy.
"Wouldn't any of them tackle the job?"
"Not one of 'em! Not a chance! And they was

offered big money, too. But all they did was to grunt
and shake their heads. You can't get an Indian to

go near that country."

"Well, why won't they go?"
"Because they know it's bad medicine . . . same

as I do. There's something about the Windigo . . .

I don't know what it is, but it's bad. It's wicked. It

gets you ;
breaks you up. I been there, and it broke

me up. . . . Well, here we are at the hotel. Now,

you just sleep on what old Ike told you, eh?"

"I'll think about . . . and thanks. Could you
use a dollar?

"

"I'd be very grateful. Thank you, sir. You see,

I ain't had much work, lately . . . but no matter

how scarce work is, I wouldn't go into the Windigo.
It'll reach up and get you, even in your 'plane. I

know, because I been there."

Jack turned into the building, and left him, still

mumbling.
A grave and stout gentleman, in an unbuttoned

waistcoat and casually-braced pants, rose from the

cane armchair by the Quebec heater, and presented
the register which lay on the unpainted wooden

counter.
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"Glad to see you again, Jack," he observed, with

the air of having carefully weighed these words of

greeting. "Number i6 will fix you up, I guess."
"O.K. by me, Hoffman," said McCaffery.
"Here's the key, then. I think the girl changed

the sheets. If she didn't, just holler down and tell

me. Heard you'd come up to have a bit of a hunt
for them prospectors that seem to have got lost."

"That's right. I don't know exactly what kind of

a job I'm taking on, but an old bum I met outside

has been advising me, for the last quarter of an hour,
to call it off."

"Oh!" The proprietor turned his chew of tobacco

with a distant and judicial air. "That'd be Ike Wilder.

Full o' gin, most likely. No one pays any attention

to Ike."

"Well, I certainly won't be the first to give an ear,"

said Jack, grinning.
"What about your bag?" asked the other, with

professional concern. "I'm sorry, but the boy is

getting his dinner. Can you carry it upstairs, or do

you want me to go with you?"
"I'll manage all right. No need for you to trouble."

"Thanks. Since I been putting on weight, stairs

is no easy matter for me."

When Jack reached the upper floor, music met his

ear; a gramophone or radio playing a tango rhythm.
It came from the curtained recess at the end of the

hall, off which, he remembered, the hotel drawing-
room or more accurately, drinking-room opened.
"Old Hoffman has blown himself to a radio,"

thought Jack, and the further thought came to him
that there must be a party going on. There usually
was. And there would certainly be someone he knew
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among the gang. Perhaps he would find Peter Well-

drake, the mining man who had wired for him.

Welldrake did much of his business in convivial

surroundings, and no one could say that it did not

pay him, handsomely.
To think was to act, with Jack McCaffery, and

parking his grip in an alcove, he opened the door.

But the yell with which he was accustomed to intro-

duce himself into social gatherings in the mining
town stuck in his glottis, and he paused, gaping.

Jack McCaffery could keep his composure under

most circumstances, but when he had expected six

or a dozen very masculine men, it was disconcerting
to confront a lady, beautiful as Venus not only as

beautiful but as naked and poised on one dainty

pink-toed foot. Naked! But for an instant only.

Then, swiftly she swung the two enormous ostrich

feather fans she had been holding, into a position
where they formed a most effective screen.

Over the foam of feathers, long-lashed, deep blue

eyes levelled themselves at Jack. He noted the feather

tendrils tremble as her breath touched them.

"I beg your pardon," he gulped. "You see . . .

I thought this was a public room. . . . What I

mean to say is ... it used to be, and . . ."

"It's my fault," the girl clipped his apology short.

"Forget it. I should have locked the door."

Judging by her unexpected composure, Jack inferred

that she adorned a profession in which such encounters

were not uncommon, and although as a general rule

he avoided these frail professors, this was, somehow,
different. Chance having thrown this lovely, slender

creature in his way, he saw no reason for cutting
short the interview, perhaps she would prove to be
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as amusing as she was beautiful. It cost him but a

few minutes to find out.

The music stopped but the record clicked impatiently.

"I'll just turn that off," said Jack.

"Don't trouble, please!" Something in the girl's

manner kept him at a distance, even when she sidled

to the instrument and snapped the lever. "And thanks

for dropping in. If you'd asked the butler, however,

he'd have told you I wasn't receiving."

"Oh, that's all right," Jack agreed, heartily. "I've

got nothing on, myself, for the next hour or so. It

was no trouble to call. Now, I have a nice little crock

in my grip outside, and I hate to drink alone. So

you slip into your pyjamas or what-have-you and

we'll ..."
"You're awfully kind, but you see though I'm a

public entertainer, I'm not a public er You

get the point, don't you?"
Jack stared into the deep blue eyes over those

fiame-coloured plumes and concluded he had made a

mistake.

"But wouldn't mind having a drink with a fellow,"

he urged.
"I don't want a drink, thank you, and I'd like to

go on with my work. I'm Love Lawlor, if that helps

you to understand the situation. Have you seen the

posters?
"

"Oh-h! Love Lawlor, the Fan-dancer?"

"Um-hum. Fan-dancing is not the newest craze

any more, but there's always an audience eager to

see a girl with no clothes on."

Something of bitterness or was it sadness? in

her voice, as well as the implication of her words,

whipped red into Jack's face.
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"I told you I didn't know you were here," he began

angrily, but her cool voice interrupted;
"And I've told you that the fault was mine. This

being understood, may I say that I intended to work

at a private rehearsal not a pre-view, so er
"

"I'm going, and I certainly beg your pardon for

everything."
"Granted! I'll chalk it up to advertising."
" What do you mean? Do you think I'd say anything

about this}"

Lovely little Miss Lawlor smiled. Jack felt his

neck getting red and became aware of the door-knob

behind him. As he went out, he suggested;
"If you are going to rehearse any more, how about

turning the key?"
"I shall! And if you come along again, knock twice

so I'll know not to let you in!"



CHAPTER II

"Where's Pete Welldrake?" Jack McCaffery flung

the question at the enormous bulk of a man, sitting

by the stove.

Hoffman, the hotel proprietor, reflectively gnawed
himself another ration of tobacco. When it was

stowed to his satisfaction, he opined;

"Well, he might be here, and he might be there.

Can't just say, exactly. He might be in his office,

and if he ain't there, he might be at Nick's."

"I'll go out then, and rustle around," said Jack.

"If I ask long enough, I'll be sure to get on his trail.

Everyone in town knows him."

"Yes, sir. That's a fact. Everyone in town knows

Pete. Everyone in the North, for that matter. Some
of 'em say he had oughter have more dignity, with

all the money's he's made, and all the mines he owns,

but it wouldn't be in his nature to put on a plug hat,

in a manner of speaking."
It was in response to a wire from Peter Welldrake

that Jack had flown to Broderick, The successful

and public-spirited mining man had demanded that

Canadian Flying Services, Inc. send their number one

pilot to hunt over the Windigo Lake region, into

which several prospectors had ventured during the past

summer, and from which none of them had returned.

In his hotel room. Jack had stared for five minutes

at the area as represented on the best map he had
been able to obtain. It was a nearly blank patch, the

only informative feature being a mutton-chop shaped
i8
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blue blot labelled "Windigo Lake." Two dotted lines

conjectural rivers wandered away to the north-

westward.

"Doesn't give you much to go on," he muttered.
"
Still, if they were lost in Queen's Park, Toronto, Ont.,

they wouldn't have sent a call for me!"

Following these mental observations, he began to

look for his employer and further instructions.

Acting upon his host's suggestion. Jack made first

for the place called Nick's. Nick ostensibly operated
a tobacco and news shop, but if you were initiated

into the proper ritual, you could pass into a back

room and there obtain refreshments forbidden by the

provincial liquor act. Nick conducted his blind tiger in

a discreet manner, and was rewarded by the patronage
of Peter Welldrake, among other local magnates.
When Jack entered the retreat, however, the most

prominent member of the coterie was not present.

Nick, upon being appealed to, stated that he would

probably drop in, any moment
;
so Jack decided that

as he had better wait, a cigarette and a drink would
be no hindrance in planning his search for the missing
men.

But his thoughts did not remain long in the barren

wastes of the Windigo country. They side-slipped
back to the infinitely more agreeable surroundings
as represented by Hoffman's upstairs "parlour."

Windigo Lake reflected the blue of the sky, but what
did the reflection in Love Lawlor's blue eyes mean?
Men might more readily be lost by the gold in her

hair than by the gold which lay in the rocks of the

wasteland. Her fans were the colour of fire, and Jack
stirred uneasily as their flame spread out and beckoned
him. Suddenly, he recalled Wilder's words: "It'll
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reach right up into your 'plane and get you. ..."
The man had seemed to fear some mysterious and

supernatural agency, some curse; but Jack feared,
with better reason, what would happen if he played
with fire.

Why did women get him so easily? he inwardly
grumbled. If you gave in, you were done for, and if

you fought, you were distracted from your serious

business. "Look at me, now," he thought, "up in

the air over a pretty girl in the altogether, instead
of working out some plan for pulling those fellows

out of the Windigo." But she sure was pretty! And
full of spirit, too! And imagine refusing to drink
with him! He would have a hard time to keep his

mind on business. . . . She hadn't given him much
encouragement, either. . . . Too damned composed,
entirely . . . cold as the snow on the Windigo Hills,
as the ice on Windigo Lake. Damnation take her fair

body! Why hadn't she done her rehearsing in a gym.
suit?

This disturbing reverie was interrupted by a customer
who combined an angular person with a suave manner.
"How do you do, Mr. McCaffery?" he greeted.

"Possibly you don't remember me, but you flew
me up here, about a year ago. I'm very glad to see

you again."

Jack examined the smooth black hair, oiled and
brushed back from a too-low forehead, the thin blade
of a nose that seemed to slip down his face with the
idea of peering beneath an undershot jaw faintly blue,
the tight, in-drawn mouth and small, crafty eyes. It

was not a face one readily forgot, and he knew he had
never seen the man before.

"I see you don't remember me," he laughed a little,
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and drew out a chair. "Quite natural. I was only
a passenger."
"When I'm flying I don't get much chance to . . ."

"No, of course you don't. No good flier would, and

you're pretty well known in the flying game, Mr.

McCaffery. I don't mind saying that I've told plenty
of people that I flew with you. Proud of it. Now,
I hope you'll give me the pleasure of offering you a

little drink."

Jack saw no reason to refuse this tribute, and the

order given, his acquaintance went on:

"Yes, indeed, that job you did up near Great Bear

Lake was a mighty smart piece of rescue work. If

people only understood the conditions, it'd have been

more appreciated than it was. But seemingly, the

public would rather read about some flying fool

risking his own life over an ocean, than the risk taken

by a courageous flier in order to save the fools who
lose themselves in our damn dangerous wastelands.

That always makes me sore. And I understand that

you're up here for another venture of just that kind."

"Right!" Jack resisted the temptation to add,

"What of it?" He did not take to suave people and
he would rather have been drinking a drink that

someone else had paid for
; even one that he had paid

for himself. To put an end to the meeting, he drained

his glass, and remarked :

"That reminds me, I came in here to find Mr. Well-

drake, and get my instructions. Doesn't look as

though he'd turn up, so. . . ." He pushed back his

chair, preparatory to rising, but his admirer held out

a restraining hand.

"If you don't mind, McCaffery, I'd like just a

minute of serious conversation with you before you
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see Mr. Welldrake. I've taken the liberty of ordering
another drink . . . and here it is. Now, can you
spare me a moment?"

Jack sat back in his chair again, damning the fellow

and his drinks. He wondered what the portentously-
announced conversation could be about, what possible

relationship past, present or future could make
such conversation necessary.
The other seemed to feel his hostility, and set to

work to counteract it by the telling of a story. It was
a new story, a funny one and well told; and Jack
had to laugh in spite of himself. Encouraged then, the

supplier of drinks hitched his chair closer, and began :

"Now, I said I wanted to talk to you, seriously,
and no doubt you are wondering what business I can

have with you. Unfortunately, I cannot be very ex-

plicit, because I'm acting for some other parties who
have imposed certain conditions. So if I don't answer

every question you may want to ask, I hope ..."
"Look here," Jack interrupted, "could we get on

with it? And before we start, you might tell me your
name. I'm sorry, but I don't remember it."

"Mark B. Flaxman," the other answered. "Should
have mentioned it before. I'm connected with the

mining industry almost everyone is, up here, so I

suppose you guessed that. Now this other matter. . . .

McCaffery, I don't know whether you fully under-

stand the job that Welldrake and his associates are

letting you in for. But it's a mean one, and there's

more in it than meets the eye. I suggest that you'd
be well advised to give it a wide berth. Don't be

annoyed if I put things in rather a clumsy way."
Jack stared at him. There had been a distinct

menace in the man's tone, only partially covered by
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the suave smile. What in hell did the fellow mean

telling him to lay off a job?
"I certainly don't understand you, Mr. Flaxman,"

returned Jack, with some heat, "and if you expect

to get anywhere with me, you'll have to speak a lot

more plainly."
"That's the unfortunate part ... my instruc-

tions do not allow me to be very clear. But please

believe that I'm moved by a very friendly feeling

towards you personally very friendly."

"Much obliged! That's pleasant to know, but it

isn't much of an explanation, is it ? You see, I happen
to be merely an employee. . . .I'm hired to do

this job. Perhaps you'd better make your sugges-

tions to my employers The Canadian Flying Services."

Mr. Flaxman threw his chin forward, opened his

mouth and wrinkled his eyes, which grimace seemed

to be for him the equivalent of a laugh.
"No . . . no, indeed, you are not just an ordinary

employee. That's why I got in touch with you. I

think I know why you're going into this business,

and also why you're ready to be insulted at my offer

of what is really sound advice. Very sound, McCaffery."
"Mr. Flaxman, your advice may be sound, but I

don't like the way it is offered. And therefore ..."
"Wait! Hold on a minute. As I started to say, I

know you want to fly into the Windigo Lake area

to rescue those unlucky prospectors. A very fine

spirit, and I respect it. But I ask you to take my word

for it, that you can't possibly help those fellows, in

anyway. . . . Do you get that, McCaffery? You can't

help them if you fly till you sprout wings of your own."

"Yeah? Then I suppose you know where the lost

men are, and what's happened to them?"
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"I can't answer that question. I'm sorry. What
I can say with authority is, that you won't be doing

any good by going either to them or yourself."
"That sounds Hke a threat, and I don't hke . . ."

"Easy . . . easy! It's not a threat, at all. Just
advice. Moreover, I am prepared to back it up with

an offer . . . don't get up till you hear what I've

got to say. . . . My principals have a particular
reason for not wanting that region investigated, just

now, so if you can keep your mouth shut, make your

flight . . . not to the Windigo, understand, but any-
where else, out of sight and hailing distance . . .

come back and report that you've seen nothing, which
can be quite true. . . .

"

Jack got to his feet abruptly. His face was dark

and his eyes gleamed dangerously under their heavy
brows. "Look here!" he cried. "What the devil

do you think I am? I've got a mind to . . .

"

Flaxman raised his voice very slightly. "There's

three thousand dollars in it for you, my boy."

Jack's mouth fell open. Obviously, this was a bribe,

and so large a bribe must cover some particularly

dirty transactions. Of course, Flaxman knew what

they were, but plainly he was determined to give

nothing away. He sat silent, waiting for Jack's answer,

alternately sipping his drink and stroking his long
blade of a nose.

"I think I get the idea," said Jack, after a pause.
"Your friends, whoever they are, have made a gold
strike up there, and want to stake the whole territory
before anyone else barges in. And so you're trying
to bribe me to help them. Is that it?"

"Don't call it a bribe. Let us say retainer."

"I'm no lawyer, thank God, and I don't care what
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you call it. To me it's a bribe. But I'm asking you
straight, is that the layout?"

" You can think of it that way, if you wish. Remem-
ber, you are not laying down on the men who have been

lost, as I explained. For they are beyond help. I know."

Oh, he knows, thought Jack, angrily. And Wilder

knew. . . . It'll reach right up into your 'plane and

get you. . . . For the fraction of a second a breath

of superstitious fear touched him, then shaking him-

self out of it, he said:

"You didn't explain much but perhaps you can

answer this one." He looked behind him and saw
that there was only one other customer in the room,
a morose sort of fellow, sitting at a corner table and

sipping a quart of beer. "How do I know," Jack
lowered his voice a little as he put the question,

"supposing I took you up, how'd I know that I'd

get the money?
"

"You can have it right now, or in a quarter of an

hour." Flaxman contemplated Jack's surprise with

a smirk and continued, "We know that if you say

you'll run with us, you'll shoot square."

"Oh, you do, do you? Well, here's something you
don't know about me, you slimy-looking shyster. . . .

I wouldn't touch your lousy money with an eight-foot

pole, or you, either, if I was in my right mind! Don't

talk to me about quitting this job, any more, for I

may lose my temper and kick your backbone right

up through your hat. Do you get me?"
Mr. Flaxman's face clouded. It turned a dull red.

"Yeah?" he said, and the snarl was more real than

his former suavity. "Yeah?" he repeated. "Well,
have it your own way. But listen . . . three grand
of anybody's lousy money is better than a busted
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neck! I'm telling you lay off, if you've got any
sense! For if you don't, there'll just be another acci-

dent to a young flying hero."

Jack picked up his glass, and threw the contents

in Flaxman's face.
"
Cool you off a little," he said.

" You sure need it !

"

Flaxman leaped to his feet and struck, but Jack
only grinned as he blocked the wild swing, and crashed

home with his right on the man's ear.

Then, a flash of light was followed by thick blackness.

Whether he had been unconcsious for seconds or

minutes, he had no idea. He found himself lying
under the table, a dull pain on the right side of his

face. Someone must have struck him from behind.

... Of course, the man in the corner! He had been

Flaxman's bodyguard.
Did they think they could get away with that ? Jack

asked himself as he struggled to his feet. Well, hardly!
"Where'd those two guys go?" he demanded of

the waiter who appeared in the door.

"What two guys? What's the matter . . . had
a fight?"

"
Kind of a rumpus. Didn't you see them go out?

"

"Nope. Must have gone by the back. What's the

matter?"

"Nothing . . . never mind. Do you know where
that nasty-looking piece of work with the blue chin

is stopping in town?"
"Oh, him! I never seen him till he come in here,

this morning."
"How about the fellow in the corner?"
The waiter shook his head, and Jack retired to the

lavatory to clear his head with cold water.



CHAPTER III

"And so I'd like to know what kind of a game you've
let me into," Jack concluded. He was sitting in Well-

drake's office and had just recounted the strange and
not altogether pleasant events that had happened
during the morning. "Ike Wilder definitely warned
me against the Windigo, and that swine Flaxman

definitely tried to bribe me to keep away from it.

What's the answer?"

Peter Welldrake squinted down his long and slightly

crooked nose, and adjusted a super-sized Egyptian
cigarette into a hypertrophied holder. Mr. Well-

drake's complexion was about the shade of weak

cafd-au-lait, and his skin, the texture of Russia leather.

He wore one of the few remaining specimens of the

Victorian soup-strainer moustache. These charac-

teristics of the traditional old-time prospector were

balanced by a great elegance in dress. His grey busi-

ness suit bore the label (if one had looked inside the

pocket) of a Saville Row tailor; his shirts and shoes

were the handwork of tradesmen of the same quarter,
and his socks and ties came from the Burlington
Arcade. Unfortunately, he could not purchase dis-

crimination in the matter of patterns and colours,

so although his face and hands proclaimed him an

old-timer of the North, judging by his clothing one

would have put him down as a vaudeville artist;

coloured. Most remarkable of his features were his

eyes wide open, pale blue, with a remote expression ;

27
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eyes that seemed to reflect the primal innocence of

Northern skies and lakes. Certain gentlemen, formerly
concerned with the promotion of mining properties,

had congratulated themselves when Peter Welldrake,

in his worn bush clothes, the pockets of which were

bulging with ore samples, had wandered into their

office. Particularly they congratulated themselves, in

private conferences, upon having attracted a man
with such innocent blue eyes. But their satisfaction

lived only long enough for them to discover that he

had retained for himself the best locations
; indeed,

he still controlled them, while the holes in the ground
into which their money seeped did not yield enough

gold to pay for the printing of the stock certificates.

So the promoting fraternity damned Mr. Welldrake's

innocent blue eyes with a wealth of finely-chosen

expletives.
"What's the answer?" Jack repeated, not without

irritation,

"Does seem like there's something funny about

all this," the magnate pronounced, having lit his

cigarette. He removed his hat and stared at the

ceiling. Jack bounced on his chair with impatience.
"I'll say there's something funny! Who is this

shyster, Flaxman? You know everyone in town,
don't you?"
"I know most of the reg'lar residents, you might

say, but I sure never laid eyes on a man like you tell

of. It's somewhat of a puzzler to me. I'll just have

to figger things out quiet-like to myself."
"He hinted that he knew where those prospectors

were
; moreover, that he knew what had happened

to 'em. You should have heard him threaten me, if

I went to look for 'em! And the way he tried to buy
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me off. . . . Don't you think we ought to tell the

police?"
Mr. Welldrake blew a ring and stroked his soup-

strainer.

"We don't want for to do nothing hasty," he

decided. "As for that offer he made you, you won't

regret that you wouldn't have nothing to do with

him. Take that from me! 'Course, I mean if every-

thing turns out all right."

"Oh! And if it doesn't?"

"Well, if it doesn't turn out the way it had ought
to . . .

"
Mr. Welldrake reflected for nearly a

minute, "well, perhaps it would be a good thing if

you gave me the name of some near kin that I could

communicate with. You ain't married, I believe?"

"You can found a home for retired Sisters of Joy
and call it the John P. McCaffery Shelter, for all I

care," Jack exploded. "To hell with you for a Jere-

miah, I say a dismal prophet, if you don't know

your Bible."

Peter put away his pencil and notebook as though

regretting his failure to secure the names of Jack's
beneficiaries. "Perhaps you'd care for another drink,"

he offered, opening the bottom drawer of the dilapi-

dated desk and producing a bottle.

"A drink here and now sounds better to me than

a million after I'm dead," observed the young pilot.

"I wasn't thinking of a million, exactly," Peter

confessed. "But let's forget about it." He fished in

his waistcoat pocket and carefully inspected the two

theatre tickets he had drawn forth. At the same

time, he poured and conveyed to his mouth a generous
three fingers. "Wah-h!" He licked the soup-strainer
and flourished the bits of pasteboard. "How about
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coming with me to this-here fan-dancing baby's show?
These seats are in the front row. My eyes ain't what

they used to be. ..."

While Jack was eating a grim supper at the Hoffman

House, Louis came in and reported that the watch-
man at the Air Base had vacated the position
some weeks ago, and that no substitute had been

appointed.
"Some burg, dis!" Louis augmented his words

with a gesture of superb disdain. "1 bin h-all de time
checkin' h-up de information, but it's right, for sure,

Jacques!"

Jack gave the mechanic instructions to watch the

'plane, himself. He would be quite comfortable in

the watchman's shack, and it was better to take no
risk of having the machine tampered with. This, in

view of Flaxman's threats.

Before Jack had finished his soggy wedge of pie,
with its perspiring piece of cheese, he was astonished

to find the dining-room filling with men. He shuddered
to think of the food offered at the other eating places
in the camp, if Hoffman's was so popular! But as

he rose to leave the room, the phenomenon was

explained. Love Lawlor entered unobtrusively and
took her seat alone at a table which, apparently had
been reserved for her. The other diners continued
to stuff phlegmatically, although here and there a

knife-load missed its destination because the eater's

eyes were elsewhere.

Jack paused at her table on his way out. Her

glance gave demure recognition.
"I'm coming to see you, to-night," he hazarded,
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uncomfortably aware of forty pairs of eyes boring

into the back of his neck.

"Isn't that nice of you, Dark-and-Handsome ?
"

Business of lashes veiling the wide, blue eyes.

The pause of seconds seemed hours to Jack, racking

his brains for persiflage. He sidled round until his

back was to the door, and finally he had an inspiration.

"Well, I'll be seein' you," he mumbled, and dodged

away, dizzy from the innocent smile.

"But not so much as you've seen, already!"
Her voice was so low that he doubted, as he climbed

the stairs, whether he had not imagined those last

words.

It was one of Mr. Welldrake's peculiarities that he

preferred to transact business in moments generally

dedicated by lesser men to pleasure. Jack found this

habit extremely annoying. Never more so than on

the night of Love's performance, when the mining

magnate insisted upon unfolding his plans for solving

the mystery of Windigo Lake. The orchestra was

creating a din sufficient to keep Mr. Welldrake's obser-

vations from the ear of any but the intended recipient.

In fact, they did not all reach Jack, much less register

themselves upon his consciousness. For the most

part his thoughts, and certainly his attention, were

elsewhere. Peter, however, kept the soup-strainer
within a centimetre of Jack's ear, and poured out his

rem.arks and directions in a steady drawl.
"

. . . so I been thinking for some little time,

that them boys didn't just get lost. . . . No, sir!

Someone grabbed 'em and put 'em out of the way.
. . . What that shyster lawyer told you just con-

firms what I'd already suspicioned. . . . Nice pair
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of legs that gal's got, ain't she? The boys tell me

you was talking to her in the dining-room. . . . One
of them speedy fellers, I take it, what with flying and

all." He winked heavily, and went on, "So why was

them boys bumped off? Because they'd found out

something that somebody else didn't want 'em to

find out. And what might that be? Well, nothing,
to my way of thinking, but a gold strike . . . and

a big one. . . . Maybe silver, but probably gold. . . .

It's sure remarkable the way she works them fans. . . .

I ain't been watching steady, but she could be wearing
a suit of red flanning underwear for all I know to the

contrary. . . . But they say she don't, . . . Guess

I'll have to ask Dave . . . him that manages this

joint. He'll know."

It appeared that a good many other members of

the audience were reacting in the same manner as the

town's chief citizen. Various constructive suggestions

for the improvement of the performance were voiced.

A very large gentleman who had been breathing

whisky on the left side of Jack's neck, half stood up
and enquired during a rest in the music:

"Say, sister, when are them ostriches due to moult?
"

Hearty applause greeted this bon mot, except from

one even larger gentleman who announced that he

wanted to fight the scoundrel who would insult a

lady. He had to fight the ushers, instead.

"Performance seems to be livening up a little,"

observed Mr. Welldrake, turning round and surveying
the audience calculatingly, while those of his employees
within his view temporarily composed themselves.

"If they start things," he went on, facing front again,

"best place is to duck down there with the orchestra.

Fellow nearly crowned me with the seat off a chair,
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last month. I fired him the next day. . . . Well,

the gal's finished for the time being. . . . Now,

maybe you'll pay some attention to me."

Mr. Welldrake looked severely at the blackface

comedian with a ukelele, who took his place in the

centre of the stage. This artist seemed, to judge from

his side glances into the wings, to be meditating a

rapid retreat. Fortunately for him, however, his

opening song struck the fancy of the audience, and

the tension relaxed. Meanwhile, Peter Welldrake

droned on :

"
. . . Yes, sir . . . gold, and a big strike is

somewhere in that Windigo district. I've had my
suspicions a long time, and I staked a couple of them

boys. So I feel like something oughter be done about

it. The Indians won't go Ike Wilder wasn't lying

there! I've talked to practically all of 'em, and the

most I can get 'em to say is 'plenty bad medicine,

plenty bad luck in the Windigo.' They won't even

say what these windigoes are I s'pose you know
that's how it got its name ;

on account of 'em, I mean.

Indians swear there used to be windigoes up there,

and now it seems they think they've come back.

Anyways, windigoes or no windigoes, the Indians

won't have none of it, and they'd be about as much

good as a sneeze in a gale of wind."

Blackface was bellowing that he would never be

happy till he found his dear old mammy back in sunny
Caroline. Some members of the audience offered to

subscribe small amounts towards his railway fare.

"Well," continued Peter, "only thing to do I

figgered, was to use 'planes. You might locate one of

them boys, but I wouldn't be surprised if you didn't

get sight nor sign of 'em. On the other hand, I expect.
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if you look careful, you will find something . . .

test trenches, maybe; or maybe an old camp; might
be the camp of these birds that has got into the

district and don't want anyone else butting in. And
if you spot anything like that, of course, you are to

come right back here, and then we'll see what we'll

do about it, depending on the line you get as to the

conditions."

"Sounds all right, but supposing I don't get any
line. ... I mean, don't find anything?"

"Then, we won't do anything! But I want you to

have a good look. You can keep flying over there

till you've combed it all over. I don't care what the

ante is. I'm sitting in."

The man with the ukelele was coming to the end

of his act, and perspiring freely, as though he were

indeed in the sunshine of his alleged homeland. Luck

continued to be with him, for the attention of the

audience was drawn from him by a very fair impromptu

wrestling match staged in the last rows of the orchestra.

But for that, the music lovers to mention only a

few would never have allowed him to retire so

peacefully.

Jack became aware of one of the theatre attendants

at his elbow. The man poked him in the ribs and

breathed :

"Hey, you!" When Jack looked up, he continued,

"I think I gotta note for you. Yeah, I guess you're

the right guy. . . . She says to me, 'Him in the

front row, black hair, little and kind of ugly-looking'."

Before Jack could protest against this description

of himself, the messenger had thrust a card into his

hand, and rushed back up the aisle to aid in subduing
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the wrestlers. Making a mental note to interview the

usher on his way out, he looked at the card which

bore only a few words in a sprawling hand . . .

"
Dark-and-Handsome : How am I doing? If

you're able-bodied enough to see a young girl home,
come around back-stage, later. L.L.

"P.S. Don't bring the walrus."

"Dark-and-Handsome!" Jack snorted to himself.

"Black and ugly is what she said to that cock-eyed
usher. I'll go, no fear and tell her where she gets

off!"

He wished that the show was over.

Then, \vithout turning, he knew that Welldrake's

innocent blue eyes were fixed on him, and for no

reason at all the red crept from under his collar.

Inwardly Jack cursed. Also he coughed, yawned
noisily and stretched, performing these gymnastics
with the intention of indicating boredom and a total

indifference to both notes and dancers. At last, he

turned towards his patron.
"Seems as though you got a kind of stand-in with

the arteest," observed that gentleman, in a sad and

speculative manner. "You didn't lose much time,

did you? Hope you'll be as successful with your little

chase in the Windigo."
Further remarks were cut off by the entrance of the

lady. The stage, hung with black velvet curtains, went

black except for the spot-light that played on the

fluttering, silvery plumes and sinuous, snowy limbs.

When she swept past centre stage for the second time,

her eyes found Jack's, and dilated with a promise
that almost menaced. At the same time, she seemed

to press the plume garment closer to her body.
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"Damn the slut!" said Jack between his teeth,

while blood hummed in his ears, and some mysterious

agency ran a cold steel point from the nape of his

neck to the base of his spine. She was swinging the

fans with more abandon now, perhaps in response to

the plea of the manager, who fearful for his furnishings
had begged her to give the customers a little more for

their money.

"They don't pay their five dollars to see Art," he

explained.
But in spite of her concessions, some of the patrons

wanted still more, and plainly said so. In a pause
of the dance, while Love held a pose that would
have enraptured a sculptor, or any other man who
wasn't in too great a hurry, the very large gentleman
behind Jack broke the silence.

"How about a dance with a coupla electric fans,

baby?
"

he enquired.
This sally brought forth enormous enthusiasm, and

its author stood up and took a bow. Immediately,
he was invited to sit down again, by those behind him,

but the plaudits of the public had gone to his head,

and he determined to take an even more prominent

part in the entertainment. Striding down the aisle,

he placed one huge foot on the brass rail which guarded
the orchestra pit, and announced,

"You're workin' too hard, kid. I'll come up there

and do the fannin', while you do the dancin'."

He heaved himself up and balanced precariously
on the rail for a second or two. The girl at the back

of the stage glanced from him to the wings, and then

back again, as she moved slowly to the rhythm of the

music, which had become slightly shaky. It was
not easy to produce a concerted result while that
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towering form threatened the piano player and
leader.

Jack half rose, bent forward, gripped one thick ankle

and heaved. The head of the large gentleman described

an elegant downward arc, and his jaw met the piano

keyboard one octave below middle C. The piano

player, who had nimbly evaded the falling bulk,

stopped the music, and there was a moment's silence

while the ushers extracted the now dazed and tractable

enthusiast from the pit, and ran him out of the building.
"Go home and try that on your piano, boys," came

Love's clear voice from the stage, and the music picked

up again.

" Do you think you can handle any other nuisances

the way you did that big palooka?" Love asked, as

she and Jack passed through the stage door, half an
hour later.

"Oh, he was drunk," Jack deprecated, and then,

"Looks as if there were a couple of his pals on our

trail."

He pushed Love behind him and faced towards

two bulky forms leaning, in the obscurity, against the

wall. They made no move, however, until the couple
had passed, when they pulled clear of their support
and began to slouch after them . . . about eight

paces behind. Jack kept a furtive eye upon them for

a block, traversed in silence by all four, then, suddenly,
he wheeled.

"What's the big idea?" he demanded. "You won't

deny that you're trailing us, will you?"
The men had stopped when Jack turned to them,

and at his challenge the taller of the two cleared his

throat and growled:
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"Sure, we're tailin' yuh, but it's all right. Mr.

Welldrake told us to stick round, 'case they was any
ructions."

Jack laughed,

"Oh, so that's it, eh? Well, boys, thanks, but I

hardly think you're needed. It's only a couple of blocks,

now, to the hotel, and I don't see anyone about."

"You nearly gave me heart failure," said Love.
"
Why didn't you tell me who you were?

"
asked Jack,

still laughing.
"Mr. Welldrake didn't tell us to say nothing. He

jes' says to stick around, but if you don't need Jim er

me, guess we'll be goin'. 'Night, Mr. McCaffery
and 'night to you, too. Miss." The spokesman lifted

his hat, and the two turned away.
"Look here, who is this Mussolini Welldrake with

the private army?" asked Love, as they walked on.

She slipped her hand through Jack's arm in a friendly
fashion.

"He's the walrus I am quoting your note that

I was sitting with. Owns half the gold mines in this

neck of the woods."

"Owns gold mines? No kidding? And I told you
not to bring him!"

"Well, there's time, yet, if you're keen to meet him.

He never goes to bed before one o'clock."

"Never mind! Not to-night. I don't feel like delv-

ing into gold mines to-night. Little Love's tired. Her
nerves are sort of wobbly, and she'd rather be with

someone nice and comfortable like you, Dark-and-

Handsome."
"Huh! That wasn't the way you described me to

the guy who brought your note. Black-and-Ugly,
wasn't it?"
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Love laughed. "Did the dumb cluck really tell

you? Why, you don't think. . . . Look, here's another

of your friend's bodyguards."
A thick-set man in a mackinaw barred their path.

"You Mister McCaffery?" he enquired, with a

foreign accent.

"Yeah. What about it?"

"I got message. Private message." He stared at

Love.

"The hotel's only a step," she said. "Never mind
me . . . but if it's the walrus trying to chisel in, tell

him it's out for to-night."
"Wait a minute," said Jack, who had been study-

ing the man's face. It was not a very reassuring one,

so far as the peaked cap, pulled down well over the

nose, permitted the features to be seen. "I should

think this fellow could give me any message he has

with you here. Well," he asked the man, "what
is it?"

The messenger glanced up and down the street,

lighted only by widely-spaced and dim incandescents.

No one was in sight. He fidgeted from one foot to

the other.

"You go Windigo Lake? Yes? Aw n'. Man tell

me bring you his place ... he tell you something you
want to know. You come?"
"Who is this man?"
"I not tell. ... He say not tell name. You come?

"

Jack felt a menace in the fellow's slow sidling

towards him, and stepped back, warily. Love waited,

behind him.

"You tell your'friend to write me a letter. I can't

come to-night."

"He go away. You come to-night, or no good.
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You come, eh?" The messenger closed a pace. Jack
watched the hand in the mackinaw pocket, and felt

the hair bristling on the back of his head.

"Listen, you," he rasped. "To hell with your
friend, and you, too. Now, beat it! I'm busy, and
an3rway, I don't like your looks."

The man thrust his jaw forward, and spat out
some words in a foreign tongue. The hand in his

pocket whipped out, and in it Jack saw the gleam of

naked steel.



CHAPTER IV

"Keep behind me!"
The words were scarcely spoken when the man

with the knife rushed. Love's scream pierced the

stillness of the dimlit street. Thrust back by Jack's

abrupt gesture, she lost her balance, and by the time

she had recovered it, the attack had been made and

met. She heard a grunt, a gasp and a thud.

Jack stood stiffly, while the foreigner writhed on

the ground. Love was both glad and sorry to see that

he still lived, but sorrow triumphed when Jack turned

towards her and she noted the ashen whiteness of his

face.

"My God," she breathed, "did he get you?"

Jack's Hps curled into a grin.

"No! I got him. Come on . . . let's beat it to

the hotel before a crowd collects. Or maybe some of

his pals." He seized her arm, and with a glance

at the groaning man on the ice-covered sidewalk, they
hurried away.
"What did you do to him?" Love asked. "He had

a knife, hadn't he?"

"Yeah, but I had two feet. I kicked him in the

belly. He's winded, that's all. But I don't know
what became of his knife, so I wasn't sticking round."

"Boy! For a pint-size, you sure do pack a lot of

dynamite! That big bozo at the show, and now
this thug. . . . How do you do it?"

"Must be that you inspire me. . . . Usually get the

41
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short end in a fight. . . . But you don't know the

half. . . . This morning, some guy knocked me cold.

. . . Gosh ! That's three scraps in one day. A record,

or something."
Arrived at the hotel, they found Mr. Hoffman

occupying his habitual armchair, and conducting a

leisurely debate with a small circle of stove-baskers.

The eyes of the entire group turned to the dancer

and her escort.

"We've been attacked I mean, Mr. McCaffery was

attacked by a man with a knife. Just a minute ago.

I should think you would have heard me scream."

Love's words brought the men to their feet, and

Hoffman observed that he had heard something that

sounded like a yelp, from outside. But as it had

not been repeated
The girl turned to Jack.
"Tell them about it! You ought to go out and do

something, . . . Why, you're still white! Did he

you said Why, Jack, your hand's bleeding!"
Crimson drops fell to the floor.

"I don't think it's much. Just a slash on the

forearm." Jack loosened his coat, but a twinge from

the wound made him grimace. Love and Hoffman

helped him off with his overcoat and heavy sweater,

and when the blood-soaked shirt sleeve was turned

back, a long, clean cut on the back of the forearm

was revealed. Blood welled from it slowly.

"Bring some hot water," Love ordered. Hoffman
hustled away.
"How about picking up that knife artist?" Jack

enquired of the gaping men. "This is nothing much,
but I'd sure like to have a little more conversation

with that foreign cutlery expert. Knifing me wasn't
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his own idea ... I'd lay a good deal on that! So

I'd Uke to find out who is the master-mind. . . . Don't

bother about this mess, Miss Lawlor. Hoffman will

fix me up. Thank you, all the same."

"I trained as a nurse, once," answered the girl.

"Believe it or not, and I'll do a good job. But, of

course, if you'd rather have Mr. Hoffman. ..."
"Come on, boys! Let's get going," cried one of the

men, and the impromptu posse stamped out, pulling

on their coats as they went. Jack looked at Love.

The colour was returning to his face.

"Why didn't you tell me that he'd got you?"
asked the dancer.

"
What's the sense in all this Spartan

stuff? Do you think this is a movie sequence?"

"WeU, you see, I . . . girls are so queer about

blood. ..."
"Old stuff, my dear , . . belongs with vapour and

swooning. . . . You're just a big kid, Jack. . . . Put

that hot water on the table, please, Mr. Hoffman, and

have you any bandages?"
Hoffman scratched his head, helplessly.

"Well, then," said Love, "just get me an old

sheet a clean one!"

Jack dropped into a chair, and followed Love with

his eyes as she laid aside her fur coat, and prepared

deftly for her first aid role. The long-lashed eyes

and half-parted lips, the demure intentness on linen

and the steaming basin could this be the girl who
made a living by exposing her fair young body to the

libidinous eyes of men?
She looked up, caught his glance, and asked,

"What's the matter? Not feeling faint, are you?"
"Not faint, but a little dizzy. Feverish, it might

be." At her look of concern he laughed and added,
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"I think I like you better in this act than the one

you put on in the theatre."

"No kidding?"

"Absolutely not!"

"Well, there are thousands . . . millions . . . who
wouldn't. But I'm glad you do."

The doctor who attended Jack later that night
had compliments for Love's bandaging. He instructed

his patient to keep quiet for at least a day, although
the wound was not serious. Jack only agreed to this

restriction on Love's promise that she would continue

in her role as nurse. The doctor approved of the

idea, and said he would call in the morning.
Well, it was morning!

Having disposed of a very fair breakfast. Jack lay
in bed, with a cigarette between his lips, wondering
when the young woman would make her appearance.
He felt he could do with quite a lot of nursing.

His first visitor, however, was Mr. Welldrake.

That sad-eyed and moustachioed gentleman entered,

and silently disposed himself in the least uncomfortable

chair, elevating his feet to the dresser.

"Well," he observed, finally,
"
there you are ! Pretty

lucky, for you, that bird wasn't much of a hand with

a knife."

Jack bounded upright.

"Lucky, eh? I've certainly been lucky since I hit

this burg! Slugged at noon and knifed at night!
What kind of a town are you running here, any-

way?
'

Mr. Welldrake smiled and stroked his sweeping
moustache.
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"Your own fault," he suggested, mildly. "I sent

a coupla the boys along to look after you, but you was

so anxious to be alone with that gal, you chased 'em

off."

Jack found no immediate reply to this accusation,

and slumped back into the bed, scowling.

"Seems as if Peter Welldrake is a fine employer to

work for," he said, at length. "If you prospect for

him, you don't come back, and if you're hired to do

some flying, every thug in the North country takes

a slice at you. Name ought to be Jonah, not Peter."

Peter smiled and cleared his throat.

"Another thing I reckon I ought to mention to

you or maybe you're too upset-like to hear about

it now? "

"Get rid of it! I'm not so feeble. More casualties

among the help?"
"Uh-huh! You might put it like that, if you've a

mind to. Your mechanic Louis What-sis-name?

well, somebody went around to the air harbour last

night, and fanned him with an axe handle. And then

they went to work on your bus."

Jack sat up again, and thrust his feet out of bed.

"Now, don't go and get excited! Ain't nothing

you can do. Louis is in hospital . . . nothing much

wrong with him but a damned sore head, the doc

tells me. What a skull the boy must have!"

Jack glowered at his visitor, drawing his brows

together until two vertical lines above his nose met

two horizontal ones in his forehead, thus forming a

neat letter T. It was this expression that had earned

for him the nickname "Old T-bone," and incidentally,

his companions had learned to respect it.
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"One thing about you, Peter," he said, after a

moment, "you do take misfortunes calmly when they
happen to somebody else."

"If I'd never had any worse misfortune than getting
a crack on the head, or a scratch on the arm, I wouldn't
be kicking. You'd better lay down again in bed, or

you'll be catching a cold or something."
"What did they do to the 'plane?"
"Oh, knocked off a few bits from the engine,

seemingly. I ain't no expert, but I'd say it could
be fixed up with a handful of spare parts. . . . You
see, them fellows that was attending to it run off before

they'd properly finished the job, and they run because
some of the boys that was looking for the guy that

knifed you turned up. They went off in a aeroplane
of their own."

"A 'plane, eh? Golly, Peter, it looks as though
they were pretty well organized! A 'plane! Can you
beat it? And it looks as though they didn't want

anyone investigating that Windigo country. More-

over, they didn't care how much they went about

stopping unwelcome visitors."

The door opened, and Love Lawlor appeared.

"Just coming on duty," she began. Then, seeing

Peter, broke off to say, "Sorry! I didn't know you
had a caller so early in the morning. I'll come back
later."

Peter had slowly hoisted himself from the chair.

"Don't go. Miss," he drawled, straining a leer

through his moustache. "Our invaleed, here, needs
a leetle cheering company, after me. People say I'm
a depressing kind of old timber wolf."

"Who's afraid of the big bad wolf?
"
enquired Love,

matching long lashes against the lip fungus.
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"Miss Lawlor, may I introduce Mr. Welldrake?"

Jack's intonation, as he performed the introduction,

imphed, "And may hell blister you both!"
"
Pleased to meet you, Miss Lawlor," Peter graciously

affirmed. He removed his hat. "Sorry I can't stay,
but I have a little appointment, and I know you'll
take good care of Jack, here."

The archness of the smile that accompanied this

observation nearly caused Jack to throw the pitcher
of water at him, but he was gone before the project
could be put into execution.

"Don't look so grumpy," laughed Love. "Was the

old walrus worrying you? Nevermind! I'm here now.

Just relax." She approached the bed and fussed

with the pillows, then laid a smooth, white hand on
the patient's head.

"I haven't any fever yet," he grinned, trying to

capture the hand.

Love foiled this attempt, and selected a cigarette
from the packet on the bedside table. While she was

lighting it. Jack asked:

"Does the invaleed get one?"
She passed it over, the end tinted with lip-stick,

took another, and sank into the chair which had

recently accommodated Mr. Welldrake.

"Now, my little man of mystery and romance, are

you going to tell me what it is all about?"
"
Tell you what what's about?

"

"Why er what is it you're doing that makes

people try to knife you and smash up your 'plane?
"

"How did you know?"

"They were talking about it downstairs."

Jack gave a rueful grunt, and vigorously scratched
his head.
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"I wish I knew, myself," he told her. "I suppose

you've heard I'm a flyer, and Welldrake engaged me
to hunt over the

"

This explanation was halted by an uncertain knock
on the door. Jack glanced at his visitor, who nodded.

"Come in!" he called, none too enthusiastically.
The door opened, and Ike Wilder, more dilapidated

than ever, stood framed on the threshold. His eyes
watered profusely as he kept up an incessant blinking,
and another day's growth of whiskers had been added
to those of the previous six. Love's presence visibly
embarrassed him, for he removed his hat and stood

stroking his sparse, sandy-coloured hair.

"What is it?" Jack asked, sharply. Even from
the doorway Ike was contributing his characteristic

aroma of gin to the atmosphere of the room.

"Beggin' pardon if I'm buttin' in where I shouldn't,

but I'd like to have a word with you, Mr. McCaffery.
It's right important."
"Yeah? Well, out with it! You can say anything

that's on your chest in front of this lady."
Ike glanced at Love dubiously, and shook his head.

"I'm afraid I'm embarrassing your visitor," the girl

remarked, making no effort to rise, however.

"Look here, Ike, or Wilder, or whatever your name
is, if you've got anything to say to me, say it ! But if

it's just a lot of hooey like you were passing out

yesterday, you might as well save your breath. You

ought to bottle it, in fact."

Ike looked reproachful, and his eyes blinked faster

than ever. He shambled over to the bedside, and

began to speak in a hoarse whisper. It was perfectly
audible to Love, but seemed to satisfy his need for

privacy.
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"Hooey, is it? Well, you can ask poor Herbert

Nicholls how much hooey it is! But the poor fellow

won't answer you ... at least, in words, he won't.

For he's dead, that's what he is, sir, and only his

poor dead carcass will answer you . . . and that'll

give you all the answer you want!" Ike shook his

head, and the whiskery, retreating chin quivered.
"That's very sad," said Jack. "And who, may I

ask, was the late Mr. Nicholls?"

Ike wiped a tear from his cheek, and then a drop
from the end of his nose. With these tributes to the

memory of the departed solemnly performed, he

replied :

"Old Herb was a prospector. He would go into

the Windigo. I told him not to, but he wouldn't

listen. Laughed at me, same as you're doin'. And
where is he now, Mr. McCaffery? Where is he?"

" Better ask his clergyman," suggested Jack.
"Mister, it ain't fittin' to joke about sech a subject.

I can see ourselves settin' in Nick's, and me sayin',

'Herb, you stay away from that Windigo Lake, er

you'll regret it as long as you live.' He says to me,
'Cause why, old Gloom-toter?' And I says, 'Because
I bin there, and I know . . . there's bad medicine
in the Windigo,' I tells him. 'You can't fight the

Things that's there.' Then, he bust out laughin', but
I'll bet he wished he'd listened to old Ike."

Jack spoke impatiently.

"Suppose you stop telling me what a truthful

prophet of evil you are, long enough to say how he

got back where he died, and so on."

Ike coughed, glanced suspiciously at Love, and
observed that talking made him dry. Very dry.

Jack made a gesture towards the bottle of whisky.
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which the old dereHct was not slow to avail himself

of. He drank greedily and noisily. A light perspiration

broke out on his forehead as he praised Jack's choice

of liquor, and then, with a pensive look into the

empty glass, he took up his narrative.

"No one seen Herbert Nicholls alive. No, sir! He
was dead when they found him. Dead as a rampike!
Frozen stiff on the trail from Fort Hanley, propped

up agin a big pine stump, settin' there with his eyes

open, but dead as Pharaoh. Pierre Martineau found

him, and brung him in on his sleigh. They're goin'

to hold a inquest, I've heard tell. But what good will

that be? They won't call the only witness that could

tell them what happened, and so no one won't never

know."
"Who is this witness?"

Ike tapped his breast, and his peering eyes swung
from Jack to Love, and back again.

"If they asked me," he replied, "I might tell 'em.

But what's the use? They wouldn't believe me . . .

same as old Herb. Same as smart-aleck you." He
nodded his head so vigorously that he brought on a

fit of coughing.

"Well," remarked Jack, "if you were as mysterious
at the inquest in giving evidence as you are now,

they certainly wouldn't learn much! I don't believe

you know any more about it than I do. I don't believe

you were ever in the Windigo country. You had a

pipe dream. That's all!"

Ike's pale eyes opened, indignantly.

"I ain't no liar, mister!" he asserted, with spirit.

"I been in that country, and what's more, I'm the

only man that has been and got back aHve ! Herbert

Nicholls was there oh, he was there, all right, but
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they found him dead, sittin' dead and frozen. And

he didn't die from the rifle bullet in his shoulder,

either! No more did he die from bein' frozen. He

died with Ms eyes open ! What killed him? That's

what many a person'd like to know." He dropped

his voice, and whispered, "The Indians knows. . . .

It's a Something in that country. . . . It's a spell.

... I know it, and I don't know why I'm alive and

talkin' to you." He wiped the moisture from his

neck and forehead.

"I'm sure I don't know, either," suggested Love,

quietly.

Ike commanded silence with a lordly wave of the

hand.

"I've seen the painted devils of the great cliff,"

he croaked, "all orange and red and green. . . . Not

another white man knows about 'em. . . . But they're

there, and Death's there, too." He broke off and

shivered.

"What do you mean by painted devils?" Jack
asked.

"What happened when you saw them?" Love

wanted to know.

"Nothing ... I mean. . . . Say, mister, I can't

tell you how it was . . . but something did happen!
I ain't no hand at words, and besides, it was all kind

of hazy. . . . Mind, I wasn't asleep, and I wasn't

plastered. Honest to God! You see, in them days,

I wasn't like I am, now ... it was them devils that

got me. At that, I'm lucky . . . Herbert Nicholls

is dead, and all them other boys is dead . . .I'm the

only one that seen 'em and got out alive. ..." His

voice trailed off, and he looked helplessly from one

of his listeners to the other.
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They both tried to get him to clarify his disjointed

tale, but he would volunteer no further information

except the irrelevant news that he was very thirsty.

Finally, he departed with another of Jack's dollars.

This, he proposed to invest in the waters of forget-

fulness.
" What do you know about that?

"
Jack asked Love.

The girl lay back in her chair, raptly watching the

smoke that curled from her cigarette. Instead of

answering, she put another question.
"What does Windigo mean? Or does it mean any-

thing?"

"Windigo? Sure, it does. It's an Indian word,
and means a very nasty piece of work, according to

the untutored mind."

"All right. But what?"
"Give me time. ... A Windigo is a kind of giant

cannibal spirit. It catches unlucky Indians, and eats

'em up. Our Red Brothers believe that there's quite
a colony of them on or roundabout this particular
lake. So, naturally, they don't care much about

venturing into that country. I understand that for

the last year they refused to go at any price."

Love was silent a moment. Then:
"You don't believe in that kind of stuff, do you?"
"No. Not in the Windigo tradition, I don't, but

I do think there's some mighty funny business going

on, and that there are certain people who have strong

objections to my flying over the district, and finding
out what it is. Furthermore, I believe that I'm going
to fly over that country, whether they like it or not!"

"Full of determination, the little man! How are

you going to do it, now that they've smashed your

'plane?"
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"If I can't get this one fixed, I can get another."

Love rose and stood beside the bed. Her eyes under

the downcast lashes held away from his until they

rested on his brown, muscular hand. Laying her

soft white one over it, she said, gently and Jack

thought of honey dropping from a spoon :

"There's something nice about you, Jackie! I

shouldn't like it if you got hurt . . . really hurt, I mean.

Why don't you forget all about this Windigo business,

and fly me down to Chicago? Wouldn't that be more

interesting than looking for spirits that turn orange

and red and green?"

Jack turned his hand over in an attempt to capture

hers, but he was not successful. An instant's suspicion

flamed in his mind. Was she in the plot, too? Was
she working in the interest of those who wanted to

keep him out of the Windigo? Such strategy was not

uncommon, he well knew. Where threats and force

failed to produce results, subtler tactics had often

succeeded, and Love Lawlor certainly had a way
with her!

Jack hoped his face did not betray his thoughts,

as he answered :

"It wouldn't take much to persuade me, but I'm

afraid it would be more dangerous. I'd be like old

Ike . . . which is to say, I'd never be the same man

again!"
Love's eyes met his for an instant, and smiled

promise.



CHAPTER V

Jack allowed himself to be confined to his room
for a day, then announced that the wound was cured.

His first act was to visit Louis, the mechanic, whom
he found in hospital with a much-bandaged head and
a villainous temper. Louis had no idea who had
assaulted him, but declared that when he found out,

he would rend the assailants limb from limb, and
feed their entrails to the huskies. He enumerated

quite a few items which he intended to add to the

diet of these useful animals, and in fact, worked
himself up into such a state of excitement that Jack
was obliged to cut his visit short. The doctor informed

him that Louis had had a slight concussion, and that

he would have to remain in hospital for a week, at

least, if the possibility of dangerous consequences
was to be avoided.

The aeroplane was examined next, and Jack found

to his satisfaction that the gang had been interrupted
before much damage had been done. They had
smashed several of the valve rocker-arms, the oil

pump and the distributor' all of which was bad

enough, of course, but Jack could not help wondering

why they hadn't chosen the surer method of pouring

gasoline over the bus and touching it off. However,

they hadn't afraid of attracting attention, perhaps
and a few spare parts, which he wirelessed his

company for, would soon make the aircraft fit for

use again.

54
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Welldrake was advised that before the search in the

Windigo country could be undertaken the 'plane

should be serviced at the company's workshops. It

would be reckless to fly over those wastes with an

aircraft that was in less than perfect condition.

So said Jack, with much emphasis, but it is just

possible that had there not been the prospect of a

certain interesting companion on his flight down
to Toronto, he would have been prepared to start

the search at once, provided that test flights showed

the 'plane performed satisfactorily.

Mr. W^elldrake, on his part, reported, with sad

tuggings at the soup-strainer, that no trace could be

found of any of the several energetic persons who had

sabotaged the aircraft "and its crew," he added

with what was designed to be a playful smile. One or

two men in town thought they had seen strangers

answering to the description of Flaxman and his

bodyguard, but they certainly had vanished since.

Broderick was full of Finns, any one of whom might
have been the knife artist, but it was more probable,
he thought, that the entire gang had left in the aero-

plane that brought them, after their attempt on Jack's

machine had been interrupted. The night had been

bright with moonlight, but no good description of the

aircraft had been obtained 'planes being too common
to cause any curiosity amongst the townspeople. More-

over, Welldrake could hear of no strange machine at

any of the Canadian airports within flying range.

He did confirm Ike Wilder's account of the dis-

covery of Nicholl's body, however, adding the informa-

tion that samples of gold-bearing quartz had been

found in his pockets.
"And rich stuff, too! Very rich stuff! I've never
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seen any better." Peter ruminated, his innocent blue

eyes focused at infinity. "Poor old Herb! He never

made a real strike before, and he had to die with his

clothes loaded with gold! Yes, my boy, it all fits

in it's like I told you. There's mountains of gold
in that Windigo country, and there's somebody already

in, who don't want to share it with nobody else. They
chased Herb Nicholls away, and put a bullet in him,

and the poor fella died of hunger and cold. It's a

wonder he got as far as he did!" Peter sadly shook

his head.

"Did you ever hear Ike Wilder talk about that

country?" Jack questioned. "I know he's nuts, and

all that, but sometimes it gives me chills to listen to

him. I'm not superstitious, either, but . . . well,

there seems to be something funny about this whole

business that your idea of a gold strike doesn't account

for." Jack observed his employer keenly, for he felt

that it was quite possible that Peter knew more than

he cared to divulge. The melancholy eyes, however,

gave no clue.
"
Hell, yes! I've heard him talk about the Windigoes.

Who hasn't? But I don't believe he ever got into the

Lake."

"Well, I'm not so sure
"

"Say, Jack, take it from me, all the spooks he ever

seen come out of a gin bottle! He'd oughter be in

some place where they'd look after him, exceptin' that

he's harmless. I thought you'd have more sense than

to pay any attention to his gibble-gabble."

However, in spite of this sensible pronouncement on

the warnings of the gin-soaked Wilder, neither Peter

Welldrake's generously dispensed whisky, nor the veiled

and disturbing glances of Love Lawlor, would make
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Jack forget for very long the husky mutterings. . . .

"It'U get you! It'll reach right up into your 'plane,

and get you!"

The thought that Love Lawlor might be playing
a game dictated by those who were determined to

keep him out of the Windigo country recurred to

Jack McCaffery a dozen times a day while he waited

for the 'plane to be repaired. And a dozen times a

day he would resolve that the safe and sensible thing
to do would be to tell the girl that she must find

some other means of transportation; that she simply
could not go with him.

"To hell with her," thought Jack, irritably. "Com-
mercial aeroplanes leave Broderick nearly every day.
Let her take one of them! Someone else flew her in

. . . someone else can fly her out!"

Railhead was, as yet, a hundred miles from the

town, and such freight as could not be brought in

by air was laboriously transported by tractor road

in winter, and in summer by scow along the river. The

population, however, was very air-minded, and no

one travelled by dog sled, or the waterways, who
could fly.

Love was as air-minded as the rest of them, and in

spite of Jack's repeated suggestion that she patronize
some other pilot, she made it clear that he and no

one else was to have the honour of conducting her

back to civilization. This persistence did nothing to

quiet his doubts as to her motives. Nevertheless,

several days later, she stood beside him at the Air

Base while his motor roared in its warm-up. It was
at first light, and a red glow filled the eastern sky.

"It's beautiful, isn't it, Jack?"
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Jack grunted something about red at morning being

the sailor's warning, and turned to scan the west, from

which direction a fitful wind was blowing. There was

a hint of softness in the air, and a low slatey cloud

hung above the horizon. He moved a couple of paces
nearer the pilot of the 'plane which had brought up
his spare parts and which was now anchored to the

ice, nearby.
"Looks like snow, eh?"

The other pilot examined the sky, and pronounced :

"You're ki-shooting, boy! No weather report, last

night, but it's been snowing in the west. You ought
to be all right, though, if you head straight south."

"Do you think we'd better wait?" Love asked.

"I mean, would it be dangerous to start if you don't

know whether it will snow or not?"

"Oh, I guess it will be all right." Jack was deter-

mined now, after her demurring, to set out, and he

looked at her squarely as he added, "I have been

wishing for settled weather, because I'd have liked to

take a look over this celebrated Windigo country.
A little swing to the west would bring us to the edge
of No-man's-land."

"Oh!" said Love. "Would it?"

"Yeah," corroborated the other pilot. "On a clear

day you can sometimes see Windigo when you're

flying the regular route. I've often thought I'd like

to take a squint at the place, but somehow I've never

had the time. I don't think I've ever talked to any-
one who has flown over it . . . which is kind of funny
when you come to think of it."

"Yeah, there's plenty of funny things about that

neck of the woods ! Well, the old coffee-grinder seems

to be turning over all right, now. Let's go!"
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Jack signalled to the mechanic in the pilot's seat.

The fellow throttled down, and then climbed out.

They helped Love in, after which Jack settled himself.

He waggled the controls, opened the throttle, the men

holding the wings let go at his signal and the 'plane

swung round, moving smoothly over the snow-covered

lake faster and faster, until, with scarcely a percept-

ible lift, it took the air. Then they were over the

tree tops, flying past and receding as they climbed.

They banked and spiralled up over the straggling

settlement with its yet-small banks of mine-tailings.

At last, Jack straightened out, and a vista of forest

and lakes lay sombre under the morning sun which a

light haze was beginning to obscure.

Jack looked at his passenger whose lips moved. But

the roar of the motor made what she said inaudible.

He shook his head, and pointed to a pad of paper
tacked to the instrument panel. Love nodded her

understanding, and taking the pencil which hung
alongside, began to write in a sprawling hand :

"I don't like riding in airplanes as well as in a car."

Jack raised his eyebrows interrogatively, and waited

till she showed him the words:

"You can't park a 'plane on a side road."

His reply was to push the joy-stick, and the machine

dived towards a lake, far below them.

Love leaned over and pulled his arm, half laughing
and half alarmed. She shook her head vigorously, and

her lips said:

"Please, don't!"

Jack pulled level again and watched her as she

wrote :

"Besides, it's too cold. Let's fly down to Florida.

Then, maybe, I'll be a little warmer."
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Jack grinned, and glanced to the west. The grey
cloud still hung low. It did not appear to have moved.

The idea that had been teasing him for days turned

to a definite resolve, and he took the pencil and

wrote :

"I think the snow will stay off a while. Would you
be afraid to take a look at Windigo Lake?"

Love's eyes wandered to the western landscape

spread below them, and then to Jack. There was

nothing in her expression that betrayed her thoughts ;

nothing to strengthen his suspicion. A bantering smile

parted her lips, and once again she wrote :

"My life is in your hands, Captain! But have a

heart!"

Jack laughed and banked to the west.

He stared fixedly into the distance, and Love kept
her eyes on his face. His heavy eyebrows were brought

together in the scowl that formed a letter T on his

forehead, and his lips were firmly set.

"A hard customer to move, once his mind is bent in

a certain direction," Love said to herself. "So that's

the famous Windigo!"

Alternately, Jack peered into the distance and

consulted the map which he had drawn from his

pocket. His eyes narrowed, and at the corners there

showed a net-work of finely-drawn wrinkles. The skin

seemed to stretch more tightly over the prominent
cheekbones and deep jaw, and the muscles of his face

quivered slightly. Watching him. Love felt a curious

thrill. She abandoned herself to a luxurious feeling

of dependence and security. She had known a great

many men, but had never seen one in the grip of his

vocation, and the thought came to her that perhaps she

did not understand the sterner sex as completely as
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she had claimed when boasting of conquests to her

sisters.

For nearly an hour they flew in silence, then Jack

pointed to a silver line far ahead of them. It extended

north and south.

"Windigo Lake," he wrote on the pad.
She stared curiously at the distant streak, and

scribbled :

"It doesn't look so thrilling."

Jack shrugged, and looked towards the cloud which

had been hanging so long in the west. It was rising,

black and full of menace.

"Time to high-tail for Toronto," he wrote, and

swung the 'plane through a right angle.

For a while there was silence. From the side window
he looked intently down at the forests, the snow-

covered lakes and swamps that lay below them. Oftener

than before he raised his eyes to the black cloud and

Love thought she detected anxiety in his expression.

She joggled his arm.

"Is anything wrong?" he read on the out-thrust

pad.
"Seems to be a strong head wind," he answered

with the pencil. "It's blowing against us. We may
not be able to dodge the snow."

The sky darkened, and the threatening cloud threw

out ragged masses from some unseen and never-

diminishing reserve. Snow was falling to the westward,

blotting out the distant landscape in white haze.

Beneath them, the land appeared to be moving much
more slowly proof that they were fighting a heavy
head wind. Yet, by some freak of the air currents, the

storm was coming down upon them fast, from the

westward. In a few minutes the snow caught them,
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collecting in little patches on the windows. The

aeroplane pitched and yawed as the air became more
disturbed.

Jack had been studying the compass, Love noted,
his brows drawn into the now-familiar T, and he
leaned forward to tap the case from time to time.

Then he sharply altered the 'plane's course, watching
the instrument intently. When he turned to the girl

there was concern in his eyes.

"We're out of luck," he wrote. "The compass has

gone flooey. O.K. until a few minutes ago."
The snow was coming down heavily, now, and it

was scarcely possible to see the ground immediately
under them. Love could see plainly enough, however,
that they were in a tight spot and Jack did not try
to deceive her with false cheerfulness.

"What are you going to do?" she wrote.

He shrugged, and replied:

"Keep on. You might amuse yourself by writing
a will."

Love shrank into her seat, her eyes opened wide
as she stared at him. He smiled a little, patted her

hand and then fixed his gaze ahead and below them,

occasionally glancing at the air-speed indicator and
the altimeter.

For what seemed to Love like hours, they flew

through the storm. Once a cliff loomed suddenly in

their path, and as Jack pulled the 'plane in a steep
bank, the girl thought she could have leaned from
the window and touched the waving tips of the spruce
that grew on the hillside. She caught her lips be-

tween her teeth and closed her eyes. But Jack
smiled reassuringly at her, and they sailed on, a little

higher.
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"Where are we?" she wrote, in a shghtly trembling

hand.

"Somewhere in Canada."

"How much longer will the gas last?"

"About two hours."

"What shall we do when it runs out?"

"Start to walk."

Love did not lack courage, but as she realized their

helplessness in the swirling snow-clouds, cold fear

gripped her heart. She kept biting her lips and tears

welled from her eyes. Jack saw, and took her hand.

On they flew, and on . . . waiting for the verdict of

fate, and the elements.



CHAPTER VI

They were flying at about a thousand feet when,
without warning, the snow abated and the ground
below became visible for perhaps half a mile. Beyond
this boundaried calm, however, the white curtain

hid everything as before.

Jack opened his window to get a better view of the

land. A small lake loomed ahead of them. It seemed

hopeless to try to identify their position in the short

time that the lull would last, but still he looked, and
as they passed over the near shore he saw something
that moved him to a swift decision. In a climbing turn

he reached the leeward end of the lake, which was not

more than three-quarters of a mile long. He had to

judge the wind by vague indications of the snow-drift,
and the bending of the tree tops. As he shut off the

motor, he shouted :

' '

Cross your fingers and pray ! We're going to land .

' '

Almost before Love had time to obey this command,
they were rushing over the lake surface. In the instant

that the skis touched, many things seemed to happen
... a brisk gust heeled the 'plane over . . . Jack
struggled to right it . . . the tall, funereal cedars on
the shore hung above them as the machine slewed
and slithered. Then, a sharp crack sounded from

beneath, and they came to an abrupt stop, one wing
resting on the ice.

Jack grinned, pushed back his cap and rubbed his

hair which was matted with perspiration.

64
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"Gosh, baby, but it feels good to be down here, all

in one piece! For the last century or two I've been

seeing us dangling from a spruce tree, somewhere

nifty tit-bits for the crows to eat."

"Yes . . . but what'll we do, now? Looks to me
as though we'd just changed a quick death for a slow

one. What's going to prevent us from starving to

death in these woods? That is, if we don't freeze."

"Didn't you see it?"

"See what?"
"That cabin on the shore, over there." Jack

pointed with his thumb. "It wasn't the beauty of

this rugged landscape that decided me to do a little

exploring. It was that little cabin."

"Who lives in it?"

"Don't know, but we're going to find out, and
where we are and everything."

"Will we have to stay there?" asked Love, a little

dubiously.

"They can't refuse to take us in. We'll be O.K.
Don't worry ! Talk about luck the break in the storm

coming just when we passed over this lake! Maybe
there's not another house within fifty miles. Doesn't

seem to be much of a clearing, and I didn't notice

any trail, at all."

"I suppose we are lucky. Would we really have

crashed, if we'd kept on?"
"Dollars to doughnuts. I haven't the least idea

where we are. . . . Wonder what the devil happened
to that compass. It worked all right when we started.

Oh, Lord . . , here comes the snow again! We'd
better make tracks for the cabin, buddy. Sooner we
get there the better I'll be pleased."

"I'm not dressed for playing in the snow, exactly,
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Jack." Love pointed to her sheer silk stockings, and

the gesture imphed more intimate deficiences in

warmth.

"Oh, too bad! You sure ought to have worn your
fur-hned ones, to-day. But there are Louis' flying

overalls. Get into them. Never mind if they're a bit

clumsy. You mustn't get your stock-in-trade frost-

bitten."

With some difficulty, due to the slanting position of

the aircraft, Love struggled into the flying suit. It

hung baggily about her, and Jack thought she looked

like a baby in its pyjamas, as he helped her from

the cabin.

He dared not wait to give more than a fleeting glance
at the damage done to the 'plane, but that was sufficient

to show that the undercarriage had been broken and
that one ski was badly splintered.

"We'll get a line on our host," he said, shouldering
the ruck-sack in which were the emergency rations

part of the 'plane's equipment "and then, if he's

no relation to Blue Beard, I'll leave you and come
back to see what's needed to put the bus in flying

trim again. Forward !

"

He took Love's arm, and they started across the ice.

The snow beat down on them, tiny particles stinging

with the force of the wind. It was bitterly cold and

they had to turn their backs to the blast every minute,

in order to regain breath. Luckily, the snowfall was

not so thick as to obscure the shores of the lake, but

they progressed very slowly towards their goal. The

going was rough and hard, and before long Jack was

half-supporting and half-pulling the girl.

"There it is, kid," he encouraged "Not more than

a couple of hundred yards,"
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Love followed the direction of his finger and saw a

tiny log cabin, on the bank, perhaps twenty yards
from the shore.

"It isn't the Ritz," she gasped, "but boy! will I

be glad to register!"
"
I don't see any smoke coming from the chimney,"

said Jack, "and yet I'm almost sure I noticed some

when I spotted the shack. Hope the owner hasn't

let the fire go out. I could do nicely with a hot toddy,

right now."

They scrambled up the bank, and in the little

clearing were sheltered from the bite of the wind,

They could see now that there was certainly no smoke

coming from the chimney, and the two small windows,
covered with oil cloth, permitted no view of the

interior.

"It would be one on us if there was no one living

here, eh?" remarked Love, struggling to get her

breath.
"
Grun-umph !

"
snorted Jack, with a wag of his head.

The place did show every appearance of having been

a long time abandoned. Desolation lay upon it more

heavily than the snow. There weren't any tracks

leading up to the door.

"Perhaps it's a trapper's hut," hazarded Jack.
"He might be out on his lines or something. We'll

knock. Only way to find out." He walked slowly

forward, and added, "Sure looks as if there wasn't

anyone at home, but any way you take it, we'll be

better off here than we were in the sky. So heve at

'em, my boy! Heve at 'em!" Vigorously he banged
on the smothered slabs of the door.

Silence answered him, except for the moan of the

wind in the cedars.
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"Nobody home," pronounced Jack. "Correct eti-

quette is to leave a card, I believe, but likely Emily
Post would overlook our busting in under the cir-

cumstances." He plucked the latch string, gave a

push with his shoulder and stepped cautiously inside.

Love stood in the doorway.
At first their eyes, adapted to the whiteness outside,

did not register in the gloom of the cabin. Then, a

scream from Love and an exclamation from Jack
marked their discovery that the place was occupied.
On a bunk against the wall facing them sat a man.

huddled in blankets. The parchment-white of his face

and the wide-open, unseeing eyes explained why he

had not answered the knock at the door. Love turned

and fled a few paces down towards the lake.

"Hey, you! Hold on!" Jack's voice was not very

steady, as he called after her. "Wait a minute, till

I fix things up here. Nothing to be afraid of, you
know." Dropping his burdens, he crossed to the bunk

and, touching the hand of the man who crouched there,

found it stiff and cold.

"Must have been dead for days," he muttered to

himself.
" Wonder who he is? And what did him in?

"

He glanced at the fireplace, ingeniously constructed

of clay, boulders and pieces of tin. The wood ashes

had certainly long been dead, but he noted with satis-

faction that a plentiful supply of firewood was stored

alongside.
He went to the door, and found that Love had

retreated nearly to the edge of the lake.

"Oh, do come away. Jack," she called. "Let's go
back to the 'plane. I couldn't go into that cabin!"

Jack considered a moment. He had no particular

liking for the spot, himself, but knew that they must
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avail themselves of its shelter. So he called back,

much more indifferently than he felt :

"Use your bean, kid! The man's dead . . .been
dead for weeks, probably. And we'll be dead, too,

unless we get into shelter. This is a real blizzard.

May last for days ; and it's getting colder. Now, j^ou

look the other way until I shout. Everything'll be fine

and dandy."
Love stared at him a moment, doubt in her eyes.

Then, silently, she turned away.

Jack hastily re-entered the cabin, drew the blanket

closer about the dead man, and heaving him on his

shoulder with some difficulty because of the rigidity

of the limbs staggered out of the cabin. At the base

of a .big spruce he deposited his burden.

"A bit unceremonious," he panted, addressing the

mute figure, "but it's my first experience as an under-

taker. I'll fix you up later, but you'll have to excuse

me now."

He ran back to the cabin, and as quickly as possible

removed the traces of the late occupant from the bed.

The thought came to him that he had been a little

hasty in not examining the pockets of the dead man
before carrying him outside. But concern for Love,

waiting in the bitter cold, was uppermost in his mind,
and when he had finished his gruesome task he ran

to where she stood, shivering behind a thick-growing
cedar.

"It's all right for you to come in, now," he said.

"Just try not to think er of anything but our luck

in finding shelter."

With her head bent the girl allowed herself to

be led into the cabin. She did not speak, even after

they got inside and Jack busied himself making a fire.
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When the blaze caught among the chips, he turned,

still squatting on his heels, and studied her face. She

sat immobile on the rough bench by the table, hands

clasped, staring into the tiny flames.

"Cold?" he asked.

"Pretty. Yes, very!" It seemed an effort for her

to speak.
"Is that the first time you ever saw a dead

man?"
"No. My uncle . . . but he was you know all

fixed properly in his coffin, and he looked just about

the same. . . . God, Jack, it must have been terrible

to die like this poor man did ... all alone . . . not

a soul to give him a drink of water ... or anything.
Poor fellow!

"
She made the sign of the cross, and her

lips continued to move.

"You're a Catholic, eh?" Jack asked, putting a

larger billet on the growing blaze.

"I used to be," she answered. "I haven't bothered

much about religion. You know how it is . . . but

seeing Death like that, makes you feel you need some-

thing something bigger than yourself. . . . Oh, Jack,
do you think we'll ever get out of this, or shall we
die here, too?"

Jack forced a laugh.

"Snap out of it, baby! We aren't going to die.

We're going to be all tickerty-boo. You're cold and

upset, and God knows it hit me a crack to walk in

and see Say, come over here, next to the fire.

It's getting hot, now. And I've something in the

emergency rations that's the best cure in the world

for what ails us."

He opened the pack, and extracted a quart bottle.

"Brandy!" exclaimed Love, rising and pushing the
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bench towards the fireplace. "Don't tell me you
haven't brought a corkscrew."

"Well, what do you think?" countered Jack,

producing the required implement. He pulled the cork

and handed the bottle to the girl. She shook her head
at the first mouthful, and her eyes became suffused

with tears, but recovering, she swallowed another

shot. Jack drank in his turn, then sat down beside

her.

"Fire and alcohol," he observed, "the first and
second essentials of civilization! In a minute or two
I'll get some grub, but let's have a cigarette first.

Hell! Only half a pack left! I hope you aren't a

heavy smoker, because if you are we'll both be suffer-

ing."

Love laughed, then suddenly became silent.

"It doesn't seem right," she began, but Jack
interrupted.

"Forget it! We can't help him any, pulling long
faces. We've got to keep cheerful that's the first

thing to learn in this adventure. Are you warmer?

'Course, this isn't Florida, but it's not such a bad spot
to park, at that! A jug of wine, a loaf of bread and
thou oh, I forgot the book of verses underneath the

bough . . . and wilderness were Paradise enow. Only
bit of poetry I ever could remember, and I don't s'pose
I've got that much right."

"I think you've got the lines right, but I don't

know how the idea will work out." Love glanced
sidewise at him below her long lashes, and smiled,

slowly.

"That's better! Look at me like that again, and I'll

have to go out and roll in the snow!"
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While Jack began to prepare a meal, which involved

much melting of snow before anything else was done,

Love wandered around the cabin, now comfortably
warm. She had taken off her fur coat, and Louis'

flying overalls. In that setting her smart dress and

fragile grace seemed as incongruous as would have been

a tropical bird in those northern woods.

After a few turns round the room, she stopped by
the bunk, and picked up, from beneath it, several

sheets of paper. Scanning them, she cried, excitedly:

"Jack , . . look! This seems to be a message that

he wrote!"

"Bring it over to the light."

In a sort of jerky dialogue, the two deciphered the

rough scrawl. The writer could never have been apt
at composition, at his best, and there was no doubt

that he had been very ill when he set down this

testament :

"I am a sick man and it dont look like I'm goin
to get away from here if nichols dont come and hes

a month or more late so i think I best right down
as good as I can the things that has hapened x

nichols and i found a good vein near the s. west

bay and we stakt it and that was after wed been

near the cliff of the painted men and found the

strainge ore x then nichols started round the other

shore of the lake and i went back to near the cliff

and we was to meet here x and then I begun to

sicken and its hard to remember what hapened
but sure i seen the hidden house and something tole

me to keep away x i am not one to bulliv in witching
and spells but why did i get sick like that x i wouldent

go near them cliffs agin if they was solid gold but

we did find gold and that other ore wich neether
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nichols nor me ever seen the like of and i dont

remeber how i come back here but i feel some better

thogh to week for to travol x there is people in the

hiden house and nights theers strainge lights round

about but i dont remembr all what hapns . . .

and anyways now iam to tird to right more now. ..."

There the message ended with a spidery signature

which evidently had been added later.

"Joe Hansen," Love spelled, slowly.

"We've found another of Pete Welldrake's pros-

pectors," said Jack, frowning. "What could have

killed him, I wonder? You heard about NichoUs. . . .

Remember old Ike Wilder's coming in to tell me that

day I stayed in bed? They came across him dead on

the trail, but he had a bullet in his chest."

Love nodded, and stared at him with fear in her eyes.

Jack noted it with satisfaction, and the suspicion

that would flare up from time to time almost com-

pletely vanished. The girl was genuinely frightened.

She was playing no part. Obviously she knew no

more of the mystery than he did himself, and a con-

tentment quite incongruous with the gruesome sur-

roundings invaded him.

"There is something . . . something terrible about

this," Love was whispering. "Wilder wasn't as crazy
as we thought. Oh, Jack, I've got a feeling I can't

explain ... a hunch ... I know there's danger.

Please, let's get away!"
Jack rubbed his tousled hair fiercely. He couldn't

erase the deep-lined T in his forehead, nor the look of

apprehension from his eyes. But he tried to speak

lightly.

"Yeah, I admit, it does seem queer . . . and no
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one could blame us for having the odd shiver. However,
I'm not going to believe that Windigoes killed these

birds! Not yet!"
"Well, what did kill him, then?" Love pointed to

the sheets of paper lying on the table. "If he'd been

shot, or anything, it wouldn't have been so scary.
. . . But just sitting there. . . . Don't look at me like

that! I'll snap out of it, but I wish I'd never come
to this God-forsaken country. Except . , ." She
smiled tremulously, and her lashes fluttered over the

deep blue eyes.

"Atta kid!"

Jack took up the scribbled pages again, scowling
darkly, while the wind howled in the creaking trees,
and snow flakes hissed down on the fire. Love watched
him with an expression that would have puzzled him,
had he seen it. Among other things, she was thinking
that she had used many men, but that never before
had she felt absolutely dependent upon one.



CHAPTER VII

"What are the chances of getting out?"

Jack repeated Love's question, and stared thought-

fully into the fire. They were smoking, and the packet
looked very slim after two of the precious cigarettes
had been drawn from it, but dinner was dinner,
said Jack, even though it did consist of stew and
bannock, with a pull at the brandy bottle, by way of

liqueur.

"Tell me the worst," murmured Love.

"Oh, I don't think it's as bad as that. If we keep
our heads I'd say the chances are a hundred to one.

Our emergency rations are good for a week. Our late

friend left us half a sack of flour, some bacon, sugar
and tea not to mention a spot of very punk
tgbacco

"

"
and no pipes to smoke it in," Love interpolated.

"Then, I have the rifle and a fair stock of cartridges,
and fish fines and hooks Oh, we can last all winter

here, if necessary."
"AU winter!"

"Why not? You don't seem to be much in favour
of the idea of six months of my exclusive company."
"Oh, you wouldn't be any more boring than other

men." Love raised her long lashes sufficiently for him
to note the troubled eyes. "But "

"Wefi?"

"Well, I suppose most every girl dreams, some time
or other, of being cast away on a desert island with

75
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one man Huh! It's just my luck to have that desert

island practically at the North Pole."

Jack laughed.
"You won't get any sun-bathing or out-door fan-

dancing this season, I'm afraid! But tell me, when

you dreamed about being on your desert island, what
did you do?

"

Love smiled, keeping her eyes averted.

"Oh, he had to marry me when we were rescued,

and
"

There was a moment's silence, broken by
her laugh. "Don't worry, brother! I'm awake, now,

I know these dreams are only dreams. . . ." The

laugh rippled out again, this time a little higher in

key. "Listen, dearie, I'd as soon think of marrying
that corpse you put out in the woods as you."

Jack flushed.

"Sure you would! He's the owner of a gold mine."

Love flicked the ash off her cigarette.
" You can say

nasty things, too, honey. Let's start again."
"All right! You take the first knock."

"No," the girl laughed, "I didn't mean that. I

meant, let's start over again, and be nice. After all,

we've got to live together for a while, and I love peace.
So let's not hate each other."

"
If we want peace, I guess we'd better not love each

other, either."

Love gave him a lash-veiled glance.

"Is that going to be very hard?" she asked, the

words dropping like honey from her lips.

"Suppose we lay off this subject. You're under-

mining my resolution."

"Right-o!" She shrugged. "Do you want to know
what I've been thinking about for the last hour?"

"Sure, if it's anything a young boy should know."

J
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"Well, I've been wondering where we're going to

sleep to-night." The lashes slanted towards the single

bunk with its deep balsam mattress.

Jack made no immediate reply, but fingered his

chin thoughtfully, until Love asked :

"Is anything the matter with your face?"

"He always had whiskers in the pictures I've seen,"

Jack made answer.

"Who?"
"Why, Saint Anthony. . . . But, you see, Saint

Anthony had it easy, in a way. ... It wasn't so cold

in the desert as in the northern woods. . . . Now, here

is the situation; there are four blankets pretty thin

ones left by our late friend." At Love's grimace,

Jack added: "No . . . no . . . they're quite clean

at least, I shook 'em hard when I was fixing things up.
. . . Then, you have your fur coat and Louis' flying

suit. Add that together, and subtract zero from it,

and what have you?"
"I don't know what you're talking about," said

Love, without looking at him.

"Well, putting it more plainly the temperature
will probably drop way below zero before morning,
and two blankets each aren't going to be much good.
Of course, if you say so, we can take turns staying up
and keeping the fire alive, but on the other hand, if

you could look on me merely as a hot-water bottle. ..."

Love sighed. "I suppose that's the way you're

looking at me," she said.

"That's how I'm trying to!"

"O.K. We're both hot-water bottles." The golden
head bent lower, tinged with Vermillion from the

flickering blaze. "You know, I feel pretty useless,

here. You've done everything lighted the fire, got
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the water, cooked the grub. You'll have to teach me
how to do these things. . . . What time is it?"

Jack held his hand towards the fire. "Nine-ten.
Tired?"

"Dog tired. Would you make up the bed, for to-

night. Jack? I suppose there's a trick to it, in the

woods. But I'll learn to help . . . truly!"
As she smiled at him, Jack felt a wave of pity for

her. No matter what she was, or had been, no matter
whether she was as hard as agate, she looked like a

frightened little girl, trying hard to keep from tears.

"You're a sport. Love," he said, unfolding the

blankets. "You've never said a word to me for letting

you into this mess . . . and there aren't many girls

who would have gone through to-day's troubles and

kept their nerve as you have. You've got what it

takes!"

For two days the blizzard raged. During the brief

lulls Jack made excursions outside, to draw water
from beneath the frozen surface of the lake, to get
firewood from the pile conveniently near the cabin,
and once to place the body of the dead prospector
in a rock crevice that he found. Long after the snow
and biting wind made the work a torture he laboured,

covering the spot with stones.

Always, when out of doors, he peered across the

lake to where the canted wings of the aeroplane could

sometimes be seen through the thick white curtain

of the storm. It was maddening to be so near a

machine, and yet so far from the possibility of using
it ! And it wasn't as if the accident had brought them

any closer to the solution of the mystery of Windigo
Lake. Inactivity irked him, and the hours dragged.
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Love busied herself with the Hmited housekeeping,
but she, too, felt the weight of Time, and both of them
had spells of restlessness, pacing round the small

confines of the cabin.

On the third day Love wakened to find the fire

lighted and the kettle boiling. Jack was absent.

Getting up and making her unelaborate toilet, she

went to the door, looking out upon a day of sparkling
sunshine ;

cold and utterly silent. Not a bough of the

solemn evergreens stirred against the immeasurable

blue of the sky.
She called Jack's name once or twice, but only the

ghost of an echo answered her. A wave of sick terror

gripped her, until she noticed his footsteps leading

away towards the lake. In an instant she was plough-

ing through the snow to the edge of the bank, and from
there she could see a sturdy figure out in the middle

of the lake near the 'plane, trudging towards her.

It was Jack, carrying his gun and another object
which resolved itself into a shovel, as he drew near.

"Breakfast ready?" he shouted, when he had come
within voice range.
"No! Sorry," she called, "but it won't be long.

I wondered where you were. For a minute I thought

you'd gone off and left me."
"I was just working up a little appetite. Gosh, but

it's good to get outdoors again!"
"What were you doing?"
"I had a look at the bus." He clambered up the

bank, and together they plodded back to the cabin.

"Dug out that busted ski. I had some hopes of being
able to fix it, but damned near half the undercarriage
is smashed, and what isn't, is bent."

Love said nothing, but began to prepare breakfast
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tea, bacon and the inevitable bannock; last night's,
toasted.

"And so?" she prompted.
"The ski is bust, clean across. No chance of a

splice. I'm telling you I made a complete job of it

when I hit that rock."

"So then we'll just have to wait until someone
comes along?"
"Looks like it. Trouble is, they'll hardly look for

us over this way. I suppose we're somewhere in the

Windigo country, from what the owner of this shack
wrote. Besides, when I took off I was heading straight
south or so they thought, in Broderick. And if

anyone should take a notion to fly over this lake,

they might not see the old bus. It'll be in the shade
of the trees most of the day, and there's a good deal

of snow on it."

"My God, wouldn't it be the height of misery to see

a 'plane fly over and know that it hadn't seen us?"
"Yeah! I'll say it would."

"Well, can't we do anything?"
"We might fix up some kind of a signal beacon.

I'll do some intensive thinking. Meanwhile, we've

got to live, so I'd better get a line on the local fauna.

Haven't seen any signs of life."

"And what'll I do, while you're out hunting?"
"
Stick around here. Don't you want to stay alone?

"

"You bet I don't! It's bad enough in this creepy

place when you're here, but if I were alone. ..."
Jack rubbed his chin, and scowled.

"We haven't much grub, you know. I'd feel a lot

better if we had a side of venison in the larder."

"Venison! Now you mention it, I could do with
a change from bacon and these little buns, myself!
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Though I suppose we should be thankful we don't

have to eat pine-cones. I read about that somewhere.

But, listen, Jack, why couldn't I come with you?
"

Jack shook his head.

"If I'm going to get anything, likely I'll have to

travel some distance. Wait about in the cold. Not
much fun. You'd just get tired out, and we wouldn't

get any dinner. What you can do is to come along
with me to the hill north of here. I think we can

get a good view of the surrounding country from it.

It's kind of bald, on top. I'd like a better idea of our

domain. Then I'll go on to the most likely place, and

you can come back here. How about it?"

Love agreed to this proposal, and after tidying the

cabin they started out. Love had spent some part
of the blizzard-bound days in altering Louis' flying

suit, so that it did not fall in folds about her body.
She confessed to a small liking for the needle, but

when she found the prospector's sewing kit she fell

upon it with all the eagerness of a professional modiste.

"With a little practice," she had said, "I'll be able

to make us swell suits out of deer skin. That's what

they always wear in the movies."

"Did you ever see them getting the deer?" Jack
had teased. "That would interest me a lot, right
now."

For nearly an hour, the two of them walked, climb-

ing for the most part, though there were several

difficult belts of close-growing trees, tangled with

fallen trunks, through which they had to force their

way.
"This is virgin forest," Jack explained, pausing to

allow Love to recover her breath. "Never been any
lumbering here."
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"Virgin forest, eh?" repeated the girl, pushing a

stiff dead bough out of her way, with a vicious snap.

"Well, I always did think virginity was an over-

praised condition!"

Her face was flushed with the exercise, and her

hair escaped in fair, little damp tendrils from under

her close-fitting hat. Her chin disappeared in the

swathings of a muffler Jack had given her.

"What are you looking at?" she asked, seeing his

eyes fixed upon her. "I'll bet I look a sight."
"I was just thinking of what you said. You know,

to look at you, one'd think you were sweet sixteen,

and had never been kissed much."

"Well, sweet or not, I'm twenty-six, and I haven't

been kissed much lately." Provocatively, she raised

her eyes to his.
" We'd better get on," suggested Jack.

"
You've got

your wind, haven't you? Kindly do not distract the

hunter. We might see a rabbit, and if we want to eat

anything besides bacon and damn little of that!

I mustn't be dreaming of something else."



CHAPTER VIII

They plodded on without further incident, until they
reached the top of the bald hill Jack had seen from
the lake. It rose perhaps four hundred feet, standing
well clear of the surrounding forest. The winds had

swept it almost bare of snow, and the two moved
about with much greater freedom.

The first look round was disappointing, for there

was no distinctive feature in any quarter of the com-

pass except the lake upon which they had landed.

To the west, the horizon was formed by a rocky ridge

only partly covered by bush and seemingly very
much like the hill they stood on. From the end of

the lake a broad and shallow valley wended off to the

westward, its extent marked by the darker green of

the tamarack and cedars.

Jack pushed back his cap, brought the T into his

forehead and shampooed his forelock, briskly.
"We don't know much more than we did before,"

he grumbled. "Think I'll climb that spruce, and see

what I can see."

He went to the tallest of a group of trees, and began
to climb, twisting with some difficulty among the

close-growing boughs. After a few moments, the rust-

ling stopped. He was invisible to Love, below.
"
I can see a bit of a lake," he called down, presently.

"Nothing else, though. . . . But hold on. ... I

think. ..." There was a tenser note in his last words.

"What is it?" Love cried.

83
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"Smoke. To the west. At least, I think so. Wish

I had field glasses."

There was silence for several minutes, and then

he began to descend. When he reached the ground his

eyes were full of thought.
"Was it really smoke?" Love questioned.
He nodded, and pointed towards a nick in the west-

ward ridge. After a moment's searching, Love thought
that she, too, saw a thin wisp against the green back-

ground.
"I suppose it means people," she said, thinking the

remark rather obvious as soon as she had made it.

"Yeah! It isn't an ocean liner!"

"Wot a man!"
"Or the Windigoes," he added, maliciously.
"Who's afraid

"
she began, and paused, struck

by something in his expression.
"The question is . . . what kind of people?" Jack

murmured, rather seriously.
"You won't be able to learn that by watching the

smoke from here, will you?" suggested Love.

"No! And that's just why I'm going to take a trip
in that direction and have a look."

Love regarded him with consternation.
"
Oh, don't. Jack !

"
she exclaimed.

"
I have a feeling

that they are the crowd who bumped those prospectors
off. And I believe you think so, too. Use some
discretion!"

"That's what I'm going to use. Doesn't it occur to

you that if we can see their smoke, they can see ours?
"

"But so long as we don't trouble them "

"If there really is a bunch of bandits over there,

some day they'll get wise to the fact that we are

living here
"
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"we?"
"Well, someone; and they'll come over and quietly

massacre us. To protect ourselves, the first thing we
need is information about these people to know what

they're doing, how many are there and so on. And
that's the information I'm going to get."
"What if you get shot? Think of me a little teeny

bit. I'd have a grand time starving to death all by
myself, with the ghost of the old miner in the offing.

It'd be just swell! No, boy! If you won't stay here

like a sensible person, then I'm going along. Where

you go and all the rest of it."

Jack threw a quick glance at her and pondered.
The seed of suspicion once planted dies hard, and
now as several times before, he was bothered by the

thought that perhaps this girl knew more of the

Windigo affair than he did; knew what lay in that

wilderness to the west and even what they would
find in the habitation beyond the screen of trees.

Suppose she did, how would she behave, he wondered?
Would she keep him away, in spite of everything, as

she seemed bent upon doing, or would she allow him
to walk into the hands of men whose treatment of

intruders was anything but hospitable and friendly?
Irritated and uncomfortable. Jack looked directly

at her only to be disarmed, once more, by the perfect
frankness and lack of any apparent concealment in

her manner. He felt himself turning a slow and

burning red, as he answered, brusquely:
"Oh, nothing's going to happen to me! Granting

that the trip may be dangerous, however, I'll skin

through O.K. if I can move fast and go anywhere.
If I had to wait for you, both of us might get done in.

Do be reasonable."
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"ril get done in, anyway, if you leave me, and

you know it. Therefore, if papa goes, mama goes, too."

Jack's feelings underwent a swift reaction, and he

laughed.

"Lookee, my dear," he said, "I'll bet that smoke
comes from a good old half-breed trapper's fire, and

that he'll be as dangerous as a tabby cat."

"All the more reason I should go along. But you
said there weren't any trappers in this Windigo place.

Are you trying to kid the girl?"

Jack shook his head.

"No! On the up and up, I'm not trying to kid you,
Love. Truth is, I'm pretty leery of that smoke and
what it may mean. I know you don't want to be left

alone, but it'd be a whole lot safer if you stayed
behind. What do you say?"

"I say that I'm going to be your little shadow. I'm

not going to be a Windigo widow. And that's that.

Jack! Please!"

"O.K. But have you thought that if we run into

trouble and 'they' get me, you may meet a fate in

the words of the good old mellow-drammer a fate

woise than death?"

Love nodded. "If they kill you, Jack . . . and

doesn't all this sound utterly preposterous? ... it

won't matter what happens to me." The languorous
lashes were fully raised, and the wide blue eyes blazed

into his. "If they kill you, I swear to God I'll get

them I'll sleep with them and cut their throats."

"I believe you would! And I'll show you the

proper place to cut. Right here !

"
Jack drew his finger

across the jugular vein and grinned, though his spine

tingled at the girl's words, and still more at her look.

"Then that's that," she said, dropping the lashes
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again, as the muscles of her jaw relaxed.
" When

we start?"

"If it's fine, to-morrow. We'll come up here, check

on the smoke again, and seeing it, we'll hit the trail.

Now, let's go down to that swamp and hunt for the

odd rabbit."

The next day was fine, and fortified by a breakfast

of rabbit stew for the visit to the swamp had been

fortunate they set out. The hill was climbed, and
the smoke again was seen.

They travelled light. Jack had his rifle, a plentiful

supply of cartridges and wore a hatchet stuck in his

belt. Love, in an improvised haversack, carried a day's
rations of food and the scantiest of toilet essentials.

For a time they ploughed through the woods in

silence, each occupied with thoughts which it seemed
better to hold unspoken. Besides, the going was

heavy and Love a novice on the trail. But presently

they reached the ridge running parallel to the valley

leading westward, and here the snow was not so deep
nor the bush so dense, and better progress was made.
After some two hours of alternate rest and travel

they sighted through a patch of bare hardwood the

snowy expanse of a large lake, with the ridge from

the westward behind it. Jack called Love's attention

to this feature.

"Do you think it's the Windigo lake?
"
she asked.

"No. Too small. But I think that smoke we saw
must have been at the other side. We'll go down to

the edge and have a look. Now's the time to watch
our step. Move as quietly as you can . . . the sound
of a branch breaking will carry a long way in these

woods. Listen to the silence!"
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They stopped and watched the sunshine streaming

through the bare branches of the maples. Even at

noon, the shadows were long in that northern latitude.

The stillness was absolute
;
not a bird note . . . not

a breath of air to rustle in the trees.

Love shivered.

"It's creepy," she whispered. "I feel as though
the world was dead. Jack, don't laugh, but I believe

this country is haunted."

"Oh, the woods are always like this, in winter,"

Jack reassured her. "Let's get on."

They pushed through about a quarter of a mile of

denser growth, came to the shore of the lake, and with

many precautions moved to a spot where they could

get a clear view of the other side without exposing
themselves.

"There it is!" Jack pointed at a thin column of

smoke. It mounted almost vertically in the still air

above the forest on the far shore. Behind it a notch

in the wooded sky-line marked a re-entrant in the

ridge.

"Not a sign of a house, a clearing, or anything,"
observed Jack, after a long scrutiny. "They've got
their place well hidden."

"What do we do now?" asked Love, softly.

"Eat, before we go any farther. We're in the sun,

here; and we can see if anyone comes from the west.

Daren't risk a fire, so break out the cold victuals !

"

They talked little during the meal, and when they
had finished Love handed Jack one of the two cigarettes
that remained to them.

" How about smoking them now?
"

she proposed.
"We may not have another chance. Sort of like

soldiers going over the top, what?"
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They lit up, and looked at each other.

"I have a feeling," Love said, presently, "that

whatever happens we won't go back to our little hut."

"Are you sorry?"

"Strange to say, I am! It wasn't a desert island,

but it was rather nice, just the same. You behaved

like the men in the stories er up to a certain point."
"What do you mean?"
"
Well, in stories they all start off to be very honour-

able and pure, and refuse to take advantage of the

situation. . . ."

"Hey . . . hold on, a minute! With all due

modesty, I should think I deserve some marks for

that!"

"Sure! You were marvellous ! Stupendous! Magnifi-
cent ! But you fell down as a Grade A desert-islander."

"How?"
"Well," said Love, exhaling slowly, and sweeping

her cheeks with her lashes, "generally, towards the

end, he falls in love with her, you know, and
"

"Perhaps I made good, there, too," said Jack,

staring out over the lake.

Love laughed, gently. "It's sweet of you to say so,

but I know you didn't. I know what you think about

me ... I suppose I have to expect it, seeing how I

earn my living."

"Love! What a fool way to talk! I think you're
a damn fine girl braver than any woman I've ever

known and most men, too!"

"Thank you, kind sir. But bravery is for men,
and chastity for women. So Mr. McCaffery, the

eminent aviator, positively wouldn't let himself fall

in love with an unchaste woman. And honourable

scruples oh, they do you credit. Jack! prevented
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him from taking any temporary satisfactions he might
have had ... if he'd asked for them."

Jack flushed. "You're damned unfair! I
"

"Sure," she interrupted. "Women are always un-
fair when they tell the truth. What's more, they're
usually unwise to let it out. So let's forget it."

They smoked another inch of their cigarettes in

silence, broken by Love.

"Not that I suppose you're interested," she began,
scratching with a little twig at the hard ground, "but
I'm what's known technically as a virtuous woman.
Of course, being in the show business, you get an off-

hand way of looking at the things people outside con-
demndon't understand. I've been married, twice."

Jack started.

"Divorced?"
Love nodded, and went on: "As a matter of fact,

the second knot isn't legally untied, yet. But why
bore you with these details? Let's go and shoot

windigoes, or Indians, or something."
She threw away the butt which Jack stamped out

and made to rise. He gave her a hand, and when he
had pulled her to her feet did not let go. She tried

to twist away, saying nothing and keeping her face

turned from him,

"You're strictly wrong about me," Jack said,

forcing her to look at him. "But there isn't time to

argue with you now. Just to show, however, that
there are no hard feelings. ..."
"No hard feelings," she breathed, closing her eyes,

and lifting her mouth.
After a moment, she broke away.
"Enough, Jack!" she said. "No . . . no. . . .

Stop, or I'll break down. Where do we go from here?
"
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Jack stepped back a pace, reluctantly. "We'll skirt

the lake to the north," he answered, "and try to get
on high ground from where we can look down on the

whole lay-out, and see what there is to see about

that smoke. Are you very tired?"

"Not very! But I hope we won't have to go much
farther."

They struck off. The going was the worst they
had encountered, through dense evergreen thickets,

over fallen, rotting trees and soft mounds where the

muskeg had heaved up and been covered with snow;
and they made little headway. After an hour the

continued effort began to tell on Love, and Jack
noted purplish shadows under her eyes, and a drawn
look to her mouth. But she struggled gamely on,

making no complaint.
At last they came to a break in the woods.

"
River,"

Jack explained, as they halted. "It's the inlet or

outlet, maybe of that lake. We're getting close,

now."

The river bed straight for a furlong or so, seemed

shallow, for rocks showed, here and there, above the

snow. No more than thirty yards divided them
from the far shore, and they set out over the uneven

surface with tingling nerves and eyes alert.

"Must be careful not to strike a soft patch," Jack

whispered, over his shoulder. "If the water's flowing
at all fast, the ice is often thin."

"I'll follow you," Love whispered in reply. "I can

trust you not to break the ice. At least, you haven't

up to now!
"

They had taken but a few steps when Jack glanced

sharply to his left. The crack of a rifle sounded, and
he pitched forward on his face.



CHAPTER IX

The echoes of the shot were tossed back from the

broken hills to the westward, and Jack lay prone in

the snow-covered boulders of the river bed. For a

long instant Love stood as though paralyzed; frozen

in the bright clear silence from which Death had so

suddenly spoken.
Then: "Jack! Jack!" she screamed, and dropped

to her knees beside him. "Oh, Jack, speak to me!"
She slipped her arm under his shoulder, and tried to

lift him. An unexpected resistance met her effort,

so she bent down to see if his eyes were open. They
were

; wide open, and with a cold light of killing in

them.

"I'm not touched," he whispered, fiercely. "Saw
him just in time. He's a hundred yards down stream,

behind a tree. Keep on yelling. Or cry."
Relief surged through Love's every vein, and it

was easy to obey his last instructions.

"Oh, Jack . . . Jack," she sobbed, her voice

floating down the sombre green corridor of the river,

"Don't die and leave me all alone. Speak to me . . .

look at me . . . tell me they haven't killed you!"
The sentence broke in a moan.

Jack squirmed to the right with infinite precaution,

pulling his rifle clear of his body as he turned Love
continued to sob. Suddenly she saw the expression
of his face set, and at the same moment the sharp
detonation of his high-powered rifle rang down the
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curtain on the comedy. She looked in the direction

of his aim to see a tall, gaunt, fur-shirted figure, a

few paces out from the screen of trees, sway and topple

over, sidewise.

Jack jumped to his feet, pulling the girl up after

him.

"Let's have a look at this deputy windigo," he

said, eyes glinting beneath down-drawn brows. "The

way he fell, he's not in shape to object."
Love hung back.

"Are you sure he's not playing the same trick you
did?"

"His rifle dropped by his feet, and he can't get it

without my seeing him move. It's his friends we have
to look out for. But there's shelter behind that rock,

so come on."

Together they advanced, picking their way care-

fully along the boulder-studded river bed, eyes warily
fixed on the collapsed figure of their enemy. He did

not move until they stood by him, when Jack kicked

the rifle beyond his reach. Then the noise penetrated
his unconsciousness, and his eyes opened. They were

black and deep-set, and dull hate burned in them as

he stared upwards.
"Who are you?" Jack asked. The man's swarthy

skin and straight black hair spoke of Indian blood,

and his silence was another testimony as to his

origin.

"What's the idea of taking a pot-shot at me?"
Jack asked in a louder voice, and again received no

reply, save the sombre unchanging stare.

"Perhaps he can't speak," Love suggested. "Per-

haps he's going to pass out."

Jack shook his head, and pointed to the bullet hole
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in the deer-hide shirt, high on the right side of the

chest.

"That won't kill him not immediately, anyhow,"
he told her. "It's mostly shock that's laid him out.

This rifle strikes pretty hard."

He bent over quickly, and twitched the man's

hunting knife from its sheath on his belt. There was
no change to his expression.
"What do we do, now?" enquired Love.

The question was answered, unexpectedly.
A stick cracked like a pistol shot from the near

woods. Jack's rifle jerked into readiness as he swung
round to confront a girl, alone, and framed between
two great cedars.

She wore a coat of bright red blanket cloth, and
was bareheaded, thick black hair sweeping from a

central parting smoothly behind her ears. Her face

was bloodless a pallor which her present emotion
intensified. Her mouth was a scarlet line, unbe-

comingly open at the moment, and down-slanting

eyes stared out from below sharply-cut brows that

paralleled the high cheek bones. As she stood mute

against the background of evergreens. Jack thought
of a pale face on Chinese painted silk.

Love spoke.
"A dame!" she exclaimed. "Perhaps she's the

windigo's little sister."

"What do you do here?" The stranger-girl spoke

clearly in a deep-pitched contralto that held a strong

foreign accent. "Have you come to kill and rob?"
"And everything," added Jack, his lips curling in

a grin.

The girl gave him a look of mingled astonishment
and disfavour, then asked:

I
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"Why have you shot Meektavis?"
"Because he missed me. Now, if I'm not being too

inquisitive, who might you be?"
The girl ignored this question and bent over the

fallen half-breed.

"Are you much hurt, Meektavis?"

The man shook his head.

"I fear you are. How did this happen?"
"He play trick." Meektavis spoke at last, his

deep-set eyes moving until they rested upon Jack.
"Looks just about as friendly as a rattlesnake,"

commented Love, uneasily. "Guess he's thinking
what he'll do to you the next time. It's kind of a pity
that you didn't make a proper job of it, Jack."
"You would have been glad to see murder?" The

girl kneeling beside the half-breed spoke harshly.
"I'd jolly well rather see it than be the lamented

victim," Love flung back at her, promptly; and Jack
was impressed by the fact that in the face of concrete

danger she showed none of the fear with which in

the prospector's hut the Unknown had oppressed
her. She spoke again.
"You seem to be doing all the asking. How about

a little answering? We want to know who this bozo

is, and why he goes about shooting at harmless people?"
"This man is our servant. He was trying to protect

us . . . or, maybe he thought you were an animal."

"Likely enough," agreed Jack. "I've often been
mistaken for a caribou."

"So he's your servant, is he?" Love repeated. "I

thought he must be your husband, you're taking his

accident so coolly."
The girl's eyes narrowed and she muttered some-

thing in a foreign tongue.
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"We're getting nowhere like this," Jack said, in a

somewhat more courteous tone, "and for everybody's
sake, we should be moving on. I will explain our

being here," he spoke directly to the kneeling girl.

"If it interests you ... we were forced down in

a 'plane about five miles from here and saw what we

supposed was the smoke from your cabin. We were

making for it, to ask help and shelter, when this fellow

tried to shoot me. Naturally, I shot back, and with

more successful results. Now, I know your cabin

must be somewhere near, and we're going there

you walking ahead. And if anyone should try to

make good this fellow's failure . . . well, it'll just

be too bad for you. Understand?"
The girl rose and nodded.

"You need not fear," she said, scornfully. "I and

my father are alone, now. He is old, and you have

disabled our protector. You can doubtless do what

you wish."

"What is your name, and what are you and your
father doing here?"

"Is that any affair of yours?"
"Yes, I think so. I can't help a natural curiosity

regarding the people I'm likely to be shot by."
The girl shrugged. "I am Maya Kalunin," she said,

coldly, "and my father is Alexei Kalunin. As for

what we do, that certainly is no business of yours.

Possibly, my father will tell you. And now, will you
leave this poor man here to die? It is not far to the

house, perhaps he can walk if I support him."

"Can you get up?" Jack asked the half-breed, who

silently and with difficulty raised himself on his elbow.

"Oh, Meektavis!" cried the girl.

Jack stretched out his hand and pulled the man
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to his feet. Then Maya thrust her shoulder under

his arm, and thus supported he stood well enough.
"Come," she urged, and they all set off by a path

which bordered the river.

Following the two came Jack, rifle ready, while

Love, carrying the half-breed's weapon, followed

him.

After they had gone some hundreds of yards. Jack
saw that the wounded man's strength was ebbing,
and that he bore more heavily on the staggering girl.

"I think I'll have to help," he whispered to Love.

"Don't be a sap," she warned, clinging to his arm.

"This may be an appeal to your chivalry just to keep

your trigger-finger out of use. Wait till we make sure

that the lay-out is as she said. We didn't start the

shooting."
"I know," answered Jack, aware that she was

right. "But "

"But nothing! If you're dead set on carrying some-

body, let it be me."

"Courage! We are nearly there!" The girl's low-

pitched voice came back to them. Breathless but

determined, she half carried the drooping man.

They had proceeded only a few yards more, when
another individual appeared in the path before them
a tall, stooped man, fur-capped and heavily bearded.

"Father!" the girl cried, and then spoke rapidly
in Russian, as he glanced from the wounded servant

to the pair following.
For a moment he stood motionless, except for

blinking and peering, whether from short-sightedness
or bewilderment. Jack could not determine. Then he

stepped forward, took the other arm of Meektavis
and helped him onward.
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"Follow us," the girl called back, without turning

her head.

"You're dashed right, we will," Love muttered.

A clearihg opened in the forest before them. Low,

long cabins similar to the usual lumber camp buildings

were grouped in a rough quadrangle about it. Apart
from the more numerous windows, it might have

been any logging quarters. Jack noted that it seemed

rather dark, and glancing upwards, saw that strung

from the trees at each side were nets of wire carrying

irregularly-shaped pieces of canvas, painted mostly
in green. He pointed this out to Love.

"What's the idea?" she asked.

"Camouflage! To hide them from the air. Very
well done, too. They've gone to a lot of trouble about

it. All this must add up to something, but I can't

figure it out, yet."

Maya and her father had led the wounded man to

the door of one of the smaller huts. The girl turned to

Jack and said:

"We must first dress Meektavis' wound. My father

has medical skill. You may go in there and wait."

She indicated the door of the largest building.

"Thanks," said Jack. "But I think I ought to

have a look round Mr. Meektavis' quarters. He might
have some more shooting irons in there."

He brushed past them, and made a rapid survey of

the small, bare cabin. It was furnished with a bunk,

table, chair and stove. Some garments hung on the

wall. But of fire-arms there were none. Cartridges,

yes several boxes of them, and these Jack took

possession of.

"You are very frightened of what a wounded

man, an old man and a woman might do to you."
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Maya's green eyes beneath the slanting brows looked

scorn.

"I'm frightened of what a bullet might do to me;
and an ounce of precaution is worth a quart of iodine !

Before I inspect the rest of the premises, be good

enough to tell me whether you have any more retainers

who are as quick on the trigger as Meektavis."

"We have a cook," answered Maya. "Kindly do

not shoot him unless you desire to do the cooking,

as well as chop the wood. And now, if you will permit

me, I go to get water and bandages for your victim."

"We're terribly sorry to give you all this trouble

about Meektavis," observed Love, in her honeyed
voice. She paused, but Maya, moving towards the

main building, did not look in her direction, so she

concluded: "Yeah, we're sorry you had to bother

bringing him back at all!"

Jack thought of arsenic in honey, and a little shiver

played down his spine. And what was that line in

the Song of Solomon about "my love is terrible as an

army with banners"? Well, he didn't know about

her being his Love, but she surely was terrible in one

of her savage moods. He signalled her to follow

Maya into the large log building.

A pace ahead of Love, Jack entered cautiously, rifle

in hand, for he was by no means sure that he would
not be greeted by a shot from the hand of Maya
herself, if not a henchman. It struck him as quite

extraordinary that this establishment, the size of a

fairly large lumber camp, should exist for only four

people. But the room into which he stepped was empty.
It was a spacious room, perhaps thirty feet long by

twenty wide, and it extended across the entire width

of the building. The two ends were partitioned off
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and several doors led into parts unknown. Smooth

logs formed the walls of the cabin, the chinks plastered

with a whitish clay, and the furniture solid and

sizable tables and benches was all made by the axe.

There was not a sawn board to be seen. Two huge
sheet-iron stoves radiated warmth from either end of

the room.

It was bare, but there was a certain solidity and

proportion in its shape and furnishings that gave an

impression of comfort. Civilization was evidenced by
a fine brass samovar, surrounded by brightly-coloured
tea cups. Near one of the stoves a shelf of books lined

the wall, and a side table was piled high with papers.

A leather arm-chair stood in front of this table

the only piece of furniture which had not, obviously,
been made on the spot.

Jack walked to the end of the room and threw

open the first door. A small room was disclosed; a

room with a double bunk, a rough table and a stool.

A mound of folded blankets lay on the bunk, but there

was no sign of recent habitation. He investigated the

next door, which opened a passage to two other

cubicles, similar in size and furnishing to the first one.

Of these, one was imoccupied and the other evidently

belonged to the girl's father. Jack searched hurriedly
for weapons, but found none.

He strode to the other end of the building, followed

by Love.

"There's more space and comfort here than at our

last hang-out," she remarked, "but, somehow, I don't

think I'll sleep so well."

Jack grunted what might have been agreement, and

threw open the first door to discover Maya, rummaging
in a trunk. Her bedroom was as austere as her father's.
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She had taken off the scarlet blanket coat, and looked

more strangely foreign than ever in those essentially
Canadian surroundings. She wore a severe Russian

tunic of very dark red cloth, and a short full skirt of

dark green. A band of black fur edged it, and also

the neck and sleeves of the tunic. She straightened

up at his entrance, and Jack was quick to notice

that she had a remarkably fine figure.

"I beg your pardon," he said, somewhat sheepishly.
"I didn't know that you

"

"Don't mind him, sister," interrupted Love, agree-

ably.
"
It's a little absent-minded habit he has, walking

into ladies' rooms unannounced." She smiled at Jack
beneath her lashes, and went on: "We're here to

check up on the local artiUery."
"What do you want?" Maya addressed herself to

Jack. "I do not understand this woman."
" No? "

Love cut in, before he could answer.
"
Well,

as woman to woman, then, have you a rifle, shotgun,

pistol, or any cutlery about you, or in that trunk?

We just want to avoid accidents. You might not know
the fire-arms were loaded. People so often don't!

The insurance company has a pamphlet about it.

Never mind answering! We'll look, an3rway!"
While Jack stood silent, smiling under Maya's slant-

eyed contempt. Love began her search, methodically

turning over everything that might have concealed a

weapon.
"I knew when I saw her first she must be a high

brow," she commented, holding up a pair of black

woollen bloomers. "This proves it."

A spot of red glowed on Maya's cheek, but she said

nothing. Her stare became so hostile that it was
worse than speech, and Jack felt very uncomfortable.
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In the tray of the trunk, a package of pistol ammu-
nition came to light.

"Well, here are the peas, now where's the pea-
shooter?

"
There was a little note of triumph in Love's

voice.

"Where is the gun?" repeated Jack, as Maya
showed no willingness to speak.
"In the pocket of that coat," she muttered, at last.

"Take it, and let us be finished."

Love drew a .32 automatic from the brilliant blanket

coat, and grimaced.
"Nice lady's companion," she observed, handing it

to Jack. "I'll bet it would make a neat little hole

in your back."

"Have you any more weapons about the place?"

Jack asked, impatiently. He was finding the girl's

attitude distinctly trying. As she did not reply, he

raised his voice, drawing down black brows till the

threatening T appeared. "By God, will you answer

me, or must I tie you and your father up, for

safety?
"

There was a tense pause. Then Maya laughed

unpleasantly.
"You are such a nervous man. . . . It is funny!

Er well, if you want to know ... we have axes, and
the cook has knives in the kitchen. Would you like

me to bring them to you?"
Jack scowled, but Love, who had completed her

search of the room, caught at a word in the sentence.

"Knives?" she echoed. "Of course. Jack! I almost

forgot. Perhaps she has a stiletto in her stocking.
Excuse me. Countess!"

Before Jack realized what she was up to, and cer-

tainly taking the girl by surprise, she stepped close
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behind Maya and ran her hands deftly over her body.
The Russian stiffened, but did not attempt to resist.

"No weapons," Love reported, "except woman's
natural ones and not too bad, either, Jack, if I am
any judge."

"May I go now to help my father dress our man's

wound, or do you wish to insult me further?
"
Maya's

fingers were tightly clenched.

Jack drew back from the doorway to let her pass.

She picked up some bandages and bottles, and went

out, crossing the floor to the entrance.

"Just a moment. Miss Kalunin if I pronounce the

name badly, please correct me!" She paused, and

Jack continued: "We'll say no more about this very

practical little pocket piece of yours" he waved the

pistol, but she kept her back turned towards him
"I only ask you to remember that my finger's awfully

light on the trigger."

She shrugged, and passed through the door without

replying.



CHAPTER X

Jack and Love continued their search of the side

rooms, and found all unoccupied. Then, following

the passage in the centre, they entered the kitchen

where a little man whose expression was one of extreme

misery stood over a range, stirring gloomily at a large

iron pot. From this the odour of stew delicious

fragrance in the nostrils of both Jack and Love was

rising.

The dejected cook looked up but said nothing.

Indeed, he showed no surprise,
"
You're going to have a couple more boarders, chef,"

Jack announced. "Can do? That stew smells better

than roses or honeysuckle to me." During these

remarks he was inspecting the kitchen. There seemed

to be nothing more dangerous there than the imple-

ments ordinarily used in similar places. "Well, chef,

how about it? When's dinner?
"

Addressed thus directly, the cook removed an

extinct cigarette from his mouth and observed into his

beard, as it were:

"Sure t'ing! In 'alf an heure. . . . You like de

rabbit stew, hein ? Me, de goddam rabbit, he's make
de stomach rise up into de mout'."

After stating this physiological phenomenon, which

was certainly enough to account for his gloom, the

cook gave the stew a vicious stir. Jack and Love

laughed in unison.

"What's your name, chef? You seem to be the only
normal occupant of this place."

104
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"My name? Pierre Pacaud."

"Pierre Pacaud, eh? Why, you aren't one of those

fellows who came in here prospecting last year, are

you? Did Mr. Welldrake grubstake you?"
The man nodded.

"Well, you're one of the men I'm looking for. And
you're lucky compared to the rest of 'em!"
The man averted his eyes. "You you look for me?

Why?
"
he stammered.

"None of those birds who started out for this

country ever came back. That's why. They figured,
in Broderick, you must have got lost."

Pacaud contemplated them, speculatively. "Well
me, I'm not lose myself. Dey d'ink I ddn't know how
to go in de hois . . . hein P De bush, you know. Well,

holy mackerel!
" He broke off, indignation at this slur

on his professional ability struggling with gratification
that he should be thought important enough to

search for. "Mais dis done," he went on, "what for

you bring de lady? She's come to help look for me,
too?" A very arch glance accompanied this poser.

Jack explained briefly how Love happened to be in

the wilds, and concluded:

"But tell us how you ever drifted into this place,
and why you took this job, and who these Kalunin

people are, anyway? What are they doing?"
Pacaud threw out his arms in an exaggerated shrug

intended to indicate that there was dark mystery
shadowing his present situation, and that it was

beyond any power of his to explain or remedy it.

Jack repeated his question.
"How I come here?" The Frenchman echoed him,

approximately. "Well, I come here by de canoe, in

de fall. My grub, she is no more, I don't find no god-
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dam gold, I don't find notting. De boss, he's ask me
I want job to be de cook. I say, 'Ho.K.' Da's
aU."

"Yeah," repHed Jack, suspecting reservations in

the other's narrative, "but what are these people
doing here? They aren't lumbering, they aren't

prospecting, they aren't trapping. What's their

game?"
A succession of shrugs was the only answer to

this, followed by a request to be spared further ques-
tioning at the moment.

"I gotta make ready de goddam stew," mumbled
Pierre.

"Is there anyone else living here, besides the old

man, the girl and you?" Jack persisted.
At this query another disagreeable thought seemed

to strike Pacaud ; adding to his air of gloom.
"Dere's Joe McTavish," he stated, "de guy you

shoot. Who's goin' for to chop de wood for de fire,

now? An' who's goin' for to shoot de rabbit for de

goddam stew?"

"What did you say his name was? Miss Kalunin
called him Meektavis."

"She's not speak de English so dam' good, hke

me," Pierre explained. "Hees name Joe McTavish
Scotch. Well, half Scotch. Sacje Metis!"
"Does anybody else come here?"
Pacaud gave no sign of having heard the question.
"I know somebody does. . . . These Russians

didn't build this collection of cabins just for them-
selves. Now, you heard me, Pierre? Who comes here,
and why?"
More shrugs and an appearance of increasing gloom.

Jack took a step forward.
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"Sais pas!" cried the other, in undisguised alarm.

"I don't know notting. I'm just de cook. You better

ask de boss."

Jack looked at Love, who had been sauntering
about the kitchen, examining the contents of the

shelves and cupboards. She signalled him that the

room was innocent of weapons.
"Well, chef, I guess we'll have a look round the

rest of the place before dinner, and afterwards,

perhaps I'll tackle the boss, as you call him. I

want to have lots of news to tell the boys when I

get ^back to Broderick, and you aren't much of a

talker."

Jack's remark made no visible impression, so he

and Love passed into the big living-room once

more.

"Well," said the girl, as soon as the door was closed,

"our chef is mighty careful not to spill any beans,
so to say."

"Is that bravado, my girl, or do you really feel like

being funny?"
Love shook her fair curls. "Never less. I like this

place so little that I'm going to beg you to take me
back to the hut. Jack, please!"

" You wouldn't have to beg me very hard, only
"

He did not finish the sentence. Nor did Love. She
had an idea that he might have said,

"
Only we wouldn't

be safer, there," and the truth was she did not want
to hear her own fears corroborated.

Jack jerked his thumb in the direction of the kitchen.

"I'd say someone must have put the fear of God in

him."

"Do you suppose he knows about the other pros-

pectors?
"
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"I'd lay a bet that he does, but he also knows

that if he wants to keep healthy he's got to keep his

mouth shut."

Love shivered but said nothing.

Besides the living quarters, connected with the

kitchen by a passage which they had just explored,

and the smaller hut, where McTavish and the cook

lived, there were two medium-sized buildings made
also of logs and forming the third side of the quad-

rangle. They entered the first of these and found it

to be a kind of power-house and workshop. A four-

cylindered Diesel engine, coupled to a dynamo,

occupied the centre of the floor. A switchboard with

the usual current measuring instruments was fixed

to the wall. At the other end of the cabin were two

work benches, with racks of hand tools, a power
drill, and a small forge. Jack ferreted rapidly through
the few shelves and drawers, finding no arms.

"They've sure fixed themselves up in comfort,"

Love murmured. "I suppose this engine is for the

electric light."

"That plant will turn out a lot more juice than

they need to light this place," Jack replied. "I expect

they use power for some kind of machinery. Must

be in the next building. I saw wires leading in

there."

They left the engine house and entered the adjoining

cabin. It was obviously a sort of laboratory. Work
tables laden with apparatus, some of which seemed

to be electrical but most of which was unfamiliar to

Jack, lined the walls. In the middle of the room a

large globular object of riveted steel stood on a

pedestal. Heavy electric cables led to it, and there
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were several openings in the shell. The two contem-

plated it for a considerable period in silence.

"What is it, Jack?" queried Love.

"You can search me! Looks like a crazy type of

boiler."

"For making coffee, perhaps," suggested Love.

They laughed, and leaving the mystery began to

examine the rest of the apparatus. At one end there

were groups of electronic valves, transformers and
condensers which Jack supposed to be a radio trans-

mitting set, a guess that was confirmed when he noted
a telegraph key and a small receiving hook-up with

headphones.
As for the remainder of the paraphernalia, it offered

no clue to its purpose. Most of the instruments, to

judge by their lack of finish, must have been

specially made for whatever investigation was in

progress.

There were no weapons.
"Looks as if disarmament had been put into effect

in this league of nations," Jack remarked.

"Perhaps! But I'm keeping my eyes open. I don't

care for that dame's expression. I'll bet she'd be

pretty handy with a carving knife."

"Well, she certainly looks as though she knew her

own mind," Jack granted. "And we're just about
as welcome here as a pair of skunks."

"I kind of felt a lack of warmth in the hospitality.
Can we do anything about it. Jack?"
"Keep our tails up, of course."

Love laughed, and then grew serious. "But where
do we go from here? How are we going to get out?

Believe me, I've had enough of the great open spaces
to last me for the rest of my life."
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"If this bird, Kalunin, can get in touch with the

outside, by radio and that set looks as if he could

we can make him send a message that we're here.

Welldrake, or the company, will send another 'plane,"

Jack spoke confidently.
"Fine! And what if he won't send the message?

"

"Then we'll have to make ourselves a little

disagreeable. Pull his whiskers ... or some-

thing."
Love understood the sinister implication behind

the teasing words. She was game, however, and said :

"Come on, then! Let's hunt him up, and lay down
the law. The sooner

"

They were not obliged to look for their unwilling

host, however, for at that moment the door opened
and he came in.

His attitude was that of a man who does not quite
know how to begin an interview, for he stood silent,

combing his beard and peering at the strangers. As
an after-thought, he removed his fur cap. He did

not suggest that he was frightened, nor precisely,

angry, but he made Jack think of one whose plans
have been disturbed by an intrusion that he is not

immediately able to put an end to . . . like a busy
man inflicted with the visit of an Insurance agent,
who is also a social acquaintance.

Eventually, it was Love who spoke.
"Mr. Kalunin I hope I have the name right?

you don't want us here, and we don't want to be

here longer than we have to be. That ought to add

up to something pretty simple."
Kalunin smiled non-committally.
"You would like to go away?" He included Jack

in the question. "But how?"
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"Not by walking," Jack rejoined. "It must be
more than a hundred miles to any settlement. Am I

right?"
Kalunin nodded.

"Well, then," Jack went on, "if I can get a message
out, my er friends will send a 'plane for me. You've

got a radio transmitter, haven't you?"
"I have one, yes, but

"

"Are you in touch with any station?"

Kalunin peered at the apparatus at the end of the
room. "That instrument is a transmitter of a kind,"
he announced, slowly, "but it is not very efficient.

Only sometimes will it work. Lately it is not so well,

answering. I do not often use it. The last time was
. . . when? Nearly two weeks ago. I cannot

promise."
"But you will try, won't you?

"
Jack's eyes narrowed.

Kalunin smiled. "Oh, yes! Certainly, I try! But
results are not er certain. This winter, sometimes
we have not had communication for many weeks.
The set is not strong not powerful, and conditions

must be quite favourable for the messages to be
received. But I shall try. . . . And now, we go
and have a meal, perhaps? You are hungry?"

"Just a couple of wolves! Dinner . . . or is it

lunch?"

"Dinner!"

"Well, then, dinner is the most beautiful word in

the English language to us, right now," Jack grinned.
Kalunin also smiled, uncertainly. He evidently did

not understand all of Jack's remarks, but at least

he comprehended that his invitation was heartily

accepted, so he held the door open for Love, and the
three walked over to the living hut.
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"By the way, Professor," Jack asked, suddenly,

"are you much troubled by Windigoes around here?"

Kalunin came to a halt, peering short-sightedly.

"Windigoes?" he repeated, frowning. "That is the

name of the big lake, yes? But how should it trouble

me?"
"No . . .no! I mean the spirits. Indian spirits.

The big, bad, scary, eat-you-up devils that they named
the lake after."

"I think I do not understand, very well. Spirits?

You ask if we are troubled by a belief in the Indians'

child-myth?" He smiled broadly. "You make a

joke. I see now. Ho-ho! Yes, we hear them howling,

but, my young friend, I know the requisite spells to

control them! I say some hocus-pocus, and Pouff !

They vanish. Ho-ho-ho!"

Still laughing, he led the way into the hut.



CHAPTER XI

Maya was sitting at the table, eating. Her expression
did not change at their entrance, though she avoided

looking at Jack. Kalunin glanced sharply at her,

and spoke a few words in Russian, to which she

made a monosyllabic reply.

The three late-comers sat down, Kalunin opposite
his daughter, Love on his right, while Jack took the

remaining place that had been set, on his left. Pierre,

the cook, stuck his head in the doorway, withdrew it,

and reappeared with a bowl of stew which he ladled

on to their plates.

"De bill of fare, to-day. . . . Dinner, hot rabbit

stew. . . . Supper, ragout de lapin. Da's de same t'ing,

only in French. Breakfas' to-morrow morning . . .

porridge and rabbit stew if you like some. If you
like better de pork and beans, too bad. She isfini !"

This gloomy pronouncement concluded, he stalked

out.

"The rabbits seem to have got him down," observed

Love.

"It's going to be vice versa with me," answered

Jack, busy with knife and fork.

They applied themselves to the meal in silence for

a space, then, when the burden of the plates had been

reduced, Jack addressed his host.

"I haven't explained how we happened to come
here. I have no doubt that the way we brought our-

selves to your notice wasn't a very favourable intro-

H 113
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duction, but I'm willing to overlook a little thing
like attempted murder, if it will make matters any
easier."

Kalunin smiled and shrugged. Maya stared straight

before her, expressionless.

"I'm Jack McCaffery, and this is Miss Love Lawlor.

I'm an air pilot Canadian Flying Services and I was

flying Miss Lawlor south from Broderick when a snow
storm caught us and we got lost."

In a few sentences he described their landing,
their sojourn in the hut and trek towards the smoke
of their present habitation. He did not mention that

he had been engaged to search for the missing

prospectors, nor that they had found a dead man in

the shack.

"That's our story," he concluded. "My 'plane's

cracked up so that I can't fix it, and what we want,

now, is to get out of here as soon as possible ... as

I've already explained to you."
Kalunin nodded, thoughtfully, and began his

habitual combing of his straggly whiskers.

"This hut you sheltered in," he questioned, after

a moment, "it is five miles from here, you say . . .

on a little lake? I do not well know the er what

do you name the word . . . topography? of this

place. But I thought that no one lived near ;
not for

many miles. Many, many miles."

"There wasn't anyone living there," Jack stated,

with approximate truthfulness.

"But there had been someone, not long before?

Not so? Otherwise, the hut would have been in ruin,

and not provide a shelter for you. How long, are you

thinking, since somebody Uved there?" He stared

penetratingly at Jack.
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"It's hard to say. But I agree with you, that it

can't have been very long."

Kalunin pondered further.

"This man, who hved in the hut," he said, eventu-

ally, "may have been Well, I mean that this may
explain Meektavis . . . how he was always speaking
of an enemy. A prowler, do you call it? Yes? Some-
one he feared. Me well, I paid no attention. I said,

'Do not let me be worried.' You see, I have much
work. . . . But perhaps there really was a man who
lived in that hut and who bothered Meek "

At this point Maya abandoned her aloofness, and

spoke rapidly in Russian. Kalunin answered, and she

flung herself more vigorously into the argument. Jack
had no idea what they were saying, but he hazarded
an inward guess that she was warning her father to

be cautious.

It was Love, as usual, who figuratively doubled up
her fists and announced that she was ready to take on
all comers.

"Look here," she interjected, as though continuing
a conversation, "isn't it weird the way conventions

change? I'm not so very old, and in my day even,
it was considered terribly bad form to talk in a language
that certain members of the party couldn't under-

stand. But to-day it seems to be done in the best

circles."

Maya ignored her, save for a flicker of the eyes.
The old man suddenly stopped speaking. Jack
drummed on the table, scowling. The entrance of

Pierre, bearing plates of raisin pie, was a distinct

relief, and put an end to the tension.

Kalunin turned to Jack.

"My daughter thinks," he smiled, "that Meektavis
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has mistaken you for this man whom he feared. For

that reason, then, he tried to shoot you. I apologize.

Meektavis is what do you say? of a low grade of

intelligence, and more. ... I consider that he is

verging on unbalancement. But until now I was

convinced a harmless unbalancement. In the face of

this well, I am not so sure. It is perhaps fortunate

that things turned out so."
"
Perhaps fortunate ?

"
echoed Love, indignantly.

"I suppose it would have been 'perhaps unfortunate'

if your screwy half-breed had bumped us both off!

I must say you take our troubles coolly, professor."

Kalunin raised his eyebrows and considered

Love.

"How did you know that I am or was Pro-

fessor?
"
he asked with a decided capital P.

"You look like one," Love replied. "I suppose

it's the whiskers."

Kalunin laughed, indulgently, still regarding her.

"You are a young woman of some intelligence," he

admitted.

"And not hard to look at, either," added Jack.

"But to leave that for a moment, and proceed with

confidences. We have told you who we are, and

where we come from, don't you think you might tell

us something of yourselves? I suppose it's none of

our business, actually, but you can't blame us for

taking a particular interest in this outfit, set plunk

in the middle of the wilderness, with no visible means

of support, and all that."

Kalunin gestured airily with the hand that was not

ladling raisin pie.
"
Of course ! Of course !

"
he agreed, mouth somewhat

full. "You would wonder. But, a thousand pardons,
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all I cannot explain. This much, however, I can say
I am a scientist

; once a professor in an American

University, as this young lady has so cleverly divined."

He threw a smirk towards Love, took another bite of

pie, and when mastication had proceeded far enough
to permit him to speak again, went on: "Here, I

am engaged in special research work."
"For a university?" inquired Jack.
"No-o. For other employers. A kind of ah of

a syndicate."

"Mining outfit?"

Kalunin reflected a moment before answering, his

greenish eyes intent on his plate. Jack noted that

Maya had inherited exactly the same colour in hers.

A curious green, he thought, with something wild and
wolfish about it. He shifted uneasily on his chair,

realizing that although he had disarmed this family,

they were by no means harmless.

"Mining outfit?" repeated the father, at last, and

Jack knew that his next words were lies. "No, not a

mining group. Business men, I may say, who wish to

exploit science. In America it is difficult to arouse
interest in pure science. The scientist must always
show that there will be a profit. But in such matters

you are probably not interested, yourself. I take it,

my friend, that you are not a physicist?"
"Not beyond what they teach in High School,"

Jack laughed. "And there I wasn't what you call a
star at it."

"Ah! That is a pity. You will then not easily
understand what it is I do. Perhaps even if you were
the usual college professor of physics, you would not
understand. Ha ha!" Kalunin laughed violently and

long.
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"You're just a scream, Professor," Love murmured.

"Do you know any more funny stories?"

The scientist recovered himself.

"Pardon," he coughed. "I laugh too much, always,
at my little jokes. It is a failing we olders have. You
will pardon, please. Well, then, if you would know
what it is that I do, I conduct some research in ter-

restial magnetism, and the Northern Lights er

To explain more," he broke off, "would be purely

technical, and you would not understand."

"It's all quite clear to us," smiled Love sweetly.

"Especially the part about how your syndicate is

going to make a profit out of the Northern Lights.
Put 'em in bottles and use 'em as candles, eh?"

Kalunin roared with delight at this suggestion,

and protested that Love was inexpressibly droll. Maya,
with an impatient exclamation, rose from the table,

and the others followed. Kalunin, settling his cap
on his head, concluded the conversation begun before

dinner, with the words:

"But even if your message cannot be sent out by
radio, soon will come the aeroplane which brings us

supplies, and you may go out by that. Yes!" He
smiled wolfishly, and Jack felt that there was a hint

of a rather different "going out" to that which he,

himself, might have chosen. "Meanwhile, perhaps

you could be of help to me. Meektavis assisted by
running the Diesel engine which you have seen. If,

as you say, you are an airman
"

"I am an airman," interrupted Jack.
"Pardon! If you are an airman. ..."
"Father means, as you are an airman," Maya put

in, at this juncture.
"Of course!" cried Kalunin, "It is as my daughter
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says. ... If you are an airman, you doubtless under-

stand engines of internal combustion. Perhaps you
could run the Diesel to make the power, yes?"

"I'll have a try," said Jack, slowly. "Can't say
I've had much experience. When do you want to

start?"

"Not till this evening. I will tell you. In the mean-
time I beg you to excuse me." He bowed, and departed,

leaving the three standing in uncomfortable hostility.

"Throw Another Log on the Fire," hummed Love,

sauntering to a chair and flinging herself negligently
into it. Sensing Maya's eyes on her, she yawned,
insolently.

"Open air and exercise have made Love a sleepy

girl," she announced. "And that reminds me, I

suppose there's no objection to our choosing a place
to go bye-bye?" She looked at Maya who did not

reply.

"How about it. Miss Kalunin?
"
asked Jack, address-

ing the rigid girl. "Where do you want us to go?"
"I do not care." Maya's voice rang harshly. "All

the rooms-uns mine and father's are empty. You have
made yourselves so completely at home already,

surely it should not be difficult to choose a place to

sleep."

"Thanks, sister," answered Love. "You're just too

sweet to us! You haven't a spare cigarette, have

you?"
Unexpectedly, Maya took a carved wooden box

from a shelf, opened it and laid it on the table with

a gesture which invited them to help themselves.

After a word of thanks they did so, inhaling luxuri-

ously. It was something to know that their material

wants were provided for, thought Jack, even if they
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were in a situation where danger, indefinite but

infinitely menacing, seemed to lurk.

Love yawned again.

"You must be tired out," said Jack. "Why don't

you lie down and take a snooze? Nothing to do here,

for the moment. I'll take the nearest room on the

right, and you can have the one next to me. There's

no objection to that, is there?" he finished, turning
once more to the Russian girl.

Her eyes drooped, and she laughed abruptly. A
beastly jarring sound.

"Why two rooms, monsieur? We are not con-

ventional, here."

"Well, you see," Jack stammered, then cried,

angrily: "Look here. Miss Kalunin, I assure you your
idea is quite wrong."

"It's this way, duchess," Love cut in, almost cooing.

"We did spend three days together in that hut Jack
told your father about, but believe it or not we
were just as pure as lilies! I don't exactly blame you
for thinking the worst I don't suppose I'd believe the

story myself, if you told it to me. But the fact is,

Mr. McCaffery was a perfect gentleman or maybe
I have B.O. or something. So we'll use the two rooms,

as he said."

Inwardly, Jack cursed. He knew that Love, while

stating the bald truth, was jeering at him, otherwise

she never would have troubled to refute Maya's

implication. The latter, after a sharp look at his forced

grin, at his painful blush, smiled.

"I beg your pardon," she said to nobody in particu-

lar, and with a trace of irony still in her voice. "Take
what rooms you wish. It is of no consequence to me.

And now, I go to see Meektavis."
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She left them, and through the window they saw
her striding with easy grace across the snow-covered

space between the buildings.
The two regarded one another.

"Well, what do you think of it?" demanded Jack.
"Woman's intuition, and all that, I seem to get more
muddled."

"I think that dame had a nerve to talk the way she

did. That's what I think right now. Do I look Hke
the fallen sister? No one ever hinted as much before."

"Oh, forget it! What does it matter if she does
think that way? I meant, what's your idea about
this layout? Do you wish we'd stayed on in the little

shack, and taken a chance on what I could shoot?"
Love considered, long lashes downcast, mouth

primly sucked in.

"I don't know," she said presently, her voice soft

and sweet. "Perhaps we were really safer there, but
I'm not so frightened here. Just put it down that

wherever you are I'm glad to be." Her eyes fixed his.

"I expect you're only wishing you could get me off

your hands. Not that I blame you. I've been an
awful nuisance."

Jack looked away, and wondered again what strange
force prevented him from taking what was so simply
offered. Even in Broderick he had been attracted

by this girl with her ready wit and her lovely body.
And during the time spent in the prospector's hut
there had been an intensifying of his desire for her.

He knew that he might have her love without con-

ditions, yet something held him back. What did make
him such an old-fashioned fool? he asked himself.

At the moment, however, he had no time to analyse
his emotions. Indeed, he knew that he must talk
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and think of something else. When the two of them

got out of this jam, there would be plenty of oppor-
tunities to discuss their feelings for each other.

"I have a notion that we're in a spot," he began,

rubbing his head vigorously. "I don't like the look

of these two Russians very much. The girl would
shoot us in a minute if she got the chance, and as

for the old man he's concocting something . . .

probably a good stiff poison."
"I'm not worrying so much about them," said Love,

taking another cigarette. "Woman's intuition, as you
call it, warns me to give some thought to the people
behind him that syndicate he mentioned. Who are

they?"
"Search me!"
"You know, Jack, these Kalunins didn't make all

this collection of houses by themselves. And what
about the aeroplane that's supposed to bring supplies?

"

"Yeah . . . that sounded funny, didn't it?
"

"It'll probably bring a load of gorillas," said Love,
"and then

"
She shrugged and fell silent.

Jack took a few turns about the room.

"I feel an awful mug," he growled. "All I can do

is to try to make him send a message out, and trust that

Welldrake will send a 'plane in before the other one

gets here. But let's not do too much worrying, just

now. You come on and rest a bit. I'll tuck you up."



CHAPTER XII

Later that evening, at Kalunin's request, Jack went
to the engine house. The Diesel was started and with

the old man's instructions plus what he remembered
of the working of the type, he soon had it running

smoothly. Kalunin threw the switches, the lights

flashed on, and he departed for the laboratory. Jack

spent half an hour studying the machine and switch-

board, and when he had mastered the details, followed

his reluctant host.

He found the scientist absorbedly tinkering with

the large spherical vessel which occupied the middle

of the room. Kalunin merely glanced up as Jack
entered, and for a while there was silence except for

the clinking and scraping made by his tools.

When he came to a pause in his operations. Jack
addressed him.

"How about sending that message now. Professor?
"

he suggested. "See! I have written it out."

"Oh, yes! Of course."

Kalunin came forward to take the proffered paper,

wiping his hands on his overalls. Then he drew his

spectacles from some inner recess, and read the mes-

sage which ran as follows:

Peter Welldrake,

Broderick, Ontario.

Forced down about ten miles south of Windigo
Lake. Self and passenger unhurt. 'Plane not fit

123
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for service. Send rescue machine advising time if

possible. Will light fire.

McCaffery.

Dubiously, Kalunin looked up.
"I am not very assured in myself about this mes-

sage," he said. "I cannot say how er ah those

associated with me in this experiment will venture

to like it. Are you of an understanding with my
English? Yes? Good! You see, my friends would

not like strange aeroplanes to fly here."

"Why not?" interrupted Jack.
Kalunin appeared to search for something, but

whether it was words or explanations. Jack could not

be certain. At last, he answered:

"Well, my friend, you see this place has been kept

strictly private. Strangers often spread inaccurate

rumours is it not so? Would you not rather wait

until our supply 'plane comes, when you and the

young lady will be taken to your destination?
"

"What's the difference who takes me out?" Jack
countered. "I mean, if I get out, how do you know
/ won't spread rumours?"

Kalunin smiled. The green eyes were very cold and

shrewd.

"Ah, but there is a much difference," he said.

"You are a man of discretion, and in return for our

assistance, you would doubtless keep your counsel

regarding matters that are really of no interest to

you. Is it not?"

"Perhaps. But all things considered, I'd rather

you sent the message."
The two men stared into each other's eyes for a

moment, then Kalunin's green ones fell away. He
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gave his characteristic shrug, and moved to the

wireless set.

"As you please," he murmured, "but remember
that I advised you to wait."

"And what may that mean in the peculiar tone

in which it is spoken?
"
Jack demanded.

"Oh, nothing, except that I think you are wrong."
The old man adjusted a head set, and threw a

switch. The tubes began to glow. He seemed to listen

for a moment, then tapped out a station call.

Jack pulled over a chair, and sat down, lighting a

cigarette. He studied the sharp features of the scientist

with some misgiving . . . the high forehead crowned

by scanty, untidy grey hair, the long nose, the promi-
nent cheekbones and the straggly beard, all brought
into a relief of strong shadows by the light from the

radio tubes. Kalunin alternately tapped at the key,
and was silent, listening. This continued for perhaps
ten minutes, then he gave a soft exclamation, glanced
towards Jack and manipulated the key with more
intentness. After listening a moment, he remarked :

"I am in touch. Yes . . . but the signals are

very small."

"Weak?" asked Jack, controlling his excitement.

"Quite so. A better word . . . weak."
He took up the message and began to work at the

key. Jack watched this performance, and presently
took from his pocket the automatic pistol Love had
found in Maya's coat. He turned it about in his

hand, pulled out the magazine, clicked it back into

place and examined it ostentatiously.
Kalunin appeared to be absorbed in his task.

Suddenly the sound of a shot and a splintering of

glass jerked him to his feet. He stared wide-eyed at
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Jack and at the pistol in his hand, from the muzzle
of which a thin smoke oozed. His eyes then turned

to a chemist's flask on a shelf behind him. The neck
of this had been neatly shattered by the bullet.

"What is this?" His voice was shrill. "You are

mad so to shoot! Or . . . did you not know it was
loaded?

"

"Oh, yeah! / knew it was loaded, but I wasn't

so sure that you did! You see. Professor, I'm not

so foolish as I look."

Kalunin muttered and Jack gathered that he was

professing not to understand.

"What I mean is that although I don't know much
about physics, I do know the continental code, and
that gives me the knowledge that you are not sending

my message. Do I make myself clear?
"

Kalunin found no answer, but backed away appre-

hensively. Jack continued, emphasising his points

by easy gestures with the gun.
"I thought I'd just see how well this rod would

shoot. It's O.K. A fine little piece of work! Pistol

shooting is a hobby of mine. Another sidelight on

my character. Professor, is this fact . . . when

people try to put something across me, I become

exceedingly annoyed. I trust that you understand.

Furthermore, although I may be red-hot mad, I can

still shoot straight, as you have just seen. Now, I

don't want to get rough, but I don't like the way
you are treating me. True, I forced myself upon you,
but if there was something more natural and likable

about this place I know jolly well that your attitude

would be different. As it is, I propose to get away
as soon as I can, and if you try any monkey-tricks
to stop me it will just be too-oo bad for you. Once
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again, I voice the hope that you understand me,

clearly. Yes?"
Kalunin nodded, and licked his lips.

"Right!" Jack stretched out his hand. "Now, give
me those headphones, and stand over there, by the

chair."

The scientist did as instructed, and Jack fitted on
the phones. After a little interval he heard a faint

buzzing which gradually resolved itself into the dots

and dashes of the code.

"Is S 64 K your call?" he demanded.
Kalunin signified an affirmative.

"Come here, then! Someone is calling you. Now
answer him, straight, and then send off my message
as it is written ! Otherwise. . . .

" He slapped the

pocket that held the pistol, and handed back the head
set.

Kalunin had scarcely sat down to his work when the

door was flung open and Maya rushed in, fear in her

eyes. She glanced rapidly from her father to Jack,
then asked a question in her native tongue. Kalunin
answered in a monosyllable, and by a gesture begged
for silence.

"Just a moment. Miss Kalunin," whispered Jack.
"Your father is sending a message for me. When he
has finished, I'll explain that shot. Nothing to worry
about now."

The girl's slanting green eyes searched his, and he
stared back, grinning. At the same time, he listened
to the tapping of the key behind him and recognized
that the message was being faithfully sent. Maya's
expression fascinated him. It was proud; savage,
even. He wondered what it would be if she could

forget the hostility that had enveloped them since
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their meeting over the wounded half-breed. He won-

dered why she had come to this mysterious camp in

the wilderness, and how she fitted into the spell of

the Windigo country. And he made a resolve to lay
bare all these mysteries in time. But first he must
extricate himself from his present predicament, cut

off in a place surrounded by dangers waiting to disclose

themselves when he was least ready to meet them!

Besides, he had Love to protect another limitation

to his freedom of action.

Kalunin broke in upon these reflections by announc-

ing that the message was sent.

"Good!" cried Jack, sitting down and relaxing.
Then he spoke to Maya. "That shot you heard came
from the little gun we found in your pocket. As I

said to the Professor it's a great little pistol. Shoots

fine! And there's no damage done except to that

bottle."

Kalunin interjected a few words in Russian. Jack
raised his voice and went on :

"You see, your father and I didn't agree didn't

quite understand each other, but as soon as I pointed
out courteously, I hope that I didn't hke being
double-crossed, why he got me right away."
"You are threatening to kill us, then, if we do not

obey all your commands?" The girl's low voice held

bitter scorn.

"Not necessarily. But you seem to forget, to have

forgotten all along, that it's only by God's good luck

that I'm not lying dead in the bed of the river, where

your man shot at me ! I daresay you're sorry . . . that

he missed me! At any rate, I don't intend to give

you or any of your friends another chance at me if

I can help it. So if I see anything fishy, from now on,
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I'm shooting first and arguing about it afterwards.

Get me?"
"Is that all?" Maya asked haughtily.

"That's all for to-night," he returned. "I'll take

a look at the engine. You can shut it down yourself,

after you've finished."

He left them, both silent; but he felt uncomfort-

ably that they were far from cowed. In spite of his

talk, they must know that he was incapable of shoot-

ing them in cold blood. But would they have the

same scruples? On the whole, he did not so much
fear direct action from the disarmed couple as from

the allies they might be able to call up.

An after-thought brought him back to the workshop.
The Kalunins, who were talking animatedly when

he entered, fell silent as he strode to the wireless set

and removed the valves.

"Like all dictators," he explained, in answer to

their astonishment, "I begin by estabHshing a censor-

ship over communications. There won't be any

messages sent out when I'm not here. Good night!"

Jack forced himself to remain awake until the

Kalunins had retired, and their lights had been

extinguished. Even then he felt uneasily that in

sleep aU his defences were down, and that his host

and hostess might treat him to a modified Jael-Sisera

performance. None of the doors had locks, and there

was no piece of furniture that would serve as a barrier

against intruders.

Love had been sleeping the sleep of exhaustion

when he had looked into her room. She could not

watch, to-night. He must keep vigil without relief.

But eventually, when a wheezy snoring made itself
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heard from Kalunin's room, he found he could hold

out no longer, and sleep enfolded him.

He awoke with a start, and the definite feeling that

someone was in the room made his senses tingle. An
impulse warned him against leaping up at once,

although the pistol lay under his pillow. The dimmest
of light filtered through the small window the

winter's sky reflection from the snow.

He could distinguish nothing from the position in

which he was lying. Perhaps his nerves had played
a trick. Perhaps no one was there. On the other

hand, someone might be lurking just beyond the

range of his vision, or might have withdrawn from

the room when he had wakened. It occurred to

him that the deception he had practised on McTavish,
the half-breed, might work again.
So he began to breathe deeply and regularly, count-

ing on his fingers the passing of about ten minutes.

Then, through half-closed eyes, he saw a movement
in the thick dusk a darker shadow moving in the

shadows.

He continued to simulate sleep, and watched the

blur take human form, approaching the bed with

deliberate, infinitely careful steps. As he snored on,
he collected himself, ready to leap at the tenth of a

second's disclosure of any weapon in that unknown
hand.

The prowler reached the side of his bed. The act

was set for its denouement, but Jack held himself in

check an instant longer. It gave him a keen thrill of

pleasure this waiting while the mysterious visitor

walked into the trap he had set.

The figure leaned closer ... a hand crept gently
under the pillow ... a light breath fanned his face.
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All was plain, now. The marauder was Maya, intent

upon recovering her gun. Well, thought Jack, grinning

in the darkness, he would spring a counter surprise.

His hand shot out, and he seized her by the wrist.

With a gasp, she drew back, straining as he sat up.

For some time he let her struggle, then suddenly

jerking, he upset her balance so that she fell across

his knees on the bed.

She twisted desperately, but Jack's grip was un-

relenting, and after a bit she lay still, panting.

Then he bent closer to the dim whiteness of her face,

and whispered:
"It is wonderful of you to come to my room, like

this! I hadn't the slightest suspicion. ..."
He bent still closer, until his lips almost touched

hers. At first, she did not seem to understand what

this approach signified, but when his intent became

clear she turned her face away and began to writhe

again. To no purpose, however, so once more she lay

still, collecting her strength.

Presently, her low voice reached him from the

gloom.

"Why do you hold me? You know I can do nothing
to you. Let me go to my room!"

"What? You want to go, when you've only just

come? But how strange! Now you're here, surely

you'll stay awhile!" Jack grinned to himself, as he

teased her.

"You are not funny," she whispered, fiercely. "You
know I hate you, and that I came only to get my
pistol. I would kill you if I could!"

"There must be telepathy in this, for I read that

very thought in your mind! And yet, you ask me to

let you go?"
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"Shoot me, if you like, but take your filthy hands

away from me. I can't endure them!"

"So you don't like my hands, eh? All right! But

just so you'll remember not to come within reach of

them again . . ."he released her wrists, and in the

same motion, turned her completely over face down-
ward on his knees. Then he administered two resound-

ing smacks before she was able to struggle away.
For a space, he listened to her rapid breathing until

curiosity prompted him to light a match and shade it

so that its gleam fell upon her.

She stood her ground, settling her kimono about her,

eyes dilated to such an extent that they appeared

nothing but pupil. Black hair tumbled low on her

forehead, and two crimson spots flamed on her cheeks.

"By God, you are beautiful!" whispered Jack,
almost involuntarily.

"
You'd better go, or else. . . ."

As the match burned down, she turned and left the

room without a word.

"You had your fun," Jack said to himself, as

blackness closed in again, "but I bet you'll pay for

it . . . with a knife in your ribs, most likely! And yet,
what's a fellow to do? I can't tie her up, and I can't

kill her in cold blood, and, apparently, I don't seem to

be able to scare her . . . the lovely devil! What can
I do?"

It was long before he slept again.



CHAPTER XIII

He awoke to find broad daylight streaming into his

room, and Love sitting on the foot of his bed. She was

jogging his knee.

"You are a fine, vigilant sentinel," she jeered, when
he opened his eyes. "Anyone could have come in and

cut your throat and mine six times over while you
were snoring."

Jack rubbed his eyes, stretched and yawned.
"What'd be the odds, so long as they didn't wake

you up while they were doing it? A fellow's got to

die, some time, and lack of sleep will kill you, anyway.
Has anything happened?

"

Love shook her blonde head, regarding him curiously.

"Not to me," she answered. "But what was going on

in here last night? I heard a kind of smack, and then

I thought I heard you talking. I lay awake, listening

and ready to bring up reinforcements, but there wasn't

another sound, so I drifted back to sleep."

"Why not?
"

Jack knew that his face was reddening.
"Your door was open, this morning," Love persisted.

"Did you have a visitor?"

"Well, yes." Jack could not help grinning, though
he felt uncomfortable under the girl's scrutiny. "That
wench Maya, you know decided she'd try to get
hold of her gun."
"So what did you do?

"

"I surprised her."

"Yeah? And how?"
"With a good slap on the sit-down! And did she

beat it?"

133
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"What did you say to her?"

"What did I say? Oh I I think I said 'Please

pardon the famiharity
'

!

"

Love sHd off the bed. "You're lying, Jack McCaff-

ery," she said, long lashes screening her eyes.
" But if

you don't want to tell me the truth, I don't suppose

I can make you."
"Honest. ..."
"And listen, boy," Love continued, "you're a bigger

fool than I take you for, if you let that dame get round

you. I almost wish I'd taken her up, and made you

sleep in my room."

"Do you think that would be a good way to keep on

the alert against night prowlers?" laughed Jack.
" You wouldn't have closed an eye," Love murmured,

demurely, and left him to his dressing.

A day passed with no untoward incident. At the

cook's suggestion. Jack spent part of it in hunting,

and was lucky enough to shoot a young buck which

he brought back greatly to the satisfaction of the

culinary artist. That night he ran the Diesel engine,

and saw Kalunin working at his apparatus, as before.

But there was no opportunity for conversation.

Maya he did not see except at meals.

The following morning he determined to find out

how McTavish's wound was progressing. Entering the

hut, he surprised Maya, who had just finished changing
the dressing.

"How does he feel?" Jack asked her, eyes on the

man's surly face. He looked much stronger, nothing
of an invalid in fact, and Jack wondered what game
he was playing with this pretence of feebleness which

kept him in bed.
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"The wound is healing without compHcation," Maya
repHed, indifferently, and keeping her eyes from meet-

ing Jack's. "As for how he feels, why not ask him?
"

Jack considered a moment, then mustering his stock

of Cree, spoke in that language:

"Tanateyun?" (What is the matter with you?) '?

A flicker of interest showed in the half-breed's eyes
and he slowly turned his gaze on Jack, who presently

repeated his question.
"
Kwatchistuk ! Ukawach ne Ke'pimotan" (Alas! I

can scarcely walk), said McTavish, still watching his

questioner's face. "But the wound will heal."

"When it heals, will you again be an enemy?
"
Jack

pursued, inwardly elated at having been able to induce

the man to speak.
"That will be seen," was the answer. The voice was

philosophic rather than hostile. Presently, McTavish

added, still in his own tongue, "An enemy with no

weapon is not to be feared."

"An enemy who seeks revenge will find a weapon,"

Jack commented, and the breed considered this thought
in silence.

Jack glanced sidewise at Maya and found her study-

ing him. Detected, she looked quickly away.
"Do you understand Cree?" he asked, guessing that

she did not.

"No," she flung back.
"

I have not lived long enough
with savages."

"It's a very good language when you know it."
"
Doubtless for the expression of primitive

thoughts."

Jack found no immediate retort, so he addressed

McTavish again.

"Why did you shoot at me?"
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"I had been told to shoot at any men that came."

The answer was given without hesitation.

"By her father?" Jack gestured towards Maya.
The half-breed did not speak,

"You have shot other men who came here?" Jack
tried another line,

"He was not badly hurt," McTavish protested,

quickly. "I did not aim to kill you either."

"Perhaps! But you know the law. The police will

come and put you in prison if you shoot at a man.
Did you think of that?"

"Here, there are no police."

"The arm of the police is long. Tell me, why do you
break the law?"

"I am not a breaker of the law. I am not a bad
man." He turned on his side and closed his eyes,

evidently intending to signify that the conversation

was finished.

Jack persisted.

"You say you were told to shoot. Would you do
evil just because you were told to do it? You say you
are not a bad man. Then, why did you shoot?"

Maya intervened.

"I think you had better leave him. He is not

strong, yet. Excitement will be injurious, you
know."

"I'm not so sure that I want him to get better too

quickly," Jack told her. "It's bad enough keeping an

eye on two of you. Especially at night."
The slightly malicious words, he was glad to note,

brought a flush to her cheeks.

"Let us go," she suggested, ignoring his remarks

save by that flush. "He should sleep, and dinner

must be ready."
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Jack held open the door for her, and they walked

across to the living hut, together.

"You speak that Indian language fluently," she

said, and Jack felt rather than heard the note of

curiosity tingeing her words.

"Oh," he countered, carelessly, "I had an Indian

wife, for a while. Great way to learn a language."
"And she ran away with somebody else?"

Jack laughed.
"That's two stingers you've handed me out, to-day.

I'll have to stop trying to be funny with you."

They paused at the entrance of the living hut.

"Two stingers, you say? Well, I have only my
tongue, while you have your hands."

With this veiled reference to the events of the night

before last, the green eyes beneath obliquely slanting

brows were turned full on his, and in them there was

a distant but clear light of provocation.
"And how!" grinned Jack.
"What did you and Meektavis speak of?"

"I asked him if there were any nice unmarried

Indian girls around."

"And?"
"And he said there were no prospective squaws,

but if I wasn't particular, you weren't married."

As they entered the hut, Love, who had been

standing by the window, sauntered to the table and
sat down without a word of greeting.

There was an uneasy silence until Pierre brought
in the dinner.

Jack spent most of that afternoon in the prepara-
tion of a signal fire a large heap of brushwood which

he dragged well out on to the surface of the lake. A
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five gallon can of engine fuel oil, mixed with kerosene,

was placed nearby to provide an easy means of lighting

it if a 'plane appeared. This was the second day after

the message had been sent, and the weather was good
for flying. If Welldrake had received the call for

help, the rescue aircraft should appear soon. But

the sun set, and there had been no hum in the sky
to announce their relief.

That evening Jack decided that the message should

be repeated, so after the engine was started and run-

ning well, he brought back the valves of the wireless

set and told Kalunin his wishes.

"Get in touch as soon as possible," he said, "and

repeat the other message."
Kalunin obeyed without question, and Jack detected

nothing wrong in the way of sending.

"Did they give you the 'received correctly' signal?
"

he asked as the old man turned to him.

Kalunin assented.

"And did you get one the last time?"

"Yes! Of course!"

"What station are you sending to?"
"
Oh, some amateur. A short wave set as this is. But

he will probably forward. You know, such is the custom."

Jack pondered this information. Not quite satis-

fied, yet there was little more he could do, since he

did not understand the operation of the set himself.

The non-arrival of a relief 'plane was disappointing,

to say the least, but a dozen circumstances might
have prevented Welldrake from immediately sending
one. There might have been no pilot at Broderick,

or Peter Welldrake himself might have been away.

Yes, many things might have delayed the 'plane.

He would have to wait patiently.
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Kalunin had gone back to work on his globular appar-
atus ;

or rather, he stood contemplating it, opening
and closing a door set with heavy glass or quartz, and

fastened by heavy bolts, somewhat like the port-hole

of an ocean liner. Then he would peer through some

sort of optical instrument a telescope or periscope, it

seemed to be at a tiny light that shone within the

shell. Finally he stood up and grunted with satisfaction.

The smile he bent upon Jack lacked its usual wolfish

aspect. Indeed, he presented himself as quite a different

person, trembling with eagerness, his eyes aglow, and

the tugging at his whiskers so vigorously that Jack
feared sections of them might be permanently uprooted.

"My friend," the scientist beamed, "to-night is

an important night ! I try this improved thing. . . .

A name I have not given it in English, and the Russian

you would not understand. I have done experiments

before, and have proved my theory, but with this I

shall have twenty-fold power. Ah . . . there will

be secrets unfolded . . . secrets, perhaps, which

even I do not suspect." He paused, enraptured.
"Secrets about what? About the Northern Lights?

"

Kalunin looked bewildered for a minute, and Jack

thought he had forgotten the explanation he had given
of his research. But he nodded presently and smiled

an affirmation.

"Yes . . . secrets of the Northern Lights, and

other matters which perhaps I may be able to explain
to you . . . er . . . some other time. But now,
will you kindly assist?"

"Sure. Tell me how."
"I shall want much power for this apparatus, and

shall want it to be kept at constant voltage, so far

as can be. The load wiU be very heavy, and will
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change with the progress of the experiment. It is

necessary that someone stand by the engine to regulate

it. I have explained what controls to use. Do you
understand?

"

Jack nodded agreement.
"The same signals as before, I suppose," he said.

" One flash on the hght when you're going to start . . .

two when the load's going to increase . . . and

three when it will slack off."

"Excellent," approved Kalunin, clapping him on

the shoulder. "You will be able to say, my friend,

that you have assisted in making scientific history."

Jack laughed, and went to his post.

For hours, it seemed, he tended the engine, manipu-

lating the controls, in accordance with Kalunin's

signal flashes on the incandescent lamp that hung
over the switchboard. The steady pulsation of the

motor brought a kind of contentment to him, although

there was a period in which he felt a keen longing

for the deeper, fuller roar of an unmuffled machine.

He trapped restlessly about the room, fuming because

he was earth-bound.

But this mood passed and he continued to operate

the controls almost automatically, his thoughts ranging

idly over a multitude of inconsequent subjects.

Presently he found himself getting sleepy, and decided

that the air of the engine-house needed freshening.

So he went to a window, opened it and looked out.

The sky appeared to be filled with a thin light a

light in solution in the darkness ; by turns steely and

coppery, radiating from some point which the nearby
curtain of thick spruce concealed from him.

"Here's a rum go," he said aloud. "Northern

Lights! Has the old boy conjured them up, or did
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he know they were coming on to-night, timing his

stunt to synchronize with them?"
He watched for a few moments, inhaHng the sharp

air, and gradually he became aware that this illumina-

tion did not follow the general pattern of the Aurora.

There were no spears of light radiating from the

Northern horizon towards the celestial equator; none

of the irregular segmentary bands. Further observa-

tion gave him the idea that this diffused aerial light

came from a point not far distant that it was more
like the glow that hangs over a city when clouds are

low
;
or like the reflection of a fire. Even a blast furnace !

It struck him that if he went outside, a little beyond
the end of the hut, he could see past the screen of

spruce and perhaps detect the source of this strange

happening. There had been no signals for some time

past. It must be safe to leave the engine. And the eerie

illumination gripped his curiosity. His mind was filled

with hastily formed and as hastily discarded surmises.

Action would be better than speculation, so he ran

out into the cold night, and in an instant had reached

the position he sought a point beyond the spruces.
"God!"
He stood transfixed by the sight that met his gaze.

Fiery figures danced against a low black hill, radiating
the glow that filled the sky. The intensity of their

outline, and its colour, changed instant by instant,

but always the figures remained shining with a kind

of phosphorescence at their dimmest, and at their

brightest like lamps filled with rare gases.

Jack concentrated in an attempt to make out the

outlines definitely. They resembled a frieze of men with

arms outstretched . . . crude figures such as children

might draw on their slates. Children or savages!
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Yet, there was something vaguely familiar about

them. . . . Where had he seen such symbols? Where?
The cold began to pierce and he shivered, while

with one corner of his brain he wondered if the shiver

was due entirely to cold. Then he remembered!

"The Windigoes !" he exclaimed, and was con-

scious of a cold deeper than the winter's breath. He
swore softly to himself for now he knew where he

had seen these symbols . . . |in the tent of a Cree

artist. Little drawings, they were, made on birch

bark with a burnt stick, while the old Indian told

tales of the Cannibal Spirits that prowled in the

wintry north. Later, he erased the figures he had drawn
and burnt the piece of bark in the fire to the accom-

paniment of safeguarding spell in an unknown tongue.
As he stared, the flaming figures disappeared . . .

suddenly ... as though they too had been erased;

wiped off a blackboard. The sky went dark as a pit.

Jack heard the engine racing and saw the flicker of

the signal light. He ran in and throttled down.

Familiarity with the surroundings of the engine-
room restored his disturbed balance. Warmth flowed

once more in his veins. Steadily, he set about shut-

ting off the machinery for the night. But while doing
so he muttered:

"Windigoes, by God! And Kalunin makes them
dance! I see that the Professor and I will have to

join in another serious talk."

He patted the pistol in his pocket to reassure

himself, but the thought struck him that although he

had stripped the professor and his daughter of fire-

arms, perhaps they still controlled forces holding an

inscrutable menace, beside which the plain danger
of bullets would be almost welcome.



CHAPTER XIV

Jack did not have his conversation with Professor

Kalunin that night. When he entered the laboratory

determined to get an explanation of the dance of

flaming Windigoes which he had just witnessed, the

scientist was so absorbed in a small red-hot crucible

that it was scarcely possible to attract his attention.

After what amounted to a shout in his ear, he demanded
so earnestly to be allowed to finish undisturbed the

delicate operation he was engaged upon, that Jack
retired first to a chair near the wireless set, and finally

to his room in the living hut.

He reflected as he walked away that it was probable
that Kalunin did not know of the strange phenomenon
of dancing men. Fiery Windigoes! thought Jack, a

little shiver trickling along his spine. No, Kalunin

could not know about them, otherwise why should

he be absorbed in a tiny clay crucible? Why had he

not given an explanation even made a mention

of them the day Jack asked about them?
"Are you much troubled by Windigoes around here?"

he remembered having enquired of Kalunin, and the

old man had treated the question as a joke, remarking
that he knew the hocus-pocus to make them vanish.

Yes, it was queer that he had said nothing further,

for he surely must have realized that the manifesta-

tion would sooner or later be noticed. Unless, of

course. Jack argued, he was so familiar with it him-

self as to have almost forgotten its existence, especially
in the interest of a new experiment.

143
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At any rate, Jack went to sleep with his curiosity
unsatisfied and the next morning Kalunin did not

appear for breakfast. Maya explained that often, when
her father worked late at night, he slept until noon,

"You will not disturb him, will you?" she begged,

sensing impatience in Jack's manner. "He is an old

man, and needs more rest than I can persuade him
to take. Please?"

There was nothing to do but acquiesce, and post-

poning his talk a few hours was not a matter of import-
ance. In the meantime, he would pay a visit to the

cliff or bluff on which the figures had appeared.

Taking his rifle and announcing that he was going
to hunt, he set forth.

Half a mile brought him to the spot a granite
cliff perhaps a hundred feet high, on the far side of

the valley which lay to the north of the camp. It

was this valley, with its steep sides, that had appeared
as a notch in the ridge when he and Love had first

spied the smoke from Kalunin's retreat.

The cliff itself was not visible from any distance,

mostly because there was no point of observation.

The thick-growing bush made it impossible to see

more than a few yards in any direction. A couple of

hundred feet or so, however, short of its face there

was an opening. It was here that Jack halted to

survey the mystery.
At first he thought the cliff-side was blank, and

that he had come to the wrong spot. But after a

moment's careful examination he perceived traces of

very faint bands of colour . . . faded ochres,

umbers and greens. The lines were exceedingly dim,

but patiently he outlined them until he established

their place in the general composition.
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There were seven figures in a kind of frieze, one

scarcely differentiated from the other, and whether

from crude craftsmanship, originally, or due to the

effect of Time, their outlines were of the roughest.

To Jack, remembering where he had first seen those

symbols, these seemed to have been drawn on the

cliff surface by some giant wielding a ragged tree,

but dipped in coloured earths.

He approached nearer, but closer examination

furnished little new evidence. The colour was scarcely

discernible, although looking at it from certain angles

it seemed to have a faintly metallic lustre. The

granite background was light grey stained towards

the limits of the cliff, which was about two hundred

yards long, with a brownish-black deposit. No trace

of mineral veins showed, but this did not prove that

there were none, for Jack was no prospector.
He stood back for another distant view before

leaving the spot, and passed the facts of the phenom-
enon in review. First, someone had painted those

figures on the rock, probably a very long time ago.

Indians? Maybe, or maybe even aboriginals more
remote than the Redskins. Second, the paintings did

not glow in daylight, nor at night as a usual thing ;

so the light that fired them must be connected some-

how with Kalunin's laboratory. The scientist might
be generating a ray like an X-ray that lit up the

figures. Jack remembered the fluorescence which

X-rays produced on certain salts, and was satisfied that

he had the correct explanation. But the distance through
which Kalunin's ray, or waves of energy, acted was

vastly greater than the range of X-rays, therefore he

must indeed have made a new discovery perhaps one

as epoch-making as the discovery of the Hertzian waves.
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Jack decided to go back and find out what it was

all about.

As he took a last look at the paintings, there sud-

denly recurred to him fragments of old Ike Wilder 's

warning. What had he said? "I've seen them painted
devils on the cliff . . . red and green and yellow
... a hundred feet high. . . . No other white

man's ever seen 'em and lived . . . and I ain't

been the same, since that day!"
Jack wondered. The streaks and bands on the rock

face looked harmless enough. What could there be

about the place that could deal death or misfortune?

He shook his head, closed his eyes and opened them,

again. The scene outspread looked like a perfectly

ordinary piece of the Canadian North, except for the

paintings, and these the casual eye would not detect.

Yes, the district certainly bore an evil name. Wilder

had been only one of those who had spoken veiledly of

a curse on the place. Perhaps he. Jack McCaffery, was

destined to clear up the mystery. But perhaps he was

destined to be another victim ... to die alone in the

wilderness, like Nicholls or Hansen, the old prospector;
or worse still, to drag himself back to civilization

shattered in health and mind, like old Ike Wilder.

The snow-bound rocks seemed to become more

sombre with his imaginings, and a hundred menaces

lurked in the deep shadows of the evergreens.

The spell was broken by a rabbit that hopped aim-

lessly across a corner of the clearing. Jack raised his

rifle, then lowered it again, saying as he turned back

towards the camp:
"It wouldn't have been much of a way to thank you

for popping up just when you did . . . like the person
who rouses you out of a nightmare. I'm sure glad to
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see you, brother. You aren't afraid of the windigoes,

anyway!"
On his way back to camp, Jack changed his mind as

to an immediate interview whh Kalunin. He had made
a very strange discovery a discovery that might or

might not be at the centre of the mysterious death of

the prospectors, and the generally evil reputation of the

Windigo country. Of the essential meaning of the

happenings he had witnessed, however, he was still

completely in ignorance. What actually were the fiery

Windigoes, and why should they prove fatal to one who
looked upon their flaming dance?

Jack had made a guess, to him the only likely one,
but the unknown elements in the problem were still

very many. The puzzle could not be fitted together.
If he went to Kalunin now and blurted out what he

had seen, it was probable that the scientist would put
him off with some plausible lie, muddling the issue and

leaving him farther than ever from the truth. Further-

more, he would have put the old man on his guard
against what? he impatiently asked himself enabUng
him to conceal secrets which unwary, he might disclose.

"Some detective!
"
he growled, pushing back his cap

and rubbing his scalp hard before climbing the side of

the valley to camp. "Either I'm dumb or there sure

are queer things going on around this joint. I only
hope to heaven, whatever it is, I can grapple with it

. . . that it's not one of those ideas that poison a

fellow before he knows what he's up against."
At any rate, he would say nothing to Kalunin, but

would watch for the flaming of the windigoes again
that night, confirming, if possible, his theory. After all,

it may have been a coincidence that they blazed out

at the particular time that Kalunin was working at his
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apparatus. Their light might be due to quite a different

cause. But if they flared up again while the machine

was in operation, then he would know for a practical

certainty.
It occurred to him that he might learn something

more from McTavish, so arrived at the camp, he went

straight to the breed's hut. Maya was not there, and
the wounded man merely turned an expressionless eye

upon him.

Jack gave greeting in Cree, and the other in a low

tone replied. He held silence for a minute or two,

calculating how he could best approach the man.

Finally, he lit a cigarette and offered one to McTavish,
who accepted it with apparent indifference.

The men smoked without speaking, and Jack had
the feeling that they were going through a modern form

of the ceremonial featuring The Pipe of Peace.

He began :

"I have come from the cliff where the windigo-

pictures are."

The half-breed turned his head on the pillow so that

he could see Jack's face more easily, but there was no

expression in the deep-set eyes, or the grim mouth.

"That is a strange thing which I have not seen

before," persisted Jack,
" But I have heard men speak

of the place. It is feared."

McTavish grunted. The sound might have been

affirmation, scorn or an encouragement to proceed.

Jack chose to take it as the last.

"You must have been to that place, many times, and
watched those men. What do you think they are?

"

Directly questioned, the half-breed replied :

"They were painted by the people, a long time

ago."
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This told Jack nothing new, but at least the man had

spoken.

"They said in Broderick that all Indians or those

with Indian blood were afraid to come into this country
. . . because of those pictures, or the spirits they

represent. Manitous, maybe. But you are here, and

you are not afraid. Why?
"

At this, a deep light glowed in the half-breed's eyes.

Evidently he was struggling with some profound
emotion before he summoned words to his lips.

"I am not afraid, it is true. Yes, and the others are.

They have told you a little but too much of things
that are not good to speak of." His excitement seemed
to be kindling.

"Perhaps the others are afraid because you have
shot men who have come into this country," Jack
suggested, sternly. "They have not been heard of

again. It is easy to blame spirits for such killings."

McTavish's eye flashed, and vehemently he protested.

"They have no right to come here to take away the

gold! That is what is wrong not that I shoot at

them." He paused, and as Jack did not speak, he
went on, "They are not afraid because of me, although
it is true that from hiding I have shot at one or two.

They are afraid because in their hearts they know that

their deeds are evil."

"Since when is it evil to look for gold?
"
Jack asked,

mildly.
McTavish half raised himself on his arm. "In this

place it is wrong. I have been told so. The truth is in

these words. Those figures were painted by the Old

Peoples as a sign that the treasure should not be
touched. Otherwise, misfortune would fall on all of us

with Indian blood." He threw away the cigarette butt
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with a fierce gesture of finality, and dropped back on

the bed.
"
Did you think I was after the gold when you shot

at me?" Jack queried.
McTavish nodded, without looking up.

"Well, if you get the chance again, will you make
sure that I do not bring misfortune to your people?

"

The breed looked piercingly into his visitor's eyes,

then shook his head.

"You have no greed for gold," he pronounced, and
closed his eyes.

Jack contemplated him for a moment, then decided

that he had gained all the information that could be

expected for a time, so he left the hut.
"
I have no greed for gold, eh?

"
he repeated, walking

towards the living quarters. "An unsolicited testi-

monial, Mr. McTavish. Many thanks. Not that I can

remember ever having passed up any money that came

my way."
And in that moment he did remember how indig-

nantly he had refused the offer of three thousand

dollars to keep away from this very spot ! Flaxman and
his bribe. . . . Three thousand grand. ..."

"Probably the damndest fool thing I ever did," he

bemused. "But it's funny. . . ."

After the midday meal he followed Love to her room.

She had been noticeably reserved since the previous

day, when she had seen him talking animatedly to

Maya. Jack felt a little uncomfortable, and at the same
time a little flattered ; the common result of an exhibi-

tion of jealousy.
He pretended, however, to notice no difference in her

attitude, and began a brisk narrative of the events of
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the last twelve hours, giving also his deductions from

the evidence disclosed. At first Love scarcely seemed to

listen, but when he described his sight of the fiery

windigoes her interest rose and she plied him with

questions covering every angle of the performance.
When he had finished his report of the conversation

with McTavish, she sat back on her bed, hugging

updrawn knees on which her chin rested, and looked

admiringly at him from blue, deep-fringed eyes.
"You're getting to be quite a sleuth. Jack," she said.

"Another day or so and you'll have the Windigo Lake

mystery solved."

"There's a lot to learn, yet," he told her, hoping he

was not simpering. "The more I think about it, the

more fogged I seem to grow. For instance . . . suppose
McTavish's pot-shot accounts for Nicholl's death, we
don't know what killed old Joe Hansen. ..."

"
. . . who wrote his message as though he had

passed out under some awful spell," Love shivered.

"We don't know what Kalunin's real game is," said

Jack, trying to be matter-of-fact.

"Nor who is the gang working with him. ..."
"... And who will surely crack down on us. ..."
"... Nor when. ..."
"And we don't know why the cook Pierre Pacaud

quit prospecting to work here," added Jack, "or
what it was that scared him so stiff he won't open
his trap. And we don't know where the fourth man
who came into this country is."

"And we don't know when we're going to get out

or even if we're going to get out at all," concluded Love.

"The question is . . . what next?"

"Keep our guns handy, and keep on shooting. You
did pretty well with McTavish. Why don't you see
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what you can get out of the girl? It looked to me as

though you were progressing nicely with her, yester-

day."
"Oh, listen, Love ..." Jack defended. "You've

got too much sense . . . what I mean is . . . Well,

actually, she was passing out a few assorted insults.

Seemed to amuse her. I don't think I'll waste breath

trying to get anything out of her. Perhaps I'll be more

successful tackling the old man."

Love shrugged, eyes downcast. "You know best.

But I haven't seen Old Whiskers looking at you in

er that certain way."
There was a little silence, then she said :

"
If you think it will be all right, I may have a go at

the chef. I've fixed up with him to do a little laundry-
work in his kitchen this afternoon."

"Fine idea!" agreed Jack, heartily. "When he sees

your step-ins, he'll likely spill more than he does to his

father confessor."

Love smiled.

"We'll see! And now, sir, if you will kindly with-

draw, I'll collect the wash, some of which covers at this

moment my comely person. I hope to heaven it will be

warm in the kitchen!"



CHAPTER XV

For nearly an hour Jack lay on his bed cogitating the

problems that beset him. This grew tiresome, for no

ray of light appeared from any quarter, so he rose and
strolled into the living-room.

Maya was sitting by one of the large stoves, engrossed
in some papers which she held in her lap. She was half-

reclining in the leather armchair, scribbling with a

pencil and manipulating a slide rule. Her feet rested

on the rung of a table in front of her at such an eleva-

tion that her skirt had slipped up, and to Jack she

appeared as a compound of Higher Education for

Women and a Vie Parisienne drawing.
As he approached she glanced up, noted the direction

of his gaze and, with a little curl of thin red lips, returned

to her occupation without deigning to alter her posture.
"What are you doing?" queried Jack, feeling his

hands a bit too large for his wrists.

Her eyes met his, squarely. "I am doing a mathe-
matical analysis in connection with my father's

experiments. Are you familiar with vector algebra?"

Jack grinned. "Not very, but I've always been
interested in figures." He took another look. Maya
flushed, slightly.

"You are a fool," she said, then dropped her feet to

the floor and arranged her skirt. She inscribed a few

symbols on the page in her lap before looking up at him.

"No, you are not a fool, because you make me em-

barrassed, which is foolish of me." The green eyes
searched his.

153
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Jack hauled up a chair beside her, and dropped
into it.

" You haven't got me so wrong, at that," he admitted.

"To a girl like you who can do this sort of thing"
he jerked his thumb towards the pages of figuring

"who understands the new physics, and so on, I guess
an ordinary man, earning his livelihood mostly with

his hands, must seem a pretty inferior member of the

species."

Maya locked her fingers behind her head and leaned

back in the chair.

"An inferior member of the species," she repeated,

softly, the words transmuted by her foreign accent.
" Who knows? There is no superiority in mathematical

aptitude an aptitude that originates nothing. It is

no better than to juggle billiard balls or to dance jigs.

My father, perhaps, is a superior man. A discoverer.

But perhaps not. He may die only a searcher. Who
can tell? The centuries alone hold the answer."

"That's a very good speech," commented Jack,

sincerely.

A spot of colour appeared in her cheeks, and she went
on:

"Now, you are a man of action! You rush about

, . . you shoot . . . and hit . . . you fly an

aeroplane . . . and make love. You lead an exciting
life." There was the smallest hint of mockery in her

voice.

"Just now it's fairly exciting. I don't know what's

going to happen from minute to minute. But look here

. . . could you explain in words of one syllable what

you and your father are doing here?"

Maya shook her head, smiling.
"
If my father wishes

to tell you, he will. I cannot without his permission."
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Jack shrugged, and shampooed his wiry black hair.

He always felt somewhat feeble-minded before this

girl, so cold and poised, so contemptuous of him. He
knew that she was savouring his discomfiture, a fact

that was far from helpful. He sought for some com-

manding phrase that would put her in her place, but
before he found it she had spoken.

"Tell me, is it true what that girl" she nodded
towards the kitchen, where Love was presumably
washing her clothes "what she said, the day you
came?

"

"What did she say?"
"You must remember."
"I remember that she said plenty . . . mostly

intended to irritate you."
"I mean when she said that you had lived together

in a trapper's hut for several days, and yet, you had
not had not been her lover."

"It's true believe it or not," Jack grinned.

Maya laughed in her turn. "Oh, I can believe it,"

she mocked.
"
For a man of action you are rather inept

in your dealings with ladies, Mr. McCaffery. You don't

take advantage of your opportunities. They slip

through your fingers."

Beside the derision in her eyes, there was a light

deliberately inflammatory. Jack noted it with a ting-

ling of the nerves, but he kept his gaze level and he

banteringly murmured :

"You think so?"
"When you held me, the other night, why did you

let me go?"
He was silent, trying to conceal his utter amazement,

and Maya cried imperiously :

"Answer!"
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"Well, for one thing, you were fighting like a wild-

cat . . . and my natural conclusion was that you were

not anxious to stay."
"Are you equally lacking in persistence in all things

that you do?"

"Oh, I don't claim to be an iron-willed super-man.
And besides, I didn't grab you with the intention of

holding on. When a girl says she'd like to kill me
and seems to mean it I'd be justified in thinking that

advances wouldn't be welcome. Don't you agree?"
"So! A few wild words . . . a little struggling . . .

and you don't dare go on. , . . Now, if I were a man,
I should not be interested in a girl who did not struggle."

Jack tried to pierce beneath her ironical mask. Was
she deliberately tempting him trying to make him
fall in love with her, or at any rate excite his passion,
so that he would be thrown off his guard at some
critical moment? Was she using her beautiful body to

bait some trap? He recognized uneasily that it was a

powerful lure. Finally he said in as an indifferent a tone

as he could command :

"I suppose, then, it's up to me to return your call?
"

Maya smiled, slowly. "Are you not afraid that I

shall have a knife under my pillow?
" He shook his

head, and she rose from her chair. "No, my unenter-

prising friend ! I told you that if I were a man I should

not like a girl who did not struggle. Conversely, being
a woman, I do not care for a man who must be tutored

in his part, when a woman struggles. So do not put

yourself to the discomfort of walking about in the cold."

Jack allowed her to reach the door before calling:

"I'll be seeing you!"
She did not turn round.

"Like heU, I will!" he muttered to himself. "The
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Windigoes may be dangerous or not, but one thing
is sure . . . Miss Maya Kalunin is poison! Fatal,

when she doesn't like a fellow . . . and I have a

hunch she doesn't really like me."

Nevertheless, that night found him in her room.

About sunset Jack went out to his beacon brush

pile on the lake. Another day had passed with no

sign of a rescue 'plane. A feeling of helplessness bore

upon him, as the long shadows crept out from the

shore and the snowy hills were dyed with the crimson

glow of the setting sun. Every hour that struck

diminished their chances of escape from this ominous

spot, he felt; every minute brought nearer the time

when the unknown danger might crash.

He bent down to examine the can which he had
filled with oil for the rapid lighting of the beacon. It

looked curiously solid. He opened the plug and turned

the container up to pour. Nothing flowed, yet the

can was heavy. The explanation was simple . . .

someone had substituted water for oil and it had
frozen. But who had played that trick? Jack looked

for footprints, but there had been a fall of snow

during the day and a brisk wind, so that all traces

were effaced.

Who could have done this thing? Maya? Kalunin,
or the cook? Should he tax them with it? After a

brief argument with himself, he decided to say nothing.
The reasons for silence were many, but the main
one as in the case of the dancing Windigoes was
that he did not wish to put any member of the strange
household on his, or her, guard. This was the first

tangible expression of hostility since the shooting,
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Jack reflected; the first definite move to thwart him
in his effort to escape, and it revived his sense of

danger not only from human sources, but from some

power that lay in these woods and against which he

had no defences.

At supper Kalunin explained that while the experi-
ment of the previous night was partially successful,

it should be repeated for the purpose of improvement.
He had been more preoccupied than usual, silent

throughout the meal save for desultory questions to

Maya in Russian, briefly answered by the girl. Love
did not open her mouth except to ask for food, but

whenever Pierre entered the room she favoured him
with a melting glance.

Jack wondered whether she had managed to pump
him successfully, but had no opportunity to put the

question for as soon as she finished her supper she

went to her room.

"What's the idea?" asked Jack.

"My clothes are still damp," she told him. "I'll

be more comfy in bed."

At a sign from Kalunin, Jack went to the engine-

house and was soon engrossed in running the machine

in response to given signals, as he had done on the

two nights previous. He had observed that after a

period of varying current loads, during which he had
to be on the alert to adjust the motor controls, there

followed a long stretch of inactivity when he had no

need to change speed or power. To-night he would

wait for the load to settle down, before going out

to look again at the Windigoes flaming on the cliff.

From time to time he glanced from the window,
but saw no light in the sky. Then, after more than
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an hour, faint flickerings began to come from the

north waxing and waning, flaring up and dying
down, but on the whole, increasing. He judged that

it would be safe to leave the motor, and stepped out
into the open air.

There the figures glowed, outlined in the strange

light somewhat like the luminous paint used on

compasses and watch dials, but more intense and

varying in colour. Jack peered carefully behind him,
but could distinguish no beam of light from Kalunin's

laboratory thrown in the direction of the chff. This,

however, proved nothing. The force, if his supposition
was correct, would be of a wave-length invisible

directly to the human eye.
A bitter wind swept from the north, chilling him to

the bone. Twenty below zero, at least, he thought
. . . impossible to remain out in that temperature.
But he must watch the leaping Windigoes longer.
Sinister though the sight was, it fascinated him. If

he could only view it from indoors. . . . There
was no window in the engine-house from which he
could see the cHff. He looked back at the living hut
and discovered that there was only one position from
which he could get the required vista. It must be
the window in Maya's room. Grinning to himself, he
recollected their conversation of the afternoon when
he had threatened to return her call. He would go
to watch the Windigoes, of course, but also because
the girl's ironical dismissal of him as a man wanting
in amorous enterprise had implanted a barb that
rankled.

He ran first to the engine-house and turned off all

lights save the one used for signalHng. Thus, he could
see from the living hut if Kalunin should demand a
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change of running. Of course, it might happen, he

reflected, that if the old man wanted the engine speed

changed he would have to go in and fix it himself. . . .

"Keep your head, Casanova," he counselled, as he

tiptoed through the living-roon, heart thudding.
He paused at Maya's door and listened. There was

no sound. He pressed the latch and leaned forward

into the room. Now he could hear her even breathing.
He glanced towards the window. It was curtained

with some heavy material around the borders of

which the faint glimmer of the Windigo light showed.

For the rest, the only illumination came from the

stove behind him. Its door was partly open, and a

dim glow came from the failing fire.

Jack moved silently to the window and had raised

his hand to pull back the curtain, when he heard a

sound from the living-room that froze him to immo-

bihty. Then a figure darkened the entrance and

immediately the electric light flashed on.

Love stood in the doorway, holding her fur coat

tightly round her. The room was so small that the

three persons enclosed there were almost near enough
to touch each other. Love looked at Jack and smiled

in a way that made her seem like a stranger to him.

Maya wakened and sat up, blinking in the sudden

light. She drew the bed clothes up around her shoulders.

"Well, Jack," said Love, "so this is the way you
run the engine for the old man! And I was feeling

sorry for you, having to stay up so late at night."

Jack forced a laugh.
"I I of course, I know it looks funny, but honest

to God, Love, I came here to look at the windigoes."

"Well, that's a new name for it, anyway!" Love's

lashes were down, and she seemed placidly amused.
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Maya held silence, enjo5dng the comedy ... or

was it farce?

"Don't be a mutt!" Jack's voice rose, angrily.
"You know what I told you about looking for those

things again, to-night. Well, it's twenty below, out-

side, and this is the only room from which you can

see the cliff. So. . . .

"

An incredulous smile made him break off. He tried

another line.

"Come here, then, and see for yourself." He pulled
the curtain back and looked out as Love came to the

window. The sky was absolutely black! Nothing
was to be seen except the lights of the engine-room
and laboratory.

"Why they've stopped shining!" Jack exclaimed,

feeling hot and foolish. They were going strong only
a minute ago."
Love turned away. "I guess I must have stopped

the performance," she said, gravely. "Probably if

I go they'll warm up again. Please excuse the intru-

sion, Mrs. McCaffery." The last words were addressed

to Maya, who made no sign of having heard them.

Jack looked at the Russian girl. Her slanting eyes
were half closed. On her lips there lay a taunting,
secret smile. If she had an atom of compassion, if

she had a tiny sense of fair play, she would speak and
release him from this jam. Then it came to him
that she had produced exactly the situation she

had been striving for a quarrel between himself and
Love.

Rage at both the women, but chiefly at himself,
took possession of his mind. He looked at Love

furiously ; his jaw muscles working. She did not
raise her eyes, apparently waiting for him to speak.
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When he found no words, she snapped off the light

and walked away.

Jack started to follow her, but Maya's voice arrested

him.

"You might at least draw the curtains, Don Juan,"
she said. "The lights opposite keep me from sleeping."

Without a reply he went to the window and did

as requested. As he reached the door again, warm,
soft arms clasped his neck, and in the faint light of

the dying fire he saw Maya's red, upturned lips.

Suddenly, they were pressed hotly to his. . . .

Before his tangled emotions could resolve into action,

she had released him and was back in bed. Surprise

gave place to bewilderment and Jack stood swaying
his mind whirling like a chip on eddying waters.

Maya spoke softly from the bed.

"You think I am flirting with you, so that I can

do you harm. Did that kiss not tell you you are

wrong? Now, you must go." There was a moment's

pause and still Jack did not speak. "Please," she

added, and he left, cursing his susceptibility and his

irresolution.



CHAPTER XVI

Jack did not fall asleep until many hours had passed,

and so did not wake at the usual time. When he did

get up, he found that the others had all breakfasted.

He heard Love moving around in her room, and

expected her to come into the living-room. But when
a quarter of an hour slipped by without a sign of her,

Jack concluded that she wanted to avoid him.

He would certainly not seek her out and apologize.

He didn't believe that she really thought he had

gone to Maya's room for the purpose which a divorce

court jury would be bound to assume. Nevertheless,

she must have persuaded herself that the Russian

girl had produced an impression on him and worked

herself into a fit of jealousy.

Well, she'd just have to get over it, he thought;
and she probably would if he let her alone and

particularly if he let Maya alone. This last he was

resolved to do.

In the meantime there was the interview with

Kalunin which he had been promising himself. He
finished breakfast and went over to the laboratory.

The scientist was in great good humour. So Jack,

matching his hearty tone, began:

"Well, Professor, you put on a grand show last

night!"
"A show? Ah, yes, of course, your idiom. You

are right, my friend. That was a show that will be

applauded in the scientific capitals of the world!"

163
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The old man struck a histrionic posture of thought,
strutted a few steps and then burst into roars of

laughter. Jack joined politely, and when the gale had
somewhat subsided, inquired :

"How did the gubbins in the little hot pot come
out?"
"You would see?" Astonishingly, Kalunin under-

stood, and still smiling broadly, took from a cabinet the

little crucible on which he had been working with such

rapt attention.

There was presented to Jack's gaze a small, dull-

coloured lump of stuff, moulded to the shape of the

lower half of the vessel. Kalunin shook it out into his

palm, turning it over to exhibit the appearance of its

several surfaces. It was about the size of a walnut.

Jack bent forward for a closer look. He wondered

what there was about this insignificant moulded object
that would have passed unnoticed on any ash-heap,
to arouse such intense excitement. Kalunin rubbed one

of the smoother parts briskly, and then Jack saw what
it was.

"Good God!" he cried. "It's gold!"
Kalunin nodded, grinning wolfishly.

"What did you do? Smelt it from some local ore?
"

The scientist began to comb his whiskers with his

fingers, and Jack thought to himself that so far as he

knew the man this gesture was invariably the prelude
to a lie. But he waited for the other to speak.
"To you, that is only a little lump of gold," the old

man began, slowly, "worth perhaps seventy-five
dollars. And smelted from ores found near here er

partly so. But if I told you what that really represents
Ach ! Even you would be filled with wonder! And

another physicist . . ."his voice trailed off as he lost
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himself in imaginings. He was brought back by Jack's

sharp query.
"What about the moving picture show on the cHff?

How do you Hght up those windigoes?
" He scrutinized

the other's face closely, and saw only blank incom-

prehension. A little more loudly, he repeated the

question.
"Picture show . . . windigoes?" Kalunin echoed

the words. "Why, what have those things daubed
on a rock by savages to do with my discovery?"
"Do you mean to say you don't know^what happens

to those pictures when you have your machine

working?"
Kalunin stared and shook his head. "You have

seen something?" Then, with growing interest, "Tell

me what it is that you have seen."

Jack, his belief that the scientist was unaware of

the phenomenon of the fiery windigoes confirmed,
told of the circumstances as he had witnessed it.

Kalunin muttered to himself, stared at his apparatus
and at Jack, and asked that the whole tale be repeated.
He put to Jack a constant stream of questions as he

gazed out of the window in the direction of the cliff,

and satisfied himself that nothing of it could be seen

owing to the obstruction of the spruce thicket.

He strode agitatedly up and down the room, plucking
at his beard and flinging out disjointed sentences,

half-Russian, half-English, and both utterly unin-

telligible to Jack. The latter lit a cigarette and watched

him, inwardly content because in his turn that he

had given a surprise to the man of mystery.

Finally, Kalunin's excitement abated, and he came
to a halt.

"This is indeed remarkable, my friend," he said.
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"For the news, I thank you. It is something most

unexpected by me yet, I should have thought of

it. Now, I see that. If what I think but first, I

must see what you have seen. You, my friend, have

had the honour of being in the forefront. Your name
will resound, as my assistant, through the academies

of the world!"

"Just fancy that!" said Jack, amused at the older

man's extravagance.
"
I was sort of wondering whether

anyone would ever hear of Jack McCaffery again.
I thought he might be spurlos versenkt in the Windigo

country. That 'plane I expected to come and take me
away doesn't show any signs of arriving."

Kalunin looked blank. His mind had no room for

other thoughts than those connected with this new

aspect of his scientific adventurings.
"What we must do," he pronounced, ignoring Jack's

last words, "is to cut down those trees." He indicated

the spruce thicket. "Then we shall be able to see

that cliff with the painted figures while I operate

my machine. So, shall I be able to confirm what you
say, and maybe what I, myself, think causes those

manifestations." He dragged at his beard and mut-
tered into it.

"Hum-m-m!" replied Jack. "It's a fairly hefty

job cutting down all that spruce. Hadn't I better

get Pierre, the cook, to help me?"
"Yes, by all means! Myself, I would cut the trees,

but I am no woodsman, and besides, there is work
here to do, A defect developed last night fortunately

only when the reaction was complete. But it will

take some hours to repair."
"O.K. Pierre and I will get busy with the axes.

I suppose you won't mind a cold lunch."
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"Maya will cook the food. Or your young woman? "

Jack shook his head. "Then Maya. Tell her to do

so."

Jack took the liberty of disregarding this instruction,

but routed Pierre out of his kitchen. The pessimistic
cook grumbled at the orders, and took a long time to

dress himself for outdoors, but when they finally got
to work he swung his axe with a practised hand. He had
three of the moderate-sized spruce trees down while

Jack, who was only an amateur, had felled one, and
was starting on his second. He trimmed the lower

branches from a third, then paused before attacking
the trunk.

"Dat Mees Love Lawlor, she's one dam' fine girl,

huh?"

Jack allowed that Love was all right.

"Sure t'ing! Une creature des plus belles! She's

talk to me while she's wash her lingerie. Say, she's

tell me she's une danseuse. Dat's right?"
"Sure ... on the stage."
"You have see' her dance, heinP"

Jack nodded.

The other lowered his voice, confidentially. "She

say dat she dance well, when she dance, she have
two beeg eventail fans but besides dat she's toute

nue. Is it a fact?"

"It's a fact."

The Frenchman's eyes grew round, and his mouth

pursed into an O.
"Mon Dieu !" he muttered at last,

and delivered a mighty stroke at the spruce."
Bapteme!" And a huge chip fell out.

Jack chuckled as he watched the man. He thought
that if this reaction was any guide, it would pay lumber

companies to have a fan dancer at each camp.
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Some three hours' work resulted in the clearing of

a fairly wide avenue through the thicket so that from

the laboratory window one could see across the valley

and to the Windigo cliff perhaps half a mile away.

As the crash and crackhng of the last tree felled

died away, Jack heard another sound the sound his

ears had been straining for during the past three days.

It was the distant hum of an aeroplane motor. In

an instant he was running at the top of his speed

towards the signal beacon.

As he bounded through the camouflaged clearing

of the camp he met Maya.
"You need not run, Mr. McCaffery," she called.

"The signal fire will not be needed. That is the 'plane

that comes to this place to bring supplies. I know

the sound."

Jack stopped, scanned the sky and caught sight of

the aircraft. It was a big transport machine unknown

to him by sight, and certainly not one of the aeroplanes

regularly engaged in flying through the north. The

pilot was circHng, preparatory to landing on the lake.

He turned to Maya who was watching him with a

strange, impersonal curiosity. She was smiling faintly,

and mockery lurked in her eyes.

"She thinks it's her turn to laugh, now," he said

to himself. "Well, if there's going to be trouble, a

rifle will come in handy."
He darted into the living hut, seized his rifle and

shouted for Love. There was no answer and he dared

not wait. Rushing out, he found Maya still in the same

place, still watching with an amused interest. When
she saw the rifle in his hand, she started.

"What are you going to do?" There was now

anxiety in her voice and in her eyes.
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"Don't know." Jack's brows were drawn down so

that the deep-creased T appeared. "It depends upon
what your friends do."

"Friends? My friends? If you only knew!" she

surprised him by saying. "But those men are danger-
ous. They are armed. They may be many. . . .

They are many." Her words tumbled out rapidly
and vehemently. "If you don't shoot, however, I

do not believe that they will. This is all I can say
now."

Jack waited no longer, but ran down the path that

led from the camp to the lake. He halted while still

in the shelter of the trees. Here, he saw the 'plane
make its landing, swing round and glide along the

frozen surface. From his position in a clump of cedars

he could watch all this without being seen.

The 'plane taxied to the lee of a wooded point only
a hundred yards away, and stopped. The motor was
silent. Then a man emerged from the door, followed

by another and another until six had disembarked.

Two of them set about securing the aircraft to trees

on shore, while the others stared about or stamped
up and down in the snow.

None of them carried rifles, but at least two kept
their hands in their overcoat pockets, and Jack knew
that they held guns.
When the business of tying the 'plane was finished,

the men held a brief consultation. Then the tallest

member of the party set forth towards the path where

Jack stood, followed by the others, in Indian fashion.

As they approached their dress and bearing showed
them to be strangers to the north country. Three of

them wore mackinaws and lumberman's shoe-packs,
but they were new. The rest were dressed in city
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clothes, mostly of a cut that touched the extreme.

They might have been vaudeville actors, Jack thought,

except that their faces had none of the mobiUty which

distinguishes the profession. All of them seemed on

the alert, glancing from side to side, trying to discover

what if anything lay in the woods.

The first man strode ahead, purposefully, but warily.

He gave the impression of being the leader in fact,

as well as in present position, for Jack could see the

glances of the rest of the crowd continually return to

his tall figure as though conforming to his movements

was their habit.

When the group had advanced to within some thirty

paces, Jack stepped from his hiding place, rifle in

hand. The leader saw him first and halted. The others

bunched round him, all eyes trained on Jack.

"You're McCaffery, are you?" It was the leader

who spoke.
"That's my name."

"Glad to see you safe," cried the other, heartily.

"We got your message about crashing so that's

how I know your name. Mine's Slade W. H. Slade.

But, say boy, I'm freezing solid standing here. Ain't

used to this kind of weather. How about getting

indoors?"

"I'm glad to meet you, Mr. Slade," said Jack,

thinking how idiotic the conventional expression

sounded, and how much more untruthful than usual

it was. He had decided that he was not at all glad
to meet Mr. Slade and that gentleman's retainers

... a fact of which all of them must be well aware.

On closer inspection, they were extremely unpre-

possessing. Slade, himself, was about six feet one;

spare though of powerful build. The dominating
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feature of his face was a tremendous nose. What its

original category had been was undiscoverable, for

it obviously had been broken and badly reset. From
this salient member the forehead and chin receded,

but the brow gave no impression of stupidity, and
no weakness was indicated by the chin. His eyes
were a pale, cold blue, continually seeking ; examining

every object within range, and particularly every

person. Always, however, they returned to the eyes
of the man to whom he was talking.
On the whole, Jack felt better now that Kalunin's

allies had disclosed themselves. He could not yet be

sure of their character, nor of their occupation, but

felt that both would be unsavoury. Still they were

ordinary human beings nothing supernatural about

them. They had come normally enough in an aero-

plane, and naturally enough were suffering from cold.

These thoughts were almost instantaneous, and there

was scarcely a pause before Jack replied to Slade's

suggestion to move indoors.

"A good idea! Go ahead, Mr. Slade!" It would
be wise, he knew, to have the artillery in front of

him, on that narrow path.
Slade was not slow in detecting the thought, for

he grinned as he commanded:

"Up to the big log cabin, boys! Mr. McCaffery
and me'U bring up the rear!"

The five men filed past and the first four shot Jack
side glances so identically suspicious that he could

scarcely keep from laughing. But it was no laughing
matter, for he realized that while Slade might be

holding his followers in check for the moment, a sign
from him and they would attack like wolves.

Also, they were six to one!
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The last of the five passed the smallest, stumbling

awkwardly along the uneven path. He was muffled

to the eyes in fur collar and cap, and as he looked at

Jack the latter recognized him as Flaxman, the

emissary who had tried in Nick's place at Broderick

to bribe him to stay away from the Windigo country.

His sharp, disagreeable nose was red with cold, and

he looked most uncomfortable, but there was unmis-

takable venom in his eyes as they rested on Jack.

And there was none of the suavity of his first approach
as he snapped:

"Well, you would come, wouldn't you? And you

got into trouble like I said you would, didn't you?
Don't you wish you'd taken ..."

"O.K., Flaxie! O.K.," interrupted Slade smoothly.
"Save it up till later, and get going. You're holding

up the traffic."

Flaxman plodded forward without a word, and

Slade followed him, talking over his shoulder at

Jack.
"I guess you wonder what all this is about," he

gestured towards the camouflaged huts. "Natural,

of course. Well, the fact is, we didn't want anybody
to get on to this layout for a while, but now that

you've discovered us, I suppose we can come to some

arrangement. We know what you want, and all we
ask is to be left to ourselves for a time. I can see that

you're a reasonable guy."
"I hope I am," answered Jack mildly. He had the

feeling as he followed the six men that he was herding
a pack of wolves into a cage, and that when he had

them inside, he himself would have to enter and spend

days in their perilous society.



CHAPTER XVII

As Jack followed Slade into the living-room, he found

the five men who had preceded them grouped round
one of the huge camp stoves, stretching their hands
to the warmth and staring at Love, who sat apart
from them on the arm of a chair. She was smoking.
Her eyes were downcast, and she radiated seduction.

As Slade entered, she looked up and for an instant

lost her composure.
Slade paused in front of her only long enough to

say:

"Well, if it ain't little Annie! How are you. Kid?
You're looking like a million . . . and so glad to

see your hubby, eh?"

Deliberately he drew off his cap and overcoat, and
as deliberately seated himself in the best chair. There
was no relaxation in the usual curve of his mouth,
nor any change in the pale turquoise eyes. But his

men were grinning openly now
; staring at Love with-

out restraint. Evidently, the boss was being humorous,
and the registering of amusement was in order.

Love broke a short silence. With the briefest flicker

of a glance towards Jack, she said:

"It's true. He was my husband."

"Was? Was?" repeated Slade, mock surprise in

his voice. "I think you mean 'is.' How about it,

Flaxie?
"

"You're still Mrs. W. Hopkins Slade, Annie,"
smirked the lawyer. Then, to his chief, he added,

173
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"You know I started the suit, but you told me to

hold it up. Remember?"
"Sure, I remember," said Slade, squinting down

his crooked nose. "When I heard Annie'd gone off

in an aeroplane and disappeared, I thought to myself

maybe I'd be wasting money going through the

divorce court. No sense in divorcing a dead woman."
Love's expression did not change, though she grew

paler. When she spoke her voice was quite steady.
"I like living, Hoppy, but I'd just as soon be dead

as tied to you in any way."
Slade leered towards the group of men.

"Just her way of hiding her deep emotions in

public," he explained. "Let us get off to our-

selves. ..."
"Stop it," cried Love sharply.
"And to think how Annie used to love me!" Slade

changed to a sentimental key. "Suppose I oughtn't
to call her Annie, though. She's Miss Love Lawlor,

and Annie ain't Annie any more."

The men sniggered.
Love stared coolly at Slade. "If you're going to

bump me off, Hoppy, you'd better do it now. All

kinds of accidents happen in this place, and one of

'em might happen to you. So why don't you give

your droppers the high sign?" She nodded con-

temptuously in the direction of the group. "From
the way they're clutching their heaters you'd think

I was the underworld's ace Bad-man."

Jack had watched this scene with conflicting feelings.

At first he had been sure that his earlier suspicions

had been correct that Love had known all along
of the gang's connection with this camp in the Windigo

country, and that she had exercised her arts to prevent
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him from investigating it. Then, as the menace of

Slade's words and her obvious, if controlled fear

became plainer, he concluded that she had failed to

carry out instructions, and had double-crossed this

man who called himself her husband. Finally, he

wondered if she had concealed nothing from him,

and if the presence of these men might not be truly
a surprise to her? He became very conscious of the

rifle still in his hand, of the cartridge in its breech,

and estimated the exact fraction of a second that

it would take to send the bullet through Slade's head,

not five feet from the muzzle.

Some instinct seemed to communicate these specu-
lations to the possible target, for Slade withdrew his

attention from Love and looked at Jack in such a

way that the latter knew his thoughts had been read.

Furthermore, that they left their subject quite undis-

mayed.

"Just a sweet, unspoiled girl," the man mocked,

thumbing at Love. "But don't take her too seriously,

McCaffery! You know how it is with show people
. . . they get to acting off the stage as well as on.

And listen . . . there won't be any shooting, and
there won't be any rough stuff, so long as you don't

start it, see? The boys understand that." He glanced
over at the men, one or two of whom nodded. "Now,
be sensible," he went on. "If it comes to a show-

down you may get one or two of us, but you haven't

a chance when that's done! You can't get away with

nothing. But if you'll play ball, why everything'll
be jake, and no one won't be hurt. We ain't running
no racket, here. The only thing is we want to be

private. Now, let's be peaceable. Get me? I want
to have a talk with the professor, and then we'll
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dope out some way to get you and Annie away from
here."

"O.K. by me," Jack grinned. "You hold the aces,

and you can play 'em any way you like. So an armis-

tice suits me, fine. But talking about shooting, I'd

better tell you that when I turned up here one of

your hired men started firing at me, and I plugged
him."

"The hell you say!" Slade looked only mildly
interested. "McTavish, I suppose? Well, it's too bad
not that it makes any difference to me, but the police
are pretty nosy about such things, up in this country."
He squinted down his great proboscis, and reflectively
bent the tip in one direction and then the other.

"Oh, he's not dead," said Jack. "In fact, he's

almost fit again."
Slade took this intelligence disaffectedly. "Where's

the professor?" he inquired.
"In his laboratory, I suppose."
"Well, I'll look him up. Funny he didn't come

down to the lake. Must have heard the 'plane. Where's
the girl?"

"In her room," answered Love.

Slade looked at the closed door as though he thought
of calling Maya to come out, but decided against this

procedure and went out without further word.

The men about the stove, warmed by this time,

began to take off their outer garments when Flaxman

suggested that the stores in the 'plane had better be

brought up to camp. So they trooped out, while

Flaxman made himself comfortable, watching Jack
and Love with a sort of malicious satisfaction,

"You two must have been enjoying quite a cosy
little spell here, before we turned up," he said. "Let's
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see . . .it's pretty nearly a week since you left

Broderick, isn't it?"

"Do you think you've got me on the witness stand

in a divorce court, Flaxie?" asked Love, eyes lash

veiled and red mouth parted, innocent as a child's.

She sprawled in a chair, her fair curls close about

cheeks that had now regained their colour, and from

her manner one might have thought that she was
a member of a delightful house party instead of . . . .

He caught himself up without finishing the sentence.

But he recognised the curious quality in her voice

that he had once called arsenic in honey as she con-

tinued: "If it's divorce you're after, forget it! I can

tell you that Mr. McCaffery doesn't co-respond worth
a damn,"

"I heard he was running after you with his tongue
out, when you two were in Broderick," sneered the

lawyer.
"Your spy pumped up the news too big," Love

yawned. "And besides, Mr. McCaffery's awfully

changeable. Since he's been here he doesn't prefer

blondes, any more."

Flaxman raised his eyebrows. "Oh . . . her?"
He jerked his head in the direction of Maya's room.
Love shrugged by way of answer.

"I think I'll go and have a talk with Slade," Jack
interrupted, the danger signal of the deep-creased T
in his forehead making itself apparent.
"He don't want to talk to you, now," pronounced

Flaxman.

"I won't keep him but a minute. I just want to

find out if there's anything in our agreement to pre-
vent me from kicking your pants for you, once or

twice a day."
M
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"Why, you
"

spluttered the lawyer. His face

turned crimson and he made sharp sounds of rage.

But nothing further resulted. Perhaps the memory
of Jack's fist on his jaw, in the Broderick speak-easy,

helped his control. And anyway, Love interrupted.
"You see?" she drawled. "You see, when you

started to talk about her when he could see your

slimy mind crawling around their little affair, he got

mad, right away."
"Nerts!" Jack would have enjoyed spanking Love.

"This bird would get my goat if he was talking about

cold porridge, or an Old Ladies' Home."
Flaxman forced a grin, "That's too bad. No

accounting for tastes, and it happens that I don't

like you, very much. Looks as though we couldn't

do business together, at all."

The two men regarded each other hostilely for a

space, then the lawyer spoke again. "If you're think-

ing that all you have to do is stall here for a while,

till Welldrake sends a 'plane, you've got another

think."

"Why? Peter Welldrake is going to keep on looking,

if I know him."

"For one reason, he'll never get your messages!
I don't know how you scared old Whiskers Kalunin

into sending them, but they got no farther than our

station!"

Jack's heart sank. But he managed to answer off-

handedly: "Oh! I rather think some amateur will

have picked one of them up and forwarded it. And

anyway, whether he gets it or not, Welldrake will

send a search party into this country."
"You think so? Well, have you considered that he

thought you were going south ? Everyone imagines
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that you must have crashed somewhere between

Broderick and Toronto! You got quite a bit of space
in the papers 'Airman and Fan Dancer Lost in

BHzzard.' That kind of stuff."

"It must have been a disappointment to you and

Hoppy when we turned up," interjected Love.

"Yeah kind of a disappointment. But he knows

how he can get over it if he wants to. I'm not

talking about you, Annie. He ain't sore at you, and

he knows you'll keep your teeth closed."

"But he's figuring on closing mine, eh?" Jack

suggested.

"Oh, I didn't say that! But I suppose I might say
he's figuring you'll keep your trap shut on your own
if we help you out, and you see what the layout is,

here."

The lawyer's expression indicated that he did not

concur in this policy of his leader. Jack felt that if

the decision lay in Flaxman's hands, a volley of

bullets would be the means of persuading him to be

silent. However, he would try to find out exactly
what terms Slade offered.

"I can keep my trap shut about anything that

isn't my business," he declared mildly, and restraining

the dislike he had for this angular and aggressive

accomplice of criminals, "but I told you before, when

you asked me to lay off, that I've been hired to find

those prospectors who came in here, and never got
out."

"Well, you know where two of 'em are. . . .

Nicholls was found dead, and Pacaud's our cook,

happy as a clam. Now, supposing I were to tell you
where the other two are?"

"Supposing you do," answered Jack, thinking of
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Joe Hansen who had died alone in the wilderness and
was now sepulchred in a niche in the rocks.

"All right! Bill Finnerty and Joe Hansen that's

the two maybe you know their names without my
telling you well, those guys are O.K. better off

than Pacaud, here."

"Says you! I've seen Pierre Pacaud and I know
what you tell me about him is true, but how do /
know the others are all right?" Jack stole a glance
at Love to see if her expression betrayed anything at

the mention of Joe Hansen's name. She held her

face averted. Indeed, she was almost hidden behind
a newspaper brought in by one of the men. At any
rate, she did not appear to be listening.

"You won't see them around here," stated Flax-

man. "What happened was that they drifted in,

and Hoppy made them a proposition. So they took

his money and quietly eased out. They're in the

States, right this minute, enjoying themselves."

Jack did not dare to let the argument drop. He did

some intensive thinking and offered:

"Suppose I believed you, I can't go back and tell

Welldrake that the fellows he grubstaked have double-

crossed him. He'd have another outfit in here inside

of a month and that wouldn't suit you, would it?"

"Jees, no!" Flaxman frowned. "We'U have to

think up some kind of a better story than that I

mean so that Welldrake will take his mind off this

locality." He sat, staring before him, scheming.
The four men returned, carrying sacks and boxes

of provisions which they dumped in the kitchen, to

the audible satisfaction of Pierre Pacaud. The first

load stowed away, they returned for a second, grum-
bling about the cold.
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They were a diverse crew, speaking little, but Jack
had managed to fix their names in his mind. One of

those who had dressed himself in Mackinaw and shoe-

packs was known as Finger obviously because some

accident had stripped his left hand of all but the index

finger. Far from trying to conceal this mutilation,

he seemed to take pride in keeping his hand where it

could not help being seen. Apart from this noticeable

characteristic, he was a tall, heavy man, with a pale,

heavy face, which in common with his associates he

held as devoid of expression as possible. Any interested

observer could have discovered after a few moments'

watching that it was a point in the code of these men
never to betray their feelings. In this they were like

so many Apaches, or Sioux.

The other wearer of a Mackinaw was addressed as

Bottle. He was short and thickset. Indeed, there

could be little doubt that his nickname was due to

a resemblance that his figure bore to the mallet type
of whisky bottle. His face was a shade less sinister

than those of his companions, though a scar puckered
one side of his mouth into a disquieting leer.

The third answered to the name of Zero ;
a slight,

wiry-looking man. Pronouncedly swarthy. His dark

skin, black eyes and black hair greased and slicked

to the appearance of patent leather indicated that

he was of Southern European blood, probably Italian.

When he spoke, however, he had no trace of accent.

The last of the four was evidently the pilot of the

aeroplane, a morose feUow who responded to the so-

briquet of Flipper.

They had no sooner filed out on their second trip

to the 'plane than Slade entered with Kalunin. The
latter showed signs of agitation in the violent combing
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of his beard. Also, he muttered to himself as though
protesting. Seeing the three sitting by the stove, he

disappeared into his room, and noisily closed the door.

Slade dropped into a chair, squinted down his nose,
and then addressed Flaxman.
"Well?"
"I told him what you said, chief," the lawyer

indicated Jack. "He's not so easy to negotiate with."
Slade fixed his china blue eyes on Jack. "Oh-ho!"

he said, mildly. "But there'll be plenty of time to

talk business before we leave. I think we'll spend a

couple of days here."

"What's the matter?" asked Flaxman, excitedly.
"Hasn't the

" He broke off, silenced by a look
from his principal, who went on talking to Jack.
"Where did you crash, anyway?"
"On a little lake, about five miles over there," the

latter pointed.
"I was thinking we might be able to fix your bus

up so that you could fly it out."
" Um-m ... I guess if we could bring the under-

carriage back here, we might straighten it up. But
it would be some job to make a new ski. Might try,

though."
The idea of taking his 'plane out under its own

power was attractive, certainly. He reaHzed suddenly
how intensely he longed to be in the air again.

"If you could fly out, it would take care of some
awkward corners, as far as I'm concerned," Slade
confided. "Of course, there's a snag even there, for

the news hounds would probably ask a few pointed
questions about what you and Annie I mean Love
had been doing all the time . . . how you kept warm

and such like."
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Love did not look up, but replied levelly: "You

may as well forget it if you're thinking of me, Hoppy.
I'd sooner walk out than fly with Mr. McCaffery."

Slade grinned and tweaked his crooked nose from

side to side. "Seems you ain't very popular, Mac,"

he observed. "Funny! I've never known her to be

so particular who she travelled with, before."

"A person only has to look at you to know I'm not

particular," Love flung at him, bitterly. She rose

and added, "If I had known what you were, and what

you were going to turn out. . . ."

"Well, don't let it get you down, Annie! We all

make mistakes." Slade offered this consolation

equably, and as Love left the room he winked at Jack.

"Great kid, Annie! It's true she didn't know I

was in the alky racket when she said yes. She thought
the Night Club was where I made my money. But

I'll say for her that she told me to my face she

was through, and then she left. No trying to chisel,

no sir ! And she's never tried to hold me up for a cent,

either." He paused and grinned. "Perhaps she

figgered it would be healthier not to!"



CHAPTER XVIII

Jack strained and struggled desperately to free him-

self, but the odds were too great. Slade's four men
held him on his bed and looped rope about his wrists,

ankles, arms and legs until he was trussed like a fowl.

When Bottle tied the final knot, the four released

their grip and stood back looking for further orders

to Slade who lounged in the doorway smoking a

cigar.

"Oke, boys," he said after inspecting their work.

"You better have your breakfast now. Mr. McCaffery
ain't got any appetite, otherwise I'd get you to feed

him with a spoon, Finger."
The boys laughed dutifully . . . raucously . . .

and trooped out. Jack heaved himself on his side

until he could look at Slade.

"Well, what's the idea?" he asked, still panting.
"The idea's this, fellow," returned Slade, malig-

nancy shining in his china-blue eyes. "You're too

frisky to suit me when you're loose. So I got you
tied up. But don't fret ! You won't be that way long."

His mouth curled in a shark-like grin and he, too,

departed.

Jack cursed bitterly at his imbecile trusting of these

men. Trust? No, hardly that. He would trust no

one associated even in the remotest way with that

shyster, Flaxman, and he had been alert to any move
that they might be preparing. There had been nothing,

however, to warn him of immediate hostihty.

184
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"Not that I expected them to write me a note

announcing the attack," he told himself grimly.
After his talk with Flaxman and Slade on the day

previous, nothing much had happened. During most

of the afternoon, the four gangsters had loafed about

in the living-room. Towards evening they had played
a desultory game of draw poker. They were taciturn,

indifferent, but certainly he would have felt a tension

had they been planning this attack. There had been

many occasions when they could have overpowered
him without real danger to themselves, yet they had
made no move; given no sign. Jack concluded that

they had been told he was expected to fall in with

their arrangements, but that during the night Slade

had changed his mind and organized this all too-

successful assault. He had been too cunning, had
acted his part and concealed his intentions too well.

He had deceived his victim to the point of inducing
him to relax his vigilance.

When Jack had gone to his room about eleven

o'clock, he had thrown himself on the bed fully dressed,

his pistol close to his hand, and for long hours had
remained on the alert, painfully trying to think of a

way out of his desperate situation. Most of this

planning was directed towards an escape in the

gangster's aeroplane, but assuming that he might be

partially successful, there always remained one insuper-
able barrier that rose between him and freedom.

Suppose he could elude the men long enough to get
into the machine and get its motors started, they
would not have time to warm up sufficiently for taking
off before the gangsters would be down upon him.

Then, his thoughts would revert to Love. He felt

bitterly that he now stood entirely alone against these
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men and against the Kalunins whom, by the way,
he had scarcely seen since the coming of the 'plane.

Love had deserted him, had given abundant evidence

of her indifference, and the old suspicion became

almost a certainty that she was allied even unwil-

lingly perhaps with these men. She had not spoken
to him directly all day, but at supper she had talked

amicably enough with Slade and the others, treating

only Flaxman with reserve.

This had been hard for Jack to bear. Angrily, he

realized how much this girl's presence meant to

him how the fact that there was someone dependent

upon him had helped him to fight. Now, struggHng

scarcely seemed worth while. He had wavered towards

throwing in his hand, accepting all of Slade's terms,

putting an end to the trying business. Nobody could

blame him. Then he had happened to look at Flax-

man who sat studying him with evil calculation, and

abruptly his fighting spirit revived.

To hell with them all!

Jack had heard the men go to bed and had forced

himself to stay awake for a seemingly endless time

until snores convinced him that no midnight attack

was to be feared. Then weariness had overcome him

and he had slept, wakening fitfully now and again

and each time being reassured by the absence of any
unusual sounds. Maya had moved her room to the

east end of the hut so that she, her father. Jack and

Love occupied the four cubicles there, while Slade

and his men slept at the opposite side of the

building.

Towards morning Jack's subconscious alertness had

relaxed and he had fallen into a deeper sleep, waking

only to find that he had been seized by Slade's four
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men and was powerless in their hands. He lay on his

bed, now, straining at the lashings that bound him,
in a vain attempt to work them loose and set himself

free.

What did Slade intend to do with him ? Perhaps
this violence was no more than a means of intimida-

tion, for if they meant to kill him, why had they not

taken the easiest way and shot him while he was

sleeping? No, it looked as though Slade had some use

for him, so perhaps it would be a good thing to pretend

fright and be ready to submit to whatever the gangster
demanded.

Jack saw the door opening . . . soundlessly . . .

and by infinitely small degrees. At first he thought
it was swinging of its own weight, but realized his

mistake when slim white fingers appeared round the

jamb, and in the same instant Love stepped noise-

lessly into the room. Like a feather she floated in.

She was wrapped in her fur coat. Her feet were

bare and her hair was uncombed. Evidently she had

just got out of bed. Her face was pearly white and
fear filled her wide blue eyes eyes that used no lash-

coquetry now.

Seeing that Jack was about to speak, she put her

hand over his lips, then bent so low that he could

feel her breath on his cheek as she whispered :

"Jack ... do you know what they're going to

do? I heard them talking. . . . They're going to

take you in the 'plane over to where yours is wrecked,
then knock you on the head and burn you up in it,

so that if a search party comes in here it will look

as though you'd crashed!"

Cold fear crawled at the pit of Jack's stomach.

This explained why he had not been shot out of hand !
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And he was as helpless as an animal bound for the

slaughter-house.
Love pushed at his shoulder.

"Turn over so that I can untie you," she whispered

urgently.
"I think they left my pen-knife in my pocket,"

Jack answered, turning for her to sUp her hand in.

"That'd be quicker."

She found it and opened the blade when they heard

the voices of Slade and Flaxman. The two men were

approaching Jack's room.

"Put it in my hand and get under the bed," com-

manded Jack, and she barely had time to comply
before the men entered.

Jack released his feelings in a high-pitched torrent

of abuse, hoping that he could hold their attention

sufficiently to prevent them from looking about the

room and discovering Love's presence.

"So you're the square-shooter, you God-damned
"

he yelled at Slade.

"Mr. McCaffery seems a little upset," he confided

to Flaxman, grinning. "You'd think I'd promised

him something." Then he addressed Jack directly.

"I gave you your chance but you wouldn't take it.

I knew you were thinking how you could slip it across

me. Well, you'll have to grow quite a little before

you can put anything over Hoppy Slade."

"And just to teach you to talk a bit politer,"

put in Flaxman walking over to the bunk, "take

this!" He struck Jack viciously on the mouth and

had raised his hand again when Slade caught his

arm.

"Cut it, Flaxie," the leader said, and reluctantly

Flaxman obeyed.
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Jack lay glowering. Immediately, his lips began
to swell and his tongue explored his mouth for loosened

teeth.

"Come on! Come on! What's holding you up?"
Slade yelled down the corridor, and in response Finger,

Bottle and Zero came in.

"Undo that rope around his feet unless you want

to carry him to the bus," the chief ordered. Bottle

slacked off the cord and pulled Jack to his feet. The

men wore their outdoor clothing.

"I thought you must be getting tired of being on

the ground so long," explained Slade buttoning his

overcoat, "so we're taking you for a little ride.

Yow-soh!"
Flaxman laughed, high-pitched.

"Yeah, you're a wonderful airman, aren't you?

Well, perhaps you can show us how to do a parachute

jump without any parachute."
Zero and Finger grinned. Slade and Bottle main-

tained a perfect blankness of expression,

"Zero," commanded the former, "you're going to

stay here . . . just in case any other damn fool

comes along poking his nose into our affairs like this

one. Is the coffee-grinder oke?"

"Oke, chief," answered the dark, slick-haired fellow;

and the party trooped out. Finger and Bottle holding

Jack each by an arm.

They headed down the path towards the 'plane

and Jack breathed more easily once they had left

the room without Love's presence having been detected.

He was in a position from which his chance of escape

seemed the very slightest. The determination of these

men to take his life was only too evident. They
exhibited no hate except Flaxman but there was
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no mistaking a ruthless professional intent. Thought
Jack, they might have been hangmen.
From the lake he heard the first spluttering and

cough of the engines of the aircraft in which he was
to take his last journey. He wished wildly that some
defect would occur in the motors that they could

not be started, or that some part of the mechanism
would fail to perform satisfactorily. But the rising

roar killed such hope before it really lived.

The party stumbled down the uneven track among
the pines on which lay fresh and fluffy snow. Jack

pictured the pure crystals in another lake, stained

and melted away with the bright vermilion of fresh

blood. Then, he gripped the tiny pen-knife an

inch and a half of steel, that was his only chance

of life.

And Love had given it to him.

A hundred thoughts surged through his brain in the

brief minutes that their walk to the 'plane required.
He thought of the two dead prospectors, Nicholls

and Hansen. There would be another name added

to the list of the missing another disappearance to

strengthen the evil tales about Windigo Lake. Another

name for old Ike Wilder to whisper with trembling
and head-shaking. "It'U reach right up into your

'plane and get you. . . ." Jack clenched his teeth

and shivered.

The lure of gold had drawn men to their doom . . .

to the waiting Windigoes on the cliff
;
silent witnesses

of dead superstition. Yet, were they dead? Or did

their spell still live? He Jack had been brought to

an evil fate. Was it by their influence some unimag-
inable power that these watchers of the treasure
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exercised? The watchers of the treasure! Jealous

guardians of the coveted gold!

McTavish's words, however, had shown that they
struck at men who were greedy for wealth. He,

McCaffery, was not greedy. He had not come into

that wilderness seeking riches. The powers would

not be just if they smote him. They should reserve

their doom, rather, for his captors.

Then an idea came to him; vague and desperate,

yet holding a glimmer of hope. He began to swear

wildly. Slade turned, halting to regard him with a

critical stare. When Jack saw that his attention was

captured, he went on:

"The damned little tart! Damn her soul! I see

now . . . she told you about it . . . and I never

even suspected. . . . By God, trust a woman. . . ."

"Sure, she told us," said Slade slowly, his china-

blue eyes shrewdly alert. "Let him yap, boys! Let

him yap!" This last was directed at Finger and

Bottle who were on the point of thrusting a handker-

chief in Jack's mouth.

"Well, if you know it's there, I can't stop you
from getting it!"

"That's right," agreed Slade, "you can't!"

"I never wanted to carry all that gold, anyway,"
shouted Jack. "But they would send it! Huh! A
blonde and a quarter of a million in gold. ... I

knew damned well there was going to be trouble!"

And he broke into bitter curses again.

Slade looked at Flaxman. The latter peered at

Jack with snaky black eyes, and Jack damned
him sincerely for a stinking thief. Flaxman

laughed.

"Maybe it's a gag," he said. "Anyway, it won't
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do any harm to look the bus over before we. . . .

"

He broke off, leering.

"Come on! Let's get going," Slade commanded,
and the group went forward.

They reached the 'plane. Bottle went in first,

past Flipper in the pilot's seat. Finger pushed Jack
up to him and then climbed in. The two replaced the

rope about his ankles and threw him on the floor of

the cabin behind the seats in a space used for freight.

Slade and Flaxman heaved themselves in, the former

nodding to the pilot who opened the throttle.

The 'plane began to move slowly over the ice, then

sped out across the lake into position for the take-off.

It slewed about, gathered speed with a roar, lifted

clear of the ground and started on a long steady
climb. From where he was l3dng Jack could see nothing
outside but he judged that they were headed north.

No one looked in his direction. He would have

perhaps five or ten minutes before landing at the

little lake where his wrecked machine lay. He turned
the pen-knife in his numbed fingers and sawed against
the ropes that held his wrists, alternately cutting
and straining. Could he free himself in time? If he
could only get his hands loose, he would at least

have a chance to die fighting, to leave his mark on
these men who had planned to slaughter him like a

sheep.
After agonizingly short minutes, he saw the pilot

point down probably at his crashed aeroplane and
in the same instant he felt the bonds on his wrists

loosen.



CHAPTER XIX

From the floor of the freight compartment Jack could

see that some kind of discussion was going on between
Slade and the pilot. The latter was shaking his head
while Slade pointed downwards and yelled in his ear.

It was plain enough; the pilot did not like the idea

of landing with his heavy machine on the small lake

but Slade was determined that he should do so. Jack
reflected grimly that his stratagem had the beginnings
of success. Slade believed that there was gold in

the cargo of the wrecked 'plane and was eager to get
his hands on it, at once.

"Good old Windigo!" Jack muttered to himself.

"Greedy for gold, eh? We'll see if McTavish knows
his Windigoes or not." Then it occurred to him, as

the pilot's protests became more vehement, that

there might indeed be a crash and that the upshot of

his plans would be that all might break their necks

or be burned like moths in a lamp chimney if the

machine caught fire.

Slade gained his point, seemingly. The 'plane swung
away, banked, straightened and side-slipped. The

pilot sat tense at the controls. The passengers gripped
their seats or the framework of the fuselage, their

eyes bent upon the land rushing up to meet them.

Jack loosened his hands and satisfied himself that he
could throw the ropes off his arms without further

cutting. Then he lay still, praying that when they
landed they would not look at him too closely; that

N 193
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they would give him one minute to regain his freedom

completely. That was all he asked ... to have his

bodily freedom . . . to be free and to strike a blow.

After that, it would not matter if their bullets took

his life, as they were certain to do in the next second.

The 'plane appeared to float, with a movement

scarcely perceptible. Then there was a bump and a

swish of snow.

"He's made it!" Jack thought. He lay still as the

machine coasted to a stop. He scarcely dared breathe.

Flaxman, sitting nearest the door, opened it and
tumbled out. Bottle and Finger followed.

Slade, standing up, yelled something at them but

the engines were still turning over and Jack did not

hear what he said. The gangster turned cold blue

eyes in his direction and seemed pleased when Jack
swore guessing the words by the movement of his

swollen lips. Then he, too, swung out of the 'plane.

The pilot got to his feet and leaned out of the open
door, watching the others, who, Jack judged, must
be close to the crashed 'plane. He sat up stealthily,

shook off the ropes about his arms and for a breathless

minute cut at the lashings on his ankles. Then, he

was free!

The pilot had not stirred. He still hung out of the

window absorbed in whatever was going on across the

ice at the wreck. Jack's plan had so far succeeded

beyond his wildest hope.
He cast his eye about for a weapon, and saw under

a seat a heavy spanner. Gripping it hard, he heaved

himself up and, heart pumping as though to drown
the noise of the engines, steadied himself for the rush.

At the same time he glanced out of the window and
saw about fifty yards away the cedar-fringed shore
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of the lake, the canting yellow wings of the 'plane

and Slade and Finger standing beside it peering

through the door. Flaxman and Bottle must have

just entered. They would find that there was no gold,

in a matter of seconds.

Four steps brought him within reach of the pilot

and without pausing he struck at the base of the skull.

The blow crunched home and the pilot dropped, head
and shoulders out of the door. Almost simultaneously
there was a yell from the shore and Jack saw Finger

looking towards him and pulling at Slade's arm.

Bending down, he heaved the insensible man out and

pulled the door to. As he slipped into the pilot's seat

he heard a sharp crack and a zip of canvas. Slade's

arm was raised and a pistol spat from the leader's

hand. Finger was running towards him, slipping at

every step.

He grinned as he thrust the throttle forward and the

engines thunderously responded. He had never felt

so happy in his life as now, when the aircraft gathered

speed ... as now when he pulled the joystick and
sensed the response of the ailerons ... as now when
he lifted the ship into the air recklessly across the wind
and with sure mastery cleared the tree-fringe with

only feet to spare.

When he was safe he turned in a slow bank and looked

back at the lake. The four men had come out to where
the pilot lay and were bending over him. Jack headed

the 'plane in their direction and put the nose down.
Guns or no guns he would drive on them. He could

not deny himself that gesture of victory.

They heard the roar of his approach and looked

up. Slade and Bottle raised pistols and he saw the

spurt of their fire, but immediately he was on them
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and they turned to run as he swooped lower until

the skis almost brushed the lake surface . . . while

the motors roared full out. In a second he was past
but he caught a glimpse of the men sprawled prone
on the snow. He had not touched them so far as he

knew. So much the better if he had ! Then his attention

was engaged in bringing the 'plane clear of the trees

and when he could look back again they were merely
black specks alone in the wilderness.

He turned the ship's nose to the westward and began
to consider what he should do. What were his chances

of rescuing Love if he went back to the camp at once?

Very slim. Zero was there with a machine gun. He
remembered vividly the gangster's sombre eyes as he
had answered his chief that "the coffee-mill was oke."

He, himself, had no firearms. Even at that, he might
have risked it except that the attitude of the Kalunins

was so uncertain. Would they help him or side with

the enemy? The old man had acquiesced, if nothing
worse, in his betrayal to the gang.
What was the alternative? To fly to Broderick,

obviously, collect arms and men to fight, and the

policeman if he was there, flying back to camp with

the least delay possible. If they could return before

Slade and the others got there, so much the better.

The gangsters would find themselves in a difficult

position. They had five miles or more to walk, were

unaccustomed to travel in the woods and had an

injured man to carry that is, unless he had struck

Flipper, the pilot, harder than he intended and killed

him.

"I suppose they'd bring him along, even if he was

dead," thought Jack. "Anyway, it'll take 'em five

hours at the least to make camp. Longer, it may be."
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The more he thought, the wiser the plan of flying

first to Broderick appeared. He would need between

three and four hours for the trip there and return.

That only left a narrow margin to organize the rescue

party at the mining town, make the flight back to

camp, overcome Zero and get away again. Still, he

argued, if he brought enough help with him the lot

of them could fight their way through even if the

gangsters had arrived ahead of them.

He glanced at the compass and set his course for

north-east. The motors snored away reassuringly.

This machine was not as speedy as his own, but it

was glorious to be flying once more! And how warm
the glow of satisfaction when he thought of the thugs
he had outwitted and who now were struggling through
the snowy thickets! He grinned to himself exultantly
and opened his mouth in song. Incidentally, it was

only when an air motor was opened full out that Jack
was ever permitted to sing without violent protests.

Vocal music was not one of Nature's endowments
to him.

The Air Base at Broderick looked smaller and

dingier than ever as Jack taxied up to it after his

landing. It seemed as though he had been away for

years rather than some ten days.

He tumbled out of the door to meet Louis Letourneau

still wearing a bandage on his head and staring at

him with a snort of morose curiosity. This changed
in a second to amazement and when Jack spoke, he

emitted a roar of joy while wrapping his powerful
arms about Jack's shoulders and dragging him about

in a bear-like dance.
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"
Sacrd Milk Tonneres!" he cried.

"
Sacre. . . ."

A tear rolled down his unshaven cheek, "I sure t'ink

I not see you again! By gosh almighty, dey not kill

old Jacques, dough! But w'at 'as 'appen', an' w'ere

you get dees bus, hein?"

"Never mind about that for a minute. I've got to

see Pete Welldrake right away. There's no time to be

lost, Louis. Where is he, do you know? "

Louis shrugged.
"He's fly sout' day before yesterday; to fix up

wit' de company, dey make beeg search for find out

w'ere you are."

"Hell! But never mind. We'll find the manager."
The two set off for the town and on the way Jack

sketched his adventures. Louis put in a question
now and then, but soon was shaking his head in be-

wilderment. He got the idea, however, that a band
of villains had attempted to kill his friend and threat-

ened the life of two charming young women and that

fighting, therefore, was on the programme. He an-

nounced with choice oaths that he was ripe to take

revenge on the scoundrels who had cracked his head

open.
"If I'd had you with me, Louis, we'd have stayed

and cleaned up the lot of them," Jack laughed, pound-
ing the Frenchman on his broad back.

During his flight he had decided that first of all he

would tell his story to Welldrake, his employer.

Naturally, he had thought of turning the whole matter

over to the police, but for all he knew, no serious

crime had been committed. True, McTavish the half-

breed had shot Nicholls but that wound had not been

the cause of his death. And to make up for it, he had

put a compensating bullet through McTavish. Joe
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Hansen was dead but no man seemed to be responsible
for his passing. Slade and his gang had intended,

so he beheved, to murder him in cold blood but he

had escaped and it was quite possible that he had
killed one of their gang in doing so.

It was all so tangled and mysterious that he felt

the need of cool-headed advice before the next move,
and yet, minutes were of the utmost importance.
He harboured an unadmitted hope that Welldrake

would decide to act first and invoke the Law later,

if necessary. He had heard that the provincial police-

officer who was supposed to maintain law and order

in the mining town was no very strong character

deliberate, not to say pig-headed. Remembering the

events that marked his last stay in Broderick when he

had been slugged and stabbed, when his mechanic

had been laid out and his aeroplane damaged, he had
little confidence in Sergeant Feniman to cope with

Slade and his lieutenants.

They arrived at Welldrake's office and found that

he had left his chief clerk in charge. This was a grey,

pepper-and-salt old gentleman who peered at Jack
and Louis over his glasses mournfully and who became
more and more agitated as Jack shot forth his strange
tale.

"Oh dear! I don't know what Mr. Welldrake would
want done," he kept repeating, alternately wiping
his nose and his glasses with a soiled cotton handker-

chief.

"Where's Feniman, the cop?" asked Jack, finally.

"Oh, I do believe he's gone up Snake River after

an Indian that pinched some blankets. How unfortun-

ate! Yes, Hoffman . . . you know Hoffman, the

hotel keeper? Well, he told me so this morning.
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Feniman's thirty miles away ... or more. How
unfortunate! And Mr. Welldrake absent. . . ."

"I'll say it is," Jack muttered. "Can you suggest

anyone who will help us go back and get those girls

out?"
The clerk whose name was Albert Hoskins

wiped his glasses more energetically than ever, but only

burbled.

"Isn't there a sheriff or mayor or somebody who is

responsible for keeping order?"

The clerk shook his head.

"Mr. Welldrake's the mayor, and there isn't any
sheriff. I don't know anyone who. ..." Here, a light

came into his eye and relief overspread his wrinkled

features. "But of course, you might see Captain

Parker. He's the officer in charge of the Militia Com-

pany, and I'm sure he'd be the very man to handle

such matters. He has guns. . . . Yes, yes, it's decidedly

a matter for the military, if things are as you
describe."

"Where will I find him?"
"In Nick's blind peeg!" Louis broke into the

conversation. "I know dat guy Parker. Say, boss,

he's drunk half de time and de res', he's no good!

Don't waste one single minute wit' dat vaurien!"

"Captain Parker does over-indulge occasionally,"

the little clerk coughed, "but I don't know who else

could help."

Jack's foot drummed on the floor. He glanced at

his watch. Barely two hours of the five remained.

If he delayed longer, Slade and his party would reach

the camp first.

"Come on!" he said to Louis. "We've got to do

something. Perhaps we can get a couple of rifles
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from this Parker, anyway. No good waiting here,

talking."

They marched off to Nick's establishment and Jack
became aware that he was hungry. It was now nearly
one o'clock and he had not eaten since the previous

night.

Captain Parker proved that Louis' estimate of his

habits was at least partially correct for he was sitting

alone at one of Nick's tables, with a glass before him
and obviously several inside him. Jack, however,
lost no time in coming to the point and after a hasty
sketch of the Windigo Lake situation, asked for

armed assistance.

The militia captain was in liquor just enough to be

very sure of his own cleverness. He struck attitudes,

insisted on repetitions and tried to look penetratingly
into Jack's eyes despite an annoying haziness that

made the effort quite unsuccessful. Louis had brought
some sandwiches and beer and the two airmen gulped
this refreshment while they argued with the representa-
tive of armed force. Finally Jack, exasperated, shouted :

"Look here, I'm not asking you to do anything

yourself . . .I'm only asking that you lend us two
rifles and some ammunition; and surely Canada

Flying Services is good for that! Can't you under-

stand that a few minutes may make the difference

between our getting there and back with very little

trouble, and a big gun-fight, perhaps, with those thugs
down there?

"

"Sorry!" Parker leaned back grooming his scrubby
little moustache and blinking watery eyes. "Must

say story sounds very improbable to me."
"If you weren't so drunk . . . and probably

scared stiff into the bargain , . . I'd ask you to
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come along and see how improbable the story is!"

Jack was losing control of his temper. Was there no

one in this darned shack-town who could act?

His insult roused the soldier. Getting to his feet,

he smote the table a resounding thump.
"Me scared} Me frightened by a cock-and-bull

story like you've been dishing out? Say, I'm not even

amused."

"Come along with us, then, and see for yourself."

Jack grew more hopeful.
"All right! Don't mind if I do. Nothing much on

this afternoon, and I'm just the little boy to call your
bluff. But your darned 'plane isn't draughty, is it?

I won't get frozen, will I?"

"It's just like a Pullman car," Jack assured him.

"Now, can you get some of your men to help us?

Remember, we've got to hurry. If you can't round

them up in ten minutes, don't bother. Waiting's too

dangerous."
The captain shook his head.

"Can't get any of 'em. They're all working in the

mines. It would take an hour. . . . But we can

take our Lewis gun and a couple of rifles. Guess that

should take care of those armed bandits you've been

imagining."
"Fine!" Jack could grin again. "You'll get a

chance to see how my imagination runs away with me."

"That's the trouble with you air fellows," observed

Parker, putting on his overcoat, "you swallow too

much wind up there and get filled up with imagina-

tion."

As they hurried to the improvised armoury where

the company's weapons and ammunition were kept,

Parker recounted a rambling tale of how during the
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War airmen persisted in reporting a trench-mortar

emplacement on his battaHon front. He knew it

wasn't there, but at length to satisfy all concerned,

he, as scout officer, had crawled out to the spot only
to discover a latrine! He bombed the unsuspecting
occupants.
The open air had improved his condition and Jack,

watching him narrowly, came to the conclusion that

the man might be exceedingly useful in action. At

any rate, he was the only hope for there seemed to

be no possibility of getting further assistance. The
three of them might have to fight the Slade gang
unsupported.

"
Rifles

; short Lee-Enfield . . . two. Rifle; Auto-
matic Lewis . . . complete with eight drums . . .

one," said Parker handing these weapons over, and
himself taking a partly-filled box of ammunition.
"Warfare in the modern manner," he observed, as

the three of them climbed into the aeroplane which
meanwhile had been refuelled.

"You might show Louis, here, how to operate that

riveting machine while we're on our way," Jack
suggested before starting the motors.

"Why?" Parker blinked. "I'll handle this myself
and you two can use the rifles. I suppose you know
how to fire a rifle?"

"
Sure ! But skipper, what if you became a casualty?

"

Parker took this idea in and accepted it.

Once the 'plane was in the air, Louis sat beside him
and began to absorb instruction in the use of the

weapon; and Jack, turning to watch the pantomime
from time to time, felt his hopes of a successful raid

rising. After he had been flying perhaps twenty
minutes, he was startled by a staccato of shots. He
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jerked round to find Louis and Parker grinning at

him. They had the muzzle of the gun out of the

window and indicated by gestures that Louis was

making a practical demonstration of his knowledge

in the use of the automatic rifle.

Jack grinned a response and returned to his medita-

tions which called for concentration of mind, and

this the bursts of fire from behind did nothing to

assist.

For the twentieth time he glanced at his watch.

Four hours and fifteen minutes had elapsed since he

had left Slade and his gang shaking their fists in help-

less rage on the little lake by the crashed 'plane. What

speed would they be able to make on their journey

back to the Kalunin camp? If luck was with him,

they would be slow enough to enable him to get there

first he was still about twenty minutes away, he

calculated dispose of Zero and then escape with

Love, and both Kalunins, too, perhaps. Would they

come, or wouldn't they? He would offer them the

chance at any rate, but certainly would waste no

time in persuasion. It was their funeral, he thought,

and immediately reahzed the grimness of the phrase

in this connection. Then, there was Pierre Pacaud.

Jack was almost sure that he would jump at the

chance of escape. If he had ever seen a man terrified

into silence, Pierre was that man.

But the real problem was how to tackle Zero. The

black-haired, snake-eyed little man had his "tommy"
and unless they could surprise him, would have little

advantage in a fight. Jack dared not risk casualties

to his own companions, and the thought was ever

present in his mind that delay would be fatal, for

if the Slade gang heard shots they would all too soon
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rush upon the scene outnumbering the attackers to

such an extent that there would follow a most unplea-
sant finale to Jack's scheming.
What tactics could he use? What reasonably

successful plan could he evolve to outwit these hard-

boiled assassins who a few hours ago would have

murdered him without mercy and without compunc-
tion? Scheme after scheme was discarded while the

minutes slipped away. At ninety miles an hour he

was rapidly approaching the place of action.

Ahead of him the lake by the camp appeared as a

thin white line in the forest-covered hills. Quickly,
it widened until the airplane was directly overhead.

Jack craned from his seat, searching for a sight of

Slade's party, but nothing of them was seen. He
drew down his brows as he cut the motors and glided
towards the camouflaged camp. It was difficult to

pick it up among the trees, even knowing its location,

but two streamers of smoke helped him. They rose

slyly and drifted away on a light breeze.

Jack had formed his plan. Not a good one, he told

himself, but the time for thinking had come to an end.

Now, he must act. He opened the throttle again and
the motors roared while he swept in a steep-banked
circle about the camp, dropping lower and lower until

his wing-tips were a bare hundred feet above the

trees.

Then, staring down at the clearing, trying to pierce

through the screen, he saw what he had hoped for

Zero in an open patch, staring upward. Love stood

beside him, bare-headed. Her face was as white as

the snow she stood upon. In the instant that his

glimpse lasted, Jack saw the gunman push her roughly
towards the hut, and his teeth clamped together
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harder. He would shoot Zero Hke the vermin he was,

and at that spare him a fate that he richly deserved.

Still banking, he brought the big 'plane over the

lake, side-slipping a little and finally lowering her skis

to the snow with a rush. They slowed, and Jack turned

the machine towards the sheltered cove in which it

had been anchored. He glanced round at Louis and
Parker. The militia captain was the colour of milk,

except for an obstinately red nose, and he was wiping
streams of perspiration from his face. Louis, too,

wore a curious expression.
As he effected a stop under the shelter of the tree

wall, Jack wondered if the members of his party were

getting cold feet. He was not surprised at Parker,

but he certainly had not expected that Louis would

show fear. When the motor was cut out, the mechanic

spoke.

"Say, boss . . . what de hell!" He seemed to

be struggling between indignation and relief.
" Anodder

time you go for play de stunt a hondred feet over

the bush, you tell me first so I can shut de h'eye.

Eh?"
"That goes double for me," chimed Parker. "I

dare say it was perfectly safe and all that, but I'm

not used to it."

Jack could not help grinning as he realized what
the feelings of his passengers must have been.

"It wasn't exactly safe," he admitted, "but I had
to take the chance. Never mind, now, though . . .

we haven't a second to spare. I saw Zero and he'll

be down the path in a couple of minutes. Here's the

plan. . . . You, Parker, stay in the 'plane and

keep your Lewis gun trained over on that point where

the path leads out. Louis and I are going into the
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woods and will come in from behind him. I don't

think he'll be carrying his gun, so we'll be able to

catch him without much trouble. But listen, Parker,

if he has his gun, shoot first, and tell him to surrender

afterwards. Got it?"

Parker nodded and set the Lewis gun as directed.

"Don't stick the muzzle outside. Keep it in the

'plane where he won't be able to see it so easily,"

Jack advised as he followed Louis out of the door

on the side distant from the path.



CHAPTER XX
They struck off on a course which would bring them
to the path about half-way between the camp and the

lake, stepping with the greatest caution and pausing
every moment to listen for sounds that would indicate
Zero's movements. Both men held rifles in instant
readiness for a shot. Every sense was sharpened,
and a sharp tinghng pricked its way along Jack's
spine.

The day was grey and cold, and the woods were

utterly silent to the straining ears of the two airmen.
When Jack reckoned that they must be near the

path, the stillness was shattered by the angry clatter

of a machine gun.
"
Kak-kak-kak-kak-kak !

" A burst of perhaps fifteen

shots, then the echoes rolled back from the low hills

and absolute silence fell again.
Louis and Jack looked at each other, and each

man knew by the expression in his companion's eyes
that from the direction of the sound it had been Zero
and not Parker who had fired. From the absence of

any reply, they guessed that the gunman had won
the first round. He must somehow have surprised the

captain and wounded or killed him before he could
use his weapon.
"Where do you think he is?" Jack whispered.
Louis pointed off to their left, and Jack nodded.
"That's what I think," he agreed. "He's near

the shore. Now, here's what we'll do. . . . You
208
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sneak up on that little knoll ahead, and after a couple
of minutes, start shooting in the direction you think

he is. In the meantime, I'll slip round to the right

and try to catch him while he's wondering what

you're up to."

"H-O.K. boss," the Frenchman whispered, and

began a cautious approach to the rocky little hill

indicated. The bush grew more thinly on the spot
where they stood and opened vistas of perhaps fifty

yards now and then.

Jack began his outflanking movement, pausing
before leaving each patch of cover to scan the area

ahead in which his enemy might be lurking. It was

nervous work and in spite of the cold he found himself

perspiring freely. The snow was deep, making walking
difficult ; however, there was the advantage that the

leaves and sticks which might have rustled or snapped
and given away his presence were well blanketed.

He had passed the path from the camp and still

there was no sign of Zero. Then, suddenly, a shot

roused the echoes and almost in the same moment
there came an excited roar from Louis.

"Stay still, you! Or Bapteme. ..." The further

remarks were distinguishable only as a menacing
bellow followed by a second shot.

Jack ran towards the sound and in a few minutes

arrived back at the little hill where Louis had been

told to take up his station. He had descended on the

far side and now stood, rifle ready, warily regarding

Zero, who lay propped against a fallen tree, his sallow

features grey, blood staining the arm of his smart

grey overcoat and dripping from the fingers that hung
limply down. Jack eyed him sharply, and panting
asked :
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"Where's Parker? Did you shoot him?"
The gunman opened his eyes and his Hp curled

slightly, but he did not answer. Jack turned towards

the lake and cupping his hands round his mouth,
shouted Parker's name several times without getting

any response.

"He won't be doin' much talkin' for a while," Zero

volunteered finally, his voice husky and faltering.

"Oh! So you have got something to say for your-
self?" Jack snapped. "Where are you hit?"

"In the arm and leg. I don't think I can get up."
"I didn't know you were such a sharpshooter

Louis," said Jack, ignoring the other's whine. "I'm

glad you didn't kill him, though. I'd hate to see the

hangman lose a job."
Louis grinned. "Sharpshooter? Well, not so bad,

boss, but I aim at de belly, each time."

Jack laughed and Zero swore, weakly.
"Pick up that machine-gun, Louis! We'll have to

see where poor old Parker is. This bird won't get
into any mischief by himself."

"Say! You ain't goin' to leave me here to freeze

to death alone, are you? Fer God's sake, Mr. McCaffery,
don't you do nothin' like that!" The gunman's voice

broke.

"We're going to leave you, sure," Jack answered,

heading for the lake. And over his shoulder he called,

"You can suit yourself about freezing."

"Maybe de robins' bring some leaves, eh?" was
Louis' parting shot.

On reaching the lake, Parker's fate lay plain before

their eyes. His body sprawled not a score of yards
from the 'plane, the Lewis gun flung ahead of him in

the snow. The two men ran to him and turned him
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over. A gaping wound in the forehead and blood

oozing from many more certified that his death had

been instantaneous.

"Poor devil," breathed Jack, softly. "Poor devil!

But why did he get out of the bus?
"

Louis shrugged and making the sign of the cross

muttered a prayer.
"There's nothing we can do for him," Jack added,

when the mechanic had finished, "except take that

swine up there in the woods back to a jail and see

that he gets hanged. . . . And by God, I'll promise

you that, old man! Come on, Louis! We've got to

get to the camp and beat it away again quick . . .

before Slade and the others turn up."
He picked up the Lewis gun and the two set off

along the path.
When they reached the clearing, they were met by

Love a girl utterly different from the poised creature

who in the face of danger and hardship had maintained

the brittle and beautiful shell that shut the world

away from her inner self. Now, she flung her arms

around Jack's neck without a word and clung to him,

sobbing quietly.

With magnificent tact, Louis walked on towards

the hut, leaving them together.

"O.K., kid! O.K.! I'm as fit as a fiddle, if that's

what is worrying you. Can't defeat the Irish, you
know!" Then, as the girl made no reply: "They
didn't do anything to you, did they? By God, if

they did. ..."
Love looked up, beautiful as a rainbow and smiled.

"No . . . they didn't. I'm all right. Jack, but

it's been such an awful day, thinking they had . . .

remembering what they were planning to do to
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you . . . and believing they had done it!" She
shuddered and went white in his arms.

"Well, I fooled 'em ... for the minute anyway."
"And I suppose I didn't realize how terribly fright-

ened I was," Love continued, drawing away from him,
"until I saw you walking up that path, alive and well,"

"Had you given up hope?"
"Almost. I thought it was all over when the 'plane

came back. But then Zero. . . by the way where is he?"
"Tell you in a minute. Go on!"

"Well, when he saw you circling over us, he began
to curse and said that Flipper never flew like that.

So I knew it must be you. But there wasn't much
relief in that knowledge, either, for he grabbed his

machine-gun and shoved me into the hut. He said

he'd shoot me if I put my nose outside. What
happened?"
"He killed a fellow we brought along with us,"

Jack said briefly. "But Louis got him. No, no, he
isn't dead. He's trying not to die, down there in the

woods. Oh, there are the Kalunins."

Louis had reached the door of the hut when it was

opened by Maya, her father's face appearing over her

shoulder. Louis grinned, bowed and took off his cap
for good measure. Then, embarrassed by the cold

stare with which the girl favoured him, looked help-

lessly at Jack.
If Maya felt any emotion at seeing Jack again, it

was not visible. He realized an unreasoning pique,
but said cheerfully:
"Good afternoon! Nice day, isn't it? A bit noisy,

perhaps, but quietening down, now. Sorry I can't come
in, but we're just making a flying visit ... for the

present."
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"Whom have you shot now?" Maya enquired.
"Your friend. Zero," Love furnished the informa-

tion.

"My friend?" Maya's voice was contemptuous.
"I, at any rate, have not married one of these gentle-
men!"

"Save your arguments for another time, girls,"

Jack cut in. "Mr. Kalunin, I'm going to take off in

that 'plane in five minutes, and if you have any sense,

you and Miss Kalunin will come with me. Of course,

it may be none of my business, but I don't mind telling

you that Mr. Hoppy Slade won't be in a good temper
when he gets back."

He paused for the other's reply, but Kalunin only

registered perplexity by his usual beard-tugging.
"Thank you, no! Father and I prefer to remain

here. We were quite well before you came to

disturb . . ." Maya's uncertain English showed an

agitation which her cold mask could not disguise.
"Don't be a fool!" Jack's patience was running

short. "Are you going to stay with those gunmen,
who ..."
Maya smiled superciliously.
"Gunmen? And how do you describe yourself?"

Jack could only gape at this verbal assault. What
had come over the girl? He concluded flattering

himself, perhaps that she had witnessed Love's

greeting and being in ignorance of the gangsters'
foiled scheme in the matter of disposing of him, had
not been pleased. His speculations were interrupted,

however, by Louis who nudged him and pointed down
the path.

Zero was painfully dragging himself along; ashen-

faced and clearly at the end of his strength. It was
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amazing that he had come so far, hitching himself

inch by inch in a half-sitting posture and with the use

of only one arm and leg. Jack, at the sight of the man's

desperate will to live, felt his hatred disappear."
Give him a hand," he said to Louis, and the French-

man silently did his bidding, lifting the fainting gunman
and carrying him within the cabin.

The little group stood in silence. Love hanging
ostentatiously to Jack's arm, and Jack embarrassed

by this possessive attitude. However, after enduring
Maya's smile for a space, he decided to kiss Love as

a means of registering his independence. In that

instant a loud altercation in French made itself heard
from the hut and Pierre Pacaud burst out, propelled

by Louis' ham-like hand on his shoulder. He was

protesting violently at this coercion.
"
Saisse-moi, done . . . Gros bete!"

"
Ferme fa gueule, voleur!"

"O.K., Louis," Jack laughed in spite of himself.

"He's harmless. He's only the cook."

Louis looked doubtful at this assurance but freed

his captive.
"I t'ink, by God, he's anodder of dem gunmen.

But by Gripes, I t'ink all de time it's funny how he

speak French," he explained, slightly abashed.

"Never mind," Jack interrupted. "We've wasted

enough too much time. The bus for Broderick

leaves immediately. Last call for passengers." He
looked towards the Kalunins the old man still

undecided, the girl still scornful, staring over his

head.

"Well?" He asked impatiently. Suddenly, Maya's
expression changed to one of alarm, and she cried;

"It is Slade! Quick . . . inside the hut!"
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Jack needed no second command. Pushing Love,

Louis, Pierre and the Kalunins ahead of him, they

surged through the door as a revolver cracked and the

bullet thudded into the logs beside them. In the

moment of slamming the door. Jack caught a glimpse
of Slade standing just within the woods near Mc-

Tavish's cabin. None of his men were visible, but as

his hands were in his pockets, it could not have been

he who had fired. Two more shots followed the closing

of the door.

Jack looked round to estimate the chances for a

coming fight. His glance met the cold green eyes of

Maya, and he was angered to note that fear seemed

to have vanished; to have given place to mockery.
"I'm afraid the departure of the bus for Broderick

will be somewhat delayed," she observed.

"Thanks to you and my misdirected effort to save

your skins," he flung back at her. "But perhaps you
have some pull with the thugs who are so eager for

murder!"

He didn't listen to her reply. He had no time to

bother with her taunts now. Instead of having escaped
to Broderick with Love and Louis, here they were

besieged by Slade and at least three of his gang.
How was the house to be defended? He and Louis

could not watch all sides at once. The first step,

however, was plain,

"Louis," he commanded, "take the Lewis gun and
cover the door in case they rush,"

As the Frenchman laid the weapon across a table

and settled to his post. Jack went to the window.

Immediately, there was a smart crack and the shivering
of glass.

The siege had begun.
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Jack warily approached the window just shattered

by the gangster's bullet.

"Don't be a fool, Jack! Keep away from there!

Do you want to get shot?" Love caught him by the

arm and tried to pull him away. He released himself,

gently.
"Don't worry," he said. "I'm not anxious to make

myself a target. I'll stay back from the light so they
can't see me. . . . But the important thing is for me
to know what they are doing. Otherwise we'll be

caught by some sort of surprise they'll be cooking."
He circled cautiously, standing well back from the

light and looking first in one direction, then the other.

The group in the hut watched him, painfully tense.

"Give me that machine-gun," he ordered suddenly,

dropping to a squat as Love hastened to hand him
the weapon.
"Do you know how to work it?" she asked.

"I've never tried before but I think I see how,"
he answered, removing the magazine, replacing it

and then manipulating the cocking handle. "Anyway,
we'll try it out ... on Mr. Mark Flaxman, I think."

In a splendidly co-ordinated series of movements,
he stood up, looked out, whipped the gun to his

shoulder and stiffening, loosed a chattering stream of

lead through the broken pane, then crossed swiftly

to the window at the other side of the door. The others

held their breath as they watched him.

216
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"Did you plug de guy, boss?" Louis asked while

his eyes were still trained on the door.

"Damn it, no! I couldn't hold the thing steady.
Shot too high, I guess. But it's a good thing I popped
up when I did, for they were trying to get into the

engine-house."
At this Kalunin made a sharp outcry.
"So you have broken up my machines by your

shooting?
"
he asked.

"
Ach, but since you have come.

. . ." He took his head in his hands and pulled at

his straggling grey hair.

Jack could not but be amused. The old man had
been quite stoical under the fire, until he realized that

damage might come to his machines.

"I don't think so. Professor," Jack consoled. "But
if I had, it would have been the least of my worries.

No, I blazed at them as they were rounding the end
of the building, and they beat it like rabbits."

He took a pace to the right, away from the opening,
and surveyed the little band.

"You can relax, Louis," he said. "They won't

try to rush now that they know we're ready for them."
A thought struck him. "Where's Zero?"

Louis pointed to the room at the kitchen end of

the hut.

Jack looked at Maya.
"What is it?" she asked. "Is it that you want me

to see to his wounds?"

Jack nodded. "Sorry to keep you so busy looking
after my victims," he observed. "If they were only
not quite so ready to spill my blood. ..."
Maya did not answer, but spoke to her father in

Russian and the two of them went off to their surgical
duties.
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Next, Jack turned to Pacaud who was squatting

against the wall, wide-eyed and pale.

"Look here, you, Pierre," he said sternly. "I don't

know much about you, but if you're in with Slade's

gang, you're a mighty scared crook. However, I've

got to know . . . are you for us or against us? The

truth, mind!"
The little man quivered and thrust out his palms

in a conciliatory gesture.

"Meester McCaffery, je ne veiix pas. ... I m.ean,

I don' want to be meex' up in dis, no-how! I jus'

want be leave alone."

"Pas de tripes!" muttered Louis,

"I don't want anyone in this room who isn't sure

which side he's on," said Jack, more sternly than

before.

"Meester McCaffery, I'm on your side, by gosh!

But don' h-ask me shoot de gun, because I'm scare

like hell! Maudi' !"

"He's not tell no lie, dere! Bapteme!" Louis

commented. "Don't give him no gun, boss. He's

only waste de bullet."

This conversation was interrupted by the crack of

another shot, the crash of glass and a brief silence.

Then, two more shots were fired.

"Dose bums, dey break h-all de window and she's

get dam' cold," remarked Louis, indignantly, "Here,

you Pacaud, put de wood on de fire! Dat's de job for

old woman like you!"
Pierre swallowed this insult and did as he was told,

"It'll be a damned sight colder for those birds out

there," Jack commented, cautiously peering from

the right-hand window, then stepping back into shelter

again. "What we want is a couple of loopholes. Get
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an axe, Louis, and start to make them." As Louis

went off, he turned to Love. "You'd better go to your
room. Safer in there."

"Not much! Anyway, I feel safer where you are.

I wish there was something I could do. Jack."
"Aren't you afraid you may suddenly find yourself

a widow?
"
Jack watched her intently.

"
I'm afraid you'll miss him again," the girl answered,

harshly. "I say, Jack, I don't seem to be bringing

you much luck, do I ? . . . You haven't been free of

trouble since you saw me in the hotel, that day. ..."
Love blushed faintly at the remembrance.

"Several kinds of trouble! But everything will

come out all right, as the man said when his wife

complained of seasickness,"
" You needn't try to be so damned cheerful with me,"

said Love. "I'm no baby. I know what a spot we're

in."

From the lake came a sputter and then a drumming
the sound of the aeroplane motors. Jack jumped up.
"Hell!" he cried. "They're going away!"
"Well, doesn't that suit you?"
"Of course not! I don't want to be marooned here

while they go off and round up a bigger gang to come
back and do us in! I'm going down to the lake to

see if I can't stop 'em! They can't take off before

she's warmed up."
"Don't be a mutt! How do you know they aren't

laying a trap, to tempt you out into the open?"
Jack considered the possibility of an ambush. It

was indeed, a likely stratagem. And after all, time

was on his side. If Slade and his men did go away,
it was improbable that they could procure assistance

and return before Welldrake sent a rescue 'plane.
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The gangsters must, Jack thought, fly back to the

United States and their headquarters, and meanwhile

Kalunin would despatch messages in the hope of

reaching Hoskins, Welldrake's clerk in Broderick, and

urging him to take immediate action even if his

chief was not in town.

"All right, then," he said. "We'll wait and see what

happens."
He resumed his wary observation, using the windows

alternately and never for more than a few seconds

at a time. The sound of the aircraft's motors con-

tinued; louder now.

"She's taxying away," Jack said. Then, "Here

comes McTavish."

The half-breed walked unsteadily across to their

hut. It was the first time he had left his own quarters
since he had been wounded. He entered and stared

about.

"What brings you here?" Jack called to him.

"They all gone," McTavish answered jerking his

thumb over his shoulder. Then, seeing suspicion in

Jack's face, he shrugged and repeated; "All gone!

Matiku. . . . (behold!) They no shoot someone here?
"

"No!"
"
Iskayiwak ?" (Is it possible?)

"
Up to now, it is. But we don't want to go prancing

out so they can get a shot at us, at the last minute.

How many went away . . . and how do you know
so much about it?"

"I watch them. You shoot. They run and then

talk behind trees. Then, they creep up and shoot . . .

three . . . four times. Yes. Then, they run for

lake . . . Slade, Flaxman, three others. I follow and

watch. All get in 'plane. Now, me hungry."
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Jack laughed.
"That last touch sounds authentic. Me hungry,

too, Pierre. How about some grub? Our friends have

left, so you can go into your cook-house without fear

of getting a bullet through your gizzard."
As he stopped speaking, all of those in the hut could

hear the sound of the machine growing faint in the

distance.

"End of Act I," said Love.

In the interval while Pierre was preparing a meal,

Jack and Louis went to the lake carrying a blanket

with which to cover Parker's body. After some search,

they found a place among the rocks where they could

lay him in temporary burial until it should be possible
to take the body back to Broderick.

As they returned, past the stained and trampled
snow that marked the place of his death. Jack glanced
back to where the Windigo cliff showed through a rift

in the forest. He pointed it out to Louis in silence,

indicating the dim outlines of the figures on the grey

granite. The Frenchman crossed himself.

"Boss, do you t'ink dose peintures are de gods of de

sauvages, eh? I mean, you t'ink all dis mauvais chance

dis bad luck come from dem?"
"You've been talking to Ike Wilder, I see," parried

Jack, hoping that his own thoughts did not show in

his countenance. "All the same, this isn't a cheerful

place to be in, and the sooner Pete Welldrake sends

a bus in for us, the better I'll be pleased."
"Maudi! Me, too! But listen, boss, I don' t'ink

of dose nonsense ... I don' t'ink noddings! Old
woman's story, for frighten fellow' like dat fool Pacaud !
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Me, I am different!" In spite of which brave speech,
Louis cast another uneasy glance over his shoulder.

The meal began in silence. Kalunin had reported
that Zero was very weak, having lost much blood.

Jack remarked that he would be lucky if he died from

his wounds and so escaped the hangman, which brought
the conversation to an abrupt close.

When they had absorbed their fill of Pacaud's

culinary offerings, Kalunin leaned back and smiling
as benevolently as his saturnine features would permit,
observed :

"So! And now that the battle has terminated and

you are left in possession of the field, what do you
intend to do?"

"Sit tight, Professor! Sit tight! That's my plan.

But how about your accompli er your respectable
business partners? What are they going to do?"

Kalunin shrugged. "That, I do not know. Doubtless

my friend, Slade, has plans. But you seem to hint

that I am engaged with him in some unlawful enter-

prise. Believe me, my young friend, all that I do is

quite right and free from evil."
"
Maybe ! But being associated with people like Slade

isn't just a prima facie recommendation to the police."

"Indeed?" Maya entered the lists. "Then I judge
that the association in marriage bonds would not say
much for respectability, either?"

"Hoppy never exactly confided his business to me,"
Love said calmly. "One thing that he did tell me
though only yesterday might interest you. Want
to hear it?"

Maya kept silent so Love continued;
"He said that you had him all steamed up . . .

pardon the expression . . . it's his, not mine . . .
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and that if he wasn't in bed with you in a week, his

name wasn't Hoppy Slade! I suppose you must have

given him some encouragement. He never was a very
ardent chaser on his own." Love fluttered her lashes

and sighed.

Maya grew pale.

"You are lying!" she cried. Then to Jack, "Why
do you let her insult me?"
"Seems to me that it was you who turned the

conversation on Mr. Slade's affections," Jack mumbled,

rubbing his tousled hair. "Let's forget it!"

Maya left the table and sat in a chair near the stove.

She turned her back to the company. It was a very
childish act and even Kalunin smiled.

"Well, to get down to brass tacks, Professor," Jack

began again, "there's a good deal of mysterious
business going on in this place. Now, the man who's

employing me . . . name of Welldrake, if you are

curious . . . will send in a 'plane inside of a day or

two. I left a message for him to do that. And then

the police will come along and I'm afraid they are

apt to be very inquisitive about what you're doing
and have done."

The professor shrugged.
"I've just told you. . . . They may look, as you

you have looked. They will discover as much as you
have discovered. And anjrway, my friend, is it

against the law to conduct physical experiments?
Is it?"

"No, but a man's been killed here, and if you're
wise you'll come clean and tell the police everything

they want to know. Otherwise, you can't complain
if they're suspicious of yoti."

"That would be most inconvenient. My experiments
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are at a critical stage. This interruption is most
unfortunate."

"It would be a lot more unfortunate if they popped
you into jail for several months," suggested Love.

"Now, perhaps you will not mind telling me some-

thing," Jack went on. "You know why I came into

this country I have already told you. Four prospec-
tors were sent in here last summer and none of them
came out! Or, if that is not strictly correct, one

called NichoUs was found dead on the trail to

Broderick with a buUet in him ; put there by your
man, McTavish. The people who found him, however,
don't think that the bullet killed him."

Kalunin opened his eyes wide.

"What was it, then?" he asked.

It was Jack's turn to shrug. "The doctor couldn't

say. He didn't think it was the wound that killed

him, either. Might have been exhaustion, but not

likely. Something fishy about it, if you get my mean-

ing. Now, here in your place, we find another of those

prospectors. Pacaud! Anyone can see that the man's

terrified out of his wits. Again something fishy. Pro-

fessor. What have you done to him?"
"Done to him?

"
Kalunin's face was blank. "Why,

my friend, nothing! We have given him employment.
He is not a person of high-grade mentality."

"Perhaps not, but he knows enough to keep his

mouth shut. The point is that I think he'll open it when
he gets somewhere away from Slade and his gang
and you!"

Kalunin laughed.
"You are weaving a romance on small foundation

of fact. Monsieur McCaffery, you will pardon, but I

prefer a more scientific approach."
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"All right! Flaxman told me that the other two

prospectors, Hansen and Finnerty had been here,

but had gone down to the United States after accepting
a bribe to say nothing about this place. Is that true?

"

Kalunin looked at him narrowly, and Maya turned

in her chair to scan his face. It was the latter who

spoke.
"You know it is not true," she said. "You are

trying to trap us."

"People who are telling the truth aren't afraid of

being trapped," remarked Love.

"We are not obHged to answer Mr. McCaffery's

interrogations," said Maya. "He has always treated

us with suspicion, so it cannot be wondered at that

we are not frank."

"All right, then," cried Jack. "I'll tell you some-

thing. . . . We know about Hansen, and maybe you
don't ! We found him dead in that cabin where we
took shelter after my 'plane crashed."

He could see that this was news indeed to the

Kalunins.

"Dead? "
echoed Maya. "But what did he die of?

"

"I don't know. In a letter written evidently shortly
before the end, he said he had been near here, but had
not found gold. Then, he became sick. JA^m, hedied!
Another pretty mysterious thing. Don't you think you
can throw any light on it?

"

Kalunin appeared to be considering deeply. After a

moment he asked :

"Did he say that he had been near the cliff?" he

gestured over his shoulder.

Jack nodded and there followed a long silence.

"We did not see him here." Kalunin was speaking
as though to himself. "No, he was not here, otherwise
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McTavisb. . . . And yet he died after being at the diff.

. . . And NichoUs died, but not because of a bullet.

He also had been near the cliff? Yes, I think so. . . .

It might be. . . ."

"What might be?" demanded Jack.
"It might be, my friend," said the scientist, smiling

wolfishly, "that the windigoes, as you call them . . .

it might be that they did, indeed, have something to

do with these strange events."

"What do you mean?"
Kalunin smiled more broadly, but shook his head.

There was a distinctly forbidding aspect about that

smile.

"You won't tell, eh?" Jack was annoyed. "Well,

what about the other man Finnerty? Have you
polished him off, too?" He looked sharply at Maya,
who averted her face. Then his glance flashed to

Kalunin, still smiling, but his expression had changed.
"We have polished off nobody," answered the old

man. "I can say no more."

"I think you may expect to be asked quite a few

questions about Finnerty," Jack said slowly, watching
the reaction.

"We may be asked, but how shall we reply?" said

Kalunin, cryptically, and withdrew to his room.
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Jack and Louis spent the next morning taking stock

of their defences. It was to be hoped that Welldrake

would send a rescue 'plane before Slade returned with

reinforcements, but the latter possibility had to be

faced.

None of the huts were very easy to defend. Attackers

could approach close to any of them, under shelter of

the woods or the other buildings. The windows were

small, did not afford a wide view and would be most

dangerous to fire from, in a prolonged fight. Jack
decided that the big living hut was, all things con-

sidered, the best stronghold, so he and Louis occupied
themselves making loopholes which they plugged as

soon as they were made.

There was not too much ammunition, especially for

the Lewis gun, as only four of the drums had been

taken from the 'plane. For the sub-machine gun they
had captured from Zero, however, the supply was larger.

All told, they were in a better condition to resist attack

than when they had beaten off the previous day's

assault, and Jack hoped that the gangsters might
realize this and take no chances, for he certainly was

not eager to put his defences to the test.

The Kalunins disappeared into the laboratory early

in the morning and remained there while McTavish had

returned to his duty with the Diesel engine. The steady

pulsation indicated that the scientist probably was

operating his electric furnace.
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The two men had finished their work on the loop-
holes and Jack was considering a visit to the laboratory
to find out what was going on there, when Louis caught
his arm and pointed to the eastern sky where a dim

speck appeared. It was an aeroplane and heading in

their direction, a moment's scrutiny revealed.

Would it contain friends or enemies? Welldrake's

emissaries or Slade and his gunmen ? Were their dangers
over or were they intensifying to a point not previously
encountered? Jack thought resentfully of Maya. But
for her stubbornness, they would have been safe in

Broderick ... all of them.

He debated whether he should anticipate trouble by
going down to the lake with both machine-guns and

raking the aircraft before its occupants could get out.

Or should he wait in the hut? Suppose the 'plane had
been sent to rescue them, the fliers would not know

exactly where they were located. He wondered

whether the beacon he had built on the lake should be

lighted.

But part of his perplexity was soon resolved. Louis'

keen sight enabled him to pronounce that the 'plane

was Slade's, so Jack decided to go down to the lake

shore where he could observe the gangster's actions.

It was hardly likely that they would land at the usual

place, for there they would be vulnerable to ambush.

No, they would probably come down some distance

away and approach through the woods. Nevertheless,

Jack could determine their numbers and the direction

they were coming from, and thus strengthen his

defences.

"Louis," he commanded, "tell the Kalunins and Miss

Lawlor that Slade's come back, and that they must
take refuge in the big hut. You stay there, too, and
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keep a sharp look-out. I'm going down to the shore to

see what they are up to, if possible."
Louis demurred.

"
I better come wid you, boss. One

man against five ... six maybe . . . not so hot."

"I'm only scouting. They won't see me if I can help
it. Now, you do as I say."

Only pausing to seize the sub-machine-gun and two

spare clips of ammunition, he set off down the trail.

The big aircraft was nearly over the lake now, and

Jack reached the shore just as it turned nose down, for

a landing. It looked as though the pilot intended to

alight at the usual place, after all; contrary to his

expectations. However, he held the 'plane level and
flew along paralleling the shore.

Jack raised the machine-gun and sighted it at the

forward end of the aeroplane. The gun balanced nicely,
and he swung along ahead of his target. It would
be just like shooting duck, he thought, or at clay

pigeons.
The aircraft swept down the lake then turned and

followed the same course back. What was the idea?

Jack didn't think he had been seen and determined to

try his hand at anti-aircraft gunnery.

"Thrice armed is he who hath his quarrel just,

But four times he who gets his blow in fust!"

he quoted to himself, watching the big 'plane speed
towards him. He raised the weapon.
A second more . . . another . . . the target was now

but a hundred yards distant. . . . Jack pressed the

trigger, gripped the gun with all his strength and felt

his pulses leap as it spat fire. Five seconds . . . and
the 'plane careened away.
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"Hit, by God!" he exulted, but as the aircraft

levelled out, he concluded that no serious harm had

been done either to the pilot or the engine. A minute

later, the 'plane landed about a mile down the lake.

Straining his eyes. Jack could see two tiny specks

appear against the white. Gradually, they grew larger

and resolved themselves into the figures of two men

plodding towards him through the drifted snow. Now,
he saw that they walked in single file, and that the man
in the lead carried a white cloth on a stick.

"A flag of truce," he muttered. "What dirty work

are they up to under its cover?
"

Hearing a rustle behind him, he whipped round to

see the apologetic face of Louis.

"Sorry, boss! I know you say stay on de hut, but

I hear de shot and den I hear nodding, by God, and I

t'ink of w'at 'appen to Parker, and so I gotta see if

anyt'ing 'appen to you." He paused, then added,

"Miss Lawlor, she say I better go, too."

Jack accepted this explanation in silence and pointed
to the men who were now within a few hundred yards.

The tall figure of Slade was easily recognizable as the

second, but who was the leader the man with the

flag?

"The fellow in front must be a new man," he whis-

pered to Louis. "I can't identify him, although he

looks kind of familiar. ... By God, I believe . . .

and yet it couldn't be. . . . Yes, surely it's Peter

Welldrake!"

"Dat's who she is, boss!" confirmed the keen-eyed

Frenchman, after a moment's scrutiny. "Now, w'at

de hell she do here, wid dat dirty bum?"
Slade and Welldrake were both peering towards the

woods. When a few score yards from the path to the
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camp, they paused and seemingly held a consultation.

Jack noted that Slade's hands were in his overcoat

pockets and deduced that he was holding a gun on the

mine-owner. The latter turned towards the shore and

waving his flag of truce shouted :

"McCaffery! Hey there, Jack! It's me . . . Well-

drake! Don't shoot!"

"O.K., Mr. Welldrake," Jack called. "We won't

shoot, but just stay where you are."

Slade promptly shifted his ground so that Welldrake

provided a screen between him and Jack. From this

position he peeped cautiously about, evidently not

exactly sure where the enemy stood.

"Peek-a-boo, Hoppy," Jack jeered. "What other

games do you know?
" He could see a red smear

across the gangster's cheek and wondered if, after

all, one of his shots had come close to terminating the

contest.

"Say your piece," he heard Slade snarl, and Well-

drake cleared his throat and began:
"Well, Jack! Seems like Mr. Slade here can't get

on without you no-how in this matter, and seein' as I'd

hired you for the job, he thought it would be a good
idee if I was to come up to the spot so's me and him
could negotiate. See?"

"So now you're on the spot, eh?
"

Jack was thinking hard. He could make no overt

move against the gunman for Welldrake would pay the

price of any such action. Nor could Louis get around
to a position from where he could take a shot at Slade

without hitting his victim. Louis was not a sure

enough marksman, and if he missed, it would be finis

for the mine-owner. Damn guns, anyway, he thought.
His fingers itched to close around Slade's throat.
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"Yeah, I guess that's about it," Welldrake drawled.

"So, as I'm Hkely to stay here for some little time,

seems like Mr. Slade thinks we ought to fix up to live

peaceable-like, together."

"Nothing doing! I've tried living peaceably with

Mr. Slade, once before. Believe me, it isn't healthy."
"
It'll be pretty damned unhealthy for the old man

here, if you don't do what he says," shouted Slade.

"I'm willing to forget what's happened, if you are.

Here I am, all by myself you ain't got nothing to

be afraid of. I'll get the old man, but of course, one of

your bunch is sure to get me. I know that, and it just

seems kind of foolish, all this shooting."

Jack reflected with a start that Slade could not know
that he had only Louis and himself to contend with.

He must imagine that a party of several men had been

brought back from Broderick. All the better, Jack

grinned.
The gang-leader went on:

"Now, Welldrake here, has come to the conclusion

that he ain't so curious about what we're doin' up in

these parts as he was. He ain't interested any more

so he says, and I guess you want to do what he teUs

you, don't you, Mac?"
"I'll use my own judgment. I don't think Mr. Well-

drake can speak his mind with any degree of freedom."

"O.K. Suit yourself . But listen, Mac ! What /want,
and what I'm goin' to have is a few more days here

peaceful, quiet days, without no interruptions. Well-

drake and that goofy clerk of his Hoskins are goin'

to be our guests-like, just to make sure your bunch act

friendly. Get me?"
"And how do we know that your bunch is going to

be friendly?" Jack questioned, not without bitterness.
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"Your word hasn't been worth much up to now, so

how do I know you're not going to bump him off when

you get good and ready?
"

Slade cackled.

"You're just full of suspicious idees, Mac," he caUed.

"There ain't no foolin' you. Well, what we'll do is the

old stunt of changin' hostages. We hold Welldrake.

You hold Flaxman."

"Nothing doing! Flaxman's not big enough. Only
big thing about him is his mouth. It's you or

nobody!"
"Me! Say, you gotta nerve, you have, and you can

tell anybody that asks, Hoppy Slade says so. D'you
think I'm crazy?"
"No, and I don't think you're very crazy about that

shyster mouthpiece, either. I'd feel a lot safer if I

had you under my eye." Jack paused as a thought
struck him. A little triumphantly, he let Slade have it.

"Anjrway, I've already got two hostages two people

you need in your business more than Flaxman."

"Who d'you mean?"
"Old Kalunin and the girl. It struck me that if

anything happened to them, your trip up here wouldn't

look so good, would it?"

Slade swore. "What did they tell you?
"

"
Plenty," lied Jack.

"
So make up your mind. . . .

Do you come and live with us or do you camp out on

the lake? Won't be very cold, likely . . . twenty or

thirty below, but it won't seem more than ten or

fifteen!"

Slade considered, and finally answered :

"O.K. I'll do it. Only thing is, you've got to let

me talk to old Kalunin private."
"Sure ! With me right at your back."
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Welldrake interrupted here to suggest that Slade be

allowed to confer with the scientist out of earshot but

within pistol shot, and that he and Jack should have

the same privilege. After a little arguing, this com-

promise was accepted, and Slade with his hostage
retired a few hundred yards so that he could signal

the men left in the 'plane.

They replied with a shout and taxied up to where

their leader stood. Bottle, Finger, Flaxman and two

men whom Jack did not recognize but one of whom

proved to be the mild little clerk, Hoskins got out,

and after a moment's talk to them, Slade came back

alone. He walked directly to Jack who was also alone,

having sent Louis back into the woods where he could

cover them from hiding, in case of treachery.

Slade held up his hands, grinning shark-like.

"I suppose you'll want to frisk me," he suggested.
"
Just a mere formality," Jack replied, but his search

was thorough.
The leader had no weapon. He submitted quietly

to the search, looking about for the rest of Jack's party.

"Oh, they're well hidden," the latter smiled. "You
won't see them, unless you try any monkey business.

Where did you get that scratch, by the way?
"

Slade put his hand to his cheek. "Glass . . . when

you popped off at us, just now. One whizzed through

Flipper's helmet, too. Say, does that boy Hke you,

now?
"

"Why, I simply can't understand that," said Jack
in mock distress. "He doesn't think I was too rough
with him, does he?

"

"You know damn well he does," growled Slade.

"But I was only playing," protested Jack, secretly

relieved that his effort with the spanner had not been
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fatal. "When I'm in earnest . . . but never mind

that, now. You tell your gang that they may live in

McTavish's hut, where there're lots of extra bunks, or

in the store hut or engine room or anywhere they
damn please except in the living hut. You, of course,

will stay there with us. It'll be more comfortable for

you!"
"Got everything figgered out, haven't you?

"
Slade's

cold blue eyes seemed almost to register admiration.

"O.K. then. I get your point."
"And tell them to wait where they are for five

minutes. After that, they may come up."
Slade shouted the necessary directions to the group

waiting beside the 'plane. Then he and Jack set off

for the camp.

When Mr. Hopkins Slade discovered that Jack had
no reinforcements save Louis, he suffered a sharp spasm
of rage. But he controlled it and even succeeded in

laughing at the way in which he had been fooled.
"
Sure got your nerve, Mac," he admitted.

"
Nobody

ever put it over Hoppy Slade like you have . . . steal

my 'plane, slug my pilot, shoot up my boys, damn near

perforate me a couple of times and on top of all this

bluff me to a fare-thee-well ! And mind, I'm not

mentionin' the stealing of my wife. Eh, Annie?" He
leered at Love who calmly remarked that the last item

wasn't so difficult ; that any honest garbage-man could

have her preference.
"Great kidder, Annie!" Slade winked and tweaked

his long crooked nose back and forth. "She's crazy
about you, Mac. Used to be nuts about me, but we
all change our fancies, I reckon. Mine inclines towards
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brunettes, lately." He stared insolently at Maya, who
favoured him with an equally insolent regard. But

Jack could see that the man's greedy eyes woke in her

a well-grounded fear.

It had been agreed that Slade's men should come to

the living hut for their meals, but only two at a time.

There was some growling over this provision, and the

gangsters certainly expected their leader to do some-

thing about it. To Jack's surprise, however, Slade paid
no attention. That evening, one of the pairs happened
to be McTavish and Flaxman, the latter appearing

anything but pleased with the half-breed's company.

Evidently he had brought some liquor back to camp
with him, and had been solacing himself for the lack

of comfort in McTavish's quarters. Finally, after a

malevolent glare, he remarked :

"Where I come from, they don't let coloured people
sit at the same table with white folks. I'm not used to

it. Kind of takes my appetite."
"What he say?

"
McTavish asked of Jack. His deep

eyes glowed and his mouth was hard, for although he

did not understand the words, the tone had told him
that they were nothing compHmentary.

Jack translated and maliciously enough made no

effort to modify the insult. McTavish stared coolly

at the lawyer for a minute and then replied to Jack
in a short speech, which brought a smile to his

face.

"What the hell are you grinning at?" Flaxman
barked. "What did the ape say?"

"
Oh, it was quite eloquently put, if you understand

the language," Jack answered carelessly. "A little

fable about a skunk that objected to drinking at the

same pool as a fox."
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Flaxman paled and his small black eyes seemed to

draw closer together.
"
Ain't you a beauty?

"
he snarled

at the Indian. "Say, your mother may not have had

any morals, but your father had even less taste!"

In a second, the breed was leaning across the table,

his hunting knife at the other's throat.
"
Mayakwam !" (Take care!) shouted Jack. "If you

hurt that man, his friends will surely kill you. Are you
a fool?"

Slowly, the breed drew back, his blazing eyes still

fixed on Flaxman. Then he leapt to his feet and
strode from the hut. The lawyer wiped his hands and

grinned, his lips quivering loosely.
"Your tongue's always gettin' you into trouble,

Flaxie," drawled Slade. "You oughter get somebody
to gag you when you start drinkin'."

"Oh, I guess I can take care of myself, Hoppy," said

the other, sipping his coffee.

"Didn't give no evidence of such. Looked to me like

as if Mac here saved your gullet. Are you sleepin' in

the same hut as the noble red man?"
Flaxman nodded and muttered something that

sounded like stink.

"WeU," continued his leader, "I'd advise you to

move into the other one. 'Course, it's your own throat

and all that, but . . . well, what I mean to say is, he

don't look the kind of guy that forgets things very
easy."
There was a pause while Flaxman lit a cigarette

with a hand not altogether steady.
"
Bottle and Finger haven't et, yet," Slade observed.

"You'd better slip across and give 'em a chanct. Mr.

McCaffery here only allows two visitors at a time, you
know."
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"I'll see you over to the hut if you're afraid that

McTavish is waiting for you outside," Jack offered,

"Thanks," sneered Flaxman, recovering, "but
Roscoe will take care of any war-dancing Indian."

He slapped his pocket and swaggered out, the swagger
somewhat spoiled by the caution with which he opened
the door.

Maya crossed over to Jack and whispered :

"He sAow^t^ be careful! Meektavis is dangerous. He
has not been the same since you wounded him. Almost

for myself, I am afraid."
"
Well, what can I do? Slade told him to watch out."

"
I think the man is nearly out of his mind."

Jack shrugged. "Don't blame him. I feel a little

light-headed myself."
Slade looked round in mock alarm.
"
Say, Mac, your finger ain't itchy on the trigger, is

it? Why don't you take a rest and let that pea-soup
hold the rod on me? The way you've kept that iron

headed this way, I'm gettin' rheumatism in the small

of my back!"

"Did you ever hear that heat was good for rheuma-

tism?
" Love enquired.

"
Perhaps if you asked politely.

Jack would turn it on!"



CHAPTER XXIII

The next morning Jack had a long talk with Peter

Welldrake a talk that was rendered slightly uneasy

by the presence of Finger, lolling just out of earshot,

but keeping a malevolent eye on their every expression.

When he had recounted the happenings since taking
off from Broderick with Love Lawlor, Jack asked Well-

drake to tell his story. It was brief and simple. . . .

He had only returned an hour from his trip south, and

had just been piecing together the disjointed tale

Hoskins, his chief clerk, had told of Jack's visit, when
Slade and his men entered the office, held them up,
and in the darkness had taken them blindfolded to

some hide-out in the town. Here, Welldrake had been

forced to write to a Broderick associate, stating that

he was leaving immediately by air for the south, taking
Hoskins with him and that they would be absent for

some time. Unfortunately, Hoskins had said nothing
about Jack's mission to anyone in town, so it was

highly improbable that there would be any search

into the Windigo country. Welldrake realized all of

this quite well, even as he wrote the letter and before

he and his clerk were taken in the dark to the waiting

'plane.

"They sure pulled a big surprise on me, Mac," he

said shaking his head sadly and gazing into the distance

with faded blue eyes. "But I think if I look round,

maybe I'll be able to perjuce a coupla tricks outa

my sleeve. This rough stuff with guns and gags"

239
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he glanced over his shoulder at the glowering Finger
who tried to look as though he hadn't been listening

"yeah, all these guns and gags ain't in my line. But

maybe I ain't too old to learn."

He paused, and Jack felt that there was an iron

determination about this simple mild-spoken man
that augured no good for the plans of Mr. Hopkins
Slade. Welldrake went on:

"Just repeat again how you found Joe Hansen,
and what you seen over at that cliff."

Jack told the story once more and when he had
finished Welldrake nodded several times.

"Interest-in'," he sighed. "Most interest-in' boy!
Think I'll take a leetle stroll-like over to them cliffs,

if I can persuade my good-lookin' nurse-maid to take

me fer a walk."

Finger raised no objection to a stroll through the

woods, observing, however, that WeUdrake would
have to go ahead. So the two muffled themselves up
and set out.

Maya came into the living-room carrying a tray
on which were disinfectants and materials for the

dressing of Zero's wound.

"How is our latest victim?" Jack asked her.

"The same," she answered indifferently. She spoke
as though very tired, as though she had not slept

sufficiently.

"You'U soon be a qualified nurse, if I can only

provide you with enough subjects to practise on,"

smiled Jack, who was sitting opposite Slade and near

one of the glowing stoves. They had been alone in

the room. Where Love was keeping herself. Jack
had no idea.
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Maya did not respond to his jest, but Slade took

up the thread of conversation.

"Say, I'd almost Hke to be wounded myself, so's

to have you hangin' round my bedside." His fiat

blue eyes devoured the girl.

"I can only hope that Mr. McCaffery's aim will be

better, next time," she replied quietly, but in the

glance she threw at Jack he thought he detected a

nuance of appeal.
" Huh ! Don't know as I like the way you said that,"

Slade complained. "Great little kidder, ain't you?
But anyways, I am wounded. . . . Like the poets

say, 'your beautiful eyes have pierced my heart.'

What do you think of that for swell chat from a guy
that's never had no practice?"

Maya said nothing, so he went on, much pleased
with his conceit :

"Yeah . . . that's my trouble, sister . . . wounded
in the heart, and I guess I'll retire to my bed and
call for a nurse. How about it? A good idea, eh?"

"Mr. Slade, you insult me! I have been obliged
to endure your company, but

"

Her remarks were interrupted by the hasty entrance
of Flaxman, obviously excited.

"Listen, chief! That Indian's beat it," he shouted.

"No sign of him, anywhere."
"Well, what of it?" countered Slade. "I should

think you'd be just as glad."
"Like hell I am! Not knowing what tree he may

snipe me from. . . . We found snowshoe tracks

leading across the lake. Bottle followed 'em a little

way, but it wasn't any use. Where do you suppose
he's gone? And why?"

Slade raised his shoulders.
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"How'n hell should I know? Can I see what goes
on inside a cuckoo Indian's head? Has he got a

gun?"
"He hasn't got one of ours," Flaxman declared,

and looked at Jack who called Louis to see whether

the breed's rifle was still in his room. Louis reported
in a moment that it was missing.

"He'd hardly strike out into the woods without a

rifle, though," Jack commented. "I don't know when
he pinched it."

"I tell you Meektavis is mad," said Maya. "What
will happen to him in the wilderness?"

"Who cares?" asked Slade. "As far as I'm con-

cerned it's a good riddance. I hope I never see him

again. If he'd been a better shot, he would have

saved us a lot of trouble." He winked at Jack as

though expecting him to be vastly amused.

Louis emerged from his room and signified that

he was ready to take his turn at guarding Slade. He
and Jack had alternated at this duty, with pistol

ever-ready in their hands; on the alert against any

attempt of the hostage to escape. At night they nailed

up the door of his room, which, like the other doors

in the hut, was innocent of locks. There were signs

that this surveillance was wearing on Slade's nerves,

but beyond humorous protests he had said nothing.

Jack decided to take a stroll in the open, and set

off to westward, intending to climb a hill that lay

in that direction. He had some half-formed idea of

looking for McTavish, although he knew that the man
must be miles away by now.

He walked slowly and paused often, picking a way
through the snow which lay in deep drifts among the

trees. It was not a very cold day and the heavy bush
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sheltered him from the wind. A vast silence lay over

the land and in the pale blue sky not a cloud moved,
not a bird.

It was far less like reality than like a dream,

"Fantastic!" Jack thought, as he tried to concen-

trate on some plan of escape from the dangerous
situation at the camp. "Monstrous! As Welldrake

says, all this rough stuff isn't in our line. Likely
another gang of thugs would know how to handle

Slade's bunch, but it's . . . well, it's just fantastic,

the way we're all living together there, waiting . . .

for God knows what!"
How could they escape. Love, Louis, Hoskins,

W^elldrake and himself? How cheat the death that

threatened them every moment? There must be a

way. . . .

His thoughts were interrupted by the sound of

someone following him. At first. Jack thought it

must be one of the gunmen who trailed him to shoot

him down, unsuspecting. By leaving the hut he had

certainly given them a fine chance to do so. But
almost at once came the thought that if one of the

gang had any such intention, the chances were in

his Jack's favour. For they were absurdly clumsy
in the woods, and this one was making as much noise

as a rhinoceros. He took cover behind a thick-

growing spruce and crouched down, waiting for his

pursuer to show himself.

In a moment the trailer appeared; not one of the

gangsters, but Maya! She was bare-headed, and wore
the brilliant scarlet blanket-coat in which he had
first seen her. She was panting with the effort of

hurrying through the deep snow, and her usually
colourless face was glowing.
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"
Beautiful !

"
Jack thought, and his pulses quickened.

But what was she following him for? Was she, too,

bent upon his destruction? He remained hidden until

she had almost reached the tree, then stepped out.

The girl stopped with a little cry.

"I must speak to you," she gasped. "Alone!"

"All right! It seems pretty private here." Jack
tried to speak in a matter-of-fact way but excitement

struggled with the resentment he felt towards the

girl who had shown herself so indifferent, so hostile

the day previous. But for her, he would have been

safely out of this mess. As it was, not only he and

his friends but she and her father might suffer at the

hands of Slade and his gang. Besides, hadn't she

kissed him and shown in many ways that she was

interested? Yes, he couldn't forget that! And then,

when he had returned to the camp after escaping a

horrible death, did she evince any satisfaction? Not

in the least! She had appeared almost disappointed!
"I'm listening," he told her. "What is it you

want of me? "

"I wanted to tell you that . . . that when . . .

those men took you away in the aeroplane, I did not

know they intended to . . .

"
her voice dropped to

a whisper . . . "to kill you. It is the truth! I did

not know until now." Her slanting eyes, darkened by
their heavy fringe and by the horror of her discovery,

held none of their usual challenge. They clung to

Jack's with an appeal to believe. As he stared uncer-

tainly back at her, she lowered them and in a scarcely

audible voice, sighed: "I see you distrust me."

"No," said Jack. "I don't. I believe you. But

how did you find out just now?" He felt warm and

glad and eager to talk about many matters with the girl.
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"She told me." Maya gestured towards the camp
and was silent for a moment. "You love her, do you
not? No, no, you need not answer. I know, and when

I knew I was jealous jealous that she saved you and

not I. So when you came back and wanted to take

us away in the 'plane ... I fear I cannot make

you see, but somehow I felt I was scoring by not

giving in to you. She told me truly, didn't she? She

did save you from that awful torture?"

Jack began to feel uncomfortable. This baring of

thoughts and emotions from the cold and self-con-

tained Russian girl had something of abasement in

it, and this, in turn, abased him.

"Oh well," he said as lightly as he could, "next

time it will be your turn. For it looks to me as if I

wasn't out of the woods yet. Looks as though all of

us might do with a little saving."
"Yes ... we are all in great danger; you, your

friends, I and my father."

"You and your father in danger? Why, Slade

wouldn't have anything happen to you for worlds!"

"I'm not so sure. In fact Yes, I know he used

to feel that way, but suppose my father disappointed
him was unable to do what he expects? All along
his work has been but an experiment. Well, Slade

would have no mercy. I can see that so clearly now.

He would leave us to starve in this wilderness, or he

would kill us outright, without a moment's regret."
"
Oh, I don't think he would do that," Jack answered

lamely. He was thinking of the gangster-leader's
amorous approaches and how, no matter what his

disappointment where Kalunin was concerned, the

girl might exercise sure power over him.

Maya, partially divining his thoughts, flushed.
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"When that scoundrel spoke to me so, I could

have killed him! The filth of his words. . . ." Her
voice changed to pleading. "Jack will you not

give me back my pistol? How otherwise can I protect

myself?"

Jack considered and shook his head. "I can't do

it, Maya. We'll see that he doesn't molest you, and

truly we need your gun. Besides, if you shot him, the

others would shoot Welldrake. But trust me to see

that you are not touched."

"To save us all, you should kill Slade, Jack. The
others would be helpless without him, and you could

rescue the old man."

Jack shook his head again.
"I couldn't kill a man in cold blood. My God, it

would be murder!"
"Murder? I do not see these fine differences. It

would be self-defence. You prefer to wait for him
to shoot you, first? Come, I will show you some-

thing."

She turned about to get her bearings, and then

struck off through the bush somewhat to northward.

Jack followed, admiring the lithe strength with which
she overcame the difficulties of the close-growing
scrub and deep snowdrift.

"Maya!" he said after they had traversed some
distance. "What is it your father is trying to do

that means so much to Slade?
"

The girl looked back at him and shook her head.

"I cannot tell you," she replied gently. "I have

given my word to father not to say. But my father

does nothing wrong. And if you knew," she added,

guessing his thought, "there is nothing in that knowl-

edge that would help you to save us from Slade. If
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I were not convinced of this, I should be tempted
to break my word and tell you."
A few minutes more and she stopped, waiting for

Jack to come up. She was standing at the bottom of

a little gully where black spruce growing on the sides

met overhead like a vaulted roof.

In silence she pointed, and Jack saw close to the

snowy bank a crude wooden cross. It had a few words
carved on it and bending nearer he read:

Mike Finnerty p.p.n.

Below stood the date . . . July of the same year.
"There is your fourth prospector," said Maya in a

hushed voice.

"How did he die?" Jack wanted to know.

"Finnerty and Pacaud stumbled on this place.
Slade and his men met them. Slade threatened them
and announced that they were his prisoners. Finnerty
laughed at the idea ... he said they were in Canada
where the protection of the law reaches even into the

wilderness. He snapped his fingers at Slade and
turned to go away. Then, Finger shot him in the
back."

"But, my God, Maya," cried Jack, "surely that
must have shown your father what kind of men he
was associated with! Why didn't he get away?"
"In the first place, we were are prisoners our-

selves. We had no 'plane nor any other means of

getting out. We were brought in and are to be taken

away when the time comes. In the second place,
father did not see the accident. That's what Slade
told him it was, and as for me, I wanted very much
to beheve it was an accident. How else could I keep
my courage from leaving me? And yet, I saw a look
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that passed from Slade to Finger just before the gun
went off."

"That explains why our friend Pacaud is somewhat

subdued," Jack mused.

"The poor man! He is half-mad. It was he who
made this cross."

"I guessed that, p.p.n. priez Pour nous. They have

those words in all the French cemeteries."

From the north, borne on a chilling wind, came a

chorus of wolves howling. As they listened, it sounded

like a portent and the girl seized Jack's arm.

"That wild sound frightens me," she whispered.

"Yes, they do sound devilish, but it is only the

emptiness of their bellies. They are only seeking their

meat."

"But that wailing noise means death to some poor
deer. Oh, my friend, this world is cruel to the weak."

Together and rather seriously, they walked back

to camp.

Peter Welldrake and his escort. Finger, reached

the Windigo cliff after a few minutes' walking. The
former stood some time in silence, contemplating the

rock surface with its faded paintings. He pointed
them out to the gunman and asked what he thought
of them.

Finger rolled his cigarette to the other side of his

mouth and observed:

"I don't think nothing of 'em. Lousy, if you ask

me! Now, down in Arizona I seen stuff like that,

that was really something which is to say, if you're
interested in them kind of things. But these here,

you can't make out even what they're supposed to
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be." He spat. "I don't imagine they was painted

good to begin with."

"Well, they kind of interest me," Welldrake drawled,

"and I think I'd like to get a hunk of that rock as a

kind of souvenir." He produced a prospector's hammer
which he had borrowed from Pacaud.

"Suit yourself, old timer," Finger grinned. "But
don't be too long about it. Too cold for my blue

blood, here."

WeUdrake went over to the cliff and succeeded in

chipping off some large flakes. He then ranged back
and forth inspecting the rock face closely. Finally,
he attacked it in another place and gathered several

fragments. Returning to the waiting Finger, he

announced that he was ready to return to camp.
"What'd you find?" asked the gunman. "You

oughta know, being in the mine business."

"Well, I don't know yet," answered Welldrake.

"Rocks are deceitful . . . just like people. All of

'em that glitters ain't by no means gold."
"Gold? God, would you think there was gold lying

up there for the taking?
"
questioned Finger, thoroughly

interested.

"Don't know," repeated the other. "And if there

was, it'd be some fun gettin' it out, wouldn't you
think so?"

Finger let the subject drop, but Welldrake knew
that dreams of riches lighted up his thoughts. Perhaps

through him, mused the mine-owner, perhaps through

pandering to his greed, some escape from this very

tight spot might be managed. He touched the frag-

ments of rock in his pocket speculatively.

Finger came to a sudden halt behind him and

pointed to a small brown patch on the snow.
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"Look at the dead rabbit," he said. "Guess a fox

or something must of killed it, eh?"

Together they strolled idly over to where the little

furry body lay. Finger turned it over.

"Funny," he remarked. "They don't seem to be

no marks on it. I'll bring it back to camp something
more to go into the pot." Then a thought struck him.

"Say, do you think it may of been poisoned?"
Welldrake shook his head. "I wouldn't care to eat

it, though."

They took the trail back.
"
I wonder what killed that rabbit," Finger pondered

with creased brows. It seemed that all of a sudden he

had a good deal to puzzle him. "Don't look quite

natural for it to be laying there . . . dead ... no

marks nor nothing . . . out in the open."

"Maybe it was one of them Indian gods," Welldrake

suggested quizzically.

"Say! Do you know that half-breed that's beat it

was tryin' to tell us they'd kill us all if we stuck

round here. The boys give him the horse laugh and

he got sore. Can you imagine anyone believin' that

kind of bunk?"
The crack of a rifle cut his laugh short. Paling, he

whipped out his pistol and then jumped behind a tree.

Welldrake was not slow in taking cover, also. Finger

scowled at him.

"Lookit, old timer, if that's your man McCaffery

tryin' any funny business, it'll just be too bad for you.

See?"
Welldrake shook his head.

"I should say it was your friend, the breed," he

suggested mildly. "Seemed to come from top of that

cliff . . . the shot, I mean. I'd advise you to keep
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out of sight there, and get back to camp as quick as

you can. He knows the woods, that fellow, and he'd

kill you like a moose . . . easier!"

Finger swore under his breath but followed the

mining man's advice and the two, half-walking, half-

running, reached the camp in quick time. As they
arrived, Flaxman came round the corner of the engine
hut.

"What's the shooting about?" he demanded, but

before Finger could reply there sounded the distant

report of a rifle and, almost simultaneously, the thud
of a bullet into the logs by their side. They lost no
time in getting behind the building.
"Your friend, McTavish," snarled Finger. "Say,

Flaxie, that wise-crack about his mother just about

got me a slug through the lights."

"Aw, can I help it if an Indian goes on the rampage?
He was crazy as a loon long before I said anything, if

you ask me." Flaxman was pale in spite of his bluster.
"
Well, I hope he has the sense to save his ammunition

for you. / never said nothing about his folks," Finger
concluded.

That night Finger recounted his adventures with

considerable good humour.

"... and when we're chinnin' about how come the

rabbit was dead damn if we didn't nearly get croaked

ourselves!"

Kalunin looked up at this point, although he had
seemed not to be listening previously.
"Where did you say the rabbit was?

"

"Right in front of this here cliff. Have you seen

any there before?
"
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The scientist shook his head and Jack could see that

a glance passed between him and Maya. But Finger
continued his narration with some final comments on

the advisability of an offensive against McTavish.

"We could tie Flaxie to a tree," he suggested jocu-

larly, "and then when the Siwash came along to cut

out his liver, we could pop him off."

Flaxman did not join in the laugh with which Finger
rewarded himself. He looked as though he would like

to throw his plate of beans in the torpedo's face.

After dinner Welldrake took Jack aside and silently

displayed the samples of rock he had collected.

"What are they?" Jack asked. "Look just like

hunks of nothing at all to me. Have you found another

gold mine? You've got too many already."

"No, it ain't gold," Welldrake returned gravely,
"
but if my guess is right, it's something a heap a heap

more dangerous. From these here rocks we may find

out a lot of what's been puzzlin' us . . . why Nicholls

and Hansen died, and . . ."

"What do you mean?"
"Can't tell you now, boy." Welldrake nodded his

head backwards to indicate Slade, who was watching
them intently. "We'll just have to wait in patience.

. . . Patience is a great thing, Mac. . . .I've always
been a very patient man."



CHAPTER XXIV

It was the season when days are shortest and darkness

fell early. About four o'clock the little company in the

living hut sat about the great roaring stove, all contem-

plating from different angles but with almost equal
distaste the long evening before them. Kalunin was

absent; in his workshop. He had taken Flipper in

order to initiate him in the art of running the Diesel

engine.

Maya sat a little apart, seemingly busy with her

calculations. Welldrake and Slade sat side by side,

their chairs tilted back against the table, both men
staring steadily at the wood embers that dropped into

the growing heap in the stove's ashpit. Jack wondered
what schemes they were maturing. His lively instinct

warned him that their thoughts would, before long, be
translated into violent and possibly bloody action.

They planned a drama, he suspected, in which he would
be a principal actor. The two men's faces offered a

sharp contrast; one, mild and detached the other,
ruthless and objective. Jack's mind ran to a zoological
simile a water buffalo and a leopard. The beast of

prey was always to be feared, but even beasts of prey
feared the buffalo when aroused.

Love occupied the chair beside Jack. She appeared
to be the only person in the room free of apprehension.
Her lashes swept her cheeks as she looked sideways at

him, and she stretched and flexed one slim stockinged
leg towards the fire in a catlike gesture of contentment.

Slade laughed suddenly. The tone was harsh.

253
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"Say, Annie," he croaked, "I see you haven't for-

gotten how to use the old lamps. Why, Mac, I can see

that she's measuring you for a pair of pink silk pyjamas

right now."

Love regarded the speaker steadily,

"Hoppy," she said, "you measured yourself for a

wooden overcoat when you came to this place. You're

out of your depth here, and the best thing you can do

is to swim for shore."

"Good advice from the better half," Slade cackled

unmirthfully. "And who's going to bump the old man
off? Your boy friend don't want to marry you that

much. . . . Anyone can see that!"

"It would make the earth a lot more sanitary if you
were underneath it, Slade," Jack observed, grinning to

conceal his rage.

Welldrake sat up.
"Don't talk that way, Jack," he drawled. "It kind

of makes me nervous." He jerked his head backwards

towards Bottle who sat immediately behind him, eyes

coldly glittering under his fat eyelids.

"Sure! Sure!" agreed Slade heartily. "No reason

why we can't be friendly around here." His eyes roved

to where Maya sat, her back scornful. "You, too, Miss

Kalunin. Why don't you pull your chair over and join

the happy family? You might tell us some riddles or

something. You know your father and me are partners
and er I don't seem to be gettin' too much out of

the partnership." There was a menace in the last words.

Maya gave no sign of having heard and Slade

grumbled on:
"
Seems like I ain't popular to-night. Annie gives me

hard words and bitter looks, and Maya there, won't

give me neither look nor word."
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Bottle snickered and at Slade's inquiring glance,

offered :

"Sure, chief, you don't have much luck with de

dames up here. She" he indicated Maya with his

thumb "was out walkin' wid McCaffery dis afternoon,

an' she looked as if she liked it plenty. Now, it's kind

of cold an' I was thinkin'. . . ."

"Pipe down," Slade ordered and lapsed into morose

silence.

The lights dimmed and Welldrake wondered aloud

what was the matter.

"It's the professor taking juice for his doohinkus,"

Jack explained. Then he whispered to Love,
" Go into

Maya's room and see if there's anything in view from

her window."
The girl gave him a strange look and Jack supposed

she was thinking of the night she had found him there

and of the excuses which she had not accepted. How-

ever, she obeyed and the eyes of everyone in the room
followed her.

"You win this time, Jack," she called, after a

moment. "They're there . . . those lights on the

cliff!"

The men scrambled to their feet and pushed into

Maya's room, crowding round the window. In silence

they watched the glowing, flickering figures. Welldrake

and Slade were in the front rank with their wardens

behind them. It was the former who broke the

silence.

"I never seen anything like this, before. What do

you reckon it is, Slade?
"

"Search me! I've seen them figgers painted on the

rock plenty of times, but I never seen 'em act like this,

up to now. Say, what are they, anyways? You ought
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to know all about Indians . . . you an' Mac. No need

to hold out on me." There was the faintest hint of

insecurity in Slade's voice.

"Well," said Peter Welldrake, "those are Windigoes,

I take it. Windigoes are a kind of devil-spirit the

Indians believe in. Or used to ... I dunno. . . .

They're plenty scared of this place ... I couldn't get

a one of 'em to come in and look for them prospectors

that was lost."
"
Yeah, but what did they go painting 'em up on that

cliff for?"
"
Can't tell you that I Mebbe it was a warning-like to

keep people away from this locality."

There followed another silence, broken by Bottle

who had edged forward to get a better view of the

phenomenon.
"Say, boss . . . there's a light comin' from the lake,

too, I wonder
"

There was indeed a deep red glow rising over the

trees from that direction. It was Jack who first per-

ceived its significance.

"That's no spirit monkey-business," he cried.

"That's a fire! Your old crate, I bet, Slade!
"

"Damn the half-breed!" Slade's usual picturesque

profanity failed him as he ran from the room

shouting for Finger and Flaxman. Jack followed,

only pausing to tell Love to send Louis after them.

Bottle hesitated a moment, then decided that the

emergency required his presence too, so he left

Welldrake unguarded and ran off in the wake of his

leader.

Slade, with Jack at his heels, and followed by Finger,

Flaxman and Casper, the new man from Broderick,

pounded down the path to the lake. The scene was
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lighted up brightly by the roaring gasoline-fed flames
which shot high into the blackness.

At the shore, Slade pulled up abruptly, remaining in

the shadow of the thick cedars while he scanned the

open space ahead. Even now the flames were dying
down and the gaunt bones of the aircraft showed red-

hot or black through them.

"Well, there goes your transportation, Slade," Jack
remarked.

"
You'd better tell your boys to start making

snow-shoes because that's the only way you'll get out.
now."

Welldrake and Louis quietly joined the group but
Slade paid no attention to them.

"There he is, Hoppy!" Flaxman cried, pointing to a

spot beyond the dying flames. "There's the lousy
Indian! But what's he doing?"
McTavish stood perfectly immobile, arms folded on

chest. He faced the cliff where the Windigoes still

danced and flickered and the glare of the burning 'plane
had shut him off from their sight until that moment.
Slade stiffened, then made a signal, ordering his men
to work along the shore. They had gone but a few

paces, however, when a long cry from the lake arrested

them. McTavish, right arm raised, seemed to be

invoking the Spirit of the cliff, then abruptly he made
off down the lake, swinging easily over the frozen sur-

face on his broad snow-shoes.

A spattering of revolver shots pursued him from the

fringed shore and he glanced over his shoulder, altering
the direction of his flight, but evidently no bullet

reached him. He carried no rifle and Slade, perceiving
this, yelled :

"He's left his gun in the woods along there! Run
like hell, boys, and cut him off from it !

"
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Jack and Welldrake heard them crashing and stumb-

ling through the under-growth and snow-drifts, and

they looked at each other.

"They ain't likely to catch him," Welldrake whis-

pered.
"
I'm kind of hoping that he gets one or two of

them. That'd kind of even up the odds in our favour.

And listen, Mac, I'm not goin' back to this hostage
business. It's mighty tryin' on the nerves." He
fondled the rifle he carried as the sounds of pursuit

grew fainter. A revolver cracked twice but silence

succeeded and they heard no sound of the gang return-

ing. Only tiny flames flickered now in the framework

of the aeroplane where wood had been used in its

construction.

"We'd better go back to the hut and get ourselves

organized," Welldrake suggested. "Slade won't be in

a good temper when he joins us there if I'm anything
of a guesser."

It was nearly three-quarters of an hour before the

gang drifted into the camp. Slade came to the living

hut and, as Welldrake had anticipated, he was not in a

good temper. He stood by the table scowling and

tweaking his long nose, staring the inoffensive Mr.

Hoskins out of countenance. This gentleman had been

rescued from McTavish's hut where he had meekly
remained on the gangster's orders not to move. Indeed,

Welldrake had been obliged to exert his authority to

induce him to come away.
"
Well, Slade," Peter Welldrake opened the conversa-

tion,
"
did you catch up with your friend McWhat's-his-

name? "
Slade's vindictive look was answer enough, so

"I didn't think you'd get him, and now that you've
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lost your flying machine he can travel a lot faster than

you."
"
Never mind that," Slade grated.

"
We'll fix him !

"

He stared at Welldrake and the mining man met the
cold blue eyes steadfastly. Slade spoke again.

"This hostage business is off! You can stay here and
we'll stay where we are. Don't you start any funny
business, and we won't. But if you do, by God, it'll be

just too bad for you. . . . Just too-oo bad !

"

Jack laughed.
"You're in a poor position to begin threatening,

Slade," he said. "You haven't got your whole gang
against one man, now. You can't get out of here and
before long there's going to be somebody flying in to

look for us."

"Yeah? Well, watch your step or maybe they won't
find you even if they get here. Don't think because

you've won the first pot that the game's over." He
glowered at each in turn, and Jack thought of the

ferocity of a beast that is cornered.

The tableau was broken by the entrance of Kalunin
whose manner was more abstracted and gloomier than
usual. He was moving towards his sleeping quarters
when Slade stopped him with a challenge.

"Hey, there! I want to talk to you I

"

Kalunin looked at the man with narrow eyes, then
forced a smile. Slade drew him to the farther end of

the room and the others heard him say, "How did you
make out?" They saw the scientist shake his head.
All of them listened unashamedly, but the low tones
of the speakers made hearing impossible for some
moments. There was no doubt, however, that the

colloquy was far from friendly, even before Kalunin
raised his voice to state :
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"That is all! I wish to talk no more. Now, I am
tired and would sleep. To-morrow, if you wish, we

may talk again." He turned to go but Slade caught his

arm and whirled him round.
"
Listen to me, old whiskers," he ground out.

"
You'll

talk when I want to, and that's right now ! And you'll

answer my questions or else. . . . Come over to your

workshop where we can say what we need without these

mugs getting the ear-ache." He looked over his

shoulder at Jack.
Kalunin wrenched himself loose from the gang-

leader's grip. His face was working and pale with fury.

"Who is it you think you talk to?" he shouted.
"
Lay not your hands on me, pig !

"
Again he attempted

to go to his room, but Slade put his foot against the

door.
"
Pig, eh?

"
he repeated.

"
I don't Hke that word, but

let it pass. You said you would do a certain thing, and

you got a heap of my good dough to help you do it, not

to mention what I gave to keep you and the girl from

starving when you were thrown out of your job! So

get this . . . Tiofessor . . .I'm not sittin' polite-like

while you welsh on your part of the bargain, see?

Think again and talk more friendly, or . . . or . . .

I'll pull your whiskers out by the roots and stuff them

down your gullet, and that's no idle jest!" Slade's

evil face was thrust close to the older man's and he

gave ground.
"I do what I can," he faltered. "But I must have

time. I must have time. You expect all too quickly.

. . . Now, let me go, for I am tired. I can work no

more."

"And I'm tired, too . . . what d'you think? Time!

Time! How much time have you already had? But
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you always ask for more. I'm tellin' you, I'm tired,

and you'll either make good, or. ..."
Maya entered from the court and paused with her

hand on the latch as she sensed the conflict. Slade's

eyes, china blue and menacing, held hers for an instant,

then he turned again to her father and completed his

sentence, "or else I think I know a stunt that will

speed up your work . . . something that will make

your think-tank bubble a bit faster. And if it don't,

then you'll learn something about Hoppy Slade that

you didn't know before. Go to bed and sleep on that !

"

He swung across the floor towards Maya, who moved
aside to let him pass, but he stopped and roughly

caught her chin and shoulder, drawing her to him and

bending her face upward. She did not resist, but her

lips curled as he fixed his greedy gaze upon her.
"
Gettin' ready to bite, eh? Well, I don't mind that."

Slade looked back at Kalunin, trembling at the other

end of the room. "Get the idea? Fine . . . and

remember, whiskers, what I told you!" He released

the girl and went out of the hut.

Maya gave Jack a long look. Her features were

composed in their usual slightly scornful cast, but in

the slanting dark eyes there was a message. Jack

interpreted it. . . . "I asked you for a weapon so that

I might protect myself. You would not give it to me
but promised protection. What will you do now?

"

For almost a minute she stared thus, then went to her

room without a word.

"What was she giving you the eye for?
"
Love asked

softl3^ slipping her hand into Jack's. "Have you got
a date to go and watch the windigoes with her again

to-night?"
"No! I can't get away with anything like that while
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you're around," he grinned. "She's afraid of Hoppy
and wants her gun."
"Sounds like a good idea. Why don't you give it to

her? You won't perforate Hoppy yourself, so why not

let her do it?"

Jack considered. "I don't see why not," he said

slowly, "except that it's the only rod we've got, and
it's handy."
Love shrugged. "Suit yourself. Maybe you've

doped out a scene where you're the hero rescuing the

lovely maiden from the villing who would r-ravish her.

If I'm any judge of Hoppy, you're going to have the

chance."

At this moment Flaxman's head appeared in the

doorway. He reminded Jack of a vulture as he squinted
at them with his close-set black eyes.

"Finger ain't here?" he asked.
"
Sure ! He's hiding in the wood-box," Love drawled.

Flaxman ignored this and addressed his complaint
to a point midway between Jack and Welldrake.

"He hasn't come back. ... I don't know where

he's got to. ..."
"So what?"

"Well, I can wonder where he is, can't I?
"

"Sure you can, and your guess is as good as mine."

Welldrake smiled amiably and pulled at the soup-
strainer.

"He must have lost himself," continued Flaxman.

"I saw him after the shooting, so that Indian can't

have plugged him."

"Perhaps McTavish cut his throat," suggested Jack

cheerfully. "He's got a nice sharp knife."

From the half open door the sound of wolves howling
drifted in. Flaxman could not repress a shiver.
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"Mebbe our friends out there are having a Httle

party," Welldrake offered gravely. "A party on good
old Finger."

"It's a cold night," Jack added. "Close the door,
Flaxman . . . from the outside."

Flaxman glared about malevolently but accepted
the suggestion. They could hear him conferring with
Slade outside, then the voices of the others could be

heard, sometimes sharp with dissent and sometimes
subdued as though with nameless dread. Jack went
to the door and listened. Slade was ordering a search

party out but none of his men had much stomach for it.

He argued that Finger could not have gone far away,
that all they need do was to go out and shout a little.

But finally he had to agree to lead the search himself.

The voices died away. As Jack returned to the fire

he saw Maya standing at the door of her room. Dressed
in black, and with the darkness behind her, her white
face and hands seemed to float like the materialization

of a spirit from another world.

"One of those men did not return?" she

asked, her voice uneven,

"Finger's still exploring the great open spaces,

sister," Love answered before Jack could speak.
"
Will

you lose any sleep because of him?"

Maya was staring at her father's door and took a step
towards it, but suddenly changed her mind and went
back to her own room.

"
We'll draw lots for the watches to-night," said Jack,

sombrely. "And Louis, throw some more wood on the

fire. It's blamed cold."

"And wolves and everything," murmured Love. "I
hate the dark."



CHAPTER XXV

They found Finger the next morning at the edge of

the clearing by the Windigo diff. It was Louis and
Slade who came on him. A tacit truce had been

estabHshed when the latter reported at breakfast that

he and his men had been out all night until the early

hours, calling and listening without result. Except
that they had stilled the wolves' howling. The searchers

were weary and dejected and speculated gloomily
about Finger's fate. They ate with faint appetites

and watched their leader nervously.
Slade suggested that he, Jack and Louis should

continue the search.

"These four little boys," he indicated Flaxman,

Flipper, Bottle and Casper contemptuously, "are just

tired to death. Or maybe they're scared of the woods,

or something."
None of the men answered.

They had not gone far before they found Finger's

tracks which led, directly enough, to the cliff. There

he lay on his back, eyes wide open, an expression of

vague surprise on his face. His mutilated hand, glove-

less, was stretched above his head, the long bony spike

that gave him his nickname pointed towards the cliff.

"He's been shot through the heart," pronounced
Slade.

"
I saw a guy killed like that once and he looked

just the same . . . only he had more fingers." He
bent down and opened the dead man's mackinaw,
then his coat, then turned him over and at last he

stood up with a puzzled expression.

264
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"Not a sign of blood or a bullet mark or nothing,"
he muttered, tweaking his nose. "But something
must have killed him . . . unless he got lost and just
froze to death. He's stiff . . . like a log. ..."
"No! She's no freeze," Louis contradicted. "Me,

I seen de fella dat's egaree er dat's lose demself

and freeze. Dis fella, she's die before she freeze."

"Besides, he knew his way back to the camp from
this clearing. He was here with Welldrake," Jack
put in.

"Yeah, but it was dark and maybe he got excited

or something." Slade's voice was vague, but almost

immediately he recovered his confidence and went

on, "Well, he's dead . . . dead as a doornail. Let's

go back. I'll get some of the other fellows to come out

and bring him in ... or bury him ... or something.
I'll be frozen myself if I stay here."

Jack could not help feeling a shock at the callous

way the gangster dismissed his dead henchman. Not
a word, not a sign of regret. Then Louis nudged him.

"Boss, did you see where dat fella hees finger point?
"

"Sure I saw. Towards the cliff."

"Towards de windigo. Le maudit esprit des sauvages !

Dat's mean somet'ing, boss. Sacristie!"

"HeU! He just feU that way," Jack laughed, but
the Frenchman crossed himself.

All of them were glad to get back to camp.
The other gangsters received the news of Finger's

death with uneasiness and there were repeated wonder-

ings as to what killed him. Slade insisted by way of

answer, that he must have got lost and have frozen.

"Finger wasn't de kind of guy to lose his head,"
Bottle objected. "They's something about all dis

dat gets my goat. Are we all goin' screwy or wat?
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Why do them things on de diff shine hke dat, I want

to know? Wat makes 'em? It's gotta mean some-

thing."

"Well, you'd better not open your think-throttle

too wide," warned Slade, "or you might burn out a

bearing,"
"All de same," Bottle grumbled, "I don't like dis

place an' I don't see wat 'n hell we're stayin' here for.

Wat I'd like to know is how we're goin' t' get out?

Do you know?
"

"I didn't know you'd turned yellow," Slade sneered.

"Bottle ain't any yellower than you are," Casper

interposed. He didn't play a very prominent part

in the gang's affairs, so far as anyone could see. It

was possibly his job to deal blows from behind, as

in the Broderick saloon when Jack had first been

approached by Flaxman. "Bottle ain't yellow," he

repeated, "but he's like some of the rest of us; he

don't see the good of hangin' round this God-forsaken

neck of the woods chasin' a crazy Indian through the

bush and maybe having him pop some of us off. I'm

here to say I don't want to die in the forest the way
Finger did."

Slade studied the grim faces in which there was

something of desperation. They were not gone so

far, he decided, but that he could get a fresh grip.

"Listen, mugs," he began. "Any one of you who

wants to go home can start right now. Anyone who

ain't satisfied with the way I run things don't have

to stay. . . . Well, who's goin'?" He stared at each

one in turn and none met his eye. "O.K. You all

want to stay, then! Now, get this . . . I'm stayin'

here till I get what I come for, and when I do I'll

begin to think of gettin' out."
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"You better think about it right now! No bus and
no way of sending out word to get another. You know
we closed down the radio station and you didn't leave

any one behind to look after things." Flaxman stated

his objection in a gloomy tone.

"Closed down the station?
"
one of the men echoed.

"Good God, chief!"

"Well, what of it?
"
demanded Slade. "We got our

feet, ain't we? And can't we get hold of one of them

monkeys over there
"

he nodded towards the big
hut "they can find their way round the woods and
lead us out."

"Yeah . . . lead us out to where the Mounties can

jump on our necks!"

"Aw, you make me tired! Just a bunch of palukas
that can't take it! You oughta join the Boy Scouts."

"Hoppy, you know that ain't so! You never took
no one into the mob that wasn't reg'lar." Flipper
entered his protest. "But this-here ain't our dish.

This ain't Chi, and what I say is, let's get back to

where we know the controls as soon as we damn well

can."

"Sez you! Well, I sez different. So we're goin' to

stay. How do you like those onions, mugs? How do

you? Now, beat it out and bring Finger in!"

"What do we want him round here for?" queried
Flaxman.

Slade shrugged.

"Bury him out there somewheres, then ... if

you can crack the ground. He won't raise no objec-
tion."

The four men hesitated a moment, then straggled
off.
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Jack decided to pay a visit to Kalunin in his labora-

tory to see whether he might not be disposed to give

some confidences about the work he was doing. The
old man was being terrorized by Slade and he might
be willing to buy protection with his secret.

As he crossed the space between the living hut and

the laboratory, however, he was arrested by a long-

drawn scream a woman's scream.

"Otez!" he recognized the Russian word for father

And then what must have been Help . . .

"
Pomogitie !"

So of course, he knew it was Maya. He had just

left Love. The sound came from McTavish's hut

where the gangsters were living.

The male fighting instinct succeeded alarm almost

instantaneously and Jack rushed to the hut, flung

open the door and saw through a haze of rage Maya
struggling in the arms of Slade. She cried again, as

he opened the door,
"
Bozie moy!" and fear and

exhaustion were written in every feature and muscle.

At the sound of his entrance Slade released her and

whirled round defensively. Jack saw that the girl's

clothing had been torn from her shoulders and that

across her white breast there was a long angry red

scar like a whip welt. Without a word, he launched

himself at Slade, his furious blow catching the gangster
full on the mouth, snapping back his head and toppling

him heavily against the wall.

As he stood waiting for his enemy to rise he saw

the girl, from the corner of his eye, snatch a blanket

from the nearest bunk and cover herself.
"
Get out !

" He gestured to her in abrupt command,
then Slade was in on him again. Half a head taller,

lean and powerful, the physical advantages were all
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his. Jack was cooler now, however, and as he ducked

a swing and blocked another, he tried to think of some

way to break off the fight before the other's weight
and reach could tell.

Then a blow thudded home on his ear, a shower of

fire burst in front of his eyes and the room spun dizzily.

He wondered why Slade did not spring in and finish

him, but the gang leader was back against the wall,

panting and holding his nose from which blood

streamed. Jack could not remember hitting him.

His head was clearing in the respite, though the

room still rocked and a loud humming filled his ear.

He saw Slade's eyes fixed on a bunk near the door

and a glance showed him what was in the fellow's

mind ... his coat lay there, with a gun, no doubt,
in the pocket ! Slade made a rush towards it but Jack
caught and held him.

"The gun in his coat pocket!" he gasped out to

Maya. He only got a glimpse of her white uncom-

prehending face when Slade jerked him round and
almost shook himself free. Jack's fingers found his

antagonist's throat and gripped, but a paralyzing
kick in the groin turned him faint and his arms fell

away . . . powerless . . . Slade snatched a bottle

from the table and smashed it over his head as he

dropped to the floor, and passed out.

"Stand still or I will kill you!"
The victor looked up to find Maya facing him across

the room, his pistol in her hand steadily aimed at his

body. At the same time the door opened and Louis

burst in, rifle ready. Seeing Jack motionless on the

floor, he jerked the weapon to his shoulder and fired,

but Maya struck the barrel upwards and the shot

went through the roof.
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"No, no!" she cried. "We cannot kill him. . . .

My father . . . they will revenge on him. . , . Take

Jack away. . . ."

Louis, after a second's hesitation, turned from the

grinning enemy and slipping his arm under Jack's
inert form, with an effort heaved him over his shoulder

and backed out, followed by Maya, who confronted

Slade until she closed the door.

When Jack came to his senses he found himself

lying with his head in Maya's lap while she bathed

his wound. The broken glass had made a long and

ragged cut which throbbed painfully. The Russian

girl's fingers were gentle as she wiped away the welling
blood and probed for glass splinters. Jack felt as though
all his strength had ebbed from him. He was nauseated

and his head was roaring like a sea-cavern. He caught
Love's eye and managed to wink at her. A little smile

told him that he had relieved her anxiety but she

remained silent until the dressing was finished and

the bandage in place.

"Can you sit up?" Maya asked, gently raising him
with both arms. Her breath was sweet on his lips.

"I think I can," Jack answered in an unrecognizably

shaky voice, "but I don't know whether I want to."

Maya smiled as she settled him against the cushions

of the couch. That smile, Jack thought, was worth

a broken head. Then he looked at Love.

"Well, you had it your own way, Mr. Galahad,"
she chided. "Lucky you've got a thick skull to match
that thick head." There was no rancour in her tone,

however.

"You win," conceded Jack, weakly. "I've finished

fighting fair. The next time. . . ."

"Say, boss, eef she leave me alone, dere not 'ave
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been no next time." Louis scowled and gestured with

his head towards Maya.
"It was for my father's sake," the girl explained.

"Slade left Flaxman on guard over him to shoot if

anything went wrong with his Slade's plans."

"Nasty piece of work," Love said, "and I suppose

you couldn't do anything else than knock up Louis'

gun. But how in the Sam hill did he get you in the

hut?"
"Pulled me in as I was passing. Then he told me

about Flaxman and father and threatened that if

I if I resisted, my father would pay the price. Is

that the term? I think, maybe, he only meant to

frighten me and then let me go so that my father

would fear for me and do as he wishes. . . . It is all

so confused. ..."
"So what made him start working on you?" Love

prompted.

"Why, I would not be frightened and that made
him angry. He said filthy things as if I were the

lowest woman of the streets. I struck him and he

seized me and began to tear off my clothes. Then I

screamed."

"Well, sister, you were in a sticky jam, but with

the little protector you've got now you should be
safer."

"I can protect myself, yes; but what of father?"
"
You've got to humour Slade you and your father,"

pronounced WeUdrake who had been watching the

scene in silence. "Your father's the king-pin in his

scheme. I can see that much
; though of course I

don't know what it's all about. He wouldn't harm

your father providin' he don't get too mad, and

providin' he still thinks there's a chance that the old
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man will be able to do whatever it is he wants." His
faded blue eyes observed the girl keenly for the effect

of these suggestions. But beyond a nod she made no

sign.

That afternoon, when the men had returned from

burying Finger, McTavish's rifle cracked from the cliff-

top and they heard the bullet strike close to them.

They seemed indifferent to his attempt, realizing that

only a chance hit was to be feared while he kept at

long range. Slade, however, viewed the matter other-

wise.

"To-night we'll go out and get that son of a
"

he announced, his swollen and discoloured nose and
mouth lending a more than usually sinister expression
to his swarthy face. "Now, we'll stay indoors so's

he'll think he's got us scared, then we'll sneak up on

him."

Casper and Bottle looked at each other uneasily
but said nothing.
"Are we going to let a lousy Indian make monkeys

of us?" demanded the leader rhetorically.
"I'd sooner be a monkey than Finger," muttered

Flipper as they turned into the bunkhouse. A distant

crack and the bullet whanging into the logs beside

the door, terminated the talk.

The gang did not attempt to come to the living hut

for their meals which were carried to McTavish's

former quarters by the protesting Pacaud. Therefore

the first intimation the others had of the intention

to trap the Indian came when at dusk Welldrake saw

Slade, Flaxman, Bottle and Casper set out in the

direction of the cliff.

"Wonder what they're up to now?" he speculated.
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"If they go far, they may be caught in a snow storm.

It'll come now, any minute."

Louis, behind him, agreed.
"Dat Pacaud," he volunteered, "he's tell me dey

go out for catch de m^tis McTavish. He's tell 'em

it's gonna snow but dey not listen . . . des maudits

fous!"
"Pacaud's found his tongue, then? He'll talk to

you?"
The Frenchman shrugged.
"He's not so scare' as he was, sure," allowed Louis.

"And I keep on tell heem she's one beeg coward.

Last time, she's get mad and try for punch me in de

nose, but all de same, she's pretty scare'."

"Pacaud had the name of being a good man a

quiet little fellow but aU right. I reckon before long
he'll declare himself in on our side, if the odds get a little

more even," Welldrake drawled.

Jack was resting on a bed brought into the living-
room for him. Since noon his head had been aching
as if it would burst. He felt sick and feverish. The
others did all they could to persuade him to rest quietly,

fearing a concussion, but his own thoughts gave him
no respite. Why had he been such a fool to expose
himself in that way? Slade might easily have killed

him! He'd been carrying a gun, so why hadn't he shot

the gangster like the foul preying animal he was?
What if old Kalunin had paid? The scientist certainly
had done nothing for them that would inspire life-

sacrificing devotion. Besides, if Slade had been killed,

probably Flaxman would not have had the nerve to

execute his orders. It was plainer than ever that Slade

was the nerve and the will of the gang. He was the

focus of danger. Now a crisis was approaching, and
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Jack lay on his back, helpless or nearly so and

might become worse. It was maddening.
Darkness fell and the evening dragged slowly along.

Once the group in the hut thought they heard the faint

sound of a shot, but no one was sure. Snow had started

to fall, slowly at first, but now it was coming down

steadily out of a windless sky, spreading another layer
of the white pall on the patient earth and festooning
the gloomy evergreens. The throb of the engine was
the only sound. It had been running since early after-

noon and in Jack's head it made a monotonous rhythm
with the pounding of his pulse.

After long hours Welldrake called softly to Louis.

Looking out, they saw through the snow-filled air

the figures of Slade and two other men near the corner

of the engine hut, dimly visible in the glow of the

incandescent light at the end. Every line of their

bodies spoke of exhaustion. They faced towards the

north and called together a long-drawn shout of Ca-

aas-par ! They called two or three times, drooping

against the building while they waited for a reply.

None came. In the silence the snowflakes could almost

be heard falling. Flipper came from the engine-room
to join them and they called again.

"Looks like they'd lost another man," said Well-

drake. "And they're in no shape to go looking for

him. Wouldn't do no good, if they were . . . One less

against us . . . one less. . . ."

"Mr. Welldrake, it seems dreadful to talk that way,"
Albert Hoskins broke out. "After all, he's a human

being, and to be lost in this wilderness ... in the

cold. . . . Oh, I can't bear to think of that happening
even to a criminal!

"

The little man had scarcely opened his mouth since
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he had been brought to the camp. In truth, he was

frightened nearly out of his wits. Pathetically, he
sat in a corner, occasionally offering to perform some
futile task

; sometimes blaming himself for not having
reported Jack's story to the leading men in Broderick.

"Oh dear. ... Oh dear! I was always taught to

keep a close mouth on business matters, but what a
dreadful want of judgment to do so on this occasion,"
he would moan. "If I had only told Mr. Hoffman,
of the hotel. Or the mine manager. I don't know how
you'll forgive me, Mr. Welldrake."

Peter Welldrake would take pains to pacify the little

clerk, saying that the blame was equally his. In reply
to the outburst concerning Casper, he pulled at his

moustache and soothed;
"All right ... all right, Albert! Feel sort of sorry

for the cuss, myself ! Still . . . if it was you ... or

me . . . wandering around in that storm, and him
sittin' in here, I bet you he'd be laughin' . . . yessir,

Albert, he'd be laughin'."
From the storm came a last hopeless hailing of the

lost man.



CHAPTER XXVr

Jack woke suddenly. A glance automatic at his

wrist watch showed him that the hour was half-past

three. Little Mr. Hoskins was on guard at the window,

conscientiously gazing straight before him and wood-

enly clutching his rifle.

The throbbing had left his head, Jack was grateful

to find, though the wound was still very sore; and

he felt as weak as a baby.

Something unusual had wakened him. Of that he

was certain. Something had pierced the deep sleep

into which he had fallen
;
and flashed a danger signal.

Yet, everything seemed peaceful enough. He raised

himself on his elbow and looked round . . . Yes,

everything was as it had been earlier in the evening.
Then a sound came from the cubicle where the

wounded gunman, Zero, lay . . . the high-pitched

muttering of a man in delirium. The words were

indistinguishable, blurred, but the cadence rose and

fell, fierce and menacing. It must have been this that

had wakened him.

He glanced again towards Hoskins who was paying
no attention to the noise. From this circumstance,

Jack judged that it must have been going on for some
time. It was even possible that Hoskins had been

assured by Welldrake that he needn't worry about it.

But it made Jack uneasy and he kept his eyes fixed

on the door of the gunman's room.

He was on the point of sending Hoskins for Well-

drake, when the door opened, and Maya stole out.

276
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The mutterings had subsided and the girl wore the

air of a nurse who leaves a quieted, if nervous, patient.

She noted that Jack's gaze was upon her, hesitated,

then tiptoed over to the couch and sat down by his

side. Her slanting green eyes were dark in the firelight

and they were lighted by more than the fire from the

birch logs.

"How are you, my friend?" she asked softly, and

laid her hand on his forehead. "No fever," she smiled,

"and I can see that you are better ... for which I

am very glad."
"No fever now," whispered Jack, "but I'll have

plenty, and pretty soon, with you sitting on my bed

in your nightie."

Maya drew her coat closer together and smiled

more broadly.
"You must not think of those things until you

are better."

"Watch for a record convalescence, then! I feel

better already."

They were silent for a moment while her hand rested

on his. Then Zero's voice rose again in obscure menace.

The girl shuddered.

"I had forgotten ... in my gladness to see you
better. ... Do you hear him? He is out of his head,

and getting worse, I can see. Until to-night, you know,
he seemed to be recovering. Certainly he has gained

strength, but with it fever came and now . . . this.

Jack, I am afraid."

"Why don't you call your father?"

"Oh, I must not! He is exhausted. You don't

know . . . the work he does to try to satisfy Slade.

Truly, Jack, it taxes every ounce of his energy. I must
not disturb his sleep on account of this man,"
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"Well, the fellow's a murderer. It doesn't seem
sensible to waste a lot of effort to keep him alive,"

Jack mused. "Don't take such good care of him.

That's my advice to you."
" But I am not so much afraid of his death as that

he is becoming dangerous. I tell you, he is stronger.
. . . He had been up twice. . . . Listen, do you hear

him? He talks of killing always of killing. Of a

woman he killed, and of men. Oh, I am frightened
... I am not ashamed to tell you ... I fear to be

alone, and to have to fight, not only for myself but

for my father. It is too much for a girl . . . too

much!"
"You need not feel alone," Jack told her gently.
"Yes alone. If I could give myself fully to you to

be protected, how gladly I would do that . . . but

you do not need me, and so. . . ," The scarlet mouth

trembled, the voice faltered and in another moment
her head was on his shoulder, her arms about his neck

while she sobbed quietly, surrendered to a brief

weakness.

"Always talk of killing," she cried, "and filthy

words ... I am degraded."

Jack could find no comfort but he held her close.

A dragging sound as of a chair being moved, and
uncertain footsteps drew their attention to the room
where Zero lay. The door opened and he stood swaying,

flushed, and staring about him with glassy and dilated

eyes. He mumbled ceaselessly ; inarticulately, his lips

seeming to find difficulty in forming the words. His

left arm hung limp and as he began edging himself

towards the stove, his wounded leg dragged, causing
him to wince as he put his weight upon it.

Maya stood up.
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"Go back to your bed," she cried, striving to make
the command pierce the delirious creature's intelligence.

But she failed. He continued his slow progress, eyes

fixed, mouth working ;
a slight foam visible even in the

dim light at the corners of his lips.

The girl gave ground before him.

"What's he staring at?" Jack questioned, sharply.
Zero's eyes had not wavered from some mark since

he had entered the room something behind the wood-
box.

"It's the axe!" Maya's horror communicated itself

to Jack, who shouted:

"Stop him, Hoskins! Can't you see. ..."
He tried to rise but the world turned black and a

period perhaps a fraction of a second of unconscious-

ness followed. When he opened his eyes the little clerk,

a picture of indecision, was moving across the room
towards Zero, his rifle dragging in his hand.

"Now . . . now, you'll have to stop that," he

quavered. "Don't touch that axe. You'll. . . ." He
moistened his lips and transferred the rifle to his left

hand holding out the right as if to take the weapon
from the other man. Zero picked up the two-bitted

axe from behind the wood-box and held it short. His
thick black hair tumbled over his gleaming eyes and

many a day's stubble of thick black beard made his

gaunt cheeks grimmer.
"Look here, my man, you'd better give that to me

before . . ." stammered Hoskins. Then sudden
terror filled his eyes as the gunman struck a short

chop against which he could make no ward. The keen
blade bit home on his neck just below the ear and he
fell with a shrill scream that died in a strange and
awful whistling as he twisted on the floor.
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The effort sent Zero staggering a few paces but he

recovered and fixed his gaze on Maya's scarlet coat as

she pressed against Jack, interposing between him
and the murderer. Jack's head was clearing, although
he had seen the bloody deed only through a mist.

He saw Zero take a step forward, and another. . . .

He felt the girl tense against him. Something hard

forced itself into his side Slade's gun! Swiftly he

slipped his hand into the pocket and felt the steel

a cold salvation. Cautiously, under the blanket, he

pulled back the sleeve and heard the bullet click into

the chamber.

He waited.

Zero's movements were more laboured now. His

black eyes blazed in a face lead-coloured and sagging,
but on he came. Jack held himself steady, collecting

his strength for the deed he had to do. Faintness must

not betray him this time.

When the murderer was a scant six feet from them,

he paused and he gasped :

"This time . . . my turn!"

He raised the axe and Jack fired. The uplifted arm

dropped, the axe clattered to the floor, and as Zero

sank down, eyes rolling upward, they saw Death enter

into possession.

Welldrake and Louis rushed into the room, shouting

Jack's name. But he had fainted. Bewildered, they
stared at the scene

;
two ghastly bodies crumpled on the

floor, a purple pool welling from Hoskins' throat, the

terror-stricken girl kneeling by the couch, her black

hair shading Jack's ash-coloured face as she held his

head in her hands and whispered his name again and

again.
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Jack woke from a sleep of utter exhaustion. Day-
light streamed into the room and WeUdrake, a solicitous

expression in his eyes, watched him. A long cigarette

holder jutted from beneath the straggly moustache at

a dejected angle, and the mine-owner's melancholy
fetched a grin from Jack before he recollected the

previous night's tragedy,
Peter brightened as he saw that the patient was

awake, and observed:
"
Gladjyow can crack a smile, anyhow ! Was wonderin'

if you'd ever come to."

"I feel a lot better," replied Jack, cautiously moving
his head and finding that no alarming symptoms
resulted.

"Louis and Pacaud are buryin' poor Albert," the

other announced. "Do you feel good enough to tell

me how it happened? The Kalunin girl didn't say

nothing nothing you could get much sense out of.

First of all, she wouldn't pay no attention to nothing
but you, and then when you showed signs of life and
looked as if you was goin' to sleep natural, she

hustled off to her father to pacify him. Strange girl,

that!"

Jack described the insane gunman's assault and
Hoskins' death. Welldrake shook his head.

"Poor little Albert! He just naturally wasn't fitted

to cope with nothing like that. . . . And me and Louis

sleepin' without a thought. ... I didn't rightly wake

up till I heard your shot, though afterwards I remem-
bered of havin' a foggy notion that some rumpus was
afoot. Seems like I'm always doin' the wrong thing

up here. But it did appear safe enough to leave Albert

on guard. . . . Slade and the other two guys was so

tired, I didn't think they could move till morning.
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But that Zero. . . . Who'd have thought him being
able to get up and do harm to anybody?"
"When I looked up and saw him, I had an idea that

either I was out of my head or having a nightmare,"

Jack confessed.
" He was more like a ghost than a man."

"Ghosts! It wouldn't surprise me any to see ghosts
in this-here place. Four men killed in the last two

days . . . and it ain't done yet!
" The pale eyes stared

undismayed into a distance of their own making.
"What did Slade say when he found out what had

happened?
"
Jack asked.

"He said it was too bad Zero hadn't done his chop-

pin' on your neck," Peter mildly replied.

"He would! Might give him some satisfaction to

know that the bird was just getting round to it when
I plugged him. I hope you told him I did it with his

own gun."

"No, I didn't think to say that, though it's a good

point. They've gone out to look for that guy they
lost. Casper. He ain't showed up yet. And they're

set on killin' the breed. You've got to say for Slade

that he ain't afeard of nothing. He holds on like a

bulldog." Welldrake wagged his head.

Love entered the room and approached them. A
deep satisfaction came into her eyes when she saw that

Jack was better. But she cast down her lashes at once

and greeted him with:

"Hello, chiseller!"

"When did you come on the scene last night?
"
Jack

queried, blushing.

"Well, she was practically in bed with you . . . and

corpses strewing the floor."

"I'm afraid I'd passed out. Must have missed

something."
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Love smiled but did not look at him directly. Well-

drake, feeling that his presence restricted the conversa-

tion, withdrew. Love sat down on the bed and looked

pensively out of the window.

It was extraordinary, Jack thought, the way she

refused to let peril or anxiety interfere with the nice

care of her person. Her fair curling hair was carefully
brushed. Her cheeks were just the proper bloom of

colour, and her lips the perfect tinge of crimson. Small

damage to her dress had been neatly repaired.
"Where did you learn to sew, Love?" he asked,

following his thoughts.
"In the convent when I was a good little girl

before wicked men began to tell me I was lovely."
After a pause, she asked, "Would you rather it was

Maya sitting on your bed than me?"
"Now, what do you expect me to say?" Jack

laughed.
"The truth, if you can. I'm serious."

"And so?"

"Oh, I don't mean that you're a liar at least, any
more than other people, but you do love her, don't

you?"
"I don't know," answered Jack uncomfortably.

"Of course, she's very attractive, and I'm only a man,
but. ..."
"And you don't love me, do you?

"
Love's face was

turned away.
"I don't know about that, either." Jack was trying

to unravel the emotions that tangled themselves in his

brain. "I've never been in love not for more than a

week or two. Girls don't take me seriously ... I

don't see why they should."

"Just a butterfly!" Love turned towards him and
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smiled. "But don't you ever tell a girl you love her

sometime during the week? I'd sort of like to hear

you say it before the time is up and even if it didn't

mean anything."
"I wouldn't tell you anything like that if I didn't

mean it," Jack declared soberly.
"And what have you told Maya?

"

"Nothing."
"I wouldn't blame you for preferring her to me.

She may be foreign and queer, but she's a lady what-
ever that may mean and I know I'm not. Besides,
she's educated and clever and um-hum she's a

virgin."
" How do you know? "

Jack could not help laughing.

"By her looks. . . . By something that isn't in her

eyes ... or maybe something that is! Now, you
couldn't ever forget that I was married to Hoppy,
could you?" She paused a short moment, then added

lightly, "Just one mis-step can roon a young goil's

life, what?"

Jack caught her hand and kissed it.

Welldrake and Jack had been conferring on their

situation and on the mystery that surrounded them.

"If I get out of this," observed Peter, "I'll sure do

something handsome for that breed. He's wiped out

two of those scoundrels, and . . . they ain't home yet
from this last hunt. Mebbe he'll get another of 'em."

"But was it McTavish that got them?
"
Jack asked.

"Finger hadn't a mark on him. He certainly hadn't

been shot. Do you know, I was reminded when I saw

him, of Hansen your man that we found dead in his

hut ; and never finding Casper at all, spells something
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awfully funny to me, but if they do find him, I'll bet

he'll be just the same. Does it give you a laugh to

hear me say all this monkey-business scares me, Pete?
"

"I don't see no reason to object to these yeggs being

put out of the way, whatever on earth or in hell

killed 'em," said Welldrake, avoiding Jack's direct

question. '"Course, the catch is that the jinx that's

bumpin' them off mightn't be precisely discriminatin',

and you or I might. . . . But anyways," he broke off,

"they went after the breed when they was struck

and I kind of feel I owe him something."

"Well, I wouldn't leave him anything in your will

until you're safe in Broderick," advised Jack, laughing.
"You know he told me he had a great objection to

men who were hot after gold. Like as not he'd scalp

you if he got the chance."

Peter Welldrake opened his faded blue eyes very
wide and reflectively stretched the soup-strainer.

" Huh ! Kind of Bolshevik, is he? Well, that's differ-

ent. Anyways, I hope he gets a nice shot at Mister

Slade . . . and that he don't miss!"

"Slade's certainly the dangerous man, and he's

getting worse. Why in the name of God I didn't shoot

him when he was trying to rape that girl, I don't know."
Welldrake nodded, then said softly:
"

I was sort of thinkin' . . . if McTavish doesn't . . .

doesn't er aim so good. . . . Well, Mack, we've our

own lives to think of, haven't we? He'd kill us both
in a minute if he saw a chance to get away with it.

Are we goin' to wait till that chance comes round?
"

There was a steely light now in the mild blue eyes,
a grim determination that seemed foreign to the soft-

spoken, easy-going mine-owner.

Jack shook his head.
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"I couldn't do it, Pete," he replied. "Murderer or

not, or whether he'd murder us or not, I couldn't kill

him in cold blood."

"I ain't askin' you to do it, son," Welldrake lowered

his voice to a whisper. "This time I'm goin' to take a

hand. So far I ain't done much and it's about time

I started. I got you into all this mess and I been
sittin' round like an old woman lettin' you do all the

fightin'. Where's that machine-gun of theirs?"

Jack pointed it out, and without further argument
explained its mechanism. His reason told him that

self-preservation justified the course that Welldrake

had decided upon, but his feelings revolted against the

shooting down of a man as if he were a wolf . . . what-

ever his crimes and whatever his possible menace.

"Soft . . . or something," he accused himself. But
his feelings did not change.

Welldrake went to one of the loopholes, removed the

plug and sighted through it in different directions.

Seemingly satisfied, he stood the gun against the wall

and took up his stand by the window puffing at one of

his expensive Turkish cigarettes. He stared out dis-

passionately, and Jack, watching him, began to suffer

from the tension. He tossed about on his couch and
his head commenced to throb unbearably again.

A tramping in the kitchen indicated that Louis and

Pacaud had returned from their dismal task of burying
little Albert Hoskins. Presently Louis entered the

living-room, and his face lit up when he saw Jack's

improved condition.

"By gosh, boss," he boomed, "h-it's good t'ing you
and me we got de tHe solide de thick head, eh? Does
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guy dey crack me in Broderick, and dey crack you,
'ere but never mind! I find me a good heavy 'andle

and when Meester Slade 'e's eat ees dinner Plang!
Pouf! Pwap!" he gestured a mighty blow and con-

cluded,
"
den we see if she take it like she give it. Eh? "

"Fine!" Jack pronounced. "Mr. Welldrake, here,

has something the same idea."

"De more merrier, de more fon," Louis answered,
then dismissed this pleasant thought to impart another

piece of information. "Me and Pacaud we see de deer

track up in de bush, and Pacaud he's say good idea

eef we go after and shoot heem. Not much grub lef

in de pantry, Pacaud say."
"Sounds reasonable," Welldrake admitted, "but do

you think you'd be safe, prowling about in the woods?
What about McTavish? Wouldn't he be liable to pop
you off?"

Violently, Louis shook his head.
" No ! Pacaud, 'e say 'e want to come, and McTavish

knows heem and is not sore on heem."
"I don't think you ought to go, Louis," Jack

objected. "I don't want to seem windy but there's

something damn funny going on. I mean well, what
killed Finger and Casper? It wasn't McTavish, so

what was it? You aren't much good, Louis, but I don't

want to find you stretched out stiff under a tamarack !

"

This thought gave the Frenchman pause, but he
recovered himself with a characteristic shrug.
"Never mind," he said, gallantly. "I no go for die

on you. Nodding goanna 'appen to Louis. And
Baptime! But I'm sick of de pork and bean! Dat
chevreuil 'e's not so far away; and some venison steak

she's taste pretty damn good, eh? So I go out wid

Pacaud, just for leetle while, eh?"
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"Suit yourself," said Welldrake, at last, "but keep

your eyes open and stick with Pacaud. It's only when
someone has got separated from the crowd that that

anything's happened."
Louis made no reply but took his rifle and departed

for the kitchen where a lengthy argument in French

made itself heard for some minutes. Then the slamming
of doors and silence told those in the living-room that

the hunters had set forth.

Welldrake resumed his watch.



CHAPTER XXVII

"I THINK I hear them coming," Welldrake announced,
after a vigil that seemed to have lasted hours.

Jack rose to his feet, painfully tense. The waiting
and the conflict in his mind were far more disturbing
to him than any of the tragic events that had crowded
the days since his coming to this fateful place. To
wait for Welldrake to act gnawed his nerves more than

any danger that he might have been called to meet
himself. Nausea and a blinding dizziness forced him to

sit down again.
"There they are . . . and here goes!" Peter mut-

tered between his teeth. He sHpped into the chair he
had placed, cleared the loophole and sighted along the

gun.

Jack held his breath and braced himself for the

shattering din that would spell the death of Hoppy
Slade. But instead there was a disgusted exclamation
from the mine-owner.

"Hell!" he swore. "The girl's come out . . . and
now Slade's got her by the arm. ... I can't shoot.

She's in the way . . . and they're comin' here, too!"

Quickly he stood up, plugged the loophole and put the

machine-gun aside. "Of all the damn' rotten luck,"
he muttered. But Jack suspected there was a note of

rehef in his grumbling. "If he don't suspect nothing,
of course I can ..."
The sentence trailed off as the latch cHcked and

Maya walked in. Slade followed, appearing to take
shelter deliberately behind the girl. It was as if some

T 289
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subconscious sense warned him of danger. Bottle

slouched behind him and then Flipper. The faces of

the two men bore a cowed look, Jack noted, for the

first time. Truculence had disappeared, and a desperate
fear peeped out.

Slade himself was ghastly, and even his savage spirit

could not drive apprehension from his china blue eyes.

The discolouration from Jack's blov/s, the lines and

shadows etched by the long strain, made his sinister

face positively diabolical. It was evident that the man
was on the verge of running amok, Jack saw, and so he

began very slowly to shift his position until he could

grasp the pistol still in his pocket. . . . Slade's own

weapon and the one that had taken the mad Zero's life.

"Well, Slade! Don't look as if things was goin' so

good with you," Welldrake began calmly. He walked

across the room and dropped into a chair near the fire.

Slade's two followers did not wait for their leader to

seat himself, but slipped, utterly exhausted, into chairs

at Welldrake's side.

"Did you find your man?
"
the latter went on in his

peaceable drawl. "You was gone a right long time,

wasn't you?"
Jack had to grip himself to suppress a shudder as

he thought that Peter save for an accident was on

the point of killing without pity the man with whom
he now conversed in such amiable tones.

"Find him? Find him?" Slade croaked. His

horrible hysterical laughter made Jack's spine tingle

and caused his followers to regard him with alarm.

"Find him? Heh . . . heh . . . heh!" He controlled

himself with an effort, and went on. "No, we didn't

find him . . . but but we found Flaxie. We found

Flaxie, didn't we, boys?
"
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The boys stared at him with darkened eyes out of

white faces, but they replied with neither word nor nod.

"Yeah, we found Flaxie with a knife in his back.

The breed got him all right ... no doubt about

that. ..."
Suddenly, Bottle found his voice.

"I told him not to stay there alone. I told him to

stick with the rest of us, but he don't pay no attention.

Says he can't move another step, that he's all in.

Well, he's all in, and he didn't move another step
from where we left him, but God Almighty can't say
I didn't tell him what would happen! And now, I'm

through! You don't get me to
"

"Shut up. Bottle," snarled Slade. "You got the

jitters. Shut up, I tell you!" His voice rose fiercely
as the other continued to mutter.

"It's all right for you to say 'shut up,* chief," said

FHpper, after a preparatory licking of dry lips, "but
what are we goin' to do? Four of us is gone in a coupla

days Finger, Casper, Zero and Flaxman. . . .

Three of us is left. What do we do . . . match for

who gets it next?"
"You pipe down, too!" Slade made a gesture

towards Jack and Welldrake which seemed to say,
"Don't let these birds see that you're beaten, what-
ever you may feel."

Peter Welldrake cleared his throat.

"Appears to me though perhaps it ain't any of

my business," he commented, "appears to me as if

the fellows is only reasonable, Slade. Nobody likes

just sittin' . . . wonderin' when something . . .

he don't know what ... is goin' to hit him."
"Thanks for the interest you're takin'," growled

Slade. "But don't you worry about my boys. I'm
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not just goin' to set down and let nature take its

course. Not me, brother!" He turned to Maya who
had been standing beside him during all the talk,

seemingly indifferent.

"Go and tell your father I want to see him," he

ordered, and the girl obeyed without a question.

Slade moved over to the table and inquired humbly
enough if Pacaud had any coffee on the stove. On

being informed that the cook was hunting, Bottle

was despatched to brew the stimulant.

Kalunin came in, followed by Maya. The scientist

was haggard, his green and wolfish eyes heavily

shadowed, his lips loose and jerky. He waited for

the gang-leader to speak, combing his thin beard with

nervous fingers.

Slade apparently was absorbed in roUing a cigarette

for himself. When the little paper cylinder had been

shaped to his satisfaction, he lit it and then stared for

a long minute at the Russian. Finally, he took his

watch an elegant, wafer-thin, octagonal platinum
watch from his pocket and held it up so that the

other could see its face.

"Do you see what time it is. Professor?" he asked.

Kalunin nodded, but did not open his mouth.
"It is ten minutes to four o'clock," the gangster

pronounced, "and do you know what that means?
It means that you've got just twenty hours and ten

minutes to come through in. Until noon to-morrow.

You remember what I told you before? Well, what
about it?"

Kalunin gathered himself together, and managed
to invest his words with a fair semblance of dignity.
He was not going to be over-ridden in the desperate

game of threats.
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"You are theatrical, Slade, my friend! Do you
think that I am a child to be so frightened? With

your watch and your talk of what will happen at

noon to-morrow? I know that you seek to impress
me with the fact that you would not scruple to shoot

me down. . . . Yes, this I know. But if you do,

you will never get the gold you seek, nor the money
you have given me for my experiments. . . .

"

"Shut your damned mouth," shouted Slade, livid

with fury. "Do any more talking and I won't wait

till to-morrow. . . ."

"Oh-h! So he's going to make some gold for you,
eh?" Jack thrust in. If this were the secret they
were guarding so carefully Maya included it would

explain a good many things.
Slade glared at him venomously.

"Say, Mr. Nosey McCaffery," he advised, "take a

hot tip from me. . . . You been lucky up to now,
and you got away with plenty, but lookit . . . your
luck ain't goin' to last for ever, and so if you know
what's good for you, just keep your snout out of

my business!"

"Well, you'd better keep your business out of my
snout, then," Jack replied calmly. "It smeUs pretty
bad."

Slade muttered something unintelligible and turned
back to Kalunin.

"Listen, Whiskers," he warned, "you've been
makin' money out of me long enough! You think I

won't do nothing to you because I got a heap of

dough invested in you, and I want it back. . . .

Well, I like dough well enough, but I got some cashed

away still, and I know where to get plenty more with-

out waitin' for no moth-eaten, double-crossin' professor
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to make it for me out of electricity! I've put my
money in plenty propositions and I lost from time

to time, but just remember one thing nobody ever

give me the run-around and got away with it ! When

you make a contract with Hoppy Slade, and you don't

come through . . . and you try to gyp or run-

out ..." the gangster paused, seeming to realize

that his threats became less effective with repetition.

At this moment Bottle came in bearing coffee.

Slade took a cup from him and greedily drank the

steaming liquid. It restored his poise.

Meanwhile Kalunin's attitude of defiance modified

and he sought to explain the difficulties of his task.

"... Results in research cannot be commanded
to a schedule, my friend. ... I am not a tailor

who makes a pair of trousers. ... I do my best

for you, and also there is my reputation. . . .

Already I have achieved results beyond anything
dreamed of. In seeking to force me beyond my powers,

you will only lose what has already been accom-

plished. ... It should be apparent even to you
that I have worked until I am on the verge of exhaus-

tion. ... I cannot do more . . . and if success

eludes me, well
"

"Have it your way, grandpop," Slade's manner

was quieter now, but in it there sounded a chilhng

menace, "Suit yourself. Go over to your laboratory

and work, or stay here and sulk, but remember that

you've got just a little more than twenty hours now
to show what you can do."

Jack glanced at Welldrake. Why should they stand

by while the gang-leader threatened this old man
and his daughter? Could they not announce that

Slade would have to reckon with them, too? He had
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only two men at his back now, against their three,

and they might even include Pacaud as well. Besides,

surely the Kalunins would throw in their lot with

honest men ! Just as he was about to speak, however,
he saw a warning flicker on the face of the mineowner,
who seemed to read his intention and to counsel silence.

So Jack kept his mouth shut and thought. Of

course, if they openly declared war it might come to

shooting in a second. Welldrake probably intended

to let Slade think that they were indifferent to the

Kalunins' fate. Then they could wait for an oppor-

tunity of taking the gangsters when they were unpre-

pared. Yes, that was the only sensible thing to do.

Say nothing. Watch and wait . . . and presently
Kalunin, without another word, left the hut. Maya
was about to follow but Slade roughly ordered her to

remain.

"You'll stay here in the room with me!" he com-
manded. "And just sit between me and McCaffery.
It'll be safer in case that gun he's fiddlin' with in his

pocket should take a notion to go off." He cackled

and lounged back in his chair, apparently at ease again.

Hours had passed. Night had fallen and still Louis

and Pacaud had not returned. Slade did not omit
to call attention to this fact, observing contentedly
that it was only fair for their side to feel a taste of

the breed's enmity or to suffer the mysterious death
that struck so silently in the cold wilderness.

"Yeah," he jeered, "they're probably stiff by now!
Unless they've gone off with the Indian. They ain't

exactly white, themselves, and they might feel more
at home."

Jack said nothing. He got up and stared out of
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the window into the blackness in which snowflakes

were now whirling. Was Louis really lost? Had he

been killed? It had seemed reasonable to suppose
that the two men would be safe together but. . . .

What a fool he had been to consent to their expedition !

For there was surely some death-bearing power abroad
in those frozen wastes that would strike as blindly
and as brutally as lightning.

He heard Welldrake's level drawl behind him.

"Oh, I wouldn't get so cheerful about them two

boys dyin', Slade," he said. "Mind you, them fellows

knows their way round in the woods . . . not like

your asphalt pounders. They was chasin' a deer and
accordin' to my guess, when they found they was a

goodish piece from camp, they just dug themselves

in with a fire and a lean-to, snug as bugs in a rug.

I done it myself more times than I can remember."

"Yeah? Well, why don't you go out now and fix

up a lean-to if it's as swell as all that? Ain't nothing
to keep you here. I don't like your company any better

than you like mine. Gimme another plate of beans.

Bottle!"

The last-named had been pressed into service as cook

and had grudgingly produced an unappetizing meal.

Flipper had gone off to run the power plant and

Maya, after a sharp dispute, had been allowed to go
to her father's assistance. Jack had breathed more

easily when she was out of the room.

Love had floated into the living quarters shortly
after Kalunin had been sent to his work-shop, but

she had wrapped herself in silence. Now, Slade con-

templated her with speculative eyes.

"Things is kind of dull round here, Annie," he burst

out, suddenly.
" How about puttin' on one of them fan
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dances of yours to entertain us? You ain't got any fans,

I know, but that makes it all the better. Customers

was always kickin' about there bein' too many fans."

Love turned her deep-fringed eyes on him.

"There's one kind of dance I'd do with pleasure,"
she answered slowly. "And that's a Salome if I

could get the right kind of property."
Slade looked puzzled for a moment, then burst

into a raucous laugh.
"I get it! I get it!" he cackled. "She's the dame

that hoofed it round with the guy's dome on a tea-

tray. Well, there ain't no doubt in my mind that you
mean you'd like to do it with Hoppy's old coco. . . .

Sweet little gal, ain't you, Annie?" He paused a

moment, then went on soberly, "If you mean it,

perhaps you'll get a chance before long. Better

sharpen up the axe. Something up here has got four

of my mob . . . and I don't suppose that's the end.

I'll likely be the last on the list, but my turn will come !

"

"Jeez, boss! Quit talkin' that-away!" roared

Bottle, his fat eyelids blinking apprehensively. "You

give me the cold shakes."

"Yeah? Well, I ain't afraid to face any kind of

trouble from God, man or devil! Old Bottle here

will probably be the next one to go hey, you, don't

drop that coffee-pot! and then, mebbe, they'll start

on the women." He broke off in malicious laughter.

"For a man that will be roasting in hell within

twenty-four hours, you don't speak very respectfully

of God or the devil," Jack commented. He could not

help admiring the other's bravado.

"Beans and coffee seem to have put back a lot

of your spunk," added Welldrake. "You looked

pretty green when you come in."
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"Yeah, I feel a lot better," Slade announced, "and

thank you kindly for your interest! There's nothing

like a little grub when you're feelin' down and out

unless it's a little booze."

"I suppose now that you're feeling better, we can

get ready to be shot or slugged almost any time,"

Love suggested disagreeably. But Slade's grin did

not change. His voice became serious as he addressed

Welldrake though.
"You heard what Annie said? Well, it's entirely

up to you. . . . Now, no doubt you don't trust

me no further than you can see me, and I don't reckon

you expect me to feel any different about you; but

what's it gettin' us, all this scrappin' and suspicion?"

"It isn't getting you anywhere much," observed

Jack, "and it's got several of your men underground."

"Yeah, and some of yours, too! And that's just

the point. There are a lot of men buried around here

what I mean to say is, why can't we get together

before we're fillin' graves ourselves?"

"Slade, I'd trust you just about as soon as I'd trust

a rattlesnake," answered Welldrake earnestly. "There

ain't no use you makin' any kind of proposition to

me because I know too damn well you can't be

straight."

The gang-leader tweaked his broken nose and

smiled as if the other had paid him a compliment.
"Don't blame you for lookin' at it that way," he

replied, easily, "but are you sure you're right? Will

you listen to me while I run over this business from

the beginning?"
"We can't very well help listening if you want to

talk," Jack said, and as Welldrake made no objection,

Slade continued:
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"There have been eleven men killed or disappeared
around this dump" he counted them on his fingers

"and I guess you kind of think I'm at the bottom of

it all. Well, get this! / ain't! Just listen, . . .

First, there's Nicholls. He was wounded but it wasn't

the bullet that killed him. Then, there's Hansen.
You found him, McCaffery. What did he die of?"

Jack shook his head in token that he didn't know.
Slade smiled as if he had scored a point and went on :

"'Course, there's no doubt how Zero and your man
Hoskins was killed, but I didn't want that no more
than you did. Did I?"

Welldrake doubtfully shook his head.

"I know Zero bumped off that guy you brought
back from Broderick, McCaffery, but it wouldn't have

happened if I'd been here. I never told Zero to bump
no one off. That's on the level. He was a sort of

excitable bozo, however, and I oughta have got
rid of him long ago."

"I suppose when you tied me up and flew me over

to where my 'plane was wrecked, that was just a

friendly joke, eh?" Jack asked.

"I wanted to throw a scare into you. You sure

fooled me with your story about the gold, but believe

it or not, we was really goin' to take you out. We
might have put you some place where you couldn't

interfere for a while but we wasn't goin' to bump
you off."

"You lie, Hoppy!" Love's interpolation was calm;
almost judicial. "I heard Flaxman and Finger talking
it over. It was all fixed that you were going to kill

Jack and burn him in his 'plane, in case a search

party happened along. Now laugh that off!"

Slade scowled, but replied without hesitation: .
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"So you heard 'em say that, did you? Well, it was

Flaxie's idee; what he wanted to do. He just hated

Jack's guts. But the rest of us wouldn't stand for

his plan. Believe it or not."

"It was Flaxie who was talking," Love had to

admit.

"There! You see? And you didn't wait to listen

very long after you heard him, did you?" Slade

rejoined with satisfaction. "Anyways, whether you
believe it or not, you got away as things turned out,

Mac; and damn near killed Flipper into the bargain."
He paused, lit another cigarette and took up the

narrative once more.

"Now we come to Finger. And what about this

guy what killed him} He died just the same as

NichoUs and Hansen . . . killed by something that

didn't leave no mark nor sign. And I suppose Casper
was the same . . . wherever his old carcase may
be hidden. As you know, we never found him. And
now, them two Frenchmen have gone out and they

haver come hack I And they won't come back,

neither. Well, what do you make of all that?
" He

peered sharply from Jack to Welldrake and waited

for them to speak.
"Louis and Pacaud will come back all right,"

declared Jack stoutly.
"Sez you. But just suppose they don't? What'U

it all add up to, then?"

"There's one man you've left out," Jack said, his

eyes boring into Slade's. "I mean Finnerty. And you
deliberately murdered him, by God!"
Not a flicker passed over the gang-leader's expres-

sion. He shook his head.

"May Maya to you told you that, I bet. Well,
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she had her reasons for doing it, but do you want to

know how he really died?
"

"Why should we believe you instead of her?"
"No reason at all, except that I'd advise you to

hear both stories and then decide for yourself which
one fits in best with the rest of the facts. I tell you,
we found that guy, Finnerty, dead same as Finger
and the others! He was lyin' at the foot of them
cliffs with the Indian hoojahs painted on 'em. And
we found Pacaud wanderin' about by the lake, crazy
as a bedbug. We buried Finnerty and we brought
Pacaud back here. He got better but he never remem-
bered what happened to him. Could you ever make
him tell you anything?"

"Why should Miss Kalunin lie to Jack about you
havin' shot Finnerty, if it wasn't so?" objected Well-

drake.

"Because she and the old man wanted to play
him off against me and my mob. No doubt she thought
that if she made Mac mad enough, he'd blot me out."

Jack felt himself oddly shaken in his convictions.

There was something persuasive about Slade's state-

ments, treacherous villain though he knew him to be.

So far the man had said nothing that was untrue

according to Jack's knowledge of the facts. It was
Slade's word against Maya's, and although he had
believed Maya, certainly she had never confided in

him nor given any proof of her sincere intentions,

so it was at least conceivable, as Slade alleged, that

she might have been trying to use him as a cat's paw.
The gangster noted that he had made an impression

and continued :

"Now I'm goin' to tell you the whole story in a few
words. . . .I've been sizin' things up this last hour
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or so and it seems to me that unless we go in together,
none of us will get out of here alive. Do you want to

hear?"

"Go ahead, if you like," said Welldrake, a gleam
of interest in his pale blue eyes. "But we don't promise

nothing."
"Don't want promises! You'll just act as seems

best to yourselves, but I think you'll see it my way.
Now, here's the dope. ..." Slade paused and rolled

another cigarette, observing his auditors keenly under
cover of the operation. "When Kalunin came to me
in Chicago, the seat was all but out of his pants. He'd
lost his job with a college and couldn't get another.

But he had this idea. Don't quite know why I listened

to him because it sounded like the bunk to me. . . .

Guess it was because May was in the room and she

sure looked hungry."
"That's my guess too," Love interrupted. "Hoppy

Slade's always generous to a hungry girl. He'll always

give her a meal . . . and a bed. But if she doesn't

take the bed, she only gets one meal!"

"I never pretended to be the Salvation Army,"
Slade replied calmly, "but if a girl don't like me, she

can always walk out, and no hard feelings. That's

on the side, though. I listened to Kalunin and May,
and he told me about his scientific discovery . . .

well, you know it wasn't exactly a discovery, but his

idea of what he could discover. I don't suppose you'd
understand it any better'n I did, but when you get

away from the long words his claim was that he could

change certain elements to other elements in fact,

that he could do what the old geezers and magicians
was always trying to do change other metals into

gold."
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Welldrake laughed.
"Do you mean to tell me that you fell for that old

confidence game and that you still believe him?"

"Yeah, I do. I laughed at first, but then I got hold

of Schonberg. He's a chemist that used to work for

me, and I made him listen to Kalunin's spiel. Now
Schonberg had a flock of degrees and knew about

science, and he told me there was a chance that old

Whiskers really had something. Schonberg knew him

by reputation; said he was supposed to be a top-
notcher in the physics line, but that everybody knew
he was eccentric. So when he claimed to be able to

pull off this stunt you know what I mean transmute

elements the other scientists gave him the horse-

laugh."
"So you decided to compete with Rockefeller and

endow scientific research?" Jack jeered, hoping that

he was concealing his interest in the unfolding of the

motives that had led to the establishing of this

mysterious workshop in the wilderness.

Slade laughed.

"Well, I kept him danglin' round, and I even
advanced him a little dough. The old gink kind of

amused me."
"And the girl? Did she promise to amuse you,

too?" Love questioned.
"Ain't jealous, are you, Annie? Tut . . . tut!

Well, if you're interested, I'll tell you that I never
made her a proposition in so many words, but she

knew what I was thinkin' about."

"That must have been hard to guess," commented
Love. "You're so delicate when you get that way."

"Delicate or not," Slade argued, "she wasn't fightin'
with her meal ticket, and she as good as let me under-
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stand that if I gave the old man a chance at his experi-

ment . . . well, she'd know how to be grateful."

"But why did you come up here? Why didn't he

do his stunts in Chicago, or wherever you were, then?
"

It was Welldrake who put this pertinent query.
"Because to work his now what the hell did he

call it? er reaction ? Yeah, I think that's the word.

. . . Well, to work his reaction, he had to have a

certain mineral
"

"
a kind of radio-active salt," Jack interrupted.

"That's the dope! Just what he called it, when I

asked him to translate some name half a mile long,

and there's deposits of it in that cliff over yonder,
where the Indian hoo-dooples are."

" But how did he ever get to know it could be found

there?" asked Welldrake, incredulously.

"Easiest thing in the world! Read it in a Canadian

Government Report. Some of their geologists had

been up here about thirty years ago, and wrote it

all up in a blue book, or some colour; but of course

nobody ever looked at the book except one or two old

geezers like Kalunin. He said if he could only get

up here where he could get all he wanted of this junk,
his system was a cinch."

"There's something there, all right," admitted the

mine-owner. "I took a few samples myself. . . .

I seen something like it before. . . . Well, never mind

that. What decided you to go through with it?"

"Oh, you see, prohibition was repealed about then

in the U.S.A., and most of my business disappeared.

'Course, I'd seen it coming and had my dough salted

away, but I didn't like doin' nothing, and this stunt

of the old man's kind of got me, in the end. It was

a big gamble, but I like gambling and I figgered that
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if it didn't work, maybe I'd get a mine or something
out of it, anyways. So I got a 'plane and we flew up
and looked the place over. Kalunin was surer than
ever that he could do it, so I said go ahead, and we
built this joint and set up his laboratory. He could

hardly wait to go to work and I could hardly wait

to get results."

"And you've been getting results but not the

kind you bargained for," observed Jack.
"You've said it!" agreed the gang-leader. "The

old man did make gold, sure enough I had it

analyzed but only in little lumps, and he figgered
out that it was costing about three times what the

product was worth. But he said he could improve
the process, so that it would be cheaper to make,
and it's that he hasn't done yet. Always he's just
on the verge of gettin' the right combination. And
he never does. So I've give' him till to-morrow noon
to come through. It's his final chanct."

There was a moment's silence as they considered

the story. Then Jack voiced the query that was in

the minds of all.

"But what is it that has killed these men?"
Slade blew a smoke ring and jerking his thumb

over his shoulder, answered in one word:
"Kalunin!"
"But how?"
"I don't know. But I'm sure he's doin' it. You've

read about death rays well, I think he's found a

way to make one, and he's just turnin' it on us, one

by one, as he gets the chanct."

"But why in the name of God should he do that?

Why should he want to murder half a dozen men?"
Welldrake demanded.

u
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"Well, in the first place he's nuts crazy," Slade

returned. "Life don't mean nothing to him, and this

is just an interesting little experiment he's makin'.

Perhaps the first one or two was accidental, but you
can believe he knows all about it now, and since I

put the screws on him, he's goin' ahead in earnest.

Nachelly, I'm the Big Shot who's sure to get it in

the end, but meanwhile just to keep his hand in,

you are goin' to get yours. Don't tell me that Finger
and the last ones was a accident!"

"If you believe that, why haven't you killed

Kalunin?" Jack wondered aloud. "You aren't the

kind of guy that will just sit down and let himself

be wiped out."

"I didn't get it all doped out till the last hour or

so," Slade confessed. "I had suspicions, but they

didn't hang together. What impressed me was that

he didn't seem scared that he'd get blotted out Hke

Finger or Casper, and then I sharpened up my wits

and done a little thinkin'."

"So what are you going to do now?" asked Jack.

"Nothing till to-morrow. I reckon we're safe

enough while we stay here. No one ain't been stretched

out while they was in camp; it's only when they've

gone outside and by God, now that I think of it,

only when they've been in the direction of the Windigo
cliff and after the figgers have been burnin' up on

the rocks!
" He stared from one to another of his

hsteners, absorbed by this new idea. Suddenly he

burst into a laugh. "You wasn't goin' to pay no

attention to me at first, but by God, you're thinkin'

hard enough now! Well, I'm done talkin'. You can

have your turn whenever you want to."

He lapsed into silence, scowHng at the dimming fire.



CHAPTER XXVril

The hours of the night dragged wearily along. Soon

after Slade had finished the tale of his dealings with

Kalunin and given his theory of the unseen agency
that had struck down the prospectors, and the members
of his gang, Welldrake and Jack held a consultation

in one of the side rooms while Love kept her eye on

the passive enemy.

They discussed the whole narrative and agreed that

in spite of their conviction that Slade was entirely

unscrupulous and a remorseless killer if his interests

would be served by killing, yet his story did provide
an explanation of the events that had transpired.

They could think of no important point on which he

had lied, and could invent for themselves no other

reasonable explanation of the happenings.
"All right, then," said Jack, when they had arrived

at this point. "That's that! But granting that Slade

has been telling the truth and that Kalunin is respon-
sible for the death of all these men, what do we do?

"

"I think it's rather a question of what will Slade

do," answered Welldrake thoughtfully. "You see,

we don't know that Kalunin is really doing this. We
can't shoot him on suspicion, and we can't look on

and let Slade shoot him if he don't make the gold

by to-morrow noon."

"What we need is proof," Jack declared. "But I

don't see how we're going to get it and we can't

wait till Kalunin takes a notion to supply us with

307
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evidence by killing somebody else. It might be all

of us at once!"

"Humph! Of course, if Louis and Pacaud come
back, that will be a different story," said Welldrake.

"But though I wouldn't say as much to Slade, I'm
damned afraid he's right, and that we won't see them

boys again."

Jack could not suppress a shudder. They were

sitting in the gloomy little log-walled cubicle the

very one in which he had been overpowered by Slade's

men and had lain bound and helpless on the bed until

Love had come and given him the pocket knife that

saved him; for in spite of Slade's denials, he still

believed that Love had surprised the real intention

of the gang and that, but for the lucky inspiration of

his ruse, he would have been knocked on the head
like a rabbit, and his charred bones would now lie

in the burnt fragments of the 'plane.

The little candle flickered in a draught, and cast

melancholy shadows. Jack thought that its tiny
flame in the darkness might well represent their hopes
of life in the wild north life that was so precarious,
so much at the mercy of the breezes of fate. Well-

drake's deep-lined face showed an anxiety that Jack
had never seen before in him, as he pulled at his long
moustache.

"You've given up the idea of blotting Slade out

without any more argument?" Jack asked.

The mine-owner nodded, and explained:
"I don't know as I could do it now. I got my

nerve up to the point, that once, but it would be

harder again even if I believed he'd killed all these

men himself. But you know, the more I think of it,

the more I wonder if he isn't right? Jack, my boy.
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I reckon we've just got to wait with our fingers on

the trigger until we see what happens."

"Well, let us go and see if Slade has decided what

he's going to do to-morrow," Jack suggested.

Slade glanced up sharply when they entered the

living-room.
"Are you for me or agin me?" he demanded, grin-

ning and confident.

"We're still agin you, Slade, on principle," replied

Jack, "but it looks as if we're both in the same fix.

So we leave the next move up to you."

"My move, eh?" Slade tweaked his nose energetic-

ally. He was apparently satisfied with Jack's non-

committal answer. "Well, to tell you frankly how
it is, gents, I don't know just what that move is!

But I'll think of one before noon to-morrow. You
can bet on that! 'Course, if you got any ideas, you
can shout. I don't claim to have all the brains in

camp." He cackled delightedly, then resumed with

a note of warning, "If May comes in, for God's sake

don't let her see that we've arrived at any under-

standing. If he found out, he might spring a little

surprise on us. As far as that goes, we're liable to

get one anyways."
Love sat at the table, idly shuffling a pack of cards.

"Would anyone like their fortunes told?" she

asked, and her voice was liquid honey. "Ought to be

very interesting. ..."
But none of the men cared to tempt fate, so she

shuffled again, dexterously making the pasteboards

purr and snap together; then she cut and held up a

card. It was the Ace of Spades, and her soft laugh
was unechoed.
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The night wore into morning. There was Httle

sleep in the living hut. Jack and Welldrake took
turns to keep awake and watch Slade who lay, grimly
silent, on the couch by the fire; motionless for the
most part, staring at the poles of the ceihng with wide-

open eyes.

Jack's broken head had ceased to ache, though he
still felt very weak, and clear thinking eluded him.
Love had retired to her room for a while but, unable
to sleep, had returned to join the silent men sitting
near the stove.

About midnight Maya had come from the laboratory
to get food for her father. The lights shone undimmed
all through the night from the windows of the work-

shop, and Jack, watching them, wondered whether
success or failure would be the outcome of Kalunin's

desperate race against time. Was he conjuring up
gold a means of wealth-making that might shake
the foundations of the financial world and make the

possessor of its secret a modern Midas or was he

brewing death in his retorts and crucibles? The cliff

of the Windigoes was black, or rather invisible, and

Jack took this for assurance. Always when death
had been abroad the figures had flamed in their pale
colours.

He wished he could have a moment's talk with

Maya. From her he might be able to glean a hint of

whether danger threatened him and Peter Welldrake.
He was certain that she loved him, and that she would
not willingly see harm come to him. But what of her

father? If that strange man was destroying his

enemies methodically and cold-bloodedly, it was

unHkely that he would have confided in her. It would
be too easy for her to give away his secret. But whether
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she knew or not, if Kalunin had been the means of

Louis' death, he would not interfere between Slade and
his revenge. The girl he would protect.

Dawn came at last
;
a dark dawn whose grey light

struggled to pierce beneath the low-hanging clouds.

The light seemed to increase the tension under which

the men laboured. Bottle busied himself in the kitchen

and presently brought food coffee, beans and cold

biscuit. Slade took a few mouthfuls, then in a sudden
access of irritation hurled his plate into the fire.

"My God, when are we going to get something
but beans to eat?" he shouted, shame-faced that he

had been the first to lose control.

"I've et beans and pork for mouths on end," Well-

drake observed, his mouth full, "and they ain't done
me no harm."

In the silence that followed it was plain that all

were thinking of Louis and Pacaud who had gone
out the previous day to kill a deer so that this mono-
tonous diet might be varied. Would they come back?
Or had death taken them while the deer escaped?
On this question the future hinged.

"It's nearly nine o'clock," said Slade casually.
"About three hours, now. Bottle, you better take

some grub over to Flipper and to those people in

the laboratory. You'll be able to run a one-arm lunch

when you get back to Chi."

"Boy! Do I wish I was back there even running
a hot-dog stand!

"
cried the gunman as he disappeared

into the kitchen.

It was Love's cry that signalled the opening of the

next act of the drama. On entering from her room.
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the stress and weariness of the night marked only

by a light violet shading beneath her eyes, she had gone
to the window and immediately called;

"My God! There's someone lying in the snow!"
It was Slade who reached the window first, Jack

and Welldrake close behind him. Before the laboratory
door lay Bottle his face pale, his wide-open eyes
turned to the lowering sky.
For a moment the men faced each other while they

strove for equilibrium and also to reconcile this new
blow with the theories and plans they had made.

Slade reached his decision first.

"Is that enough for you, Welldrake?
"
he demanded,

china-blue eyes cold with sinister determination. "Is

that enough, or do you want to wait until another of

us gets killed before we have it out with that old

hellion?"

"Are you just going to walk in and shoot him?"

Jack put the question. "We won't stand for that,

Slade! You haven't proved that this is his doing. . . ."

"You're pretty damned particular, McCaffery,"

rasped the other. "You'd think you were sittin' on
a jury, but, by God, you or Annie here may be the

next! Listen! If Kalunin makes a move I don't like

the looks of I'll plug him before you can wink; but

if he don't try no funny business I'll give him a chance

to explain if he's innocent. What do you say to that?

It's my neck I'm riskin'. If I do murder, it's me that

will top for it. Only don't forget that this is self-

defence."

"Go ahead, Slade," Welldrake replied unhesitatingly,
"but remember we're seeing fair play."
"Get ready to shoot if he gets me first, then!"

The gang-leader strode out of the door and Jack,
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following, could not repress admiration for the resolu-

tion of his advance to the laboratory where the same
death that had struck Bottle down might blast him
the moment he opened the door.

"Don't move except as I tell you, Kalunin!" Slade

warned, gun in hand. "And that goes for you too.

May."
Kalunin was standing by the curious optical instru-

ment with which. Jack knew, he observed the reactions

on the spherical heavily-plated furnace or retort that

occupied the middle of the room.

There was dead silence save for the faint singing
and humming that might have come from the furnace,

or from the great transformers that bulged near the

switchboard. Maya stood beside the switch gear,

pale with exhaustion but with a light of defiance in

her eyes and the old scornful curl on her crimson lips.

She glanced towards Jack, then fixed her gaze on
Slade.

Kalunin smiled like a dissimulating old wolf.

"I am not ready, my friend," he began. "Your

so-generous allowance of time is not, I think, complete.
But things go well . . ."he gestured towards the

furnace.

"I suppose they do go well, the way you look at

it," Slade returned, his voice harsh and dry. "But
for us if we gave you a couple of hours more, you'd
likely have the lot of us wiped out. . . . Don't move.

May, or by God ! Kalunin, you got Bottle only a little

while ago, and that makes eight murders we've chalked

up against you. But you're through now! We're on
to you. You fooled us a long time, but the time's

over. We've tried you and found you guilty . . .

and you've got just two minutes to live."
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The Russian could not face the relentless eyes of

the man who accused him, and he looked imploringly

at Jack; then at Welldrake. The latter, at Slade's

last words, had stepped swiftly to Maya's side and

restrained her attempt to rush to her father.

"Gentlemen, you will allow him to kill me, thus?"

the trembling old man asked. "These men, I have

not killed! You will see me murdered?"

"Kalunin, you have just one chance," Jack pro-

nounced slowly, "If you didn't kill these men, at

least you know what did! Tell it to us and prove it

to us, and if you're not guilty, then no one will harm

you. But if you won't ... we can only think you

guilty . . . and act accordingly."

Kalunin raised his arms and let them drop in a

helpless gesture.

"I do not know," he said brokenly. "I cannot

prove what I do not know."

"You can't, eh?" Slade repeated. "Well, I know
how to get a proof, and this is how. . . . You'll just

take a little walk over to the Windigo cliff! We can

watch you from the window here. It's a pleasant

little stroll down that fine avenue that McCaffery cut

for you through the trees. Just a little visit to your

oldfriends, the Windigoes. . . . There they are, looking

at you . . . looking at their old pal, Kalunin! Ain't

much to ask of you, is it? If you go over there and

come back and nothing happens to you . . . then

maybe I'm wrong, and you had nothing to do with

those dying men. Well, how about it?"

The scientist looked up startled at the proposal,

as had Jack and Welldrake. Then the eyes of all three

travelled to the furnace that sizzled persistently in

their midst.
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"And if I do not go?
"
asked Kalunin in a low voice.

"Then Slade will shoot you, and perhaps your

daughter!" It was Love who dropped these words,

ice-cold, into the room. In a whisper she continued

speaking to Jack; "That man is guilty. Slade is

right."
But Kalunin's next words shook this confident

belief.

"I will go," he said simply.

Maya cried out sharply, and protested in Russian,

but her father checked her with a few words, and

picking up his coat and fur cap, made to leave.

"You are mistaken, gentlemen," he said. The

wolfish smile appeared again. "You are greatly mis-

taken and I am most glad that Mister Slade has thought

upon this way for me to prove my innocence. I shall

return before long. Meanwhile, the air wiU be re-

freshing."

"If we don't see you walkin' down that corridor in

a couple minutes," Slade threatened, "your daughter
will be the one to pay!"
"There will be no occasion." The old man stepped

out into the chiUy air.

In a moment he appeared where the ride through
the spruce had been cut, and turned round to salute

the watchers at the window. He seemed to be smiling.

Then he slowly picked his way among the stumps
towards the distant cliff, walking wearily but steadily.

There was no sound in the room save the faint

humming of the apparatus, and the watchers' breath-

ing. The scientist was now directly between the

machine and the granite cliff. If Slade's theory was

correct, the death ray should strike him at any instant.

WeUdrake had released Maya who stood quiescent by
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the switchboard. Jack and Love had taken up a

position together to the left of, and behind the furnace ;

and Slade faced them on the right. All had eyes only
for the toiling figure of Kalunin, now disappearing
over the knoll. Beyond there lay a ravine and then

the little plateau fronting the cliff.

Minutes passed and still they watched. Presently
a tiny figure could be seen crossing the open space.
It reached the cliff and, to Jack's keen eye, seemed
to pause an instant and waver. Then it began the

return journey.
"
Looks as if you'd made a mistake, Slade," observed

Welldrake.

Slade did not reply except with a grumble, and
his eyes roved about the room searching for the

instrument of the unknown death.

At length Kalunin appeared again on the knoll.

His ordeal was nearly over and he walked with greater

vigour and assurance.

Uncertainty possessed Jack's mind. He was glad
that the old man had escaped death, but a doubt
still lurked in his mind as to whether that escape was

justified. If Kalunin's hand had not dealt out death,
he must know more than he chose to tell, for his bearing
had not been that of an innocent man. Yes, Jack
was convinced that if he had not wielded the fatal

power he had knowledge of it
;
and until they could

wrest the secret from him their lives hung on a hair.

Jack stared at the furnace. He had been so sure that

within that formidably-riveted and plated sphere was
housed the force that could dissolve life as easily as

the elements. Its aspect seemed somehow different

to what it had been when he assisted the scientist,

and then suddenly he realized what the difference was.
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"Why, he's put a cover over the port-hole!" he

exclaimed. "That red glass affair, don't you see?"

He pointed to a frame that covered the quartz

window, somewhat like a lens cap on a camera. As

he spoke, he looked towards Maya and saw fear and

dismay in her eyes. For seconds not a soul moved
or spoke, then Slade, grinning, stepped gingerly forward

and with the muzzle of his pistol knocked the red-

glassed protection from the instrument.

The others tensely watched the furnace, but beyond
a faint glow from the hot mass inside there appeared
to be no change.
Then Maya screamed, broke from Welldrake's grasp

and threw the master switch.

She was too late to save her father. There, in the

sombre corridor of the spruce trees, he had tottered

and fallen supine under the horrified gaze of the three,

and the triumphant stare of one. And so the power
that he had evoked killed him!

A shot crashed out in the confined space of the

laboratory. Slade staggered back while Welldrake

struggled to tear the pistol from Maya's grasp. When
she saw the gangster crumple to the floor, she relin-

quished the weapon and stood proudly facing the

others.

"You know now," she said. "You know what

killed those men. But it was not my father that slew

them. It was I! I did it . . . I, a woman, killed this

brute and his vile followers. Of the others who died,

those were accidents before we knew the danger.

But Slade's men?" she snapped her fingers. "I would

kill them again . . . and again! Do you hear, Slade?

It was I who murdered your men and you I For you
are dying, Slade. I can see it in your eyes!"
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The gang-leader lay propped up against the frame

that held the switchboard. He coughed and blood

trickled from his mouth, but he said no word. Jack
saw that Maya was right. The colour was ebbing
from his face as he heard the approaching footsteps

of death.

The Russian girl's triumph changed abruptly to

bitter grief.

"Father! Ach, my father!" she wailed, and going
to the window stared out at the crouching heap that

lay in the snow under the funereal spruces. She bent

her head on the window-sill and sobbed.

Love looked from Slade to Jack and the latter,

understanding her unspoken question, said
;

"Speak to him if you can! He isn't so bad that

he should have to die alone."

Love knelt by Slade's side and took his relaxed hand

in hers.

"Do you know me, Hoppy?" she whispered.

His eyes were staring, staring at the window, but

his lips moved in a faint smile and she could feel a

pressure from his fingers. She looked up at Jack and

shook her head.

Without warning, the dying man raised his left

hand, his uncertain fingers clutched the switch and

before any of them could move or cry a warning, he

had closed it. There was a crackle and a hum from

the furnace. Maya jerked upright and spun round,

then she collapsed without a sound.

Welldrake, with a savage oath, leaped forward and

broke the current, but Slade had taken his final

revenge.
"... own medicine," Love heard his voice come

faintly, "can't get away with that ... not with
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Hoppy Slade. ..." His head dropped and he said

no more.

That afternoon Welldrake, Love and Jack stood

on the shore of the lake, while the dejected Flipper
hovered behind them, afraid to remain alone in the

tragic camp. They had ventured out to get clear,

for a moment, of the aftermath of death that lay heavy
about the gloomy log buildings, though there was

nothing more to fear, now. The men had not been

able to turn their minds to the problem of escape from

the wilderness, numb as they were from the successive

shocks of the morning.
"I wonder where poor old Louis is," Jack had mused

for perhaps the fourth time, when the query was
answered in an unexpected way. Across the snowy
sheet of the lake two figures were seen tramping, and
in a moment the two groups were running towards

each other.

"Louis, you old grease-ball," yelled Jack, tears

running down his face, "where in hell have you been?

We all thought you were dead!"

"Say, boss! Wat's de matter? You look like you
see de ghost! Bapteme ! I'm all right, and Pacaud,
she's all right, but w'at's 'appen up 'ere?"

Explanations on both sides followed. Louis and
Pacaud had trailed the deer a long way and finally

shot the animal on a lake where, to their surprise,

they found Jack's crashed 'plane. Louis examined it

and had an inspiration. He had disconnected the

broken ski and parts of the under-carriage which he

was sure could be mended with the facilities the camp
workshop offered. He and Pacaud had laboured

energetically, but night overtook them and they spent
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it in Hansen's cabin, completing the disconnecting of

the parts the following morning.

They exhibited the twisted metal and broken woods

right proudly and Louis concluded;

"In a coupla days, boss, Louis 'e's make de old bus

so good as new, and den well, den we all go back to

Broderick. Or maybe you radder walk?"

Jack pounded the faithful fellow's back and the

group turned in a happier frame of mind towards the

camp.

"To-night, by Gosh, we don't have to eat de goddam
bean !

" was Pacaud's pious contribution to the general

cheer, as he brandished a leg of venison.

They formed a tiny procession. First Welldrake

and Louis, then Pacaud and Flipper, who shouldered

the broken ski, and lastly Jack and Love, hand in

hand.

As they walked the sun broke through a rift in the

grey clouds and touched the stern hills with a golden

light.

THE END
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agic, but also bring home to the lay reader the great work
hich is daily being carried out under the policy of Air Control

a means of spreading modern civilization.

" A swift moving and human narrative packed with thrills and
imour ... a grand work." The Sphere.
" A direct and refreshing account of air service life in the Middle
ist." Times Titerarj Supplement."

So enthralled was I by it that it made me regret that I was no

nger in the Service." Captain W. E. Johns in Popular Flying.
" One of the best and most vivid accounts of modern service

nditions that we have had." John o'hondon's IVeeklj.



Passenger by Air

By RICHARD COKE. los. 6a

airship.

An. actor looks down on the world, fron

the vantage point of the modern air Imei

A graphic descriptive account of many o

the leading air routes of the world, by on
of the most experienced air travellers of ou

time. The Author travelled by the firs

passenger carrying air liner to Australia an*

obtained the very first air ticket issued t(

that country.
This book by an enthusiastic air travelle

describes his interesting trip by plane anc

"
Vivid, picturesque and informative." "Liverpool Daily PosL

"
Mr. Coke shows that there is still plenty to thrill on the ceiling

of the world." Manchester Evening JSlews.o
" A travel book from a new angle." Montrose Standard.

Down the Flare Path

AY

By D. H. MONTGOMERY.

From the time that he first sat to take o\

for his solo flight in a Maurice Farman, an(

watched another in the air shedding it

wings, until his last flight of the war, a youni

pilot tells of his experiences.
It is the real thing. Mr. D. H. Mont

gomery has really succeeded in recapturin
the spirit of those stirring times, and take

the reader with him in his cockpit on all c

his adventures.

The book is fully illustrated by another piloi



Sky Pilot
,

By K. LANGFORD SMITH. 6s.

This is a true book of thrilling adventure by land, sea and
air. Following a very serious accident the author decided
to devote his life to mission work. He was posted to Arnheim
Land, Northern Territory, that desolate portion of Australia
east of Darwin. At Roper River Mission Station, after

incredible difficulties, he arrived to find living conditions
terrible.

As well as helper to the blacks at the station, the author
found his services in demand when the whites were ill or

required assistance. Transport was the difficulty the

author's cross-country treks on missions of mercy were
heroic. After a serious illness he decided to learn to fly so

that he could more quickly assist the sick in need of his

services and get them to hospital.
The author, still a young man in his early twenties, has

crammed more adventure and hardship into his life than
most of us dream of. The author has a delightful sense of

humour, but underneath it all burns a practical faith that

illuminates every page, refusing to be discouraged."
Sky Pilot

"
is decidedly a book beside which most

modern romances appear anaemic and dull.

Sky Pilot's Last Flight
By K. LANGFORD SMITH. Author of

"
Sky Pilot." 6s.

This book is a worthy sequel to
"
Sky Pilot." The reader

)nce again takes the air with the author in the "
Sky Pilot "

and the track in more or less serviceable cars in response
:o urgent calls for assistance, while on mission work in

\rnheim Land, Northern Australia.

Handicapped by ill-health and lameness this young author
las crammed adventure into his twenty odd years. He has
.vritten a very human account of his years in Arnheim Land
is a real "

sky pilot." Scattered through the narrative are

nany good stories, and grim experiences that again reveal

lis grit and courage, his presence of mind and resourceful-
less.

Planes of the Great War 1914-1918
3y HOWARD LEIGH js. Gd. net.

This book contains fifty illustrations of the best-known planes
)f all nations who took part in the Great War. Mr. Howard

^eigh's etchings have been reproduced by collotype.
" A permanent and fascinating record of the great days of military

iviation . . . incalculable value to historians of aviation." 'Nottingham
jttardian.

3



French Warbirds
8s. 6d.

" German
By "VIGILANT."
A companion volume to the same author's

War Birds."

Although France has a great aviation tradition, dating
back to the year when Bleriot flew across the Channel, too

little is known in this country of the deeds of the French war
airmen. It was only natural for the airminded British

public to take considerable interest in the lives and feats of

the opposite numbers who fought our own airmen daily for

several years, but that is no reason why our allies should be

neglected, and "Vigilant
" has endeavoured to make goodi

the deficiency.
In " French Warbirds " readers will not only find inter-

esting information concerning French aces, such as Fonck,

Guynemer, Nungesser, Navarre and Garros, but also many
facts concerning airmen who never rose to such heights of

fame. Their manners and customs may be found to differ

in certain respects from those of the British and German
airmen, but such differences are only superficial, and under-
neath them we find the spirit of cameraderie and chivalry
which unites airmen of all races.

Aces and Kings

MMCS

By L. W. SUTHERLAND, M.C., D.F.C. 7^. Gd. net.

Here is a great book. It is tlie gripping

story of the exploits and adventures of 67

Squadron (Australian) R.F.C. during the

Palestine Campaign.
That amazing personality, Colonel T. E.

Lawrence, figures large in these pages, for

the author was a pilot in the squadron which

provided aeroplanes to co-operate with

Lawrence of Arabia.

"
Fascinating." Montrose Standard.

"
Decidedly this is one of the best war books ever written." C. G.

Grey in T^e Aeroplane.
" The breezy, unaffected record of a flying man." The Sphere.
"
Thrilling from beginning to end." Aeropilot.

" A vivid account of the adventures and humours of war."

Sheffield Telegraph.

4



An Airman Remembers

.. r. . I

By Dr. HANS SCHRODER. loj-. 6d. net.

Translated from the German by Claud W. Sykes.

jyi 4wKUhM In this book the Author describes a war
career which would be hard to beat for sheer

variety and wealth of experience. His

strangest experience happened when he was
Air Liaison Officer on the Western Front.

A moving description is given of the break

up of the German military machine in the

hour of defeat.
"Wr

ItAilf^UHROPtRj "Brilliant War eLi^ty" Yorkshire Evening Newsi
"
Vivid pdL^ .^ . . . thrills innumerable . . ." Montrose Standard.

"
Remarkably varied experiences, vividly narrated . . ." Glasgow

'Evening News.
" A book which should be read by all those who flew on active

service in the war 1914-18. Without question this is one of the best

war books ever written . ." The Aeroplane.

\cm
'"^m. Pacific Flight

FiO^f^ By P. G. TAYLOR. %s. 6d. net.

t'^--.^^"^

..i

Captain Taylor, precise, humorous, and

philosophical, sat behind Kingsford-Smith
and guided the plane

"
Lady Southern

Cross
"
over the wastes of the Pacific. The

story of one of the greatest feats in the

history of aviation.

"
Epic of the Air." Birmingham Gazette." An adventure which is probably one of the most thrilling in the

dynamic history of flying." Manchester Evening News.
"
Will be hailed with delight by all who admire bold adventure

"

East Anglian Times.
" A first-rate book." Daily Mail.
" To read the book is an adventure itself . . . the story is crowded

with drama from beginning to end." Aeropilot." Makes absorbing reading." Sheffield Telegraph."
There is not a dull moment ... a fascinating book." The Aero-

plane,

5



Flying Fury
By JAMES McCUDDEN, V.C, Illustrated. Third Printing.

- ;;

*
8j". (>d. net.

M^:

rWRT

ByR

James McCudden, V.C, one of England's
greatest aces, only three days before he com-

pleted the story of his adventures was killed

in France, where he brought down fifty-

seven German planes. In this fascinating
book James McCudden tells his experiences
with the Royal Flying Corps in France, as

-^ mechanic, observer and pilot. Illustrated
--^- -*

by Leonard Bridgman.

Captain Albert Ball,
V.C, D.S.O. (two bars), M.C

H. KIERNAN. Illustrated. 8j-. 6J. net.

With a foreword by Air-Marshal Sir J. F.

S. Higgins, K.C.B., C.M.G., C.V.O.,
D.S.O., A.F.C, and an introduction by H.
A. Jones, British Official Air Historian.

Captain Albert Ball, V.C, was one of the

outstanding personalities of the war, 1914-

191 8. This book gives an authentic

account of his brief but crowded life.

" A fitting memorial . . . this is one of the

H
j

most satisfying books about any of the great air
_..._J

fighters that have yet appeared." The Morning
Post.

" The best war book that I have ever read . . . apart from its value

as an historical record, it is a great memorial to a great spirit."

Yorkshire Evening News.

Flying Memories
By STANLEY ORTON BRADSHAW

-js. Gd. net.

A book containing forty-eight pictures of incidents and phases
of aviation, both in war and peace. The author is one of an

extremely small number of artists specializing in aerial art. An
artistic and interesting book.

" A unique pictorial impression of aviation in war and peace . . .

an artistic contribution to any bookcase." Birmingham Ga'^ette.

6



High Speed and other Flights
By Fl.-Lt. H. M. SCHOFIELD. Illustrated i5J-. net.

A thrilling account of the life of an officer in the Royal Naval
Air Service, and the Royal Air Force. His story includes a

fascinating complete description of a High Speed training with

many hitherto unsuspected thrills encountered by himself and
other members of the victorious 1927 British Schneider Team.

"
Valuable and enthralling." Daily Mail.

"
This is a book we can recommend without any hesitation."

Sheffield Daily Telegraph.

Fighting Planes and Aces
By Flying-Officer W. E. JOHNS. jj-. net.

Interest in war planes and the Fighting Aces of the air is

greater now than at any period since 191 8. Fighting Planes and

Aces is an illustrated record of the war in the air. It includes

many hitherto unpublished details and is absolutely authentic in

word and picture.
" The book not only makes intensely fascinadng reading but has

also historical value." Morning Post.

The History of British Aviation

1908-1914
By R. DALLAS BRETT. Illustrated with 80 plates, iij-. net.

With a foreword by The Rt. Hon. Sir Philip Sassoon, Bart.,

C.B.E., C.M.G., M.P., Under-Secretary of State for Air.

In this book we have for the first time a coherent story of Great

Britain's part in the conquest of a new element by the human
race. The author has sifted the facts with the utmost care and

presents this thrilling narrative of the struggles, failures and
successes of our pioneers dispassionately, logically and clearly, so

that all may see the causes which led to eventual success.

" Should be on the bookshelves of everyone who is interested in

aeronautical progress." Major Oliver Stewart in Country L,ife."
It is a book which I unreservedly commend : for the student of

aviation it is an essential work of reference, to the young it offers

inspiration as well as education, and to the rest, much of that rare

kind of mental tonic which helps to keep
* Anno Domini '

at bay."
Brig.-General P, R, C. Groves in The Observer.



NIGHT RAIDS
^ <^ Arouml ihfV^orW

'm'B

^VVM'<.

Post and (latty

The Airman's Bookshelf
3/. 6d. net.

Under this heading will appear books of true flying adventures

many of which have previously been published at higher prices.

I. Jagdstaffel 356 By M. E. Kahnert. Illustrated.

Translated by Claud W. Sykes.
Whatever its real number may have been, Jagdstaffel 556

undoubtedly fought in the Flanders air in 191 8. A book of

genuine war flying adventures.

2 Air V.C.s By Captain W. E. Johns. Illustrated.

At last the story of the V.C.s of the air has been told, and no

better author for this book could have been found than Captain
W. E. Johns. The book contains photographs of all the V.C.s

that are obtainable.

3 Thrilling Flights Edited by Captain W. E. Johns.
Here are true thrilling stories, each by a different author.

These twenty true stories by airmen make an interesting and

thrilling book.

4 Recollections of an Airman
By Lt.-Col. L. A. Strange, D.S.O., M.C.

" The best air war book of the year is that by Lt.-Col. L. A. Strange."
The Observer.

"
Entertaining from the first page to the last." Da^'/y Telegraph.

5 Around the World in Eight Days
By Wiley Post and Harold Gatty.

"
Better than Jules Verne." News-Chronicle.

"A stirring tale." Times 'Literary Supplement.

6 Night Raiders of the Air By A. R. Kingsford
" The account of night flying exploits is authentic and exciting . . .

the illustrations are first class." The Bookman.

i
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The Airman's Bookshelf Continued

3J". 6d. net.

7 Escape Fever By Captain G. Harding."
Thrilling adventures . . . would make the foundation of a sensa-

tional film." E,vemng Ne2PS.
"
Tragedy, comedy and thrills in plenty fill the pages of this book."

John o' hotidon's Weekly.

Stark's book is

8 Wings of War By Rudolf Stark.
" A most interesting psychological study. .

excellent."' C. G. Grey in The Aeroplane.

9 Knight ofGermany Oswald Boelcke By Prof. J.Werner."
This is a memorial portrait by a German of a German war hero ;

convincing and attractive . . . here is the happy warrior, whose career

was brief but glorious, who expressed his whole personality in war,
and died before he ceased to be happy." Times Titerary Supplement.

10 German War Birds By
"
Vigilant."

" Hundreds of thrills." Yorkshire Herald.
"

Stories from all fronts and of many famous aces." Daily Tele-

graph.

11 Flying Section 17 By Haupt Heydemarck.
Here is another book of war flying adventures by the author of

that popular book. Double Decker C666. It gives a vivid picture
of the life of the members of the German Flying Section 17.

12 War Flying in Macedonia By Haupt Heydemarck
Further war experiences of this popular author on the

Salonica front this time.

1 3 Double Decker C666 by Captain Haupt Heydemarck."
Exciting air adventures on the Western Front." Country 'Life.

9



The Airman's Bookshelf Continued

3^. 6d. net

14 Zeppelin Adventures by Rolf Marben.
" A terrific and exciting tale of the adventures of the Naval Zeppe-

lins in the Great War." News-Chronicle.

1 5 War Birds the Diary of an unknown aviator.
"

It is the finest book on the war that has yet appeared, and a finer

will never be written." Daily Express.

16. Max Immelmann Eagle of Lille

By Franz Immelmann.
A most interesting biography of the first German "

Ace,"
written by his brother. An intensely interesting addition to

aviation literature.

17. Flying Minnows By Roger Vee.

The experiences of an undistinguished pilot and of his brother

officers of the R.A.F. during the war. Occasionally one of the

great flying men flares into the page, and then out again, but the

book is of the lesser fry of the R.F.C., designated by the author
as

"
Flying Minnows."

18. IVlilestones of Aviation By Capt. W. E. Johns.
A most interesting survey of the development of aviation.

In making this survey, Capt. Johns describes the flights which
have acted as milestones in the progress of aviation.

19. Richthofen The Red Knight of the Air

By
"
Vigilant." Illustrated.

The most complete and up-to-date account of Richthofen,
his life and adventures. "... most interesting." The Morning
Post.

10
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TECHNICAL & INSTRUCTIONAL

An Elementary Course of Air

Navigation
By Fl.-Lieut. C. HEWITT. lUustrated.

'

3/. (>d. net.

This book simplifies, as much as possible, a subject essential

to aU aspiring air pilots. Contents :

Maps and Map-reading. Latitude and Longitude. Map
Projection. Theory of Magnetism. Magnetic Compass. Com-

pensating Compass for Deviation. Various Compasses. Action

of Wind on Aircraft in Flight. Radius of Action. Use of

Course and Distance Calculator. Practical Air Pilotage. Check-

ing a Compass Course. Meteorology.

Duration Flying Models
By FRANK ELLIS

,
(>s. net.

A book by a Canadian whose models hold the world's endur-

ance records. The book describes in detail how to make them.

Many plans and illustrations.

An Elementary Course of Aviation
|

By Fl.-Lieut. C. HEWITT. Illustrated y. (yd. net.

For many years such a book as this has been wanted. The

author, Flight-Lieutenant Hewitt, is a well-known lecturer on

aeronautics and aeronautical mechanics. His book deals with

the mechanics and art of flying in a simple, non-technical manner ;

the principles of flight; aeroplanes and their controls, and a

course of aviation instruction.

Motorless Flight
Edited by J. R. ASHWELL-COOKE (Chairman of the London

Gliding Club). Illustrated. 7/. dd. net.

This is the only complete book for all who aspire to become

soaring pilots. The book consists of nine parts, each written

by an expert on the subject.

12



A Complete Course of

Practical Flying
By Lt.-Col. G. L. P. HENDERSON. lUustrated Crown 8vo.

Third Printing -js. Gd. net.

A complete course for aviators dealing with the subject in

an elementary manner which is intelligible to every beginner,
but which, coming from a pilot of over five thousand hours'

experience, deals with almost every emergency, every vice,

every blatant fault, in such a manner that anyone who seriously

studies the book is almost certain to become a skilful aviator,

without fear of a serious accident overtaking him.

" This book is a fitting monument to one of the finest British pilots.

. . . This is, in my view, the best book on practical flying that has

appeared." Morning Post.

"
It would be impossible to overpraise this volume." The Field.

"
It is as vivid and exciting as the average manual is flat and dull. . . .

Certainly this book is what the title describes it as : 'A Complete
Course of Pracdcal Flying,' with the emphasis on the practical

and the complete." Airn^ajs.

A Complete Course for the

Commercial Flying Licence ('B' Licence)
By Captain W. L. HOPE and NORMAN W. KENNEDY.
Illustrated. Demy 8vo. i is. net.

Here is at last the complete course for the student pilot desirous

of obtaining his or her commercial flying licence. Written by
well-known and experienced pilots, the book is most thorough,

covering the whole syllabus. It is written clearly and supple-

mented by about one hundred diagrams and illustrations.

Kronfeld on Gliding and Soaring
By ROBERT KRONFELD. Illustrated. l\ is. net.

The book is the most complete, comprehensive study of

gUding and soaring by the most experienced glider of the world.

"
Everyone who aspires to becoming an expert soaring pilot will

gain a very great deal from reading this book." Flight.

13



A Complete Course for the Aeronautical

Ground Engineer

By Captain S. L. COLLINS, A.M.LA.E. In 5 Vols.

This work is presented in three volumes amply illustrated.

They cover the entire course necessary to qualify for the Air

Ministry's Ground Engineer's Licence,
"
A,"

"
B,"

"
C,"

"
D,"

and
" X." The author, Captain S. L. Collins, is a well-known

aeronautical engineer and has served in the Technical Department
Air Board, Directorate of Research, Directorate of Equipment,
and the Aeronautical Inspection Department of the Air Ministry

and at the Royal Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough, and other

important Aviation Companies. This is the only complete
work available. m

Volume I. Tie Aeronautical Ground 'Engineer's
" A "

and'''' B " i

Licences. is. dd. net.

This volume forms the first of a series designed to assist

those who aspire to obtain Air Ministry ground engineer's

licences. It is amply illustrated and carries the reader through
the entire procedure of erection and rigging of aircraft, all aircraft

components, fuel, oil, and water systems ; controls, electrical

services, compass adjustments, in fact, all that is hkely to be re-

quired for the
" A " and

" B "
licences.

Volume II. The Aeronautical Ground Engineer's
*' C "

and
" D" Licences. 21J. net.

This volume carries the students through the entire procedure
of aero engine installation and maintenance, general construction,

top and complete overhaul ; testing, erecting of power plant,

fuel, oil, water, ignition systems, controls, engine instruments,

carburettors, engine starters, magnetos and instruments, pumps,
and in fact, such information is as hkely to be required for

" C "
_

and
" D "

hcences. 1

Volume III. The Aeronautical Ground Engineer's
" X "

Licences. i5J"- net.

This volume deals with the repair, overhaul and testing of

magnetos, packing and maintenance of parachutes ; adjustment,
installation and compensation of compasses in aircraft, and gives

all information necessary to qualify for the
" X "

licence.

14
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Fly With Mc
By Captain H. D. DAVIS, A.F.C., and CHRISTOPHER
SPRIGG. Crown 8vo.

5.r. net.

Without touching upon advanced flying or
"
stunts," this

book gives the irreducible minimum, necessary to obtain an
" A "

Licence and to call oneself a pilot. It is the ABC of the

game that is provided for by this book, which is written by
one of the best-known instructors of to-day. Captain H. D.
Davis. All technicalities are made as simple as possible and the

understanding of the book demands no special knowledge from
the reader.

" A sound investment for those of either sex or of any age who

contemplate taking up aeronautics." Western Morning Ne'ws.

The Pictorial Flying Course
By Fl.-Lt. H. M. SCHOFIELD (the
famous Schneider Trophy Pilot) and

Flying Officer W. E. JOHNS. Illustrated.

)s. net.

Flight-Lt. H.[M. Schofield and Flying-
Officer W. E. Johns, have exploited a

novel and useful idea in this book of

flying instruction. It is the most popular
course yet published ;

an illustrated book

supplemented by text.
" A most ingenious book." The Yield.

amazingly interesting." Popular Flying.

FLYinc course

aiGHT-UEUTntlSCHOFlEUD
St"lt>E'< TROPMV PILOT ^ ^

FLY!nO-OfflCERW.E
JOHNS

j

Clear, concise, and

., Mim..^'

SCALE

MODEL
AIRCRAFT

Scale Model Aircraft
By J. H. STEVENS. Illustrated. 5^. net.

This book of model aeroplane building

by an experienced modelist gives detailed

instructions for the building of the Hawker
"
Hart

"
Day Bomber and general in-

structions for the construction of eleven

other famous machines.
" An excellent book . . . profusely illustrat-

ed." F//^/:^/." A perfect delight for the young aeroplane
student .

"
Nottingham Journal.
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The Aircraft Modeller's Guide
By HOWARD LEIGH Paper Cover zs. 6d. net.

Cloth Bound 3X. dd. net.

This book contains correct dimensions

performance figures and the General

Arrangement drawings of fifty aeroplanes of

popular make or historical interest. The list

includes all the leading war machines :

British, French and German ;
modern

miHtary and civil aeroplanes such as the

Fairey Long Range Monoplane, etc. Apart
from model making. The Aircraft Modeller's

Guide is an invaluable book of reference.

The Aircraft Modeller's Guide Second series.

WiliilWtiM4iiMilliMliM

AIRCRAFT
MODELLERS
GUIDE

HOWARD LEIGK

_t.-i:.^?^

By HOWARD LEIGH

Paper Cover zs. Gd. net.

Cloth Bound 3 J-, dd. net.

The first book of this title proved very

popular and the second series should be just

as much in demand. It contains 40 sketches

and general arrangement drawings ofmodern

planes, R.A.F. Squadron markings. Inter-

nationalAircraft markings, list ofAerodromes
and Flying Clubs.

The Aircraft Modeller's Guide
3rd Series.

By STANLEY ORTON BRADSHAW.

Paper Cover zs. dd. net. Cloth Bound 3/. Gd. net.

This book contains sketches and general arrangement drawings
of fifty modern aeroplanes, British, American, French, German,

Italian, Dutch and Belgian, and should prove more popular
still than the first two titles in this series.

16
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Famous Aeroplane Series of

Picture Post Cards

Seven different collections. Each collection ij-. Postfree.
Collection No. i. is.

Bristol Fighter S.E.ja.

B.E.2C. SopwiTH Triplane

NiEUPORT XXVII (Single-Seater) Brandenburgh Sea Monoplane
FoKKER Biplane

Collection No. i. is.

AvRO Training Biplane Handley Page 0/400
SoPWiTH Dolphin R.E.8

Spad Fokker Triplane

Junker All-Metal Monoplane

Collection No. 5.

D.H.9.
SopWITH Cuckoo
L.V.G., CV.

I J-.

Fairey No. 9 Seaplane
Horace Farman
Fokker D/VII

A.E.G. Bomber

Collection No. 4. is.

Armstrong-Whitworth F.K.8. Bristol Bullet

SoPWiTH Camel Caudron G.3
Pfalz D.III Gotha G.II

Albatros C.III

ij-.Collection No. 5

D.H.5.
Sopwith il Strutter
Pfalz D.X'II

Collection No. 6.

D.H.4.
Sopwith Pup
rumpler c.v.

I J-.

I.;.Collection No. 7.

F.E.zb.

Sopwith Baby Seaplane
NiEUPORT Two-Seater

Martinsyde Elephant
Breguet 14.a. 2.

Halberstadt C.L.2.

Albatros D.I.

Bristol Monoplane
ViCKERS Gun-Bus
Hannoveraner Biplane

Albatros D.V.

D.H.2.

Sopwith Snipe

Roland " C " Two-Seater
Fokker Monoplane



THE ACE SERIES
Illustrated. 3J". 6d. net per volume. 7 new titles

57. The Green Ray-
By DAVID T. LINDSAY. Author of

" Masked Judgement,"

"Wings Over Africa,"
" The Flying Crusader."

A Trans-Atlantic Air Service may one day be a common-
place. The Grey fainily built two models suitable for such
a service and they vanished into thin air, along with Rex
Grey, the younger of the two brothers. Theirs was not the

only loss. . . . All over the world a mysterious shortage of

giant ocean-going planes was taking place. Then Julian

Grey himself ran slap into the Green Ray and several exciting
things happened. Not the least exciting was an enforced
visit to an unknown fjord, where he saw things which made
him rub his eyes. . . .

58. Scotty of the Secret Squadron
By GEO. E. ROCHESTER. Author of

" Pirates of the Air,"" The Black Squadron,"
" The Flying Beetle," etc.

Captain John Scott, or Scotty to his pals, was a pilot
member of the Squadron without a number. With Major
Lester in command, the squadron members played a des-

perate and perilous game. Flying by night and day, they
undertook Secret Service missions, carrying spies, collecting
them, assisting prisoners to escape, and obtaining informa-
tion, no matter what the hazards. One of Geo. E.

Rochester's best stories.

i8



59. Wings of Hate
By ERIC WOOD. Author of ' ' Phantom Wings Over Spain.

' '

When it is decided to hold a great International Air Race
from London to Cape Town, no one, least of all Val Vincent,
expected that it would develop into something more dramatic
and dangerous than the normal hazards of a long distance
air race. But Theo. D. Franklyn, an American competitor,
hated Vincent, a hatred that had had its birth during a cross-
Atlantic flight ; and Franklyn vowed that whoever else won
the great race, it should not be Vincent.

Sabotage and personal violence set the world by the ears ;

and left it wondering, guessing, postulating. But Vincent,
despite numerous narrow escapes from death, taxies along
the tarmac at Croydon and takes off for the race. So does
Franklyn. The world waits listens as the cream of the
world's fliers wing their way across Europe, over the

Mediterranean, above the sun-scorched deserts of Africa ;

and does not know, until the end, anything of what happens
between Vincent and Franklyn.

60. Vultures of Death
By GEO. E. ROCHESTER. Author of '^ Derelict of the

Air," etc.

Ludwig Kobel was recruited in dramatic fashion for the
Black Vultures a band of air pirates, who raid towns at

night, looting banks and strong rooms.
During one of these raids, an Englishman, Derek Oldham,

stows away on one of the monoplanes and eventually finds
himself a prisoner of the Black Vultures.
His adventures and attempts to escape are exciting and

varied. The excitement is maintained until the last remain-
ing member of the pirate band meets his end.

61. The Squadron Without a Number
By GEO. E. ROCHESTER. Author of

"
Scotty of the Secret

Squadron," "Derelicts of the Air," etc.

Here are further thrilling adventures of Scotty of the Secret

Squadron, the hush-hush squadron without a number.
Captain John Scott, still but a young man, although a veteran
with the secret squadron, undertakes tasks beset with peril-
ous hazards. His keen wits and tremendous daring rescue
him from many tight corners. The secret work of the

squadron without a number must go on. No pilot, refuses
a job, no matter how dangerous. A thrilling^yarn.
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62. Red Devil of the Air Police

By JOHN NOY. Author of
" Pirate Airship."

Mysteriously air liners with valuable cargoes were dis-

appearing, leaving no clue to the cause. The British Air
Police investigated the mystery, and Patrol Officer, the Hon.
Rufus Deville, known to his intimates as " Red Devil,"
evolves a theory, by sound reasoning and a little imagination.
He undertakes the task of stopping these mysterious

vanishings of aircraft and of bringing to book those respon-
sible.

' ' Red ' ' Deville is soon shown that he has under-
taken a mission of extreme danger, for an attempt is immedi-
ately made to crash him and his aeroplane. Nothing daunted
Deville completes his plans, giving himself the role of a
recruit for the bandits. After perilous adventures he suc-
ceeds in his dangerous mission.

63. Lone Star Rangers of the Air

By ERIC WOOD. Author of "Phantom Wings Over
Spain," "Rebel Skies."

Here is a story which provides thrills galore about the
work of that famous body of men, the Texas Rangers from
a new angle, the angle of men who do not fork a horse but

fly an aeroplane. Specially enrolled into the Rangers, the
two flying heroes roar out to Murder Town and into blasting
bullets and bursting bombs ; Chicago has gone west, with
its tommy-guns, its

"
pineapples

" and its rackets. Saloon-

keepers, ranchers everybody is offered "protection," at a

price : and refusal means ruin, perhaps death.
The Texas fliers fly and probe and fight. They fly high

dig deep and fight hard. They bring a new spirit into the
harassed men of the range, but it is by their own almost
unaided efforts that they unearth the man, the Big Shot,
behind the racket ; and in so doing, provide the reader with
innumerable thrills.

For complete list of

Ace Series see pages 34-36
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AERIAL ART
Eight Fine Water Colours

By STANLEY ORTON BRADSHAW

The Beauty of Flight

In Full Cry A Furious Dive

Fine coloured reproductions of the eight pictures by Stanley Orton Bradshaw

mentioned below, are now available. -pjje ggj. Qf eieht
Size lof" X 7I" unmounted. Price is. 6d. Postage 2d.

12s. post free.

15" X 12" mounted. Price 2s. 6d. Postage 3d. 'pj^g g^^ q eight

1. TPIE CAMELS ARE COMING. Camels in flight. 20s. post free.

2. THE DOG FIGHT. Featuring Spads and Fokker D.VII.

3. INTO THE BLUE. Hawlcer Furies zooming.
4. THE DUEL. Bristol Fighter v. Foklter D.VII.

5. A FURIOUS DIVE. Hawker Furies.

6. IN FULL CRY. S.E.5's after Albatros.

7. THE BEAUTY OF FLIGHT. A fine study of a Hawker Hart.

8. PUPS AFTER GAME. Sopwith
"
Pups."
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Sepia Prints

By HOWARD LEIGH

These delightful prints of famous war-time aeroplanes, bv Howard Leigh, the

well known specialist in aviation art, have been reproduced by the collotype process

Size of picture, 9" X 7" on paper 15" X 11". Price 2s. per title. Postage 3d.

Tiic 24 reproductions now available are

1. B.E.2C 14-

2. R.E.8 15.

3. F.E.2b 16.

4. D.H.2 17.

5. D.H.4

6. D.H.9 18.

7. AvRO Training Biplane

8. Bristol Fighter 19.

9. Handley Page 0/400 20.

10. SopwiTH " Pup "
21,

11. SopwiTH 1 1 Strutter 22.

12. SopwiTH Camel 23.

13. SopwiTH Triplane 24.

SopwiTH Snipe

S.E.5a

ViCKERS Gun Bus

Nieuport Two-Seater

Fighter

NieuportXXVII Single -

Seater

Spad

Albatros D.V

GothA G.II

FoKKER Triplane

fokker d.vii

Hannoveraner



The International Cook Books

By MADAME F. NIETLISPACH. Translated and adapted

by M. F. Daniels.

Throughout 'Europe these cookery hooks are well known ; translated

into many European languages they have proved most successful and more

than a million copies have been sold. These hooks ofMme. Nietlispach,

translated and adapted., are now availahle for English and A.merican

housewives^ hy whom they will most assuredly he welcomed.

r
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ee the two following pages.



The International Cook Books
These six volumes can be obtained in

an attractive presentation case. They
make a most acceptable wedding
present. i. 4- o ^^-

MORE THAN A MILLION COPIES
OF THESE BOOKS HAVE BEEN

SOLD

Egg and Cheese Dishes
This book describes many ways of serving attractively boiled

eggs, scrambled eggs, fried eggs, poached eggs and eggs in soft

drinks ;
also pancakes and omelettes, cheese pates, cheese

dumplings, cheese with rice, with tomatoes and with different

vegetables ;
fondues and sauces.

Fifteen illustrations in colour and twenty in half-tone.

3 J". ()d. net.

Vegetable and Fruit Dishes
For some years Mme. Nietlispach has been a vegetarian. In

this book she emphasizes the necessity of using pure and un-

adulterated foods, and of keeping the rules she quotes. Every
month has its collection of menus for soups, vegetable dishes,

salads and fruit dishes.

Twenty-seven illustrations in colour. ^s. dd. net.

Fish, Game and Poultry
Over a hundred and fifty recipes for cooking every kind of

fish and shell fish, including fish soups, fish fried, boiled, steamed,

roasted, en casserole, in aspic, in salads, and the preparation of the

various sauces.

Also the cooking and preparation of venison, hare, rabbits,

boar's head, poultry, geese, woodcock, quail, turkey, pigeon,
duck and grouse, for the table.

Twenty-two illustrations in colour and nineteen in half tone.

3 J", dd. net.

\
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The International Cook Books continued.

Cold Dishes and Hors-d'OEuvre
A very complete book of cold dishes for hot days, and

extremely useful to the housewife who wants ideas for cold
lunches and suppers. It includes the preparation of cold sauces

and dressings, salads, aspics, eggs, tomatoes and sandwiches,
also the varied arrangement and composition of hors d'oeuvre,
and of more substantial meat dishes.

Part two of this book contains recipes for creams, sweet

sauces, puddings, flans, sweets with rice, fruit cups and salads,
sweets with whipped cream, ices of all kinds, cooling drinks,

punches and egg flips. Thirty illustrations in colour and sixteen

in half-tone.

3 J. dd. net.

Two Hundred Dinners

Side by side are four menus, one very simple, one for the

vegetarian, another slightly fuller and one more elaborate.

Recipes for the items on each menu are given. Extra recipes
are added for quickly cooked dishes, hot entremets, various hors-

d'oeuvre, souffles, compotes, tarts, sweets and creams, and
salads. A chapter is given to the serving and arrangement
of the meals.

Sixty-four illustrations in colour. ^s.net.

Pies, Pastries, Puddings and Sweets

This volume contains directions and illustrations of the

more unusual methods of shaping and decorating cakes and

pastries ; also recipes for various pastry and bread, cakes and
tarts with fruit, raised and decorated pastries, pancakes and fritters,

puddings and souffles, moulds, jellies and creams, the prepara-
tion and serving of fresh fruits, sauces and decorations.

Forty illustrations in colour and thirty-five in half tone.

5 /. net.
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FICTION
New titles and new editions are printed in heavier type

The Black Fetish

By DAVID T. LINDSAY. Author of "
Inspector Jackson

Investigates
"

-]s. 6d.

The "
Long Ju-ju of the Aros," West

,

Africa's most fiendish exposition of the

fetishes of the Dark Continent, reared its

head after being supposedly smashed in its

grove long years ago. How would you
like ghostly fingers to catch you round the

throat, fingers without a visible body
accompanying them ? Yet this was the

experience of Inspector Tim Kerslake of
Scotland Yard.

Black rebellion threatened in Africa as a

result of the machinations of a certain government with vindictive

revenge as its motive, and the spearhead was to be the black

Ju-ju box, dug up after years of oblivion. But the Honourable
Richard Monroe thinks differently. The denouement comes

suddenly in the heart of the African
"
bush," where the lightning

flashes incessantly and the trees crash down before the flail of the

tornado.

Another Dick Monroe adventure to read into the small hours

of the night.

Wreckage in the Pacific

By J. ROBERTSON. 7s. 6d.

What happened to the two tramp
steamers of the famous Black Funnel

Company ? Without trace, both sea-

worthy vessels, they disappeared mysteri-
ously from the Pacific.

To investigate this mystery, the crew
of the "Laurel Leaf" was recruited.

They were a tough party, and it was a

tough proposition they undertook.
The investigations brought terrible and

tragic adventures to the crew ; to the

reader it will bring real thrills.

z6
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Death in the Mews
By ERIC WOOD. Author of "[Hands of Death." 7s. 6d.

Once again those intriguing investiga-
tors, Arnold Keene and Bernard Young,
find themselves engaged in unravelling
a mystery ; that of a man found dead in

an apartment in a London mews. Suicide,
the police said to begin with, and a

coroner's jury agreed. But a friend of

the dead man started investigations
which caused Scotland Yard to arrest

Vincent Charlesby on a charge of murder.

Charlesby refuses vital information re-

garding his movements, but is proved
to have befriended the wife of the dead man, Gorringe, when
she ran away from her husband.
Enter Keene and Young on Charlesby 's side ; and before

the Yard knows where it is, they have proved that while the

dead man was undoubtedly murdered, he was not Gorringe
at all. Scientifically, slowly and surely the investigators
build up a case which staggers the Yard, and almost staggers
themselves.

The Air Peril

TWf,

KAtK PEKIL

By COLIN HOPE. Author of
" Air Gold." 7s. 6d.

It was Dick Nearton of the Nimrod
Aviation Company who first noticed,
while night flying, the mystery
aeroplane which was being signalled
from the ground. His only thought
was that it was the dangerous
game of smuggling by air, and it

was not for him to butt in. How-
ever, he kept his eyes open. Gussy
Loxley and Jimmy Keen, flying pals
of Nearton and his fellow Nimrod

director, Cyril Loss, when they heard about it, decided
that private investigation was necessary. They soon dis-

covered that the mysterious business was much more
dangerous to England than mere smuggling.
The activities of the air plotters had to be stopped, at no

matter what risk. Adventures and dangers befell them in

their fight against the " Air Peril."



Another Case for Inspector Jackson
By DAVID T. LINDSAY. Author of "Inspector Jackson

Investigates," "The Black Fetish," "Two Red Cap-
sules," etc. 7s. 6d.

"I could cheerfully kill you," said

Christopher Doyle to Professor Lansing.
And when the Honourable Dick Monroe
later saw the body of the irascible Pro-
fessor, he caressed his lean jaw and
immediately stuck his aristocratic nose
into the dead scientist's private affairs.

Dick was looking for a Continental dope
trafficker but strange fish came into his

groping net ; Inspector Jackson, some-
what at sea, contributing a helping hand
and several pungent remarks. Even he

was surprised at the remarkable denouement which Dick

staged.

Wings In the West
By M. MACBETH. 7s. 6d.

A plane swept down from the wintry west, touched its skis

delicately to the flat expanse of snow-covered lake and
coasted to a stop at the Broderick Air Base. Jack

McCaffery, ace pilot of Canadian Flying Services, Inc., had
arrived to hunt for prospectors who had not returned from
their expedition to the Windigo. Everybody impressed upon
him that it was a terrible country, especially in the winter.

Before McCaffery sets out for Windigo he is approached by
a stranger who tries to bribe him to refrain from investi-

gating the Windigo Region.
Repairs to the plane make it necessary to return to head-

quarters. After a forced landing in a snow storm, the pilot

and a capricious passenger find themselves unwilling and
unwelcome visitors to the Windigo.
Adventures, humorous and tragic, befell them before they

discovered the secret of the Windigoes, and found a means of

returning to civilisation. A bright and snappy adventure

story.

S .



Hands of Death

By ERIC WOOD. Author of " Death in the Mews "
-]s. Gd.

When Sir Robert Dunmorrow was found

murdered in his bedroom, a safe broken

open and money and other valuables gone,
the finger-prints of a

" reformed
"

burglar,
Dick Sturge, were found on certain tools.

Arnold Keene and his colleague, Bernard

Young, scientific investigators, offer their

assistance to Inspector Addy of the Belfast

detective force, and by a series of amazing

experiments are able to broadcast a descrip-
tion of a man altogether unlike Dick Sturge,

who had completely disappeared. Following the broadcast a

bewildering series of crimes ensue : a barber and a bootmaker

are murdered, which the investigators link up with the original
crime.

Keene discovers the identity of the mass-murderer who by an

ingenious method has put the police on the track of the wrong
man.
The development of this detective story is by way of some

thrilling adventures and the author succeeds in maintaining
interest and suspense.

Winged Mystery
By ARTHUR W. UPFIELD. 7s. 6d.

Here is a mystery very different from the usual. It is

written by an Australian author, who has placed his story
in the area of a great cattle station, in the district of Coolibah
in Queensland.
The author re-introduces his detective

"
Bony

"
already

most popular in Australia. He is set the task of establishing
who stole an aeroplane from Golden Dawn, and how it was
that the machine was found undamaged on the floor of a

dry lake, with the pilot missing, and in the passenger's seat

a young woman unconscious, but without external injuries.



The following 2 titles, previously issued at 7s. 6d., are now
available at 3s. 6d.

Inspector Jackson Investigates

By DAVID T. LINDSAY. ^s. 6d.

Author of Ninth Plague and Two Ked Capsules.

Mankind fights eternally over Love and Money. Aloney

gives Power Love the reward. Inspector Jackson, gloomy,
volcanic, utterly unconventional, hears the ghosts of Fenmouth
Castle pass in review with the strange manifestations associated

with their craft. His staring, black eyes see the world through
a cynical, hard-boiled exterior yet he has a soft spot for youth.

The Gods Laughed I
By C. W. HEWITT. 3J-. U.

It was a far cry from Peter Strong's quiet home in a country

rectory to the coarseness of the training camp, although he

thought it a gay adventure when he found himself one of a mixed
crowd in August, 19 14, clamouring to join the Army.
The author describes the war as seen by this young soldier

and his chum.s. It is a very real picture of the infantry man's

war and will be enjoyed by veterans who saw the war and by
the younger generation who desire a novel with adventures.

Othe7' Publications.

The Cocktail Book zs. Gd. net.

I've Got Your Number; by Webster and Hopkins ^s. 6d. net.

The Bankruptcy of Marriage; by V. F. Calverton -fs. dd. net.

Yama The Pit by A. Kuprin 5J-. od. net.

I
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THE SUNDIAL MYSTERY AND
ADVENTURE LIBRARY-contd.

27
28

29

2s. 6d. net per volume

11 The Major Knight Errant

25 The Flame

24 The Major Diamond Buyer

25 Sergeant Lancey Reports
26 Major Occasions

Tug of War
Tabu Dick
Forbidden Valley

30 Major Hazards

3 1 Major Developments

3 2 The Red Idol

3 3 The Devil's Kloof

34 Just Vengeance
3 5 Sergeant Lancey Carries On

The Billiard-Room Mystery
The Murders Near Mapleton
The Mystery of the Peacock's Eye
The Case of the Black Twenty-Two
Invisible Death
The Death Gamble
Six Foot Lightning
Flaming Sands
Snow Blind
Hawk of the Desert

36

37

38

39

40
41

43

44

45

46

L. Patrick Greene
L. Patrick Greene
L. Patrick Greene
L. Patrick Greene
L. Patrick Greene
L, Patrick Greene
L. Patrick Greene
L. Patrick Greene
L. Patrick Greene
L. Patrick Greene
L. Patrick Greene
L. Patrick Greene
L. Patrick Greene
L. Patrick Greene
Brian Flynn
Brian Flynn
Brian Flynn
Brian Flynn
Brian Flynn
J. Allan Dunn
Val Masterson
A. M. Treynor
A. M. Treynor
A. M. Treynor

THE SUNDIAL MYSTERY AND
ADVENTURE LIBRARY

New titles and new editions are printed in heavier type

Clearly printed on good paper and bound in cloth

3s. 6d. netper volume

42 War Is Like That John Stafford Gowland

47 Ladies in Hades F. A. Kummer
48 The Lonely Road M. Flowerdew

49 In the Cool of the Evening Elliott White Springs

50 Fighting the Red Shadow "
Vigilant

"

5 1 The Gnome Mine Mystery Paul de Mar
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THE AIRMAN'S BOOKSHELF

M. E. Kahnert

W. E. Johns

W. E. Johns

L. A. Strange

Post and Gatty

A, R. Kingsford
G. Harding
R. Stark

3J'. 6d. net per volume

1 Jagdstaffel 356

2 Air V.C.s

3 Thrilling Flights

4 Recollections of an Airman

5 Around the World in Eight Days

6 Night Raiders of the Air

7 Escape Fever

8 Wings of War

9 Knight of Germany Oswald Boelcke

J. Werner

10 German War Birds "
Vigilant

"

11 Flying Section 17 Haupt Heydemarck
12 War FLYLNfG IN Macedonia Haupt Heydemarck

13 Double Decker C666 Haupt Heydemarck

14 Zeppelin Adventures RolfMarben

1 5 War Birds the Diary of an Unknown Aviator

16 Max Immelmann Eagle of Lille Franz Immelmann

17 Flying Minnows Roger Vee

1 8 Milestones of Aviation

19 Richthofen Red Knight of the
Air

20 Nine Lives

21 Pilot Tex

22 One Man's War
23 Days on the Wing

24 With Earth Beneath

W. E. Johns
"
Vigilant

"

John Tranum

A. Hagenbach
Bert Hall

W. Coppens

A, R. Kingsford

34
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3^. 6d. net per volume.

Despot of the World
Jackals of the Clouds

3

4

5

6

7
8

Pirates of the Air
Flying Cowboys
Air Rangers
The Trail of Death
The Black Squadron
The Flying Spy

9 The Flying Beetle
TO Captain Robinhood
1 1 Black Hawk
12 Wings of Doom
13 Grey Shadow
34 The Bulldog Breed

30

36

46

38

39

40

G.
G.
G.
G.
G.
G.
G.
G.
G.

Skywayman G.
G.

E.

E.

3 5 Brood of the Vulture
Sky Pirates of Lost Island

Derelict of the Air

Scotty of the Secret Squadron G. E. Rochester

G. E. Rochester

42

48

58
60 Vultures of Death
61 The Squadron Without a

Number
Lynx V.C.

Lynx-Spyflyer
Lynx Counterspy
Air Feud
Burst Tyres

Skxp Kennedy Speed King
35

Rochester

Rochester

E. Rochester

E, Rochester

E. Rochester

E. Rochester

E. Rochester

E. Rochester

E. Rochester

E. Rochester

E. Rochester

G. E. Rochester

G. E. Rochester

G. E. Rochester

G. E. Rochester

G. E. Rochester

G. E. Rochester

G. E. Rochester
"
Vigilant

"

"
Vigilant

"

"
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"

Wm. Hansbro
Alfred Edgar
Alfred Edgar
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Messrs. John Hamilton Limited

are always willing to read typescript of novels or of any work of

popular interest. Mystery and adventure stories are required

for the Sundial Mystery and Adventure Library.

The firm is specially interested in works dealing with aviation

or flying adventures, and short stories of aviation interest.

Typescripts should be sent to

52, BLOOMSBURY STREET,

LONDON. W.C.I
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